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*About the Book*
The birth of this volume has been—in its microcosmic way—similar to the emergence and actions of the people’s movements that the book describes. It required collective efforts, collaborative spirit, flexibility and resilience, creativity and responsiveness, patience and long-term commitment, and the organized and disciplined involvement of many people whose work contributed to its success.

The idea for the book came to me in August 2009 soon after I joined the International Center on Nonviolent Conflict (ICNC), a Washington-based nonprofit private foundation that creates and disseminates knowledge about civil resistance. In my informal conversations with the staff of ICNC and a number of its outside academic collaborators, I quickly realized that the histories of many nations have been infused with both mythical and factual narratives about violent resistance, while no less heroic and often more effective means of nonviolent struggle have been ignored, forgotten, or acknowledged only in passing.

From the very beginning of this stimulating journey, which sheds light on the practice and role of civil resistance in creating and defending nations, ICNC’s leadership, together with its founding chair, Peter Ackerman, and its president, Jack DuVall, has been wholeheartedly supportive of the project—both intellectually and materially. Without their support, this volume would not have seen the light of day. Another person who has been instrumental in the development of the book, and whose editing skills and historical insights have been invaluable, is Howard Clark, the author of the chapter on Kosovo. Many times over, Howard played the indispensable role of mentor and ghost editor. Hardy Merriman, ICNC senior adviser, scrupulously and with a great intellectual precision informed by his deep knowledge of strategic nonviolent conflict offered his own corrections and requested further clarification,
all of which enhanced the book. My special appreciation goes to Mary Elizabeth King, the author of the chapter on Palestine, for her unceasing encouragement and insights into nonviolent struggles. Furthermore, engaging discussions with Stephen Zunes, chair of the ICNC academic advisers’ committee, enlightened me on many important aspects of civil resistance during independence struggles. Suravi Bhandary, former ICNC program associate, was a valuable behind-the-scenes manager of the project, as well as a diligent assistant in creating the appendix of conflict summaries presented at the end of the book.

I thank the anonymous reviewers whose recommendations and suggestions bear on the improved content of the book. Last but certainly not least, I extend my appreciation to Lynne Rienner and her staff, whose high-level professionalism, experience, and responsiveness made for a smooth transition from a rough manuscript toward the beautifully designed and well-edited book that you have now in hand.

Any mistakes and errors that you might find in the book are an unintended oversight on my part. Please send questions and comments regarding its content to recovernonviolenthistory@gmail.com.

—Maciej Bartkowski
The violence of the few does not withstand the quest for freedom of the many.

—former German President Christian Wulff, speaking on the anniversary of the construction of the Berlin Wall, August 13, 2011

Most people look to historical accounts to understand how their own nations emerged and fought for their freedom. Such explanations, whether found in books or imparted through public ceremonies and national memories, often tell of violent battles and insurrections, victories and defeats in wars, and fallen heroes in armed struggles. These narratives support the common belief that violence is the indispensable weapon to win freedom from foreign subjugation, but they ignore the power and historical role that nonviolent civilian-led resistance has played in many national quests for liberation.

This book brings to light the existence and impact of nonviolent organizing and defiance where it has not commonly been noticed. It argues that a number of historical struggles for national self-determination might not necessarily, or even primarily, have been won through violence. Instead, these struggles were decisively waged through diverse methods of nonviolent resistance led by ordinary people.1 Furthermore, during the unfolding process of civil resistance, it was often the force of population-driven, bottom-up, nonviolent mobilization that shaped nations’ collective identities (i.e., nationhood) and formed nascent national institutions and authorities (i.e., statehood). These processes were critical for an independent nation-state—more so than structural changes or violent revolutions that dominate the history of revolutionary struggles and nation making.
Recovering Civil Resistance

This book reveals little-known, but important, histories of civil resistance in national struggles for independence and against foreign domination throughout the world in the past 200 years. Often, these histories have been misinterpreted or erased altogether from collective memory, buried beneath nationally eulogized violence, commemorative rituals of glorified death, martyred heroes, and romanticized violent insurrections. In recovering hidden stories of civil resistance that involve diverse types of direct defiance and more subtle forms of everyday, relentless endurance and refusal to submit, this book shows how the actions of ordinary people have undermined the authority and control of foreign hegemons—colonizers and occupiers—and their domestic surrogates. Despite extreme oppression, the repertoire of nonviolent action has often helped societies survive and strengthen their social and cultural fabric, build economic and political institutions, shape national identities, and pave the way to independence. The narrative of the book contains a heuristic inquiry into forgotten or ignored accounts of civil resistance, showing how knowledge about historical events and processes is generated, distorted, and even ideologized in favor of violence-driven, structure-based, or powerholder-centric interpretations.

Glorified violence in the annals of nations, the gendered nature of violence wielded by men, state independence that is seen as having been founded largely on violence (the view reinforced by a state monopoly on violence as a way to maintain that independence), and human attention and media focus (both centered on dramatic and spectacular stories of violence and heroic achievements of single individuals) all dim the light on the quiet, nonviolent resistance of millions. This type of struggle neither captures the headlines nor sinks into people’s memories unless it provokes the regime’s response and, more often than not, a violent one.

The outcomes of seemingly violent struggles with foreign adversaries have depended to a large degree on the use of political—nonviolent—means rather than arms. Materially and militarily powerful empires and states have been defeated by poorly armed or even completely unarmed opponents not because they met irresistibly violent force, but because the nations found another source of strength—a total mobilization of the population via political, administrative, and ideological tools. Thus, political organizing has been the key ingredient in the people’s revolutions that have helped the militarily weaker successfully challenge powerful enemies. Examples include, among others, the Spanish insurrectionists against Napoleon, the Chinese revolutionaries against the Japanese Army, and the North Vietnamese against the United States and its South Vietnamese allies. In all of these supposedly violence-dominated conflicts, military tools were sub-
ordinated to a broader political struggle for the “hearts and minds” of ordinary people.²

By recovering the stories of nonviolent actions, this book goes against a tide of prevailing views about struggles against foreign domination that fail to recognize and take into account the role and contribution of civil resistance.

### Power, Structure, and Agency

The study of civil resistance presented here represents a paradigmatic shift in the understanding of national struggles and the making of nation-states, which moves away from the traditional focus on structures, conditions, processes, military power, violence, and political elites. This investigation approaches historical knowledge in a novel fashion, recognizing that the force that shapes nations and propels their resistance lies in the organized, purposeful, and defiant actions of an unarmed population. Its nonstate alternative to understanding political power goes against the established Weberian canon of political authority that is top down, centralized, static, material, and elite or institution centric. Instead, the people power perspective emphasizes the fragility and diffused nature of political power, its outside-of-the-state origin, and the agency of ordinary people. Regimes are sustained not merely by their material power, including mechanisms of coercion, but also or primarily by the apathy or ignorance of the common people. The dormant people power becomes apparent with a sudden or gradual collective withdrawal of consent and mass disobedience. This force, according to Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma), gains its strength from the fact that “even the most powerful cannot rule without the co-operation of the ruled.”³

This book shows various mobilizers of the power of agency in liberation struggles. First, there are powerful resources for the emergence and conduct of resistance that lie in culture and are used by local people to resist subjugation. They borrow from existing symbols, rituals, and customs to devise ever more effective strategies and tactics against an oppressor, particularly a foreign one. Religious or cultural ceremonies become occasions to gather and organize in a space not fully controlled by a regime. While engaging in culturally infused resistance, people also create new understandings, meanings, and identities that in turn reinforce unity and resilience of a given collective, mobilize others and spread consciousness, and help nation-building processes. Second, people have the power to independently activate existing or create new nonstate or civic institutions (e.g., religious groups, labor organizations, educational institutions, and civil society associations). These structure-building processes turn out to be a potent weapon of ordinary peo-
ple in waging a protracted struggle for the transformation of their society and its eventual liberation from the control of a foreign oppressor—often without directly challenging the latter or raising unnecessarily its ire until the moment of the movement’s own choosing. Although the book emphasizes the role and impact of agency, it does not disregard structures as they may constitute a crucial part of nonviolent strategies. However, structures remain important insofar as the actions of agency are taken into consideration. At the same time, civil resistance, its trajectories, and even its outcomes are not circumstantial. They are driven and shaped by people’s decisions and actions.

The Main Inquiries in This Book

The case studies in this volume shed light on many key questions, including: What kinds of nonviolent tactics were used in national struggles? What made some nonviolent campaigns successful despite unfavorable conditions and what made others fail or achieve only partial success? What was the impact of diverse acts of civil resistance on the further unfolding of a conflict and its eventual outcomes? How did collective nonviolent actions influence nations, their collective identities, or socioeconomic and political institutions that evolved during the national struggles? Did civil resistance have longer-term consequences on the historical development of these countries? Finally, why do the annals so often ignore the presence and role of civil resistance?

By identifying episodes, periods, and specific campaigns of nonviolent resistance that at particular points in time either constituted a dominant or a sole ingredient behind a national liberation struggle, the case studies answer these questions and so encourage new conversation about the nature, place, and role of nonviolent resistance in state and nation formation.

Civil Resistance as Nonviolent Political Contestation

This book uses the terms civil resistance, nonviolent resistance, and nonviolent struggle to refer to the same basic phenomenon defined as a form of political conflict in which ordinary people choose to stand up to oppressive structures—be it occupation, colonialism, or unjust practices of government—with the use of various tactics of nonviolent action such as strikes, boycotts, protests, and civil disobedience.4 Such methods include not only overt confrontational actions, but also more subtle forms of cultural resistance or seemingly apolitical work of autonomous associations and parallel institution building. Whether overt or tacit, nonviolent forms of resistance
are a popular expression of people’s collective determination to withdraw their cooperation from the powers that be. People can refuse to follow a coerced or internalized system of lies and deception and, thereby, intentionally increase the cost of official control. They also can encourage divisions within an oppressor’s pillars of support (e.g., in the ranks of its security forces and military) and exploit the consequences of repressive violence against unarmed resisters by turning them into a strategic advantage for a movement.

Related to its nonviolent nature comes the concept of civil resistance as a separate form of political contestation. This is because action takers wage a battle of ideas in which a movement tries to win popular legitimacy while the authorities struggle to maintain the loyalty of security forces and the neutrality or apathy of the population. The causal ideas behind civil resistance are thoughts and expressions of one or more concrete grievances and demands articulated in articles, pamphlets, leaflets, sermons, speeches, social media, or other means of communication. The ideas and the movements that propagate them may galvanize mass public support, but also face brutal suppression, including physical force wielded by the army or security apparatus of the regime. In that contest, to paraphrase the writings of some authors in this volume, it remains to be seen whether a nonviolent resister such as a writer or a painter can be mightier than the tyrant under whose yoke the population lives.

**Weaving Together a National Fabric**

Through various creative nonviolent actions aimed at resisting foreign domination, a painstaking process of autonomous state building occurs—both underground and tacit as well as overt and explicit with the skillful use of allowable and available legal and political space. A multitude of repeated acts of participatory and constructive disobedience practiced by ordinary people creates and re-creates a territory-wide architecture of cultural, social, economic, and political alternative practices and norms, often accompanying and supporting more direct and coercive forms of nonviolent tactics.

Next to state building, the practice of civil resistance stipulates yet another transformational force, namely, reimagining communities and awakening them to their shared values, common history, collective understanding, and unifying vision of their cultural, linguistic, social, and political roots as well as a communal life and destiny in a defined public space. Civil resistance is thus an instrument—not necessarily visible to the foreign occupier or well understood by those who practice it—that helps develop people’s sense of patriotism and their attachment to their newly invented interwoven time line of memories, relations, and events that sew the fabric of an imagined nation.
Liberation Struggles Through Civil Resistance Campaigns

This book looks at cases that can be classified as popular liberation or self-rule struggles, which include struggles for independence or self-determination and against occupation, colonial control, or foreign domination—the latter often represented by an indigenous government subservient to outside interests. These cases might otherwise share common issues (e.g., mobilizing unarmed people and challenging oppressive and violent systems) with rights-based or rule-of-law struggles—but covering these two types of struggle that also include recent anti-dictatorship upheavals in the Arab world is beyond the scope of this book.5

Historically, liberation or self-rule struggles in which civil resistance is a predominant method of waging resistance have been uncommon. For example, as of this writing, the most systemic and methodologically rigorous dataset on civil resistance cases that allows for scholarly validation and transferability—Nonviolent and Violent Campaigns and Outcomes (NAVCO 1.0)—identifies 106 mass-based nonviolent struggles against dictatorships, occupation, and self-determination that occurred between 1900 and 2006.6 Of this number only twenty-one campaigns can be classified, according to the criteria of this volume, as belonging to popular liberation or self-rule struggles. This book describes in detail four of these twenty-one cases, and, in addition, includes a number of other, lesser-known, instances that date as far back as the eighteenth century, through undertaking in-depth analysis of sometimes decades-long, country-specific nonviolent resistance campaigns. What emerges is a collection of culturally, religiously, temporally, and spatially diverse cases in which the role and impact of civil resistance have historically been understudied and poorly understood.7

The thematic coverage of this book goes beyond single disciplinary boundaries and its research speaks to a number of scholarly streams. It examines the cases through analytical and empirical lenses of the history of revolutionary and independence struggles, nationalism studies, the sociology of social movements, comparative and contentious politics, and strategic nonviolent conflict. This book is intended for students and scholars interested in accounting in their research for the purposeful agency of ordinary people who organize social movements and the strategic dimension of the use of nonviolent action in political conflicts. In addition, this volume will be of interest to policy professionals, practitioners, activists, and nonspecialists who look for a greater historical understanding of the phenomenon of popular nonviolent uprisings in order to better comprehend the major unarmed upheavals of recent years and search for inspiration and lessons that can be derived from the nonviolent history of their own or other countries.
The Structure of This Book

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 considers how mass-based nonviolent resistance can create and re-create national identities and how existing collective identities can enhance or constrain a movement’s repertoire of nonviolent tactics. While focusing on the interrelationship and mutually influencing effects of nonviolent resistance and the process of national identity formation, the chapter bridges two distinct and typically segregated disciplines: those of social movements and strategic nonviolent conflict.8 This leads to fifteen empirical cases assembled by major geographical regions: sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa and the Middle East, Asia and Oceania, Europe, and the Americas. The cases within each region are presented chronologically.

The choice of case studies emphasizes historical examples that have been relatively underresearched from the perspective of civil resistance. This is why there is no chapter on the independence struggle most commonly associated with nonviolent resistance, namely, India. That is not to say that the Indian independence movement does not warrant further study,9 but the authors of this volume came to believe that lesser-known instances of nonviolent resistance need to be brought to light in order to inform and expand empirical and theoretical knowledge and identify areas for further inquiry. Other cases of nonviolent independence struggles not present in this book include those of the Baltic countries, whose national resistance against Soviet occupation has been described elsewhere.10 Latin America—Cuba apart—also remains underrepresented in this book and there is an obvious need for future research to ascertain the role of nonviolent resistance against colonialism and during independence in that region. Yet another study not included in this volume but important to consider for future research—given continued violence in the region—is that of the Pashtuns who, under the leadership of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, organized an unarmed militia of one hundred thousand people known as “Red Shirts” (from the color of their military-like uniform) that fought the British nonviolently throughout the 1930s in what is now the western tribal areas of Pakistan.11

Another important criterion used for case selection in this book was the presence in a given society of narratives that glorify military might and violent insurrection. Several chapters refer to the presence of an exaggerated narrative of violent resistance as a significant reason explaining the historical oblivion to which many stories of nonviolent resistance have been relegated. The consequences of such marginalization and amnesia surrounding nonviolent history were apparent when a respected mainstream media columnist sincerely, though naively, offered his recommendations about nonviolent resistance to none other than the Palestinians12—a population
that, as Chapter 9 shows, has a rich tradition of popular nonviolent struggle and a much longer historical experience with peaceful resistance than many contemporary commentators who were mesmerized by the 2011 Arab Spring realize. Chapter 9 on Palestine and Chapter 12 on West Papua stand out as representing ongoing conflicts with largely hidden records of nonviolent resistance. West Papua warrants further comparative analysis with other struggles for independence from Indonesia, notably in East Timor and in the Aceh region.¹³

The cases in this book were also selected in an attempt to represent major geographical areas, historically different periods, diverse cultures, distinct religions, and varied systems of governance and political control ranging from the dominance of an ethnic group within a multiethnic state to countries that were subject to conquest, colonialism, occupation, partition, foreign domination, and indirect forms of foreign rule through co-opted or coerced domestic proxies.

Last, the conclusion expands on the insights derived from the empirical studies beyond the ones mentioned in this introduction, including the issue of masculinity, transnationalization, and dynamics of nonviolent resistance and forward-looking arguments about the role, impact, and development of civil resistance as a practice and a field of study. The appendix that follows the conclusion includes conflict summaries that list methods and impact of nonviolent actions discussed in the chapters.

An Overview of the Case Studies

Sub-Saharan Africa

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 on Ghana, Zambia, and Mozambique, respectively, touch briefly on a diffuse Africa-wide, anticolonial, decades-long movement known as pan-Africanism, which was instrumental in raising consciousness about imperial oppression, advocating for national liberation of colonially subjugated peoples, and creating a transnational platform of conferences where topics such as strategies and tactics to achieve independence were discussed and formulated. During the Fifth Pan-African Congress in Manchester, England, in 1945 the African participants, including Kwame Nkrumah (the leader of Ghana’s independence struggle and its future president), called for mass-based, popular actions as the first and most appropriate means to fight for independence. Pan-Africanism and the solidarity and support that it engendered played an important role in popularizing nonviolent means of resistance and underscored the struggles for self-determination of the African nations.¹⁴
In Ghana, Zambia, and Mozambique an important element of nonviolent defiance, which often preceded more open and direct forms of nonviolent resistance, was grassroots organizing in the form of voluntary and professional self-help associations, cooperatives, and unions. Even during the national struggle in Mozambique, seemingly dominated by armed insurrection, the Mozambican Liberation Front (FRELIMO) pursued broad, mass-based strategies of organizing and building institutions that were implemented in the liberated zones. The origin of these activities can be traced to the decades of nonviolent civic mobilization, direct action, and use of parallel institutions in the form of mutual aid cooperatives that preceded armed resistance. Chapter 3 on Ghana and Chapter 4 on Zambia acknowledge the important role of their leaders and subsequent presidents, Kwame Nkrumah and Kenneth Kaunda, in ensuring nonviolent discipline and carrying out mass-based nonviolent tactics, but they emphasize even more so the collective actions led by hundreds of thousands of ordinary people that gave thrust to the work of revolutionary leaders.

North Africa and the Middle East

“Many Arabs,” Ralph Crow and Philip Grant note, “think of their tradition as valuing chivalry, courage, and the open confrontation of opponents, [and therefore] they wonder how a system of resistance that rejects the use of arms can be considered part of their heritage.” In fact, Chapter 6 on Algeria and Chapter 7 on Egypt show the extent to which nonviolent resistance has been a recurrent feature of Arab life that is compatible with various forms of Islam and an indispensable element of the struggle against foreign invaders. Furthermore, the most recent popular revolts, now commonly referred to as the Arab Spring and the earlier Green Movement in Iran, underscore the continuing relevance of historical precedents from Egypt, Algeria, Iran, and Palestine that are reexamined in this book. Indeed, these historical examples help open up a further understanding of the regime’s current politics as well as civilian organizing despite inhibiting conditions.

In Iran, a glorified narrative of political violence propagated by the Shah’s regime and Islamic Republic and their censored media has reinforced a general lack of recognition in the Iranian historical and political discourse of legitimate means of struggle other than violence. Nevertheless, ordinary Iranians have frequently resorted to the use of popular nonviolent resistance. This has occurred recently (such as in the Green Movement or the 1979 Iranian revolution) as well as nearly a century earlier in the tobacco movement of 1891–1892 and the constitutional revolution of 1905–1907 to oppose foreign domination and the rulers’ lack of responsiveness to people’s demands. As in other struggles, many Iranians drew inspiration for
their peaceful resistance from religious influences. They used nonviolent actions in a deliberate, planned form to facilitate coalition building and forge unity across sects, professions, and classes to annul tobacco concessions for foreigners and later to press for broader political and constitutional changes.

Chapter 9 on Palestine challenges conventional wisdom by showing that nonviolent resistance against occupation required not only obtaining the support of international third parties, but also inducing political and social changes in the opponent (i.e., the Israelis). As the first Palestinian intifada illustrates, an opponent’s lack of constructive response can undermine advocates of nonviolent actions and strengthen the appeal of violent forms of struggle. Thus far, John F. Kennedy’s famous warning that “those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable” has not been fully learned. On May 15, 2011, the Palestinian Nakba Day (day of the catastrophe) that marks the Israeli Independence Day, masses of unarmed Palestinians marched to the Israeli border from Syria, Lebanon, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip only to face violence. Violent response can backfire against the perpetrators—as a number of examples in this volume show—but believing that nonviolent actions cannot change opponents’ policies can lead to disillusionment among nonviolent activists and give more importance to advocates of armed struggle. In many nonviolent struggles, the intransigence of an opponent and the obduracy of third parties who support the opponent provide fuel for those who favor armed resistance. The issue is further complicated in situations where advocacy of nonviolent struggle might (sometimes willfully) be misinterpreted as denial of a population’s right to choose its own means of struggle. Chapter 9 shows the relative effectiveness of nonviolent strategies compared with military action, particularly when framed in terms of community self-governance and basic human rights.

The narratives and images of venerated wars of independence—recounted in Chapters 5, 10, 11, 15, and 16 on Mozambique, Burma, Bangladesh, Kosovo, and the United States, respectively—have shaped thinking and writing about the Algerian self-determination struggle introduced in Chapter 6. The history of the Algerian resistance lies hidden in subtle forms of nonviolent defiance such as social boycotts, individual and collective withdrawal from the public sphere, autonomous cultural and religious activism, and more visible and direct forms of nonviolent resistance that were used by the population well before the independence war. Through the pursuit of nonviolent action and despite extremely unfavorable conditions Algerians—like Poles—managed to preserve and expand their distinctive culture and develop a sense of “Algerianness,” even though—similarly to Mozambique, Kosovo, Iran, or the United States—nonviolent resistance was shunted aside by armed struggle.
When the January 25, 2011, nonviolent revolution in Egypt—using strikingly similar methods of nonviolent resistance as the forerunners in 1919–1921—brought down a dictator, the history of the Egyptian resistance against foreign domination and British colonial occupation became a more significant and symbolic legacy. Important practices of nonviolent action used by ordinary Egyptians to challenge oppression and resist colonization were apparent throughout the nineteenth century. As various forms of Christianity (e.g., in Zambia, Ghana, and West Papua) have offered either inspiration (e.g., the image of Christ who struggled nonviolently against injustice) or normative foundations (e.g., the call for equality regardless of race, color, or ethnic heritage) for nonviolent defiance, similarly Islamic teaching has played a part in shaping nonviolent resistance in countries such as Egypt, Algeria, and Iran. While describing various nonviolent tactics and their outcomes, Chapter 7 on Egypt—in the same vein as various other chapters—highlights the potential formative impact of civil resistance on Egyptian national identity and statehood.

Asia and Oceania

As described in Chapter 10, to boost its own credibility, the ruling Burmese military junta has glorified the role of the military and armed resistance in the historic anticolonial, nationalist movement against British rule. This process has been seen elsewhere, such as in the propaganda of the Algerian National Liberation Front (FLN) that invoked its victorious armed struggle to legitimize continued, undemocratic leadership. However, often overlooked is the way that Burmese nonviolent campaigns and constructive programs undermined British colonial rule from 1910 to 1940 and shaped Burmese national identity. People in Burma were inspired by and continued their activities in emulation of the Indian independence movement led by Gandhi—a fact that remains relatively unknown in Burma. Burmese, like Indians, spun and wore their own native cloth (pinni), a symbol of resistance against British rule. In India, Gandhi referred to homespun cloth as “the livery of freedom” because he wanted to unify all Indians in the independence struggle, including the poorest. This was also the case in the Burmese anticolonial struggle as well as in West Papua and, indeed, much earlier in civil resistance of the American colonists against the British. The Burmese national resistance in the 1920s and 1930s had also been waged with the use of a repertoire of nonviolent tactics strikingly similar to those deployed by the Burmese opposition against the military dictatorship since 1988.

The case of East Pakistan (Bangladesh) in Chapter 11 offers accounts of civil resistance movements that remain relatively unknown to non-Bengali readers. Until the nine-month-long bloody war that captured the attention of the world and led to the liberation of Bangladesh in December 1971, the
struggle for the right to national self-expression and self-determination was fought through the use of civil resistance methods and strategies. Two non-violent struggles are particularly notable for their impressive mobilization and impact, namely, the Bangla language movement in the 1940s and 1950s and the March 1971 nonviolent national uprising. The language movement increased Bengalis’ national awareness and fueled their continued resistance while less than a month of nationwide civil resistance in the form of civic organizing, demonstrations, strikes, and mass civil disobedience in March 1971 led to the de facto independence of East Pakistan prior to the outbreak of war—a result similar to the outcomes of the American nonviolent struggle against the British.

Chapter 12 on West Papua provides an altogether fresh venue for resistance on behalf of self-determination. Contrary to a romanticized “Avatar” vision of an indigenous population equipped with primitive weapons taking on the modern machinery of the Indonesian police and military, West Papuans developed a philosophy and practice of resisting injustice and fighting for greater autonomy and independence using nonviolent means of action. This culturally validated resistance has been fed and reinforced by the West Papuans’ sense of national identity. Similar to Chapter 9 on Palestine, the West Papuan case shows that, if nonviolent resistance for independence is framed in terms of universal democratic values and human rights, it can have a stronger resonance with civil society and human rights advocates in the occupying countries as well as with the international community. This, in turn, helps the oppressed population build solidarity with other groups and empathy for its struggle.

Europe

Chapter 13 describes the Hungarian resistance against the Austrian Habsburg Empire during the 1850s and 1860s that took the form of a nonviolent, though active and coercive, national confrontation. This reality contrasts with the term passive resistance that had been commonly used—sometimes in a derogatory way—to describe this struggle. As in Ghana and Zambia, the case of Hungary highlights the role of a national leader—Ferenc Deák—in articulating, mobilizing, and sustaining nonviolent resistance. Even without Deák’s leadership Hungarians would in all likelihood have waged a nonviolent struggle, although his guidance helped the internal integrity of the movement and ensured its robust, multiyear nonviolent discipline. The strength of the Hungarian defiance came precisely from the fact that the resistance was mass based, decentralized, and without a singular operational leader whose arrest would have jeopardized the movement’s survival. Just as Ghana’s nonviolent struggle enthused other African nations, the Hungarian nonviolent resistance for an equal political status in the Habsburg Empire became a transnational
cause célèbre for other nationalist movements, ranging from Ireland and Finland to India.

The Polish case presented in Chapter 14 addresses a common theme of nonviolent resistance beneath valorized violence and makes explicit a truth that many chapters in this volume reveal—that formation of a nation, particularly under occupation, partition, or colonialism, is not a predetermined process. Denationalization by externally imposed partitioning—when three empires (Prussia, Austria, and Russia) divided Poland among themselves—failed because people decided to resist through sociocultural organizing and educational and commemoration campaigns, along with direct action such as petitions, civil disobedience, strikes, and demonstrations. As is apparent in examples from Africa, the United States, and Asia, civil resistance was used strategically to defend Polish society, reinforce social solidarity, and strengthen the process of national identity formation and state building.

Similar to the struggles in Mozambique and in Algeria, Kosovo’s national resistance described in Chapter 15 is selectively remembered for the armed struggle led by the Kosovo Liberation Army. Yet nonviolent resistance prevented the outbreak of war at the time when it would have been most disastrous—before the other wars of Yugoslav succession and when Kosovo was internationally isolated. During their decade-long nonviolent resistance, Kosovo Albanians were able to maintain their own community in the face of Serbian repression and educate international opinion about their rights. As in Cuba, Bangladesh, and Palestine, the nonviolent resistance practiced in Kosovo laid the foundation for the emergence of civil society and a fledging democratic culture, notwithstanding the fact that these achievements were rapidly undermined by a shift from collective nonviolent action in favor of armed struggle. Though, given the Serbs’ military superiority, it is doubtful that violence by the Kosovars alone could have achieved independence if not for military intervention by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Furthermore, the rise of independent Kosovo through violent insurgency and war brought tremendous political and socioeconomic challenges. Mozambique, Algeria, and Burma saw similar postconflict problems.

The Americas

Chapter 16 on the United States and Chapter 17 on the Cuban independence struggles address a mythologized and glorified violent version of history that suppresses narratives about the role and importance of nonviolent forms of resistance. In the case of the American Revolution, emphasis on armed struggle has largely hidden from view the reality that there was a decade-long civil resistance against British taxes and edicts that preceded the outbreak of violence. In Cuba, the exaltation of heroic guerrilla warfare led civilian reformist movements to be labeled as reactionary, lacking patriotic
virtues, and undermining the cause of the armed uprising. Both chapters highlight civil and nonviolent cultural, social, economic, and political mobilization as well as the use of direct collective actions such as popular disobedience, boycotts, public processions, celebrations, demonstrations, and other acts of defiance. In the United States, these actions were effective in liberating most of the colonies from British control before the war broke out and helped to lay the basis for future political and civic institutions in the postindependence era. In the case of Cuba, such actions achieved greater constitutional rights and political autonomy, and laid important foundations for the emergence of a resilient civil society. In both examples, the successes associated with grassroots nonviolent resistance were undermined by violent revolutionary fervor that often weakened popular participation, polarized the society, and produced far more casualties and material destruction than nonviolent resistance.

The Book’s Contributions

The chapters in this book make important academic and intellectual contributions in several areas:

1. Civil resistance, including its small acts of resistance, less visible forms of defiance through institution building, and the interplay among direct and indirect methods of nonviolent action;
2. Liberation struggles, including a critical analysis of violence-centric narratives of the quest for independence and consequences of romanticized violence;
3. National identity formation and state making, through the inclusion of a conceptual framework of civil resistance.

This book also raises a number of other, no less important, considerations and issues. Described in greater detail in the concluding chapter, these include the agency of unarmed people that overcomes adversarial conditions with nonviolent actions, the dominance of masculinist narratives that occlude the role of civil resistance and women in particular, the impact of third parties and transnational networks, the historical diffusion of knowledge about waging nonviolent conflict, the diversity of tactics and tactical innovation, the enduring impact of civil resistance, and the emergence of civil resistance as a new field of study.

Civil Resistance Study

The practice of civil resistance has opened new and more versatile opportunities for political change that regional experts and other political theorists
have excluded or repeatedly failed to anticipate—as with the Arab Spring—because the possibilities of people’s collective action have not been treated seriously. In that sense, the fact that the phenomenon of civil resistance has been increasingly acknowledged in recent years is a triumph of reality over preconceived elite- or structure-based or violence-centric notions that usually define traditional social science disciplines.

In the period since the publication of Gene Sharp’s seminal work *The Politics of Nonviolent Action* in 1973, the literature on nonviolent conflict has expanded considerably. A select bibliography of English-language publications on civil resistance and related subjects is included at the end of this volume. Partly, this growth in publications is a response to events: Roberts and Garton Ash’s *Civil Resistance and Power Politics* (2009) contains numerous case studies of civil resistance in the 1990s and 2000s, yet since then the unarmed challenges to autocracy in North Africa and the Middle East have created a need for further inquiries into cases in the new decade.

Certain salient themes have been developed in greater depth—the study of strategy, tactics, and organizing in nonviolent resistance; historical case studies and narratives of nonviolent movements; the mechanisms by which repression backfires against those in power and how resisters can magnify its impact despite their opponents’ attempt to attenuate it; and the forms and role of transnational solidarity. Additional recent research has covered the quantitative study of the relative effectiveness of nonviolent and armed campaigns; the qualitative and comparative analysis of both failed and successful nonviolent movements; and the disciplinary gap between social movement theory and nonviolent action analysis.

The book contributes to this body of literature in a number of ways, including by emphasizing the role and impact of indirect and nonpolitical forms of civil resistance on national struggles. The lessons from the case studies reveal a complex picture of the way that people challenged oppressive foreign influence and presence. Their resistance was not always about open, direct forms of contention, but often about less glamorous, less spectacular, and sometimes indiscernible-as-resistance actions that relied on seemingly unchallenging, low-profile, everyday sociocultural activities that did, in due course, erode and shake up predatory rule, no matter how violent or thorough it was.

**Indirect and direct methods of resistance.** Careful analysis of the methods of nonviolent resistance found in each case study in this book uncovers rich, but subtle, methods of defiance often hidden in everyday life—a seemingly ordinary type of human action that can represent a powerful form of rejection of a dominant political reality. Many populations have resisted cultural domination and denationalization through tactics that could be described as antlike, stubborn endurance to ensure collective survival in the midst of severe oppression, within a limited public space for independ-
ent political activities. This attitude is equivalent to what the Palestinians refer to as *sumud*—steadfastness and perseverance or what is known as “existence is resistance”: merely staying in place or on the land in the face of oppression becomes itself a form of defiance. This subaltern type of resistance—as highlighted in a number of chapters—has often been confined to private, family, and individual spheres of life or has taken the form of less risky, lower-profile, and seemingly nonpolitical and benign actions such as celebrations of cultural figures; wearing homemade cloth; organizing street theater, public performances, artistic exhibitions; or setting up and running economic, cultural, mutual aid, sport, music, or literary clubs and circles. Some observers describe this type of actions as “everyday forms of resistance” or “small acts of resistance.”

One version of this form of defiance is known as Svejkism—named after the actions of a fictional character of the Czech soldier Svejk enlisted in the Austro-Hungarian Army. The comedy of his botched implementation of orders, with its ambiguity between incompetence and disobedience, has given its name to the small-scale, hidden defiance of people working in political and military institutions. Another version of everyday resistance is seen in colonized Egypt and Algeria where the seemingly innocent act of wearing a veil became a powerful symbol of enduring opposition against foreign authorities. In the essay “Shooting an Elephant,” George Orwell—who held little faith in the power of nonviolent actions—recounts, as it appears, his personal experience of living in Burma in the 1920s. As a British police officer, he was the subject of exasperating small acts of resistance that often took the form of contemptuous and mocking verbal exploits. The “natives,” in the words of the essay’s narrator, “baited whenever it seemed safe to do so.”

When a nimble Burman tripped me up on the football field and the referee (another Burman) looked the other way, the crowd yelled with hideous laughter. This happened more than once. In the end the sneering yellow faces of young men that met me everywhere, the insults hooted after me when I was at a safe distance, got badly on my nerves. The young Buddhist priests were the worst of all. There were several thousands of them in the town and none of them seemed to have anything to do except stand on the street corners and jeer at Europeans. [Later in the text, the narrator concludes,] and my whole life, every white man’s life in the East, was one long struggle not to be laughed at.

Decades later and in a different country, ingenious benevolent protests of everyday defiance are taking place on the streets of Minsk against the authoritarian regime of Belarusian president Aleksandr Lukashenko. Silent and do-nothing gatherings, public clapping, phone beeping set for specific times, and stuffed rabbits and bears holding protest signs at a bus stop in the country’s capital or falling down from the sky are all expressions of dissent that have provoked surreal police action (e.g., arrests of protesting
teddy bears) against harmless and mundane activities, making the authorities look absurd and lose legitimacy. While striving to maintain nonviolent discipline (later overtaken by violence) and diversify their civil resistance strategies and tactics, Syrians undertook creative and lower-risk activism in the form of dyeing public fountains red to symbolize the blood of the civil protesters killed across the country since the uprising began in March 2011, releasing balloons with freedom messages, or gluing the door locks of government offices.\(^3\) Across the world, in the more open societies of Chile and the Philippines, young people are demonstrating against their government by carrying out mass kiss-in protests, jogging around the clock, circling the presidential palace, or planking highways and state institutions.\(^3\)

In normal times these types of action would not be considered resistance. Yet under circumstances of oppression, such obvious but non-provocative defiance can demonstrate deep and persistent opposition and put the government in a dilemma because suppressing the actions will expose the brutality, abnormality, and autocracy of those in power. Despite their importance and force, memories of these kinds of action fade and, as Chapter 6 on Algeria emphasizes, they have left few historical records. This may be partly because these everyday forms of hidden nonviolent rebellion are often tails of the dog that did not bark and, thus, lack the overt contestation, drama, and spectacle of violent struggle.

An important element of the indirect form of resistance described in a number of chapters was the development of an autonomous society with every aspect of self-rule well before a formal independence was achieved. Often, it took the form of society’s own schooling system, self-managed economic cooperatives, social services organizations, and judicial or quasi-governing institutions. The idea was not to take the fight directly—with the use of collective actions—to a more powerful and brutal adversary but rather to transform the society first and, through that transformation, liberate it from the control of the foreign occupier. This was a stealth resistance more than an open confrontation. Society was seen as a social organism that could grow, defy foreign authorities, and defend itself via its own self-organization, self-attainment, and self-improvement. Such nonviolent resistance was forceful, but gradual and protracted. It thus not only could be measured by the outcomes of undermining its adversary, but also by the process of societal work through alternative institution building that instills greater unity, solidarity, mobilization, and resilience in the society. This type of indirect resistance, through the creation and seemingly apolitical work of numerous legal, semilegal, or banned grassroots institutions in the economic, social, judicial, or educational spheres became the type of silent but salient resistance akin to Assef Bayat’s notion of “quiet encroachment of the ordinary.”\(^3\) They were coercive, but nonviolent acts, in the protracted struggle of the destitute population against foreign powers, its domestic surrogates, or both.
This type of alternative institution building or associationalism has often helped to create sounder ground for waging more direct nonviolent actions against a more powerful enemy that required greater mobilization and unity. In that sense, indirect resistance through institutions of societal development and education became a tool that a well-known, nineteenth-century, Syrian-born Arab reformist, Abd al Rahman al-Kawakibi, regarded as the necessary step for setting up appropriate conditions before a fully fledged peaceful resistance takes on despotism. This was also the means for civil resisters to redress a huge asymmetry of force between themselves and their adversary by rendering its military superiority useless when confronted by a withdrawn, self-organized society. Yet another feature of indirect resistance of self-organized alternative institutions was a creation of an organic link between ordinary life and work on one hand and resistance on the other. There was no life beyond resistance and no resistance beyond life. Often, a sense of people's own prospects was fused with the prospect of the movement and the struggle, creating an existential unity between the two. Finally, indirect acts of resistance in the form of self-managed institutional life that empowered people and engendered the resistance in the fabric of a nation played an important role in turning the victims of oppression into self-conscious individuals aware of their powers and the sources of their captivity. Al-Kawakibi believed that people “themselves are the cause of what has been inflicted upon them, and that they should blame neither foreigners nor fate but rather ignorance (al-jahl), lack of endeavor (faqd al-humam), and apathy (al-taw□kul), all of which prevail over society.” This echoes the views of al-Kawakibi’s older Polish contemporary, the philosopher Józef Szujski, who points out that the guilt of falling into the predatory hands of foreign powers lay in the oppressed society and, thus, the solution and liberation need to come from that society transformed through its work, education, and civility. Victims and the seemingly disempowered are thus their own liberators as long as they pursue self-organization, self-attainment, and development of their communities.

The chapters in this book also show an interesting dynamic between direct forms of resistance and more subtle forms of defiance, whereby everyday and barely noticed acts of civil resistance were closely intertwined with or paved the way for more direct and demonstrable forms of nonviolent actions. The latter development often exhibited a growing consolidation of national identity, a realistic assessment of costs and risks of disruptive activities, and better skills in planning and collective organizing as well as reflected the memory of lost armed insurrections, emerging new opportunities due to external geopolitical changes (i.e., regional or global wars) or development and popularization of new means of communication (at various times, print technology, the telegraph, and radio well before the communications revolution of recent years). Helped by these shifts, people have begun to devise and plan methodically and, thus, develop more direct and
forceful actions in order to put overt pressure on the authorities. These more confrontational engagements often involved ever-growing participation of wider swathes of the society who directly and immediately challenged the authorities and their control over land and population. In this way, nonviolent struggle expanded beyond subtle forms of social organizing and campaigning for greater autonomy and political freedoms to encompass mass-based actions that were filled with explicit nationwide demands for self-rule and independence.

Study of Liberation Struggles

This book offers insights into the historical study of liberation and independence movements by discussing the relationship between armed and unarmed struggle during the fight for statehood.

Armed struggle and civil resistance have had different relationships in different contexts and in different phases of conflict. In some cases, both types of resistance coexisted such as in Algeria after 1952 and Mozambique after 1960. In cases of Cuba, Iran, and Egypt, civil resistance was interrupted intermittently by outbursts of violent insurrection. In Hungary, Poland, and West Papua, armed struggle was replaced by civil resistance while in the United States, Burma, Kosovo, and Algeria civil resistance preceded and was overtaken by violent rebellion. Thus, far from decontextualizing nonviolent forms of contention from violent resistance, this book offers a more nuanced and realistic perspective on nationalist movements and liberation struggles. These movements and struggles relied on an impressive repertoire of civil resistance campaigns that were sometimes interspersed temporally or spatially with violence but, in other cases, were in competition with or opposed to armed insurrection.

One groundbreaking quantitative study on the comparative efficacy of armed struggle and civil resistance evaluated the outcomes of violent and nonviolent campaigns for independence, secession, and anti-dictatorship struggles between 1900 and 2006. It found that the rate of success of civil resistance campaigns was more than two and a half times higher than the rate of its failures and more than twice as successful as their armed counterparts. Those data, together with the qualitative studies included in this book, challenge a common, often exaggerated and glorified perception about the role of arms in winning a country’s freedom—one borne of the influence of military historians on the nationalist imagination, the enduring legacy of Homeric literature on Western-educated political establishments, and the classism of elite refusal to acknowledge the influence of ordinary people on pivotal events in national histories.

Often, once statehood has been achieved, martyrology of violent struggle has served victorious military and political forces to amplify their own role in bringing about independence and to justify their ascent and tenure in
power. However, even if martyrology has been closely linked with armed struggle, the past and present reality is more complex since the eulogization of life sacrifice may also be part of civil resistance. For example, as Chapter 11 on Bangladesh shows, the unarmed activists of the nonviolent Bangla language movement who were killed while defending their right to use Bangla became immortalized in national annals as martyrs. Nowadays, Palestinians, Egyptians, Syrians, Bahrainis, and Yemenis want to recognize their fallen nonviolent activists as martyrs. Martyrology can be seen both as a strategy to mobilize supporters and as a human, emotional response to recognize and value the courage of ordinary people who fought—whether with arms or nonviolently—against a more powerful and ruthless foe and, thereby, inspired others to rise up.

**National liberation through violent contestation.** Many chapters in this book suggest that national historical narratives, discourse, and commemorations fail to acknowledge the role of civil resistance in movements for self-determination. Struggles for independence against occupation or foreign control have been inextricably linked with the rise of nationalism-fueled violence, venerated military heroes, and mythologized chronicles of victimhood and glorified martyrs who fought against brutal and usually more powerful foes. This, in turn, has reinforced the rarely questioned popular assumption that armed force must have been the dominant or decisive means of waging independence struggles. In addition, the tendencies to use the term *revolution* as a synonym for independence struggles and to identify revolution with violence (even some popular academic encyclopedias define “revolution” as a “fundamental and violent change”) suggest a revolutionary hegemonic heritage that leads to a willful amnesia of the existence and denial of the legitimacy and viability of an alternative means of struggle other than violence. Where and when civil resistance has emerged during nationalist struggles, it often has been viewed as a somehow less manly, less consequential, and less patriotic endeavor than armed insurrection. This deprecating view of civil resistance has by no means been limited to violent revolutionaries. A prominent political theorist, Michael Walzer, for example, openly criticizes and devalues nonviolent resistance as “a disguised form of surrender” and “a minimalist way of upholding communal values after a military defeat.”

Therefore, it should not be surprising that mainstream media unintentionally or otherwise often propagate violence-focused interpretations of independence. For example, a columnist from a newspaper as reputable as *The Guardian* who, in defense of his argument that independence comes on the eve of important political rather than legal developments, stated that “In 1776, American independence came at the muzzle of a musket, not in the form of a lawsuit against George III.” Providentially, Chapter 16 on the United States addresses this common misconception by showing that, in
reality, most of the American colonies gained their de facto independence before the war began through reliance on and use of nonmilitary actions of resistance. These actions were not lawsuits—the British Crown in fact considered them illegal—but neither were they shoot-outs or violent battles: they involved effective mass nonviolent noncooperation with British laws and customs and the establishment of new associations and institutions.

The conventional wisdom is that, in the struggle for statehood, there is much at stake for the local indigenous population as well as for a foreign occupier or hegemon. The former fights for its own country while the latter wants to maintain its territorial integrity and imperial dominance. An independence struggle is thus a maximalist or existential conflict for the occupied people who are fighting for their own survival against potential cultural or political, if not physical, annihilation. Conversely, a foreign power historically has invested so much of its own political capital, economic resources, and human lives in occupying or indirectly controlling a country that it perceives possible withdrawal or loss of influence over the territory as an intolerable national humiliation and a threat to global or regional hegemony that could encourage others under its colonial control to rebel. With such intense and vested interest, violence instigated and perpetrated by both sides is expected; it is common and inevitable. Because independence movements encompass such an enormous capacity for militancy, and because violence is often viewed as the strongest expression of that militancy, it is difficult for some to shift their intellectual and ontological paradigm away from violence toward the presence of nonviolent resistance and its potential historical impact.

Moreover, the cases included in this volume point to the conscious application and strategic use of nonviolent resistance, which long preceded its use by Gandhi. Many natural civil resisters before the twentieth century demonstrably understood—through their choice of nonviolent means of struggle—the futility or dire consequences of armed uprisings while also sensing the benefits of relying on nonviolent methods of struggle at a specific time of their nation’s history.

Dangers of violent struggle. As a matter of fact, violent insurrections are more likely to have lethal consequences for purposeful causes than nonviolent resistance. The former has often hijacked and compromised what civil resistance had previously achieved. When military options have supplanted or supplemented nonviolent resistance, adverse consequences have included an increasingly militarized and polarized society, a destroyed socioeconomic infrastructure, weaker political institutions, and a culture of violence impregnated in politics and society during the struggle that persists even if a government transition is achieved. Armed resistance can quickly undermine nonviolent mobilization across and solidarity between various societal groups, endanger economic and
social progress, and hinder or regress development of nascent autonomous democratic institutions and civil society (Cuba, Kosovo, Algeria, and Palestine). In addition to its economic toll, the human and social costs of violent struggle in many cases greatly surpass those of civil resistance (the United States). Insurgent violence also provides justification for and reduces the political legitimacy costs of repression perpetrated by a movement’s adversary. Moreover, in the name of military necessity, armed struggles often abandon the very values (e.g., representing and being accountable to the nation’s people) that ostensibly inspire them. This in turn engenders the type of behavior and practices conducive to the emergence of authoritarian regimes (Burma, Algeria, and Mozambique). Those who turn to violence rarely analyze dispassionately the risks and costs of their methods and fail to recognize that it is much harder to end an armed struggle than to begin one. Sometimes they mistakenly see arms as a shortcut and lack an appreciation of what has already been achieved through civil resistance: for example, the remarkable degree to which nonviolent actions have liberated societies from the control of occupiers (the United States, Bangladesh, and Burma).

Some of the case studies point to the possibility that civil resistance was also used instrumentally—at times instinctively and at other times deliberately—as a prelude (as in Poland and Kosovo) or complement (as in Mozambique and Algeria) to armed resistance. Even in such circumstances, however, the impact of civil resistance should be recognized. In some cases, civil resistance had a direct role in forcing foreign authorities to grant these countries formal independence (Ghana, Zambia, and Egypt) or equal political status within an empire (Hungary). More often, it accelerated the gradual process of liberation from foreign domination relative to the outside-imposed subjugation that the populations endured earlier (as in almost all cases included in this book). The point of these histories is not to suggest that the countries could not have gained independence without nonviolent struggle or that civil resistance alone was responsible. Rather, independence came as soon as it did—and often the societies and nascent civic and state institutions had been developed and thus were better prepared for independence—partly because of reliance on civil resistance, which had a profound effect on nation and state building. (For illustrations of the latter point, see the following subsection on national identity formation and state making; the analysis of the impact of civil resistance on collective identities in Chapter 2; and Chapters 14 and 16 on Poland and the United States, respectively, among others.)

National Identity Formation and State Making

In addition to explaining the dynamics of civil resistance in liberation struggles, this book also analyzes its impact on nation building. The power of
nonviolent conflict must be understood broadly since civil resistance itself is more than just a set of physical or material techniques or the instrumental use of certain tactics. The experience of waging nonviolent struggle can itself be a transformational societal force on multiple levels: economic, social, political, cultural, and psychological. Furthermore, resisters often devise nonviolent actions instinctively while relying intuitively on their knowledge, experience, and interpretation of the society that surrounds them—thereby making their resistance even more organically connected with the people who rally beside them. This noninstrumental view of civil resistance, ontologically embedded in a social environment yet autonomous and constitutive, is essential in understanding its influence on collective consciousness and national identity.

The emergence of new nation-states has been associated with either great and volatile upheavals or long-term structural changes. Accordingly, some modern nation-states were formed through violent state implosions—revolutions, foreign invasions, wars, or the decline or breakup of empires. Others were created as a result of the cumulative effects of industrialization, urbanization, the development of capitalism, mass migration, and the invention of new communication and transportation technologies. Still others came about as a result of internal domestic policies such as universal conscription, free compulsory education in a national language, the buildup of national bureaucracies, or functioning party politics.45

However, such nation-forming forces have often been seen as macro level, top down, elite driven, and almost deterministic. In contrast, the empirical chapters of this volume suggest that a number of subjugated nations underwent often unnoticed, but no less significant and transformative, bottom-up changes driven by continued overt or tacit civilian-based mobilization, organizing, and activism despite direct or indirect foreign domination, ethnic or cultural denationalization, and forceful integration or assimilation. Under the heavy weight of foreign domination, nation formation was far from being a forgone conclusion, as the nationalist-boosting processes such as raising a national army, building a national bureaucracy, or developing national education were often banned by foreign powers while nationalist advocates were killed, imprisoned, or exiled. Under such oppressive conditions, subjugated nations could have simply disappeared, as indeed was the fate of many first nations. Through mass-based civil resistance, ordinary people (more so than abstract or imperceptible forces) performed and created a sense of state-ness. They bestowed their collective legitimacy on new forms of alternative cultural, social, economic, and political activities and organizations, thus wrenching political control out of the hands of foreign states or their local surrogates. They created greater awareness about and ownership of a common national collective with a strong belief that they could develop and prosper only in an independent state free of foreign intervention.
Thus, through the deployment of a rich repertoire of nonviolent tactics, the resisters engaged in challenging the powerholders that be. And by doing so, they solidified a sense of the national selfhood, created autonomous institutions, and established quasi-independent structures often outside the purview of foreign forces. Mass nonviolent mobilization and participation enabled societies to reject foreign dominance and indoctrination while practicing self-governance and building the nucleus of a new civil society. Through civil resistance, people became vividly conscious of their belonging, identity, language, and culture—the process that George Lakey, a leading educator in nonviolent social change, has referred to as “cultural preparation,” or, translating from Paolo Freire, “conscientization” through which personal destiny becomes interwoven with that of a collective life. In this sense, civil resistance, through its transformative force, functioned as an instrument of state making often long before such states were formally open for business. It laid foundations for the emergence of a nationally conscious and politicized citizenry and nationwide institutions of economic, civic, and political governance necessary for running a country after its independence, even if democratic changes in these newly independent states might have left much to be desired.

Civil resistance contributed to and shaped national identity during the spread of nationalism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The nonviolent strategies used to defend society and undermine foreign oppression and control reinforced people’s own affinity with their yet-to-be-independent nations, which in turn strengthened their collective resistance. Chapter 2 elaborates on this mutually recursive relationship, which has in some cases also inadvertently paved the way for a narrower, ethnically focused, and exclusive understanding of nationhood. Examples include the nation of Poles, but with restricted political rights for Ukrainians, Jews, or Belarusians; the nation of Kosovars, but without Serbs; the nation of Hungarians, but with exclusion of other ethnic minorities living in the Austro-Hungarian Empire; the nation of American colonists that had little room for Native Americans; or the nation of Bangladesh with a limited public space for Hindu or Christian minorities and the continued de facto disenfranchisement of most Biharis. Nonviolent methods of resistance such as nationalist education, setting up ethnic organizations, or the surfeit of national commemorations and celebrations often promoted and exalted the culture, language, and history of the suppressed nation as well as glorified its military past. According to some chapters in this book, this inadvertent impact of civil resistance can be paradoxically blamed for suppressing stories of nonviolent resistance.

Would national identities in these nations have developed without recourse to the methods of civil resistance? Perhaps, but the process would have taken longer and its final outcome been less certain in the face of the forces of denationalization unleashed by dominant foreign powers. This
book offers an important, but still a preliminary, study of the historic role of civil resistance— as a sort of mnemonic device—that helps restore full national consciousness and consolidate collective identity.

The nonviolent upheavals in North Africa and the Middle East that began in Tunisia in December 2010 make this volume even more timely and relevant because it offers readers historical lessons about the timeless use of civil resistance against brutal powers. In practice, civil resistance does not know cultural, ethnic, geographical, or temporal barriers. It has proved to be as equally effective against occupiers and colonizers as it now is against ruthless domestic authoritarian rulers and dictators. Thus, to understand the events of the Arab Spring and, generally, contemporary nonviolent resistance, readers are encouraged to venture into the often forgotten and hidden past of civil resistance.

Notes

1. The terms nonviolent method and tactic are used interchangeably and are understood as a limited plan of action developed and carried out to achieve a specific goal as part of a broader strategy of a nonviolent campaign.


4. In this book, the term nonviolent refers broadly to the absence of collective acts intended to use violence against an adversary or, more specifically, to a method of deliberately eschewing physical harm to an opponent. Two cases, Zambia and Egypt, also include property destruction, itself only one among a vast number of nonviolent actions identified in these chapters. The specific act did not aim to kill or maim anyone, but rather to cripple an adversary’s material resources and, thus, raise the costs of political control over the territory by, for example, cutting down communication or transportation lines.

5. Rights-based struggles include democratic rights campaigns against dictatorship; movements for minority, labor, women’s, and indigenous people’s rights; and environmental campaigns and livelihood struggles for access to water and land or against deforestation. Examples of rule-of-law struggles are popular anticorruption, anti-mafia, or anti-gang violence campaigns. Despite the differences in the target of the popular resistance, anti-dictatorship campaigns have an interesting similarity with self-rule struggles. As Annyssa Bellal and I have argued elsewhere, anti-dictatorship resistance tends to define a dictator as an occupier and aggressor against whom the population needs to defend itself, thus extending the right of self-rule to people who struggle equally against foreign and domestic oppressors. See Maciej Bartkowski and Annyssa Bellal, “A Human Right to Resist,” Open Democracy, May 3, 2011, http://www.opendemocracy.net/maciej-bartkowski-annyssa-bellal/human-right-to-resist, accessed May 15, 2011.

Action Database at Swarthmore College includes more than 600 cases of civil resistance campaigns as of the end of 2012, but only a dozen cases of nonviolent struggles against foreign domination. See http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/.

7. For example, despite its comprehensive nature, NAVCO 1.0 does not include some major nonviolent campaigns from the past that are described in this book: Bangladesh between 1948 and 1952 and in 1971, Egypt 1919–1921, Burma prior to World War II, or the Iranian constitutional revolution, among others.

8. In his book Unarmed Insurrections, Kurt Schock integrates sociological insights from the political process theory and the dynamics of nonviolent action approach in an attempt to overcome the disciplinary divide. Clearly, much more research of a similar nature is needed to better understand points of interconnections and bridge the existing disciplinary gap between the social movement literature and civil resistance studies. See Kurt Schock, Unarmed Insurrections: People Power Movements in Nondemocracies (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005), particularly chapter 2.

9. For example, the forthcoming book by Mary King, Conversion and the Mechanisms of Change in Nonviolent Action: The 1924–25 Vykom Satyagraha Case Against the Caste System (Freedom Song, http://maryking.info/?page_id=168), suggests that there remain unexplored areas of research on the Indian national movement and nonviolent actions.


17. Various contributors to this field of study have used different terms to refer to the same phenomenon of mass-based, organized unarmed contestation: nonviolent struggle and nonviolent action (Gene Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action: Power and Struggle [Part One], The Methods of Nonviolent Action [Part Two], and The Dynamics of Nonviolent Action [Part Three] [Boston: Porter Sargent, 1973]); nonviolent conflict (Peter Ackerman and Jack DuVall, A Force More Powerful: A Century of Nonviolent Conflict [New York: Macmillan, 2000]; and civil resistance (Roberts and Garton Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics).

In addition, the societies that practiced civil resistance often introduced their own terms to describe their collective nonviolent actions: social self-defense (Polish Solidarity movement), people power (Philippines), popular resistance (Palestine), nonsubmission (Spain), political defiance (Burma), and positive action (Ghana).

Gandhi began to use the term civil resistance after he realized that neither “passive resistance” used by Hungarians to describe their nonviolent struggle against Austrians (see Chapter 13) nor “civil disobedience” introduced by Henry David Thoreau in his 1849 essay of the same title properly reflected the nature of the resistance that Gandhi and many of his Indian compatriots waged against the British and earlier against the apartheid regime in South Africa. In his letter to P. Kodanda Rao, dated September 10, 1935, Gandhi wrote, “The statement that I had derived my idea of civil disobedience from the writings of Thoreau is wrong. The resistance to authority in South Africa was well advanced before I got the essay of Thoreau on civil disobedience. . . . When I saw the title of Thoreau’s great essay, I began the use of his phrase to explain our struggle to the English readers. But I found that even civil disobedience failed to convey the full meaning of the struggle. I therefore adopted the phrase civil resistance” (emphasis added).

23. Yeshua Moser-Puangsuwan and Thomas Weber, eds., Nonviolent Intervention Across Borders (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000); Howard Clark,


26. Kurt Schock, *Unarmed Insurrections*; see also Chapter 2 in this volume.

27. For example, see Jillian Kestler-D’Amours, “In the Jordan Valley, Existence Is Resistance,” *Al Jazeera*, July 29, 2011.
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Nationalism can be a powerful force for mobilizing participation in nonviolent civil resistance; it can also be shaped and reinforced by collective nonviolent action. The cases presented in this volume raise questions of particular social scientific importance: How are national identities shaped through nonviolent actions, and are such actions shaped by activists’ shared identities? I argue that the study of social movements reveals that collective identity, perceptions of the field of struggle, and how conflict is waged are mutually recursive. Tactical choices reflect collective or national identities, and collective action catalyzes the construction of collective identities as meaning is formed through interaction with opponents, allies, and bystanding publics. Certain strategies\(^1\) and tactics\(^2\) will seem more likely or will only be conceivable as a function of the values and identities to which a group subscribes. Conversely, collective action and conflict can introduce new forms of identification or reinforce preexisting ones. Identities can also be strategically deployed through public symbolic actions to draw attention to a cause, to frame injustice against a group, or to generate dilemmas for opponents by playing on cultural norms.

The histories of nonviolent struggle described in this book can provide new opportunities to examine relationships between collective action and collective identity and to better understand how their interaction influences the outcomes of large-scale campaigns of nonviolent resistance. Sociologists have contributed much to the study of social movements, perhaps especially with respect to culture, but often have failed to account for strategic dimensions of nonviolent action or to fully appreciate that social movements are strategically engaged in conflicts. Conversely, most of the
literature on strategic nonviolent action has tended to overlook the cultural dimensions of nonviolent social movements such as collective identity. The chapters that follow, however, offer an important opportunity to build bridges between these two fields and to begin to understand better how culture and identity interact with nonviolent resistance or, more precisely, how strategic nonviolent power shapes and is shaped by nationalist groups’ memories, ideologies, values, and worldviews.

In this chapter, I review theoretical developments in the study of social movements, nationalism, and strategic nonviolent action that could complement one another and help us to better appreciate the importance of tactics, their innovation, and the cultural underpinnings of nonviolent power. In particular, I focus on the relationship between the construction of collective identity, such as nationalism, and the methods of collective action that nonviolent resisters develop and deploy. Each can limit or enhance the other in crucial ways that help determine the outcome of nonviolent national struggles. I refer to the contributors’ works in this volume as well as other cases to demonstrate ways in which nationalist collective identity and nonviolent tactics shape one another in conflict with opponents and how they must be reconciled with one another when they do not align easily.

Collective Identity and Nationalism

In the 1980s, identity and self became topics of increasing attention among sociologists and collective identity emerged as a concept to address the perennial question of why people participate and maintain their involvement in movements. This can be a particularly important concern when a movement’s ultimate goal (e.g., independence or an end to occupation or foreign domination) seems distant and while autocracy and repression persist. Defining what is meant by collective identity has required considerable theorizing. Collective identity usually refers to a shared sense of “we-ness” that “derives” or “emerges” from shared cognitions, beliefs, and emotions among a group of individuals actively pursuing social or political change. A range of closely related concepts has clustered around collective identity such as solidarity, commitment, consciousness, ideology, emotion, and self. The integral relationship between the personal and the collective is fundamental, as Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper explain: “We have defined collective identity as an individual’s cognitive, moral, and emotional connection with a broader community, category, practice, or institution. It is a perception of a shared status or relation, which may be imagined rather than experienced directly, and it is distinct from personal identities, although it may form part of a personal identity.”

Similarly, framing theorists have emphasized what William A. Gamson has called the “mesh between individual and cultural systems” and have
emphasized the critical work within movements of aligning personal and collective identities such that participation in movement activities seems natural and compelling.\(^8\)

I focus here on one particularly prominent form of mass collective identity, nationalism, an identification with an extensive political community, often but not always incorporating a narrative of ethnic origin or distinction such as language.\(^9\) Nationalism is a deeply psychocultural process that meets social psychological needs for belonging and solidarity and encourages groups to pursue the establishment of a state that represents their national identity. Interestingly, the emergence of social movements and civil resistance parallels the spread of nationalism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries through at least some of the same historical and material developments such as the spread of print technology and national education.\(^10\) More importantly, however, I am interested in how the kinds of methods that nationalist groups use to advance their interests help construct their sense of national identity. A general reading of nationalism studies might conclude that national affiliation is a product of self-identification with imagined communities that has been facilitated by macro-level material changes such as the rise of capitalism, the development of print technology, the wide accessibility of print languages, the rise of the revolutionary nation-state, and the spread of state-sponsored education.\(^11\) This book contributes to the field by examining the role of nonviolent collective action in nationalist movements for independence and, thus, provides new opportunities to study ways in which nonviolent resistance and national identities influence one another.

**Integrating Conflict and Tactics into the Study of Social Movements**

Until recently, the sociological study of social movements has usually been conducted in isolation from the conflicts in which the movements are involved, generally focusing on issues of movement emergence, participation, and maintenance. Nevertheless, some sociologists have acknowledged the way in which identities are constructed in opposition to other parties in conflict. Bert Klandermans situates movements’ activities within a dynamic and interactive field of contesting parties and asserts that collective action events are sites of meaning construction and transformation: “Episodes of collective action have an enduring impact on the participants; their collective identities are formed and transformed.”\(^12\) I argue that tactics are an integral part of these episodes of give and take among nonviolent movements, authorities, countermovements, and the public, and the interactive nature of tactics constitutes one of the primary threads by which collective identity and collective action are tied to one another in conflict situations.
Interactivity and Identity Boundaries

Tactical choices made in response to discriminatory or oppressive political conditions have important repercussions for social movements. As Verta Taylor and Nella Van Dyke claim, “protest actions are one of the means by which challenging groups develop an oppositional consciousness,” a collective readiness to take action against the status quo. Systematic discrimination, countermovement tactics, and state repression are all pressures that can encourage resistance and “oppositional consciousness.” Indeed, both tactics and identities are each, to a large extent, other centered. Each depends on or reacts to others in order to have meaning and purpose. Because of their creative tension with opponents, tactics contribute to “boundary formation,” the process of group differentiation that creates and sustains collective identity, even as collective identities are malleable and can change. Any tactic in a conflict situation is intended to influence an opponent through coercion, persuasion, or bargaining. And any individual or collective identity is defined to some extent in contrast with others, even when a group demands inclusion such as in campaigns for civil and cultural rights. In the latter situation, demands for inclusion can advocate a distinctive ethnic or national identity and coexistence within a multicultural state. In Chapter 11, Ishtiaq Hossain shows that in 1948 and 1952 the Bengalis were mobilized nonviolently, not to press for their independence but for the inclusion of Bangla alongside Urdu as a state language in Pakistan. The Bengali language movement could thus be said to exhibit an integrative dimension in relation to other Pakistanis.

Struggle can also be integrative by providing an opportunity to overcome ethnic, religious, or other divisions in opposition to a common opponent, at least temporarily. Language education, song, poetry, and commemoration all contributed to the development of a distinctive Bengali national identity that sustained a nonviolent struggle and led to the de facto independence of Bengalis from Pakistan in 1971. Systematic discrimination, countermovement tactics, and state repression are all pressures that encourage boundary formation or “oppositional consciousness.” Similarly, in Chapter 10, Yeshua Moser-Puangsuwan describes the way in which a unitary national identity superseded religious and ethnic divisions during the Burmese nonviolent resistance to British colonialism, though ethnic strife has reemerged since independence.

The integrative potential of nonviolent civil resistance is one of its most promising features, and the tendency of nonviolent struggles to foster democratic political systems through the building of civil society has been documented. However, it is necessary to consider Manfred Steger’s warning that, while nationalism may offer a powerful force for mobilization in nonviolent campaigns, it may by its exclusive nature encourage ethnic polarization (e.g.,
see Jason MacLeod’s Chapter 12 on West Papua) and the adoption of violent strategies in the future.\textsuperscript{18}

In some cases, symbolically rich nonviolent methods have been used not only for the construction of collective identity but as vehicles for identity deployment by which marginalized collective identities are openly expressed in order to encourage public debate or to make use of culturally resonant identities to enhance legitimacy.\textsuperscript{19} In nonviolent independence struggles, statuses with prestige, such as motherhood, may be emphasized to challenge a regime’s monopoly on legitimacy. As Amr Abdalla and Yasmine Arafat describe in Chapter 7 on Egypt, 300 women challenged British repression of nonviolent protesters by framing the event as attacks on “unarmed sons, children, boys and men.” Similarly, Egyptian women wore veils to protest British occupation and successfully undermined the authorities’ capacity to stop them. According to an officer in charge, “any force you use to women puts you in the wrong.”\textsuperscript{20} Similarly, women’s veils in both Algeria and Egypt have constituted symbolic challenges to Westernization and foreign domination. In Algeria between 1871 and 1954, as Algerians under French colonial rule retreated into their families and traditional Islamic communities, the veil became a battleground over the legitimacy of local culture under a colonial regime. The veil signaled devotion to Islamic culture and, as such, constituted a rejection of the imposition of French culture.\textsuperscript{21}

Parties in conflict can cultivate and deploy identity for strategic purposes, but the interplay of opponents engaged in conflict can also shape their interrelated identities. In the dialogical models of discourse theorists, opponents respond to one another’s attempts to control the definition of the situation and public opinion through framing and drawing on discursive repertoires and rhetoric. In the back and forth of framing and counterframing, response and counterresponse, no single party maintains absolute control of the direction of the discourse. These dialogic processes are dynamic, shared, and often unpredictable.\textsuperscript{22}

In Northern Ireland, republican prisoners in the 1970s and 1980s challenged the British government’s determination to portray them as terrorists by wearing blankets instead of prison uniforms. The republican blanket protest initiated a process of escalation with prisoners expanding noncooperation and the prison authorities trying to make them pay for it, ultimately leading to the “dirty protests” (where prisoners smeared their cell walls with excrement) and the 1980 and 1981 hunger strikes in which ten prisoners died. The first prisoner to die, Bobby Sands, was even elected to the British Parliament in a protest vote.\textsuperscript{23} British authorities and the leadership of the Irish Republican Army failed to anticipate the resonance of the hunger strikes among republicans or the advantage of the grassroots political mobilization that the strikes would trigger. Meanwhile, unionists and loyalists interpreted the hunger strikes as a revulsive ploy led by republican
terrorists and Catholic clergy to sanctify murderers, which only deepened their sense of alienation from their Catholic neighbors. Tactical choices constitute cascades of action and response that contribute in an interactive and interpretive fashion to the formation of collective identities. In the Northern Ireland case, hunger strikes broadened and deepened republican and unionist identities as prisoners and British authorities engaged in a heated dialogic battle that was waged largely in the symbolic realms of political, ethical, and religious discourse.

Interactivity and Tactical Choice

Introducing an interactive or conflict dimension to identity construction leads to questions about how social movements and other actors interact, including the kinds of tactics that movements employ and how those choices influence the construction of identity boundaries. The finding that social movements tend to select from stable limited sets of tactics or “repertoires of contention” has inspired the most significant coverage of tactics in the social movement literature. Most social movement scholars, however, have not fully addressed the wide array of methods that have been developed by nonviolent activists or the ways in which tactics exert pressure on or induce other actors (opponents, allies, and bystanders) in fields of contention.

The tactical combination of diverse nonviolent methods (e.g., protests, sit-ins, religious services, boycotts, and commemorations) can persuade or coerce and will invite different responses from opponents and third parties. Burning one’s opponent in effigy will evoke a different interpretation and response compared with a respectful funeral to commemorate victims. Each is a symbolic indictment, but they project different messages that are likely to be interpreted in different ways by opponents and bystanders. Furthermore, if collective identities are indeed constructed in relation to others, we can expect that, as tactical engagements between nonviolent movements and their targets change, their collective identities will also be subject to change. For example, selective targeting of factions within a regime is an important strategic concern for nonviolent resisters who can modulate their actions to cultivate identity or loyalty shifts among important groups such as the police and military. Unlike more coercive methods such as blockades or occupying buildings, methods of symbolic protest and persuasion that incorporate humor or highlight cultural similarities between resisters and security forces can play critical roles in challenging assumptions about regime legitimacy on which agents of the regime base their obedience. Distributing flowers and food to security forces or normalizing resistance by incorporating familiar activities into demonstrations, such as prayers, weddings, and musical performances, are time-tested ways to create social psychological dilemmas for a regime’s agents and encourage them to identify with nonviolent resisters.
Fortunately, I am not alone in proposing that there is considerable promise in a marriage of conflict theory, nonviolent action theory, and sociologists’ work on collective identity in social movements. James M. Jasper wisely calls for a “conflict lens” through which to study social movements:

There are regularities, a logic, to conflict that is partly independent of resources, biography, and cultural meanings. Finding the right alliances, inventing tactics that surprise one’s opponents, or forcing one’s foe into a publicly recognized error all have an impact, whatever one’s taste in tactics. Similarly, your own tastes, beliefs, and emotions can help you or trip you up strategically. Strategic choices depend so much on the interactions between various players that we need a “conflict” lens to relate social movements to the broader strategic field. The apparatus developed to explain movement emergence—frame alignment, identity, resource mobilization, moral shocks—helps us surprisingly little in accounting for success; we must switch to a different vocabulary, of tactical innovation, vulnerabilities, blunders, credibility, and rules.  

Jasper also prudently warns us to strike a balance between studying social movements as military and nonviolent action strategists might do and recognizing that movements are eminently social phenomenon: “Strategic interaction is crucially important, the very stuff of protest, but if it is the only lens, then ‘conflict’ replaces ‘social movements’ as the appropriate framework. A purely strategic lens misses much of the ‘why’ of protest.” Jasper invites movement scholars to incorporate strategy and tactics more fully into their research when he classifies “artful strategies” as one of the primary dimensions of protest. He notes that strategic tactical choices are conditioned by the cultural environments in which they are made, but they are also creative and often effective acts developed by those who can proficiently interpret their cultural and political scene. In short, both the conflict approach represented by the nonviolent action literature’s focus on strategy and tactics and the work on culture and identity fill gaps in each other to produce a more comprehensive picture of social movements, as I explain more fully in the next section.

Collective Identity and Nonviolent Tactics

Since the late 1980s, cultural models that emphasize the role that social movements play as “staging areas” for the construction of meaning and identity have become increasingly prevalent in the study of social movements and can help us understand tactical choice in nonviolent civil resistance movements. The concept of repertoires that has been used to describe tactical choices has also been adopted to describe the way in which movements’ persuasive use of rhetoric or “symbolic repertoires” are constrained and enabled by the cultural environment in which they are embedded.
may expect the same cultural constraints and opportunities to influence non-violent activists’ tactical choices and their ability to mobilize participants and sustain their engagement. Readers of this book will find narratives from regional, historical, religious, and philosophical traditions provide familiar and emotive languages that call citizens to sustained nonviolent action in the name of values that transcend the propaganda of colonial and autocratic regimes.

The case of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Poland presented by Maciej Bartkowski in Chapter 14 demonstrates how the currents of national patriotism closely associated with military struggle could also be associated with nonviolent resistance. The martyrdom and sense of sacrifice around which Poland’s national identity was built became a vehicle for the development of nonviolent campaigns of resistance known as organic work that aimed both to develop national economy and, through preservation of language and culture, to “awaken patriotism.” Interestingly, in this case, a sense of Polish identity was fused with a new positivistic intellectual trend that harnessed national fervor in the service of strategic nonviolent resistance.

In other cases, religious traditions have played important roles by providing new rationales for resistance, even if the primary methods of action were essentially secular such as economic strikes and boycotts. In Chapter 8, Nikki R. Keddie notes the way in which the emergence of the Babi and Baha’i sects within Iranian Shiism in the middle of the nineteenth century challenged the centuries-old quietism of Shia leaders and introduced new ideas about political involvement and, in the case of the Baha’i, the imperative of using nonviolent methods to press for major constitutional reforms. Similarly, Abdalla and Arafa report in Chapter 7 that Islamic law played a fundamental role in legitimizing Egyptian resistance in 1805 against an Ottoman governor and was used to encourage nonviolent discipline during massive demonstrations and a four-month siege of the governor’s citadel. Understanding the framing resources (e.g., culture, history, tradition, and religion) available to nonviolent activists is important and, as these examples illustrate, it is also important to understand the impact that participation in nonviolent action has on communicating and internalizing meaning within movements.

**The Cultural Power of Nonviolent Tactics**

One might expect that strategic collective actions would figure more prominently in work on social movements. But this is an interesting oversight since the relationship between culture and action sits at the core of the sociology of culture and, as I have already noted, the construction of collective identity takes place in relation with others to whom tactics are addressed.32
Most research on social movement identity work has focused on text, narratives, and discourse. According to Scott A. Hunt and Robert D. Benford, “Fundamentally, collective identities are talked into existence . . . personal and collective identities shape and are shaped by collective action and the subsequent identity talk.” They acknowledge the capacity of participation in collective action to influence identity construction, but the visual, temporal, and spatial dimensions of collective action tactics—often underestimated or ignored altogether—also play an important role. In many cases, texts or scripts are incorporated into strategic collective action through declarations, song lyrics, speeches, visual projections, and theater, but also there often can be found a rich and meaningful choreography or dramaturgy of colors, symbols, clothing, movement, and sounds.

Even noncooperation and nonviolent intervention (e.g., strikes, sit-ins, and occupations), which are designed to interrupt institutions and social systems, can be laden with symbolic meaning. In Chapter 12, MacLeod describes the role that indigenous and religious rituals have played in nonviolent resistance in West Papua, first against Dutch colonialism and then against Indonesia after 1963. Nonviolent methods such as collective tax resistance and withholding of labor were undertaken alongside collective singing, dancing, and drinking palm wine. These kinds of cultural activities (e.g., choices of dress and food) continue to serve as everyday markers of identity and resistance among committed nationalists. Even as recently as July 2010, simple public demonstrations featuring traditional dress and dance evolved into a merchants’ strike and the occupation of the parliament building. In such instances, symbolic protest and persuasion become almost seamless with nonviolent noncooperation (e.g., strikes) and nonviolent intervention (e.g., occupying the parliament building).

Experienced organizers make sure that the symbolism of a collective action is not lost on the media and, thus, interpreting or narrating events for the public through television and radio interviews and print outlets is important. However, in order to account more fully for the power and influence of nonviolent action, the study of the capacities of carefully choreographed and symbolically rich tactics to convey shared ideology and national patriotism should accompany the textual or narrative framing and identity work that has attracted much attention among social movement scholars. In fairness, one of the reasons that the relationships between collective identity and nonviolent tactics have been understudied is because they are so difficult to disentangle. People engage in collective action out of shared emotional commitments to ideologies and identification with groups, but collective action often encourages participants to express and experiment with new identities. At the same time, tactics are inspired and constrained by the availability of resources, political opportunities, in-group conflict, group history, and opponents’ tactical moves. Thus, it is often difficult to attribute causality in the
relationship between tactical choices and collective identity. There is also much ground to cover in documenting the vast array of tactics that are used by social movement organizations as well as the many ways in which tactics interact with organizational dynamics and induce opponents to capitulate and third parties to collaborate, processes that feed back and shape collective identity.

**Collective Identity Shapes Tactical Choices**

A group’s history and ideology shape the repertoire of tactics on which it might call, influenced by the opportunity structures and the kinds of institutions that the movement encounters. In his work on “taste in tactics,” Jasper describes the important relationship between the ways in which actors perceive themselves and the tactics they are inclined to deploy: “Tactics are rarely, if ever, neutral means about which protestors do not care. Tactics represent important routines, emotionally and morally salient in these people’s lives. Just as their ideologies do, their activities express protestors’ political identities and moral visions.”

Movement organizations are inclined to adopt tactics that express or reflect their shared identity, beliefs, and experience. Song has played an important role in several of the movements discussed in this book, circumventing prohibitions, communicating messages not understood by colonial occupiers, or reaching less literate sectors of the population as in Burma and West Papua. The Burmese independence struggle, presented by Moser-Puangsuwan in Chapter 10, also involved several of the symbolic nationalist tactics of its contemporary sister movement, the Indian independence movement. In the 1920s, the Buddhist monk U Ottama encouraged the founding of cultural associations across Burma committed to Wunthanu, meaning, “to love and cherish its own culture, country, and people.” As in India, strategies of nonviolent noncooperation became linked to a “constructive program” based on practices such as the wearing of local homespun cloth (pinni) and the eating of Burmese foods. It is often difficult to disentangle instances in which collective identity inspires the development of tactics that seem natural within activists’ frames of reference and those in which the stirring of national fervor through carefully choreographed tactics is largely pragmatic as leaders seek to tap into preexisting wells of national identification. In the empirical world, both alternatives are probably in operation at the same time.

**Tactics Shape Collective Identity**

Tactics serve as valuable expressions of identity that re-create and sustain collective identity, but they are also influential at critical moments in which
identities can be renewed or transformed. Some tactics are adopted because they are particularly suited to building collective identity and studies have documented the important roles that strategic collective action methods (including marches, rallies, and parades) can serve as political activities and as vehicles for building solidarity, even if that may lead to factionalism within social movements.

Tactical choices also shape collective identities by inspiring or requiring new rationales and justifications for novel or controversial actions. In the 1950s, Algerian women, who had formerly worn the veil as a form of communal cultural resistance to French colonialism, adopted Western dress and manners to evade French counterinsurgency measures and smuggle contraband for the resistance. In the process, women who had been confined to domestic spheres developed new identities independent of patriarchal Islam and became known as national heroes. The tactical imperative to abandon the veil forced both men and women to reconstruct the roles and status of women in Algerian society.

Collective identities, including national identities, can be shaped in fundamental ways during nonviolent movements for self-determination. As Walter H. Conser Jr. points out in Chapter 16 about nonviolent resistance against the British, the United States has over time eulogized violence in its story of national origin, but a careful historical review shows that, during colonial resistance, national identity and nonviolent strategy were closely related to one another. Exploitative British tax policies incited widespread refusal to pay taxes and boycotts of dutied items and their merchants, heightening colonists’ sense of difference from Britain, instilling confidence, and catalyzing the formation of a unique American identity that views taxes with great suspicion.

As Hossain reveals in Chapter 11 on Bangladesh, the potential for widespread public participation in nonviolent resistance can broaden and amplify the impact of collective action on national identity. People of all ages participated in the defense of the Bangla language and heightened their sense of national identity through language education, attending rallies, reciting poetry, and singing anthems to commemorate the martyrs of the language movement.

Reconciling Identity and Tactics

We have established that tactical choices reflect and shape identities, but the close dialectical relationship between collective identity and collective action also produces tension that can be constructive or disruptive. Since the collective identities to which nonviolent resisters subscribe are never monolithic and coexist with their many personal and social identities, any tactical choice is likely to offer a better fit for some social movement
organizations than for others.\textsuperscript{43} External factors, such as political opportunity and countermoves by opponents, can produce strategic imperatives that recommend some tactics over others. In such circumstances, movement leaders can be encouraged to introduce new, unfamiliar, and sometimes uncomfortable tactics. Internal debate within social movements over reconciling collective identity with innovative tactics can:

1. Limit tactical repertoires when tactics violate norms. Though the Working Committee of the Indian National Congress overruled him, Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma) proposed in 1939 that Indians nonviolently support their colonizer, Britain, in its war effort against Germany. He felt that a principled concern for one’s opponent might require suspending the use of civil disobedience, especially if it jeopardized opportunities to win over an opponent.\textsuperscript{44}

2. Instigate shifts in the content of collective identities to incorporate new forms of collective action. In Chapter 15, Howard Clark reports that the threat of Serbian attacks in Kosovo in the early 1990s generated a compelling strategic imperative among Albanians to counter stereotypes of them as dangerous Muslim fundamentalists. Kosovo Albanian Muslims therefore began to recognize Catholic festivals and the central humanitarian organization was symbolically named after Mother Teresa of Calcutta (herself an Albanian). One group even considered a mass conversion to Catholicism! We can only imagine the debates among Albanians over the theological and ethnic ramifications of such a proposal. The strategy was never realized as it would have appeared a blatantly opportunistic ploy to cultivate potential Western allies. Even so, this openness to Catholicism required a reconceptualization of Albanian Muslim identity.\textsuperscript{45}

3. Lead to contention within and among social movement organizations.\textsuperscript{46} Analyzing anticolonial resistance in Mozambique in Chapter 5, Matt Meyer uncovers a contentious and hidden history of grassroots nonviolent organizing and constructive work that ultimately came to define a unique Mozambican national identity. In Mozambicans’ struggles against the Portuguese, guerrilla tactics were favored over nonviolent tactics. However, Meyer reveals that “two lines of struggle” existed in the Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO) under the leadership of Eduardo Mondlane and his successor Samora Machel. Repression by the Portuguese elevated armed struggle over nonviolent action but not without friction between Mondlane and Leninists in FRELIMO. Nevertheless, through a legacy of cooperative organizing from the 1940s to the 1960s and the work of organizations such as the Organization of Mozambican Women (OMM) in the 1960s and 1970s, FRELIMO’s zones of occupation became areas with strong civic infrastructure and grassroots empowerment that left an indelible mark on Mozambican national identity. Today, conflict repertoires in Mozambique reflect
a “‘resistance and reconciliation’ consciousness” that is unique across Africa, but it emerged only out of the tension between violent and nonviolent strategies that were negotiated in the midst of conflict.

**Conclusion**

Collective action (such as nonviolent resistance) and collective identity (including nationalism) are closely related, especially with regard to tactical choices made in a field of contention. By examining lost histories of nonviolent nationalist and independence movements, we gain access to cases that begin to reveal the intersection of the construction of nationalist identity and strategic nonviolent campaigns for national independence and freedom from foreign occupation or colonization. In the process, we can better understand how collective identities and nonviolent collective action mutually reconstitute and shape one another.

While trying to influence opponents and bystanders, nonviolent resistance movements express and define the boundaries of their collective identities. The tactics they choose are shaped by their worldview and ideology. As contributors to this collection show, some tactics can create significant material dilemmas for opponents, but others can convey meaning through symbols and careful choreography. The latter thus play important roles in the interactive framing battles through which nonviolent resistance movements mobilize, construct collective identity, instill discipline, motivate participants, bring public pressure to bear on opponents, and shape popular political cultures.

Although previous research has indicated that movements tend to draw from familiar tactical repertoires that reflect their participants’ worldviews and tastes, both external opportunities and opponents’ moves can encourage the use of novel nonviolent tactics that do not align perfectly with shared identities, requiring that tactics, identities, or both be modified. A movement’s power through nonviolent resistance may be enhanced or internal conflicts may ensue, either of which may impact the movement’s sustainability and outcomes.

The nonviolent struggles presented in subsequent chapters offer a promising opportunity for scholars to synthesize what we know about movement cultures, strategies, and outcomes, and the interdisciplinary mix that this volume represents promises to raise new questions and directions for research. The interaction of culture and nonviolent strategy is rich and untapped. Future researchers will do well to gather more ethnographic data on the activities of nonviolent movements to better capture the intricate work of framing identities and the tactical choice of choosing methods that reflect nonviolent resisters’ biographies and collective identities.
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Part 1

Nonviolent Resistance in Sub-Saharan Africa
Ghanaians have a rich and long history of civil resistance that is rooted in both a philosophy and strategic practice of nonviolent action. Relatively unknown to outsiders, this history is also little heralded within Ghana despite its importance in the independence struggle. That is partly because Ghanaians won their independence using boycotts, strikes, associations, and intelligent compromise, but they usually do not describe these as methods of nonviolent action. The term popularized by Kwame Nkrumah, leader of the independence struggle, was positive action. Additionally, positive action is identified with Nkrumah himself: later as president of Ghana, he actively supported armed struggle elsewhere in Africa while resorting to authoritarianism at home.

In this chapter, I highlight the role of ordinary people in carrying out nonviolent resistance that paved the road to independence. I trace the roots of nonviolent actions to deeply held traditions of intra-ethnic nonviolent political behavior, as well as growing awareness about people power combined with an increasing resentment toward specific colonial policies. Ghanaians practiced and refined nonviolent tactics to pressure the British to grant independence; the strategy proved successful.

**Early Democratic, Participatory, and Nonviolent Strategy in Ghanaian Political Traditions**

Nonviolent resistance in Ghana can trace its roots to the political tradition of governance. In West Africa in general, there traditionally were systems
of checks on chiefly powers. The forms of governance of the Akan kingdoms (Fante, Ashanti, and others) were broadly democratic. Public forums in small towns and villages offered everyone the opportunity to participate—men and women, royal or not, youths and elders. At the same time, the rulers’ powers were effectively constrained by the community. At the enstooling of a new chief or king, the queen mother ceremonially advised the new chief not to be “hard of hearing” or act on his or her own initiative. Chiefs who disregarded the people faced removal—destooling. A metaphor depicting the chief’s cautious use of power was an egg held in a hand.

The Akan also practiced decisionmaking by consensus: if all opinions were heard and all parties agreed, then there was no disgruntled minority to become permanent outsiders liable to turn to violence. The Akan use of deferential and indirect speech in courts, and their addressing the chief through the mediation of the okyeame (spokesperson), reflected their preference for less conflictual communication and their fostering of social and political harmony.

Despite such constraints, Akan government could be autocratic—the Asante in particular had a reputation for militarism. Rosy historical narratives remain open to debate, but nevertheless played a historic role in the evolution of the Gold Coast’s collective nonviolent resistance. The Akan practice of wide-ranging consultation and the development of rhetorical skills fostering intergroup peace combined with the right to destool chiefs provided their descendants with a set of attitudes and skills essential in waging nonviolent struggle.

Colonial Governance, Growing Resistance, and the Rise of Nationalist Unity

By purchase, conquest, and diplomacy, British interests expanded in the Gold Coast in the nineteenth century, establishing the Gold Coast colony in 1874 and later incorporating the Ashanti kingdom. The Asante, who controlled much of the territory that is now Ghana, fought against British colonialism, their independent kingdom itself having all the attributes of a modern nation, including territory, central government, police and army, national language, and law. Osei Tutu, the first Asantehene in 1701, created the Kotoko Council (a consultative assembly) and the Golden Stool as a symbol to give a strong sense of identity.

As there was little British settlement, the British relied on the cooperation of traditional chiefs and kings, initially the Fante whom the British supported as a counterweight to the Asante. The bond that was agreed in 1844 between Britain and eight Fante chiefs, including King Joseph Aggrey, offered British protection to the Fante while respecting the internal
rule of chiefs and kings. Law and order was to be maintained by a combination of British officials and district chiefs, “moulding the customs of the country to the general principles of British law.” In 1852, in the spirit of this bond, Governor H. Worsley Hill proposed a poll tax, agreed to by the chiefs, in order to improve life on the coast, especially schooling. The tax was a fiasco, provoking armed rebellion and widespread noncompliance, and ultimately was abandoned in 1862.10

In the 1860s, intellectuals in the Gold Coast, such as J. Africanus Beale Horton (an army medical officer from Sierra Leone), openly discussed the need for self-government. However, when in 1865 King Aggrey challenged British usurpation of kingly powers, he was promptly exiled to Sierra Leone for “sedition.”11 In 1869, subsequent Fante chiefs formed a Fante Confederation to assert their independence, adopting a constitution, collecting their own poll tax, creating a government seal, and mustering an army. The confederation engendered a nationalist spirit but collapsed, partly due to internal rivalries inflamed by the British.12 Eventually, the British Gold Coast colony was proclaimed in 1874 as the culmination of a process of buying out or negotiating with imperial competitors such as the Dutch, allying with predominantly coastal African peoples, and fighting wars with others, notably the Asante. The military balance of power was changed dramatically in 1874 through British use of Enfield rifles and their demonstration of the Gatling gun.13 In 1877, the seat of government was moved from Cape Coast to Christiansborg Castle in Accra. In 1902, the annexation of the Northern Territories completed British territorial expansion.

In 1896, Britain again tried to introduce direct taxation—the house tax. Women in Accra protested nonviolently, marching to Government House and noisily refusing to disperse when Governor William Maxwell would not meet them. They next sent a petition to the colonial secretary in London.14 While this did not change British policy (neither did the 1898 Hut Tax War in Sierra Leone), it succeeded in rallying the support of King Tackie and other Accra kings. The first explicitly political organization in the colony was the Aborigines Rights Protection Society (ARPS), founded in 1897 to campaign against a bill ceding control of “all waste and unoccupied lands” to colonial authorities. Roger S. Gocking comments that, “in a remarkable show of unity, ARPS brought together both the colony’s chiefs and educated elite” as well as gained support from British commercial interests who were fearful for their investments.15 In 1898 ARPS sent a delegation to London to meet the colonial secretary, and succeeded in having the bill withdrawn—according to Desmond George-Williams “a major victory of African nonviolent strategic action.”16

Even before the foundation of ARPS, some of its future leading figures were a thorn in the flesh of the colonial administration, notably John Mensah Sarbey who founded the Gold Coast People in 1890. Its allegations that
the courts were corrupt and unprofessional prompted the first restrictions on freedom of the press, the 1893 Newspaper Registration Ordinance.\textsuperscript{17} Publications linked with the growing number of voluntary associations became a vital outlet for criticism of colonial rule. Usually they needed to be subsidized by wealthy professionals,\textsuperscript{18} but they eventually reached beyond the educated elite through the practice of literate people retelling what they had read.\textsuperscript{19} In 1902, Mensah Sarbah and others established the Mfantsi National Education Fund in order to set up independent primary and secondary schools where pupils would read and write in Fante and, consequently, establish a Fante literature and history.\textsuperscript{20}

Voluntary associations with mixed European and African members had begun in Ghana as early as 1787, but ARPS’s success encouraged emulation. Benevolent societies, first founded in 1902, flourished and grew after 1930. Women founded charitable associations. While some associations were responses to a specific grievance and usually founded by the urban educated elites, they quickly grew to encompass a wide range of fraternal and mutual benefit associations (some based on ethnicity), charitable organizations, professional associations, trade unions, youth groups, women’s groups, farmers’ groups and cooperatives, and finally political parties. In the 1920s, associations such as the Gold and Silver Smith’s Association, the Colony and Ashanti Motor Union, and the Carpenters and Masons Union were in existence, but dormant. Eventually these groups combined to become a countervailing force against the colonial status quo and for nationalist mobilization. Through voluntary associations the less educated became “conscious of their strength vis-à-vis the political leaders” and aware of their ability to influence and, if necessary, to resist the government.\textsuperscript{21}

From 1895 onward, Britain increasingly practiced “indirect rule,” setting up a Native Administration in its West African colonies, a policy criticized as a maneuver setting traditional chiefs against the rising demands of the educated elite.\textsuperscript{22} The British used various means to assert their control over chiefs and kings, refusing to recognize some, deporting and reinstating others—all the while insisting that they were not interfering with the native order. In the Gold Coast, the governorship of Gordon Guggisberg (during the economic boom of 1919–1927) brought a rapid expansion of secondary and technical education to meet the needs of a modernizing economy together with constitutional reform in 1925.\textsuperscript{23} The Trinidadian promoter of pan-Africanism, George Padmore, remarked that the only good thing about the Gold Coast’s 1925 Constitution was that it “gave recognition for the first time in the history of British tropical Africa of the elective principle, as far as officers are concerned.” But it also had the impact of transforming “the status of the chiefs, from elected servants of the people into paid agents of British imperialism,” thereby dividing chiefs and the ARPS.\textsuperscript{24} For a time, the ARPS withheld cooperation from the new legislative and district
councils, but ultimately the organization itself split and the most significant cooperator with the new system was none other than its vice-president, J. E. Casely Hayford, one of the prime movers of pan-Africanism in West Africa.

Casely Hayford was perpetually working for a wider alliance against colonialism. In 1920, he convened the first National Congress of British West Africa (NCBWA), which involved activists from all four British colonies and drew up a charter of eighteen demands. Ghana’s foremost historian, A. Adu Boahen, wrote that Casely Hayford’s “idealism, political vision and faith in the unity of African peoples . . . injected a flavour of pan-Africanism into West African politics matched only by Kwame Nkrumah’s efforts 25 years later.” 25 Padmore too considered Casely Hayford a “John the Baptist” to a younger generation of leaders, but regretted his failure “to realize that without the active support of the plebeian masses, especially the peasantry, who form the bulk of the population, the middle-class intellectuals, small in number and disunited among themselves, were ineffective.” 26

The NCBWA faded out after Casely Hayford’s death in 1930; however, linked youth initiatives thrived. The most prominent youth organizer was the Comintern-trained Sierra Leonean, Wallace Johnson, who contributed to Padmore’s The Negro Worker, a publication that featured articles like “A Few Hints on How to Carry Out a Strike.” However, when Johnson got to Ghana in 1933 (after being deported from Nigeria for his political activities), he did not suggest striking since there were too many unemployed willing to take strikers’ jobs. Instead, he helped illiterate people who sought redress against employers. Despite his rhetoric of mass action, perhaps his most enduring contribution to Ghanaian politics was the connections he forged with British anticolonialist parliamentarians whom he briefed with information for parliamentary questions to the colonial secretary, especially about issues affecting Gold Coast workers. Johnson even once posed as a miner to investigate hazardous conditions down in the mines. 27

Johnson also cofounded the West African Youth League, cooperating with a study group of former ARPS members. In Leo Spitzer and LaRay Denzer’s view, “his efforts raised political expectations throughout the general public, confirming the belief of the middle elite that they had a right to influence decisions which concerned them, teaching the working class and the farmers that they might share that right.” 28

A. Adu Boahen considered the interwar years a “transitional period” in Ghanaian politics “during which both chiefs and intelligentsia participated in agitational politics,” but that unfortunately was plagued by conflict among the leaders:

Neither the NCBWA nor the youth movement ever commanded a mass following nor did any significant linkage occur between urban and rural politics. The leaders could therefore be written off by the colonial rulers as
being unrepresentative of the people. . . . There were certainly elements of radicalism in the mid-1930s but in general these movements were moderate nationalist movements, conducting their politics within the colonial framework. Political independence was decidedly not on their programme.  

Two ordinances in 1934 did provoke concerted resistance. The Waterworks Bill imposed rates on previously free supplies of water and Ordinance 21 (the Sedition Amendment) further curbed press freedom. “The intelligentsia, the African legislators, and the chiefs all united in opposition against these ordinances, and the populace came to feel that these groups were keenly concerned with public opinion.” A Gold Coast and Ashanti delegation and an ARPS delegation went to London to petition against the Waterworks Bill. Although neither ordinance was repealed, organizing against them “clearly revealed . . . the potential political strength of the masses when they were mobilized in opposition to an action which directly and adversely affected their best interests.”

The first Gold Coast trade union was founded in 1939 and by 1941 the colonial government had a system of registration that steered trade unions into a British model where industrial action had to be apolitical and limited to employment issues.

**Boycotts, Protests, and Developments Abroad**

The events highlighted below were immediate precursors of the 1950s independence movement. They offered practical experience of nonviolent actions that proved invaluable in organizing later resistance.

**The 1937 Cocoa Boycott**

Britain had invested in Ghanaian infrastructure by building railroads and deepening Takoradi harbor to expand cocoa exports, which had become about 60 percent of the colony’s income. In the global economic depression, prices plunged to one-third of their 1927 level. Therefore, European companies formed a price-fixing cartel: the United Africa Company. Farmers and traders responded by organizing a refusal to sell cocoa combined with a boycott of imported goods in 1930–1931, but this first boycott lasted only two months. It failed because it was not universally observed. Yet seven years later, an alliance of brokers, market women, and chiefs organized a much more successful holdup of cocoa. This second holdup lasted seven months, from October 1937 to April 1938, and reached participation levels of around 80 percent, particularly in rural areas.
was weak. Native tribunals took account of the hardships incurred by not pressing cases against farmers for repayment of debts. Market women reinforced the boycott against foreign goods by refusing to buy them. Truck drivers refused to deliver goods and even fishermen refused to fish. Under this pressure, small importers found their stocks piling up while, back in Britain, textile workers were laid off due to reduced cloth exports. When London instructed Governor Arnold Hodson to enforce the cartel, there occurred something “almost unprecedented: he decided not to carry out the instructions.” Instead, he advised the British government to defuse the situation by appointing a Commission of Inquiry. This commission, reporting in 1938, condemned the European firms. Contemporary historians now acknowledge the cocoa boycott as “a major event in the political history of Ghana,” posing a threat to the entire colonial system, and representing “a spirited, morale-boosting and novel form of resistance against white power and private foreign interests.” Padmore later referred to it as a pre-Nkrumah example of nonviolent positive action.

Interlude: Developments Abroad

The Fifth Pan-African Congress met in Manchester, England, in October 1945, organized by Padmore and aided by the young Nkrumah. Of the ninety delegates, twenty-six were from Africa, including future leaders of independent countries. As Nkrumah explained later, the 1945 Congress agreed on a plan of action “based on the Gandhist technique of non-violent non-cooperation, in other words, the withholding of labour, civil disobedience, and economic boycott.” The congressional declaration, “Colonial and Coloured Unity,” called on colonial workers and farmers to organize:

Colonial workers must be in the front of the battle against Imperialism. Your weapons—the Strike and the Boycott—are invincible. We also call upon the intellectuals and professional classes of the Colonies to awaken to their responsibilities. By fighting for trade union rights, the right to form cooperatives, freedom of the press, assembly, demonstration and strike, freedom to print and read the literature which is necessary for the education of the masses, you will be using the only means by which your liberties will be won and maintained. Today there is only one road to effective action—the organisation of the masses. And in that organisation the educated Colonials must join.

Impressed by the success of nonviolent resistance in India, the African movements carried a real concern that colonial reprisals against violence would take a high toll. This was also a time of optimism because the victorious World War II Allies had reaffirmed the right to self-determination. Many of these influences reached Ghana through returning ex-servicemen.
The Ex-Servicemen

Britain, as other European powers, relied heavily on colonial recruits during the two world wars—11,000 Gold Coast recruits served in the British forces in World War I and 65,000 in World War II. The returning ex-servicemen, as they were known, brought home ideas and aspirations acquired through their experiences in the world outside. Ex-serviceman Geoffrey Aduamah, housed at a large camp in Durban, recalls being challenged by South African Indians: “Why are you fighting for Britain? Are you yourselves free?”

Ex-servicemen mimeographed their own Kintampo Camp Weekly in 1945–1946, reflecting their own political discussions with Indian nationalists in both India and Burma.

The war has generated new ideas and created a new sense of values throughout the world, and West Africa too has caught the spirit of the age. Her sons have gone to other lands; they have seen; they have conquered. They have conquered not only the physical, but also those habits of thought fostered by the ancient forces of reaction. There is every indication that they would not take tamely to the old order of things.

John Baku, an ex-serviceman interviewed by Adrienne Israel, remembers drinking at bars with Indian soldiers:

They had obtained a “leave pass” and gone into Bombay in order to try and get a glimpse of [Mahatma] Gandhi. . . . People were so crowded that we couldn’t find the man, so we had to climb the hill. Climb upstairs [in] a four-storey building . . . I saw him, with all his party members moving together with him, creating noise, singing. . . . He was there with all his people, an old man with glasses. . . . I found out he was a hero, a great man.

Likewise, Frank W. Aidoo explained,

We didn’t see much difference in how we were being governed and how the Indians were being governed by the British. When we came back [to the Gold Coast] negotiations started for Indian independence. We who were fortunate to go to India to learn first-hand the conditions there and compare it to the conditions here, we saw no reason why India should be granted independence and not our African colonies, because we didn’t see much difference between India and Ghana. . . . And that actually brought this political awakening.

Such encounters stiffened Ghanaian determination to seek independence. Although ex-servicemen had economic grievances, their demand for independence had its roots in a profound, ideational change about becoming free men in an independent country.

Most accounts of Ghana’s independence struggle focus too narrowly on the leading role of J. B. Danquah, the founder of the United Gold Coast
Convention (UGCC) party, and especially on Nkrumah.\textsuperscript{51} For all of Nkru-
mah’s organizing skills and his awareness of the need to include the poorer
members of society in a widespread grassroots movement, he could not
have succeeded unless the Ghanaian people had the necessary will, skills,
and discipline. When the Ex-Servicemen’s Union called a march to Chris-
tiansborg Castle, on February 28, 1948, both Danquah and Nkrumah were
addressing a political meeting outside of Accra at Saltpond. About 2,000
marchers turned up, but police would not let them proceed. In the confusion,
stones were thrown and the police opened fire, killing one ex-serviceman
outright and wounding others (two later died).\textsuperscript{52}

The distraught marchers ran to another section of Accra where people
had gathered to conclude a month-long boycott of foreign merchants orga-
nized by Nii Kwabena Bonne III, a prominent merchant and UGCC
leader.\textsuperscript{53} With emotions running high, the crowd turned to violence, looting
and burning shops. Police opened fire. A crowd battered down the gate to
Ussher Fort Prison in order to let prisoners escape. As the news spread, riot-
ing broke out in Kumasi where it continued for two weeks. According to
British figures, 29 people died and 237 were injured within a month.\textsuperscript{54}

Nkrumah and Danquah seized the moment, issuing telegrams that ar-
gued the riots showed Britain could no longer effectively rule the country
and proposed that the UGCC form an interim government to restore order.\textsuperscript{55}
Several days later, trying to calm the crowds and channel their outrage into
more productive political goals, the UGCC leaders addressed a 9,000-strong
rally where Nkrumah urged that “people should fight with unity, not guns
for independence.”\textsuperscript{56} Partly through the guidance of Nkrumah and other lead-
ers, and partly through deeply held values, the future people’s movement for
independence for the most part was able to avoid violence. However, on
March 11, 1948, the governor ordered the arrest of six UGCC leaders, in-
cluding Danquah, Nkrumah, and Nii Kwabena Bonne III. This quickly back-
fired, raising the popularity of the “Big Six” to national heights.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{Mass Organizing and the Positive Action Campaign}

Due to their different opinions of how best to organize the movement for
independence, Nkrumah broke with Danquah and the UGCC and, in July
1949, formed the Convention People’s Party (CPP), sometimes called the
“verandah boys” (those who had no home and slept on the verandahs of the
rich). The CPP mainly consisted of elementary school leavers (that is, stu-
dents who finished elementary school but did not go on to secondary
school), people with just enough education to read and with English as a
common language. They spread the nationalist message with slogans that
had wide appeal such as “We Have the Right to Live as Men,” “Seek Ye
First the Political Kingdom, and All Things Will Be Added unto It,” and
“Self-Government Now.” Bankole Timothy describes Nkrumah’s approach: “The farmer, the fisherman, the petty trader and the labourer were made to feel that they were equally as important as the lawyers in contributing to the progress of the country.”

Nkrumah worked closely with CPP organizers such as K. A. Gbedemah and Kojo Botsio to organize the youth into political action for independence. Youth groups like the Asante Youth Organization and Accra Youth Study Group were later federated into the Committee of Youth Organizations (CYO).

Market women were major supporters, supplying the CPP with funds and vehicles. Nkrumah remembered a rally where a Kumasi woman slashed her own face with a razor blade: “Then, smearing the blood over her body, she challenged the men present to do likewise in order to show that no sacrifice was too great in their united struggle for freedom and independence.” The CPP supported three newspapers, the Accra Evening News, the Cape Coast’s Daily Mail, and Sekondi’s Morning Telegraph, but also saw that the CPP could reach people through couching its message in religious terms or using religious symbols such as manner of dress, speech, honorifics, and ascriptive titles.

The positive action campaign of 1950–1951 envisaged strikes, boycotts, and noncooperation. As Nkrumah later explained, “We had no guns, but even if we had, the circumstances were such that non-violent alternatives were open to us, and it was necessary to try them before resorting to other means.” Nkrumah learned about Gandhi’s nonviolent methods of struggle during his studies in the West as well as through his involvement in pan-Africanism. His 1949 pamphlet, What I Mean by Positive Action, in which he outlined the nonviolent methods for independence struggle, was modeled closely on C. V. R. Rao’s 1945 Civil Disobedience Movements in India. Britain had to be pressured to respect Ghana’s right to self-government.

Nkrumah delineated three categories of positive action: (1) legitimate constitutional political agitation; (2) newspaper and educational campaigns, including political education, agitation, platform speeches, and establishing independent schools and colleges; and (3) “as a last resort, the constitutional application of strikes, boycotts, and non-cooperation on the principle of absolute nonviolence.”

The colonial government greeted Nkrumah’s call for positive action by fining him £400 and arresting several newspaper editors. In fact, Gocking reports that the Trades Union Congress (TUC) rather than Nkrumah himself took the lead in starting positive action “by calling for a general strike in support of the Meteorological Employees Union,” thereby forcing the CPP’s hands. The next day Nkrumah made his declaration that positive action would begin at midnight. Everyone should stay home from work. On
January 8, at a crowded rally at Accra’s West End Arena, he explained that enemies of the CPP—the imperialists’ “concealed agent-provocateurs and stooges”—had spread rumors that positive action really meant “riot, looting, and disturbances, in a word violence.” His speech, echoing his 1949 pamphlet, said, “There are two ways to achieve Self-government: either by armed revolution and violent overthrow of the existing regime, or by constitutional and legitimate non-violent methods. In other words: Either by armed might or by moral pressure.” His speech continued to stress his movement’s commitment to “absolute nonviolence,” explaining that the education stage of the campaign had already begun through newspapers, Ghanaian schools and colleges, and traveling speakers, but that it might escalate to “Nationwide Non-Violent Sit-Down-at-Home Strikes, Boycotts, and Non-Cooperation.”

Nkrumah’s own newspaper, the Accra Evening News, carried many articles warning that, if necessary, people would resort to positive action as a last recourse against British intransigence, but it less often explained what positive action was. An article signed by “Agitator” argued that “agitation is, after all, the civilized peaceful weapon of moral force. It is preferable to violence and brute physical force . . . to agitate means to inform.” On May Day 1949, Gandhi was held up as an inspiration to Ghana’s movement for freedom and democracy. Sometimes there were overtones or symbols of violence, such as a cartoon where a figure crying for help personifying “imperialism” was being crushed under the boot of the CPP.

The Gold Coast Observer reported a public lecture by Bankole Renner, who argued that to free the country from imperialism “hatred should be in our hearts” and, while this hatred should be aimed at a system rather than individuals, when individuals identified with the system “we must hate that person too.” This rousing speech was followed by a less inflammatory explanation that positive action used methods of boycott and general strike. Other articles had a more pronounced insistence on nonviolence. J. Ahinful Quansah urges that “the fundamental principle of non-violence be indoctrinated into the people. Yes, non-violence, for we are a religious race!” Articles also castigated British violence. “Tell Britain that we as Youths have tasted the sweetness of gun bullets and we entertain no fear. We are now on brainy warfare. We believe in the maxim of ‘The pen is mightier than the sword.’” The newspaper also exhorted readers to explain these political insights and program of action to those who could not read.

While the CPP-supported newspapers called for positive action, the colonial government broadcast counterpropaganda on the radio, telling people to go back to work and open their shops. Most city stores closed down on January 9, 1950, but the next day enthusiasm seemed to be waning and the day after some stores reopened. When Nkrumah took a walk through
Accra on January 11, dressed in a smock typical of Ghana’s Northern Territories, people began to follow him. Before long, a large crowd gathered in front of the Accra Evening News offices. Nkrumah addressed the crowd, asking them to fill the arena that evening. His speech in the arena, and its favorable news coverage, resuscitated the movement and the strike. To no avail, the colonial government moved against the press, suspending the three CPP newspapers and accusing their editors of sedition.

On January 17, the ex-servicemen again marched to Christiansborg Castle. During violent outbreaks provoked by the police, protesters killed two police officers. The chiefs on the Legislative Council then passed a motion deplored positive action as violent and coercive and blaming “grasshopper leaders” for inciting trouble and trying to usurp chiefly authority. These criticisms pleased the colonial government, but did not sway the people who were solidly behind the CPP.

Nkrumah was arrested on charges of organizing an illegal “political” strike—called not in a labor dispute, but to pressure the government—and was blamed for the deaths of the two police officers. At his trial Nkrumah, describing himself as a disciple of Gandhi, insisted that positive action was absolutely nonviolent. Sentenced to twelve months with hard labor, Nkrumah’s correspondence from jail reveals his determination to consolidate his relationship with the trade union movement, which he described as “the backbone of the party.”

While Nkrumah and other leaders were in jail, his mass movement sprang into action. The CPP swept all seven seats in the Accra Municipal Council election in April 1950 and almost all of the seats in the Kumasi Town Council election in November. Party branches were established everywhere so that the CPP would contest all possible seats in the February 1951 Legislative Assembly election. The CPP then engaged in a voter registration drive, overcoming the reluctance of some potential voters who had not wanted to pay the voter registration fee.

The CPP’s election campaign was innovative and energetic. Local campaigns included picnics, dances, skits, and tours by loudspeaker vans decorated in CPP colors. As well as conventional rallies, public ceremonies were held to award diplomas to CPP “prison graduates” (those who served time in prison for their actions of political protest). The CPP adapted well-known hymns, prayers, and biblical phrases with an anticolonial message.

Nkrumah was in jail during the campaign and elections. But when the CPP won thirty-four of the thirty-eight seats (with Nkrumah’s gaining 22,780 of the 23,122 votes in Accra Central constituency), Governor Charles Arden-Clarke released him, recognizing that “Nkrumah and his party had the mass of the people behind them . . . [while] no other party [had] appreciable public support.” CPP processions through streets were “dominated by women adorned with a sea of Nkrumah cloth”; that is, cloth printed with
Nkrumah’s picture. Also evident at this point in history was that ethnic-based antagonism had been abandoned in the struggle for independence.

Arden-Clarke asked Nkrumah to take the position of leader of government business. Nkrumah accepted and, in 1952, the constitution was amended to rename this post prime minister. Now, argued Nkrumah, the time was ripe to switch from positive to tactical action, from noncooperation to a compromise testing the limits of reform possible within the system. Nkrumah’s government built roads, bridges, harbors, railways, municipal housing, water supplies, and hospitals; extended free compulsory primary education; set up teacher training colleges; and supported secondary schools. The University of Ghana at Legon was established. Many of these initiatives were made affordable by the fact that world cocoa prices soared in the 1950s, increasing the government budget fourfold.

But during the 1950s, there was some internal opposition to Nkrumah. In the Ashanti region, some opposed the fixing of cocoa prices in order to fund development projects. Various close followers left the CPP and joined the National Liberation Movement (NLM), a group active in Ashanti areas that used mass political action as well as paramilitary “action groupers.” The former CPP members were able to steer the NLM away from violence.

Yet in the 1956 election, the CPP won 71 of 104 seats with some 57 percent of the popular vote. Not long afterward, Britain announced that Ghana would receive its independence on March 6, 1957, and Nkrumah became Ghana’s first president.

Conclusion

The newly independent state of Ghana took a leading role in advocating and using civil resistance. In December 1958, independent Ghana hosted the All-African Peoples’ Conference, a follow-up to the 1945 Pan-African Congress. Patrice Lumumba and Tom Mboya were there along with a large Algerian contingent. In his opening speech, Nkrumah attributed the success of the Ghanaian independence movement to nonviolent positive action. Kojo Botsio, who led the CPP delegation, told countries still struggling for liberation that, “with the united will of the people behind you, the power of the imperialists can be destroyed without the use of violence.” Some delegations were unhappy with the emphasis on nonviolent resistance, especially the Algerians and Egyptians who “regarded the very word ‘nonviolence’ as an insult to brothers fighting and dying for freedom.” Ultimately, the congress declared its support for peaceful means in territories where democratic means were available, but also supported those in circumstances where arms were the only protection from colonial violence.
In 1959, after hearing that France planned to test nuclear weapons in the Sahara Desert at Regan, Algeria, a group of eleven Ghanaians along with British and other international activists attempted to intervene nonviolently, but were ejected from French territory in Upper Volta and ended up back in Ghana. Another conference to discuss the way forward for positive action was held in Accra in April 1960, Positive Action for Peace and Security in Africa. While Nkrumah opened the conference with a speech advocating “nonviolent positive action” as the main tactic, after the criticisms of Frantz Fanon and pressure from some other African delegates, the conference’s emphasis on continent-wide nonviolent positive action was muted. Nevertheless, Bill Sutherland and Matt Meyer describe positive action as being “a phenomenal success for Gandhian strategy.” Nonviolent tactics were used as part of a self-conscious overall nonviolent strategy that led Ghana quickly to independence with minimal casualties. They included consciousness-raising among the people about their right to self-government, a determination to act in concert with each other through a variety of associations, and a willingness to accept imprisonment. Boycotts and strikes showed the people that withdrawing cooperation leaves colonial forces powerless (and that cooperation reinforces subjection). Many marginalized sectors of society were mobilized in a common cause, including the youth, market women, and elementary school graduates. Newspapers and popular songs spread the message of the movement and the leaders’ emphasis on the need for nonviolent discipline resonated with people’s deeply held value systems. There was the grace to accept compromise in certain situations as well as the determination to go the harder way of strikes and imprisonment when sacrifice was required. The impact of mass nonviolent civil resistance on shaping Ghanaian nationalism needs further exploration, but it is clear—if rarely acknowledged—that it facilitated this process of nation building.
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Zambia: Nonviolent Strategies Against Colonialism, 1900s–1960s

Jotham C. Momba and Fay Gadsden

Zambia, previously known as Northern Rhodesia, is one of the five southern African countries, together with Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland, that achieved independence without recourse to armed resistance. From the second decade of the 1900s, Africans living in Northern Rhodesia began to organize themselves into civic and professional associations to improve their social and economic conditions under colonial rule. These early associations provided an important foundation for more militant political activity later. The struggle against the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and for independence waged in the 1950s and early 1960s was based primarily on nonviolent strategies and tactics. In this chapter, we examine resistance to colonial authority, the struggle against federation, and the nationalist movements that led to Zambia’s independence in October 1964.¹ We describe the origin, development, and nature of the resistance movements and how they contributed toward the development of a sense of national identity and a political culture that rejects murderous violence.

Historical Background

The area comprising contemporary Zambia was colonized in the late nineteenth century and first ruled for Britain by the British South Africa Company, which united its administration over the new Northern Rhodesia in 1911.² The Colonial Office assumed control in 1924 over a sparsely populated and impoverished territory whose borders had been decided in Europe with no consideration of its ethnic composition. Over seventy tribes, each with its own language, inhabited Northern Rhodesia. Some of these peoples had
traded with each other or raided their neighbors for slaves and cattle, some had resisted European invasion, and others had allied with the European invaders as a strategy for protection against their local enemies. But it was colonial rule that united them and created the framework of a new nationhood. It provided territorial boundaries, the experience of a unified administration, a system of communication through roads and railways, a common language of administration (English), and an educational system that at its upper levels involved the mixing of peoples from all over the country. The urban centers that grew in response to the needs of administration and the wider economy brought together peoples from all over the territory.

As a British protectorate, the responsibility for governance was held by the British colonial secretary who was accountable to Parliament in London. British colonies enjoyed freedoms of speech, assembly, and the press, but these were limited by systems of permits, registration, and fees. And the colonial government could ban any organization that, in its view, threatened the peace. In the 1920s and 1930s, Northern Rhodesia’s Africans could and did form associations, call meetings, publish newspapers, and form political parties from the 1940s.

Britain’s declared goals in the colonies were devolution of power and, ultimately, self-government. In practice this meant establishing institutions of representative government and at times accommodating nationalist demands, but within an overall context of resisting and slowing down the process of independence. Thus, Northern Rhodesia, like other African colonies of Britain, had a Legislative Council and an Executive Council comprising some elected members (initially Europeans) alongside government officials. The political battle was ultimately over the composition of these bodies and the qualifications for the franchise, that is, who controlled them. These parameters inclined nationalist aims to be essentially constitutional and democratic.

The political situation in Northern Rhodesia was complicated by the presence of immigrant communities, traders from the Indian subcontinent, and Europeans who came as farmers and miners after the development of copper mining in the mid-1920s. Europeans received preferential treatment. The government provided them with segregated schools and hospitals, accepted employment policies that restricted senior and better paying jobs to Europeans, and condoned a color bar in shops and cafés. Most significantly, it granted them representation on, but not control of, the Legislative Council established in 1924.

While in South Africa after the Boer War and in Southern Rhodesia in 1923, the British government had devolved power to European minorities, its declared policy for Northern Rhodesia was the paramountcy of African interests, clearly stated in the Passfield Memorandum of 1930 and reaffirmed by subsequent colonial secretaries:
the interests of African natives must be paramount, and if . . . those inter-
ests and the interests of the immigrant races should conflict, the former
shall prevail. . . . His Majesty’s Government regard themselves as exercis-
ing a trust on behalf of the African population, and they are unable to del-
egate or share this trust, the objective of which may be defined as the pro-
tection and advancement of the native races. ³

Successful Northern Rhodesian governments obscured the meaning of
paramountcy by privileging European interests, but in 1961 the colonial
secretary again invoked it to justify a Northern Rhodesian constitution giv-
ing Africans a majority of seats in the legislature.

During the 1930s and 1940s, Europeans in Northern Rhodesia hoped to
secure their dominance through some form of union with the European-
controlled southern territories. From 1949, the British government supported
such a federation in order to encourage regional economic growth and pro-
vide a buffer to apartheid South Africa. Despite the concerted opposition of
the African population of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the Federation
was imposed in 1953. This convinced African political leaders in Northern
Rhodesia that the only strategy against perpetual European dominance was
to gain immediate political independence and secede from the Federation.

Early Resistance to Colonial Rule

Early forms of resistance were organized within individual tribes and did
not involve cooperation between the peoples of the new territory or any
concept of a new politics. In some instances, resistance was armed. This is
not remembered with any pride in nationalist mythology, if it is remem-
bered at all, in contrast to the Shona chimurenga in Zimbabwe. ⁴ This may
be because Zambians take pride in their peaceful history, because their un-
armed independence struggle did not require the precedent of an armed re-
volt, and also perhaps because only some peoples were involved and a ref-
erence to them might challenge Zambia’s fragile sense of national unity.

As colonial administration was consolidated and taxes imposed, resent-
ment of European authority smoldered all over the new territory. There were
localized tax revolts among the Lunda people in 1907 and the Gwembe Val-
ley Tonga in 1909, and Henry Meebelo documented several cases of refusal
to pay tax by the Namwanga and Bisa peoples of Northern Province. They
also refused to provide forced labor and even to recognize colonial author-
ity. Meebelo quotes one colonial official on the resistance of the Namwanga
people: “In several instances the Wanyamwanga in the neighborhood have
refused absolutely to obey me in any way and all along I have made clear to
them that if any serious case of this kind comes to my knowledge again I
would punish the offending village by turning the people out and destroying
it (Bell to Dewar, 31 August, 1896, NER A8/2/2).” ⁵
That this resistance was backward looking to an older form of politics is illustrated by the fact that it was often led by people who were either traditional leaders or linked to the traditional establishments. Thomas Rasmussen provides two examples from the North-West and Southern Provinces: in one, a Luvale chieftainess, dethroned a decade earlier by the colonial authorities, led 250 people in an antiadministration protest against the colonial administration; in the other, in the Mazabuka District of Southern Province, a chief was dethroned for leading his people in protests for land rights. Meebelo recorded similar cases in Northern Province and suggests that the traditional authorities tried to “become popular by whipping up popular grievances against the boma [government centers].” Much of this resistance was unsuccessful: taxes were levied, land was seized, and forced labor was exacted. But in Northern Province, chiefs and headmen succeeded in persuading the administration to reverse their decisions to abolish chitemene (a system of shifting cultivation) and allow a compromise between settled and shifting agricultural systems. This early resistance often involved violence, by Africans in revolt and by their colonizers in asserting their authority.

Proto-Nationalist Resistance

The growth and popularity of African-led churches and the beginning of worker solidarity in the towns reflected and strengthened the development of a sense of African identity and a rejection of the European assumption of racial supremacy. There was widespread support for Christian sects, founded originally by African Americans, which argued for African control in the church, for equality of white and black, and for the eviction of all Europeans. In Northern Province in 1918–1919, thousands were converted by Watchtower and accepted the teachings of racial equality, the rejection of chiefly and colonial authority, and the departure of Europeans. In the 1920s in Luapula Province, Watchtower gained support, preaching disobedience stating that, “God only is to be respected and obeyed. Nobody on earth has the right to it: anymore Europeans than the native chiefs. The Europeans have no right whatsoever in the country.” The colonial government arrested “seditious” preachers and banned Watchtower in 1935 on suspicion of having influenced a strike in the Copperbelt.

The Copperbelt towns became a melting pot in terms of ethnic identity. Worker protests articulated a united African position. From the late 1920s, the newly opened mines attracted workers from all over the country and further afield, notably Nyasaland and Tanganyika. The colonial government saw political dangers in urbanization and was concerned that the workers should not be detribalized. Therefore, it insisted that the workers be short-term migrants who would return to their villages. They also introduced a system of tribal elders in the mines as a channel of communication
with the mines’ administration to strengthen tribal authority and prevent the emergence of worker organizations. These strategies were not successful. African miners resented the contempt and violence with which they were treated and the privileges of their white supervisors. Strikes erupted in 1935 against increased taxation, and again in 1940 for higher pay at a time of inflation. In 1940 the miners elected their own leaders, the Group of 17, to negotiate with the mine owners. The national character of their action was evident in the language of their demands that assumed a united African labor force and the multiethnic composition of their leadership, “which was marked by a careful tribal balance.” The strikes received mass support and were generally conducted with moderation. In 1935 stone throwing at Roan Antelope mine in Luanshya in the face of armed police resulted in the deaths of six and wounding of twenty-two miners, but this experience influenced the adoption of a nonviolent strategy in 1940. Signs for strike action posted in the mine compounds urged miners not to “fight or cause disturbances because if we do, they will bring many machine guns and airplanes.” Again, however, strikers were provoked and shot. But advocacy of nonviolent action became a recurring theme for postwar nationalist resistance: Africans should demonstrate the power of their numbers through solidarity, but not risk death at the hands of colonial forces.

From the late 1940s, the miners were unionized and other African workers, truck drivers, shop assistants, and civil servants formed themselves into unions. During the 1950s, the colonial government accepted under pressure from both mine owners and unions that many Africans would remain in the towns as permanent workers. The development of a multiethnic urban proletariat, politicized through participation in collective action, was an important factor in the growth of a sense of national identity. Although the miners’ union played a role in anti-federation campaigns, it generally distanced itself from the independence struggle, instead prioritizing economic issues. Nevertheless, its struggles had strong anticolonial overtones. For example in 1956, a series of mine strikes exacerbated political tensions and anti-European feelings. More importantly, miners provided a cohesive and militant support base for nationalist parties that miners joined.

**Development of Civic Organizations and a Political Leadership**

From the second decade of the twentieth century, Western-educated men—teachers, clerks, evangelists, and storekeepers—organized themselves in welfare associations to improve their positions within the colonial system. The longer-lasting and most active welfare associations were town based, although some rural associations were formed. These societies were multiethnic, they
were organized along democratic lines (i.e., officeholders elected, public meetings held, and resolutions debated by members), and grievances were brought to the attention of government for redress.

The first welfare association—the Mwenzo Welfare Society—was formed around 1912 in Mwenzo, a Protestant missionary station in Northern Province. Forced to close by World War I fighting in the area, it was revived in 1923. Its declared objectives were mild: “The aim of the association is neither directly or indirectly to subvert the authority of the Government or any lawful establishment, or to induce the community to do so. It is rather one of helpful means of developing the country in the hands of two necessary connecting links—the government and the governed.”

There was rapid growth of associations in the towns between 1929 and 1931. The best-known and largest associations were established in Livingstone, Broken Hill, and Ndola in 1930, each with a couple of hundred members from different professions.

Although the associations that formed in towns along the railway line were more militant than Mwenzo Welfare Society, their demands were couched in similar diplomatic language. This lack of militancy in language and the careful legality of their actions were in part tactical to avoid being banned but also perhaps due to an awareness of the power of the colonial state. From 1924 to 1953, the educated minority did not wish to overthrow the colonial state, but only to influence and participate in it.

The associations articulated African grievances. They raised health issues, pointing to the high African death rate, poor and inadequate housing in towns, lack of clean water and sanitary facilities, and shortage of clinics and hospitals. They demanded more and better schools. Associations in towns asked for garden plots for food growing while rural associations asked for better agricultural advisory services. They complained about the quality of meat and fish sold to Africans by local European shop owners and asked for more township markets. They protested against government-imposed racial discrimination, being required to carry passes and not being allowed to walk on European-only pavements, and being prohibited by the railways from buying tea and food at stations. They objected to white men taking African women as concubines and to the rudeness with which they were treated by Europeans.

The welfare associations often achieved local objectives. A government newspaper for Africans in Northern Rhodesia was started. In Ndola a government school was set up, sanitary conditions were improved, a township market was opened, and land was provided for garden plots. The railway began to stop at the African location in Ndola so that Africans, who were not allowed to move in the European sector at night, would not be stranded overnight. The associations were also involved in direct action to improve the economic and social situation of Africans by leading awareness-raising
campaigns among the local populations to send their children to school and to practice hygiene and sanitation.

In the 1930s the welfare associations involved themselves in political issues, opposing amalgamation with the south, and in 1933 they united to form the United African Welfare Association and planned to move into the villages. However, the colonial government blocked this attempt to create a united countrywide organization.

The achievements of the welfare societies should not be measured only by how successful they were in obtaining governmental concessions. Their importance lies also in their adaptation to the new colonial realities of territorial boundaries and political power—in 1923 the Mwenzo Welfare Society wanted to call itself the Northern Rhodesian Native Association, “indicating that they had more than a local interest”—and their assumption of responsibility for improving the lives of Africans territory-wide. The associations developed a culture of political awareness and engagement, democratic organization and decisionmaking, a belief in racial equality, and a sense of African unity despite tribal and territorial differences. The first territory-wide nationalist party grew out of the welfare societies.

In the rural areas of Southern Province, especially the Plateau Tonga region, former Seventh-Day Adventist pastors and teachers, who became small-scale commercial farmers, formed the local leadership in protest politics during the 1930s and 1940s. They aimed at exerting influence on local councils and chiefs and sabotaging government programs by campaigning against local participation and cooperation with government officials. Their activities culminated in the formation of a political party called the Northern Rhodesia African Congress in 1937. The party never really took off since the colonial administration denied it registration. Yet it is significant because it adopted a national posture, listing among its objectives “to keep and promote the welfare and interests of Africans in Northern Rhodesia” and “to inquire and report any matter tending to injure the welfare of Africans in Northern Rhodesia.” Some leaders of this aborted congress came to play a prominent role in the formation of the Northern Rhodesia Federation of Welfare Societies in 1946, which in 1948 transformed itself into the Northern Rhodesia African Congress. Unlike in 1937, the 1948 Northern Rhodesia African Congress was allowed by the government to register as a political party. It also had a more national composition.

Another channel for moderate, reformist political activity after 1938 was that government advisory bodies sought to involve the new African educated elite in local government. Colonial administration had previously operated through chiefs, but in 1938 Native Authority Councils were established in rural areas (and later African urban advisory councils in towns) to incorporate educated African men into the colonial administration and thus discourage independent political action. During World War II, this system
ceased to be confined to local government. The advisory councils elected representatives to provincial councils, and in 1946 a territory-wide African Representative Council (ARC) was set up that sent two members to the Legislative Council. These bodies did not satisfy African aspirations, but membership did provide experience in democratic procedures and enabled the educated to contribute to their communities on such issues as education, sanitation, and township organization. They also provided a forum to articulate African opinion. The ARC opposed federation and in 1952 both the central and local councils rejected “partnership” as conceived in the proposed Federation. The relationship between these governmental councils and African political parties was not always harmonious, but their membership sometimes overlapped and at times the political parties sought to influence the councils. In 1951, the ARC elected two African National Congress (ANC) members to the Legislative Council.

**Tactics of Resistance Against Federation**

White settler demands for self-government and the threat of federation united popular discontent and educated Africans’ opposition to colonialism into a combined movement. The multiethnic composition of the welfare associations of the 1930s and 1940s helped them to form the basis of a nationwide movement with a nationalist outlook: first the Northern Rhodesia Federation of Welfare Societies, which changed its name to the Northern Rhodesia African Congress in 1948 and was renamed in 1951 the African National Congress. Most welfare associations became branches of the Congress.

From the British government’s point of view, the Federation was to be a partnership between white and black. Africans in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland never believed this was possible, many having experienced life in white-controlled Southern Rhodesia. From 1949 to 1953 Congress led an increasingly desperate campaign to prevent Northern Rhodesia’s incorporation into the Federation. The decision to impose federation in the face of popular opposition precipitated the struggle for independence, hence Congress’s change of name to ANC with its leader, Harry Nkumbula, stating in 1952 that African interests could be protected only by an independent African government.

Before it had organized itself as a national party, Congress was faced with the threat of federation. Anti-federation activity therefore went hand in hand with the party’s formation, the establishment of branches, appointment of officials, and development of policies. From 1951 the ANC had a full-time headquarters with staff, provincial officials, branches in the towns and rural areas, and national conferences. It was strong in the north, the south, and the Copperbelt. The 1952 annual conference formed a Supreme
Action Council to direct the campaign against federation and made plans for a youth wing.24

One strategy against federation was to appeal directly to the British government by sending delegations to pressure the colonial and British government. At the 1951 ANC annual conference, 100 chiefs in attendance agreed to raise money for a joint delegation to London in 1952. When the delegation did not succeed, Nkumbula symbolically burned the government white paper announcing federation. Protest meetings were held throughout the territory to mobilize African opinion. In April 1953 when the British government had determined to introduce federation, Congress called a national strike that Nkumbula called a day of national prayer. The response, however, was half-hearted, although it was observed in two Copperbelt towns and in Lusaka.25 The ANC failed to involve the largest trade union (the miners), as most people were resigned to the inevitability of federation. In his study of the nationalist movement, David Mulford argues that, although there was mass support for the ANC’s anti-federation stance, the party itself was poorly organized and “failed to mount a single action which involved more than a handful of officials and sympathetic supporters.”26 Mulford suggests that the ANC’s anti-federation campaign articulated public opinion rather than leading it. Africans opposed federation, but they were not united behind the ANC.

Federation plans for the Kariba Dam, a hydroelectric project on the Zambezi River that would create the world’s largest artificial lake and displace tens of thousands of people, featured strongly in ANC propaganda in the mid-1950s. However, banned in the Gwembe Valley, ANC workers could not exercise open leadership of the local resistance and proved powerless to halt the Federation’s most prestigious project (now notorious for its neglect of the dam’s social impact). Spontaneous local noncooperation—such as vanishing into the bush or simply sitting down and refusing to move when the resettlement trucks came to a village—succeeded in delaying the project until the government became forceful in September 1958. The territorial governor tried in vain to convince Chipepo men in Chisamu to accept the resettlement of women and children before the flooding. When he ordered them to board the trucks, the Chipepo men charged the police who opened fire, killing eight and wounding at least thirty-two.27 The Chisamu confrontation ended open defiance. In her classic study on this resettlement, Elizabeth Colson comments,

Throughout Gwembe, people faced the fact that they could be killed or seriously injured if they defied a Government that was prepared to kill them. . . . Despite all earlier talk that Europeans cared nothing for Africans and that Government had abandoned them, they had not believed their own angry accusations until Chisamu. Momentarily people lost faith in the ANC. Many were angry with its national and local agents for leading them
into danger. . . . Mpwe villages were enthusiastic partisans of ANC until Chisamu. . . . In the aftermath they turned on their local ANC agent for reporting to the district officer their refusal to move.28

In the early years of nationalist activity in opposition to federation, political ideas and practices, some of them contradictory, emerged and have persisted in Zambian politics. In a 1951 speech to party workers in Kitwe in the Copperbelt, Nkumbula stated, “Our national spirit, now ripe, is an upthrust from our long suffering. . . . We are a nation and like any other nation on earth we love to rule ourselves.”29 Nkumbula’s argument that the nation was born from its history of suffering could be used to support a pluralist position: one belonged to the nation by virtue of birth and experience and was as much a nationalist in a trade union or a government advisory council as in the ANC. However, cooperation and toleration of other political bodies was interspersed with opposition and hostility. While the constitution of the ANC contained clauses committing the party to nonviolent actions, this strategy was open to question. The ANC annual conference of 1953 called for a policy of “non-cooperation without violence” to any policies detrimental to African interests, yet the ANC used threats and intimidation to gain acceptance of its policies (e.g., in the enforcement of boycotts) and in 1957 Nkumbula threatened to rescind the nonviolence clause.30

ANC support declined in the mid-1950s, following the imposition of federation. However, it pursued its policy of noncooperation in rural areas, particularly in the north, for instance, forming action groups in Chinsali in 1955. There were some strikes, but noncooperation also took other forms. People were encouraged to refuse to feed touring government officials and to ignore regulations for compulsory communal storage of kaffir corn and cassava. Boycotts of Asian- and European-owned shops that practiced segregation were a direct challenge to the Federation’s partnership policy and were perceived by both the shopkeepers and the boycotters as political action. Butchers’ shops were a particular target, as were beer halls run by town councils. These boycotts had an economic impact and also were a demonstration of African unity and strength. During this period, ANC leaders were arrested for various offenses such as possession of banned literature and organizing illegal meetings.

The Radicalization of the Independence Struggle

A new urgency was brought to the nationalist movement in 1957 by proposed changes in the Federation’s constitution that reduced African representation in the Federal Assembly and a new constitution for Northern Rhodesia that also gave more representation to Europeans. The heightened militancy, replicated in Nyasaland by Kamuzu Banda’s Malawi Congress
Party, contributed to the split in the Northern Rhodesian nationalist movement in 1958. Younger nationalists considered Nkumbula not militant enough and formed the Zambia African National Congress (ZANC) led by Kenneth Kaunda. This split also meant that, after 1958, two nationalist parties competed for support among the African populations. Party branches were established as widely as possible, newsletters published, supporters canvassed, and opponents from the rival party harassed; thus, there began a tradition of interparty violence.

The two political parties continued the kinds of protests that had been organized in the preceding years. In 1959, the ANC sent another delegation to London to protest against constitutional plans. There were public burnings of the passes that Africans were required to carry. More boycotts of shops, beer halls, tearooms, and hotels were mounted. There was an intensification of campaigns of noncooperation with government policies such as storage of grain and inoculation of cattle. In 1959, the ANC threatened to refuse to pay taxes. The new organization, ZANC, also engaged in more militant forms of civil disobedience and, in 1958, it organized a successful boycott of elections for the new constitution. That boycott created a political atmosphere of tension and even violence. Mobs threw stones at police and Europeans. Secondary school pupils went on strike and rioted. The Commission of Inquiry into the student disturbances reported that the two nationalist movements were not directly involved in provoking the student disturbances, but “the political climate of nationalist opposition to the colonial authorities did contribute to the local students’ challenge to the school authorities” and to European teachers’ being seen as a “local expression of colonial rule.”

The reaction of the colonial government was to increase repression. Union leaders were detained after a strike in 1956. ZANC was banned and its leaders imprisoned and exiled to remote areas after its call for an election boycott. Many ZANC party officials, including its leader Kaunda, were imprisoned. The jails were overflowing in 1959. These measures were counterproductive, backfiring on the authorities and fueling African resistance. The exiled leaders worked at gaining more popular support. ZANC branches remained intact underground. Similarly, the banning of ZANC’s successor, the United National Independence Party (UNIP), strengthened rather than weakened the party.

UNIP began to develop as a national party and a future government with a network of branches. It developed policies on education, health, and the economy; encouraged the few well-educated Zambians who were not already in the party to join so that they could be appointed to future government positions; and recruited members from the European and Asian communities, thereby making it a national party. Its practice of appointing rather than electing officials was seen as more efficient, but certainly was less democratic.
As other British African territories were attaining independence, UNIP in 1961 rejected a proposed constitution for Northern Rhodesia that aimed to secure white minority rule and launched a cha cha cha (after the dance) campaign in its strongholds in Luapula and Northern Provinces. The plan was a campaign of property damage to make the territory ungovernable until the proposed constitution was abandoned. In the resulting “disturbances,” lasting from July 15 until October 31, 146 roads were either destroyed or blocked, 64 bridges destroyed, 64 schools destroyed, 77 other public buildings destroyed, 69 motor vehicles burned or destroyed, and 20 African protesters killed by security forces. However, the official report also acknowledged that, in Luapula, “the protesters did not contemplate any premeditated attacks upon the Bomas [government centers] or mission stations. . . . The violent reactions to the security forces . . . were a result of plans to resist interference rather than deliberate acts of aggression.” The property destruction ended immediately when the British government indicated that they were reconsidering the constitutional proposals that aimed to secure white minority rule. The civil unrest prompted the British government, which had already accepted that Nyasaland (Malawi) was leaving the Federation, to accept that Zambia should move to majority rule and independence. After this, a peaceful transition was assured: there were too few European settlers to attempt to seize power.

The Role of Women in the Nationalist Struggle

Women participated in the nationalist movement in Zambia, but it was controlled by men. Only within the past thirty years have women developed a movement to achieve equality. Women were active in some of the early mass protests on the mines and in the villages as vocal opponents encouraging the men to behave more aggressively. Simon Zukas, a leader of the Ndola Anti-Federation Action Group, recalls one man objecting to women attending meetings because they were dangerous: women goading men had once caused a riot. Some women later joined the women’s organizations of mass membership parties, but they tended to be widows and wives of party members or of men who had been persuaded by the party to allow their participation. Men decided party policy while women’s primary duties were to raise funds, cater for party meetings, house nationalist leaders, run funeral committees, and recruit more women. Women participated in the boycotts and marches and joined men in solidarity actions, for example, by burning their colonial marriage certificates when their husbands were burning their identity cards. Women in Luapula Province organized political meetings and helped hide political prisoners in the 1950s. Julia Mulenga, a widow known as Mama Chikonameka, organized women to march, bare
breasted, against the color bar and also to confront the colonial secretary at the airport.\textsuperscript{38} Although women played a significant role in the independence movements, and their participation involved shaping and taking part in political society, their presence did not threaten male authority or challenge the parties’ hierarchical structures and bullying culture that continued into the independence period.

**Nonviolent Strategies**

As in South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, and Tanganyika, Northern Rhodesian nationalism was partly inspired by the Indian National Congress Party with its Gandhian philosophy of nonviolent resistance. The African National Congress of South Africa, founded in 1911, followed a nonviolent policy until the 1960 Sharpeville massacre. The African political parties formed in Northern Rhodesia included nonviolence clauses in their constitutions and frequently repeated this commitment. In 1948, a Northern Rhodesian African Congress memorandum warning of civil war urged its followers to “be cool and non violent.”\textsuperscript{39} Zukas found it hard to explain the red stripes (representing the international working class) in the badge of the Ndola Anti-Federation Action Committee: “no blood had been spilt . . . nor was there a wish to have any spilt.”\textsuperscript{40} In 1959, the *Voice of UNIP* newspaper urged its supporters to conduct their boycotts without violence and to give no excuse for “the use of armed force upon innocent victims.”\textsuperscript{41}

Some leaders had an ethical commitment to nonviolence, but for the majority the tactics of petitions, meetings, marches, boycotts, stone throwing, and destruction of infrastructure were a pragmatic response to the prevailing situation and a strategic recognition that similar tactics had worked in other former British colonies. The militant action prior to independence often spilled into violence, frequently in response to the violence of the colonial authorities. This never involved plans to kill government officials or white residents, let alone to launch an armed struggle.

**Factors Influencing a Nonviolent Strategy**

*Leadership*

Kaunda, who led the more radical nationalist organization (UNIP) and became Zambia’s president, began reading the writings of Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma) in the early 1950s. When he visited the United Kingdom in 1956, he met pacifists through the Movement for Colonial Freedom and was in contact with the weekly *Peace News*. On release from prison in
1960, he hoped majority rule could be achieved “through a non-violent struggle. I therefore ask you all to be calm, patient and non-violent.” At public rallies where crowds were antagonized by the police presence, he reminded them “that our policy was one of non-violence.” The cha cha cha damage to physical infrastructure was referred to as “positive action and did not involve plans for attacks on people.” Kaunda’s advocacy of non-violent actions was perhaps a way of avoiding loss of life, particularly African life, when faced with a more powerful opponent rather than taking a principled stand. He warned Britain of violence worse than that of Mau Mau if Africans lost their patience. His influence, however, was undeniably a moderating factor. During the violent, sometimes lethal, conflicts between the Lumpa Church and UNIP supporters, he refused to endorse violence. According to the district commissioner of Isoka, “Kenneth Kaunda himself did everything possible to persuade the opposing sides to resolve their differences peaceably.”

After independence Kaunda was committed to ending white domination in southern Africa, which included such support for the liberation struggles as providing headquarters and in some cases a rear base for guerrilla activities in Southern Rhodesia. His government’s position was that, “if armed struggle is the only choice left for Zimbabwe and Namibia, we shall support it. Zambia has made it clear that we do not participate in acts of killing if peace can be attained without further bloodshed.” However, on several occasions, Kaunda expressed his strong views against “mindless violence.” Even during the liberation wars, he was willing to negotiate with white regimes—a position that at times brought him into conflict with the leaders of the liberation movements.

British Colonial Policies

British government strategy sometimes contributed to reducing confrontation as constitutional conferences and Commissions of Inquiry had the effect of keeping open hope for improvement. The UNIP leadership was also aware that there were British parliamentarians, from all parties, who were supportive of African independence. In 1960, the landmark “wind of change speech” by British prime minister Harold Macmillan offered further encouragement that Zambia could follow the path of Ghana and Tanganyika.

International Support for Nonviolent Resistance

By 1960, Zambian nationalists had obtained the active support of a number of African leaders, particularly Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah, Tanganyika’s Julius Nyerere, and Egypt’s Gamal Abdel Nasser, offering further assurance that independence could be achieved nonviolently. These countries helped fund UNIP in the spirit of pan-Africanism.
UNIP also received support from the international peace movement. In 1961, Kaunda was offered support from a pacifist group called the World Peace Brigade, comprised of the “Gandhian Movement, segments of the peace movement particularly in Europe and USA, groups engaged in non-violent struggles for social justice, and movements for national independence and reconstruction.” The group was prepared to march from Tanganyika to Lusaka in international support of UNIP’s rejection of the proposed 1961 constitution and in solidarity with its demands for independence. This never happened as the violence and disruption caused by the cha cha cha protesters persuaded the British government to grant independence to Northern Rhodesia. But Kaunda’s awareness of this potential support must have strengthened his negotiating position with the British government.

The Role of Christianity

Christianity has been influential in both the colonial and postcolonial periods, helping to create a sense of national identity. It also has influenced the nature of political discourse. The Christian churches ran almost all of the schools in Northern Rhodesia and, even when the government opened a secondary school, it stressed the importance of Christianity. Nationalist leaders in the preindependence period, and government leaders and senior civil servants since then, were all educated together at the same few schools. Because this education was both Christian and based on a British curriculum, it influenced students to have democratic ideals, which they contrasted with the reality of Northern Rhodesia. It also inclined them to have peaceful and pragmatic aims, toward social democracy rather than socialist revolution. Nationalists integrated their Christianity with their politics. The welfare societies opened their meetings with prayer. When Nkumbula called a strike against federation he called it a day of prayer.

The Christian churches have a tradition of intervention in politics in Zambia that aims to achieve peaceful and, in their eyes, just solutions. In the early colonial period, European missionaries were appointed to represent African interests on the Legislative Council and many became critics of European exploitation of Africans. Several of the churches opposed federation. In 1951, the World Council of Churches denounced federation and called for the eventual transfer of power to Africans, a position later echoed by the Catholic bishops and the United Church (Copperbelt Protestants).

Conclusion

After the 1920s, there were no further plans for violent resistance to colonial authority. Strikes in 1935 and 1940 degenerated into violence in the face of provocation, but they were intended as a demonstration of worker
solidarity through withdrawal of labor. This period also saw the beginning of a new form of politics in the associations formed by the educated African minority. Democratically organized and multtribal, seeking to change colonial policies through lobbying and self-organized action to improve conditions, they provided a basis for the development of the postwar nationalist party. The aims of this and subsequent nationalist parties were essentially constitutional, to prevent the introduction of a white-dominated federation, and later to pressure the colonial government to introduce a constitution for majority rule.

When petitions, meetings, and symbolic protest failed to change government policy, Africans resorted to more militant and often illegal actions—boycotting shops and beer halls, refusing to obey selected regulations, and boycotting elections. Finally and successfully, a campaign of nonlethal destruction of infrastructure made two provinces ungovernable. The nationalist parties adopted nonviolence clauses in their constitutions; their leaders continuously urged followers to be calm in the face of provocation from colonial forces. And Kaunda was a leader with a real concern to arrive at solutions through nonviolent actions. However, threats and violence became common ways to persuade people to follow the party line, to buy party cards, and to support boycotts. This was later followed by inter-party violence.

The fact that Zambians have lived in peace for the forty-six years of the country’s existence is a constant in political rhetoric and is indeed appreciated by the people of Zambia and the international community. Two political parties competing for power before independence provided a precedent for a rather aggressive form of pluralism. Apart from a few unsuccessful coup attempts, the politically disaffected have generally turned toward political movements. This was true even of the final years of the one-party state when a popular movement convinced Kaunda to reintroduce multiparty democracy. Robin Palmer, referring to his years in Zambia in the 1970s, notes, “Zambia was a free country, a decent, tolerant place, even within a one-party system, where people didn’t kill each other because of politics. It was also an island of peace and sanity.”
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Few regions of the world have experienced the depth of strategic nonviolent action and tactical nonviolent innovation in practice and deliberation as has Africa. The anticolonial era, stretching across the continent from the 1950s through the 1980s, afforded liberation leaders tremendous opportunities for discussion and debate on the merits of diverse forms of nonviolent resistance as well as armed struggle. At times, these forms were viewed as dichotomized and rival opposites. However, analysis of the seemingly clear-cut example of Mozambique’s successful armed struggle offers a more nuanced view.

Mozambique stands out as an example where peaceful or civil resistance was a significant factor in the freedom movement, yet the successes of its ten-year armed struggle against Portugal (1964–1974) have overshadowed the complementary use of a range of tactics used over the long haul. In this chapter, I suggest that behind the images associated with the Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO)—portraits of proud mother warriors with rifles in one arm and babies in the other, with songs and poems extolling the joys to come “when bullets begin to flower”—there is a less often told story of nonmilitary combat.

In FRELIMO’s perspective, the fight against colonial rule was also a struggle to reverse the severe social, political, and economic underdevelopment caused by colonialism. From 1966 onward, parcels of land—from north to south—were liberated from colonial rule and zones of popular control were established. Although these liberated zones functioned under the leadership of the guerrilla-based FRELIMO, their very existence relied more on the nonmilitary strategic concept of building parallel political processes. The liberated areas became miniature “states-in-the-making,”
where systems of dual power rivaled the Portuguese overseers. The short- and long-term nature of this revolutionary civic project was recognized at the highest levels of Mozambican resistance. Mozambique’s first president, Samora Machel, underscored this in his 1975 Independence Day speech:

The State is not an eternal and immutable structure; the state is not the bureaucratic machinery of civil servants, nor something abstract, nor a mere technical apparatus. . . . The colonial state must be replaced by a people’s State . . . which wipes out exploitation and releases the creative initiative of the masses and the productive forces. In the phase of the people’s democracy in which we are now engaged as a phase of the Mozambican revolutionary process, our aim is to lay the material, ideological, administrative and social foundation of our State. . . . The new battle is only beginning.

Although expressed in military terms, the “battle” Machel describes is essentially one of constructing schools and health centers, building civic organizations and structures of accountability, and setting up a popular, functioning infrastructure. This project, which began long before the 1975 military victory, is the focus of this investigation.

Direct Resistance in the Early Years of Colonization

From the sixteenth to the twentieth century, the European drive for conquest exacerbated conflicts between the various peoples of what became Mozambique. After centuries of Arab, Swahili, and Portuguese rule, twentieth-century anticolonial movements began to call for unity across tribal, linguistic, and local lines. They started organizing primarily in exile, protesting against Portuguese domination and for “cultural improvement” for the majority of the uneducated population. One such group, the Liga Africana, was formed in Lisbon in 1923 during (and under the auspices of) the Third Pan-African Congress hosted by W. E. B. Du Bois.

The Liga Africana and other groups formed at this time petitioned the Lisbon government for reform. They wrote manifestos, held public meetings and forums, and sent letters and delegations to the colonial and domestic officials. These groups, however, were quickly and ruthlessly repressed, then driven underground altogether with the advent of fascism and the rise to power in Portugal of Antonio Salazar at the end of the decade. Salazar’s authoritarian New State (Estado Novo) was installed in Lisbon in 1933. Proclaiming its principles as anti-liberalism, anticommunism, and an understanding of Portugal as a pluricontinental empire, it put an end to overt anticolonial initiatives and little resistance could further develop until after World War II. Nevertheless, small and localized acts of what might be
called subaltern resistance took place throughout Mozambique in the late 1920s and early 1930s.

Since Portuguese colonialism was carried out with as few settlers as possible, contact between the colonizers and the colonized took place on only select occasions: when land was being seized, when people were being conscripted into labor camps, and when taxes were being collected. Non-cooperation therefore was expressed most explicitly in response to these activities, and took cultural and largely ethnic-specific forms such as singing, dancing, and carving. The Chope and Makonde peoples, for example, became known for their acts ridiculing and resisting Portuguese rule. To caricature the colonizers, they carved light-shaded wooden figures with distorted features. Some of the sculptures suggested greedy plantation overlords holding illegal torture instruments. Community-based performances portrayed whites as foolish thugs, but through songs in languages unidentifiable by the Europeans and choreographed movements that appeared as traditional to the untrained observer.

A few cross-ethnic, regional racial and religious groups also emerged during this period, carrying out political activities that, while cloaked in social terms, were implicitly hostile to European domination. For instance, mutual aid societies were formed to provide scholarships for students and apprentices. Even some newspapers and magazines developed in the major towns and cities of 1930s Mozambique, including groupings of Africans, mulattoes, Muslims, and Indians. One of the more prominent, *The African Cry* (O Brado Africano), in 1932 brazenly called for an immediate end to colonial injustices:

Enough! We’ve had to put up with you, to suffer the terrible consequences of your follies, of your demands. . . . We want to be treated in the same way that you are. We do not aspire to the comforts you surround yourselves with, thanks to our strength . . . even less do we aspire to a life dominated by the idea of robbing [one’s] brother.

Mozambican Resistance in the 1940s–1960s

Mozambican intellectual Eduardo Mondlane, who was to become a founder and first president of FRELIMO, was the foremost chronicler of the movements of the 1940s and beyond. He contrasted the racist political conditions faced by the small minority of educated Mozambicans such as himself and the peasant farmers who made up the majority and whose struggle was mainly against the daily violence of forced labor and inhuman economic conditions. For the elite, resistance took “a purely cultural expression,” for instance, in the writings and paintings of Luis Bernardo Honwana, Noemia de Sousa, and Malangatana Ngwenya. Mondlane saw that much work
would be required to bridge the colonized groups. The foundation in 1949 of the student group Nucleo dos Estudantes Africanos Secundarios de Moçambique (NESAM) was to play a key role in this.

Although NESAM was a small part of the population, probably comprising several hundred members at its height, it included many future leaders, including Mondlane. Its importance lay in the ability to reach people throughout the nation, across wide geographical areas, with a nationalist understanding that advocated for the majority of Mozambicans. In fact, by reaching the core of educated black youth, NESAM provided a space for dialogue and reevaluation on questions of nationalism and indigenous culture, breaking colonial attempts at splitting the African elite away from their ethnic roots. For more than a decade, it gave current and former students a context for conceptualizing a future Mozambique separate from colonial designs. NESAM also concretely demonstrated the significance of a civic networking structure.¹¹

The development of NESAM coincided with growing activity among urban workers, including dock workers in the capital, Lourenço Marques (now Maputo), and farmers on nearby plantations. A series of strikes in 1947 led to a major work stoppage and uprising a year later, aborted only when Portuguese authorities deported several hundred radicals and severely punished others.¹² Labor organizing continued formally and informally and, in 1956, forty-nine strikers were killed during a dock strike in Lourenço Marques.¹³ In the early 1960s, strikes spread to the ports of Beira and Nacala, now supported by the newly formed FRELIMO’s clandestine structures. Focusing on cruel working conditions, it was easy to link these grievances to colonialism. However, violent repression, including arrests and deaths, commented Mondlane, “temporarily discourage[d] both the masses and the leadership from considering strike action as a possible effective political method.”¹⁴

Rural resistance also grew after World War II. As hundreds of thousands of peasants were forced to plant and pick cotton for the Portuguese market, noncompliance with meeting quotas and other forms of sabotage were common. In 1947, in one of Mozambique’s most spectacular instances of labor resistance, 7,000 women from the town of Buzi refused to plant the colonial administrator’s cotton seed, effectively ceasing crop production for a short period while demanding not only increased wages but greater control over the land they worked.¹⁵

In Gaza Province, in both 1955 and 1958, large-scale production boycotts were organized until cotton-picking wages were increased.¹⁶ Farmers from Cabo Delgado Province regularly crossed the border to Tanganyika where the African National Union was organizing indigenous farming cooperatives, prefuring the Ujamaa concept of future Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere.¹⁷ In part influenced and aided by this, the African Voluntary Cotton
Society of Mozambique was formed. Based in the Mueda region under the leadership of Makonde nationalist Lazaro Nkavandame, the community-based cooperative became a model of civil resistance functioning outside of colonial control. In a special agreement negotiated with the Lisbon authorities, the Cabo cooperative gained thousands of members, ultimately tripling production from its previous level under colonial control.\(^{18}\) By offering a Mozambican-led agricultural initiative, they inspired local farmers and families to intensify their efforts at earning a living wage and proving their effectiveness as workers and traders. Despite harassment and occasional arrests for this indigenous form of competition, the cooperative continued for several years, negotiating exemptions from forced labor from local authorities while operating in a narrow, semilegal climate. As neighboring Tanganyika pushed for self-rule throughout the late 1950s, the Mozambican cooperative became more radical.\(^{19}\)

**The Mueda Massacre and Its Aftermath**

The undisputed, though often unmentioned, turning point in the movement for Mozambique’s independence came on June 16, 1960, when a massive and peaceful protest was planned in Mueda. The Portuguese provincial governor of Cabo Delgado was visiting Mueda, and several thousand Africans, organized by the cooperative and by nationalist activists, had turned out to hear how he would respond to their demands for greater sovereignty. After a private meeting between the governor and several civic leaders, those members of the assembled crowd who wished to address him were asked to come forward and be recognized. However, when civic leaders came forward, provincial police seized them, bound their hands, and beat and arrested them.\(^{20}\) As the crowd attempted to stop the arrests, the governor ordered a company of Portuguese troops, who had been hidden, to fire on the nonviolent assembly. Less than three months after the Sharpeville massacre in South Africa, the Mueda massacre in Mozambique claimed the lives of over 500 peaceful protesters. The cooperative officially collapsed and many surviving militants and independence activists fled the country.\(^{21}\)

Mondlane’s account of the massacre refers to the cooperative events preceding the demonstration as “spontaneous agitation,” and decries the world’s lack of attention to this “culminating” activity of years of struggle.\(^{22}\) FRELIMO cadre Teresinha Mblale, whose uncle was killed at Mueda, notes bitterly, “Our people were unarmed when they began to shoot.” Mondlane reflected that she was “one of thousands who determined never again to be unarmed in the face of Portuguese violence.” Nothing in the north of the country would ever return to normal and, throughout Mozambique, a new course of struggle was set in motion. As in South Africa, nonviolent
strategy—which arguably had a weaker theoretical basis in Mozambique—was officially and formally deemed irrelevant. “Throughout the region,” Mondlane wrote, the massacre had “aroused the bitterest hatred against the Portuguese and showed once and for all that peaceful resistance was futile.”

As pan-African pacifist Bill Sutherland comments concerning both Sharpeville and Mueda, “people confuse defeat with death, and assume that nonviolence is only valid as long as nobody gets hurt or killed.” Both Sharpeville and Mueda saw dramatic examples of people power, with people not fully recognizing their strength. The fact that neither movement was prepared for such violence or the shock caused speaks more to the limitations of the moment than to an inherent weakness in unarmed strategies. Although the massacre at Mueda demonstrated the overpowering force that violence could play in that situation, it in no way diminished the radical sentiments spreading across the country. It was not a coincidence, but rather a direct consequence of the massacre that leading Mozambicans now intensified their work for unity and for the formation of a national front.

Three nationalist organizations vied for leadership between 1960 and the formation of FRELIMO in 1962, yet there was little active talk about armed struggle and no actual military engagement took place. To be sure, most leaders thought an organized armed uprising would be necessary, but they also understood some of the difficulties it would entail. Furthermore, alongside any guerrilla campaign, it would be vital to mobilize civil resistance. Mondlane, who helped forge the unity needed to create a nationwide front, was himself a participant in the civic protests of the 1940s and 1950s. By the end of 1960, he had become convinced that “normal political pressure and agitation” would not win freedom for his country, but he retained an extremely developed sense this would require a multifaceted series of actions mobilizing the population.

Tactical Debates Within the Building of the United Front

A September 1962 gathering brought together representatives of the three main nationalist groups in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, where each had made its headquarters. According to George Houser and Herb Shore of the American Committee on Africa (ACOA), every Mozambican assembled “had come to know the reprisals which immediately followed small-scale resistance or peaceful protest. . . . They were ready for unity.” At Nyerere’s urging, and with the support of other leading pan-Africanists, FRELIMO was formed with broad objectives. “To build real freedom,” Nyerere insisted, “demands a positive understanding and positive actions, not simply a rejection of colonialism.” This First Congress of FRELIMO therefore set forth as principles and aims the need to “encourage and support the formation
and consolidation of trade unions, youth and women’s organizations”; to “promote by every method the social and cultural development of the Mozambican women”; to “promote the literacy of the Mozambican people, creating schools wherever possible”; to “mobilize popular opinion”; and to “procure diplomatic, moral and material help for the cause of the Mozambican people from the African states and from all peace and freedom loving people.”

Years later, Mozambican prime minister Pascal Mocumbi, a physician who took part in the First Congress of FRELIMO, underscored the general sentiment there: “We said that we would fight by all means for our liberation. . . . These words were deliberate. We wanted to reach these objectives through peaceful means.”

Though popular histories of FRELIMO romanticize the armed struggle, a careful review of FRELIMO’s early development under Mondlane’s and Machel’s leadership shows that the armed aspect of the revolutionary campaign was not primary. In contrast to the strategies advanced by Ernesto Che Guevara, Mondlane and FRELIMO rejected outright the idea that military action (whether by a small foco or by a large army) could serve as a means to rally and properly mobilize masses of people. Their priority was ground-up, village-level, popular base building, as implemented in the FRELIMO-controlled zones throughout the late 1960s and throughout the entire country after independence. Through the building of energetic civic organizations and embedding in the educational curriculum, this emphasis on mass, popular participation was an organizational mandate. Mondlane was particularly adept at remaining open and flexible about any methods to improve the flow of information from the people to FRELIMO militants and cadre. In fact, when Guevara traveled in Africa spreading his experiences of the Cuban successes of small, inspirational guerrilla forces, Mondlane pointedly disagreed, arguing that, in Mozambique at least, a broader, mass-based strategy was needed.

Therefore, claims that FRELIMO, “in contrast to their organizational predecessors[.] . . . abandoned existing policy-commitments to non-violence” seem dubious. It would certainly be more accurate to suggest that, in keeping with the experiences of their historic forebearers who engaged in diverse acts of civil resistance, FRELIMO was consistent in focusing its work around building civic institutions and popular, nonmilitary forms of alternatives to colonialism. The building of the Organization of Mozambican Women (OMM), the Organization of Mozambican Youth (OJM), and the Workers’ Union received significant human and fiscal resources. The armed struggle, though deemed important and necessary, was of secondary concern to the majority of FRELIMO’s leadership.

It was more than simple rhetoric that Mondlane, in writing about the need for self-defense and military action, began by stating that FRELIMO
had been “determined to do everything in our power to try to gain independence by peaceful means.”\textsuperscript{34} For most of the 1960s, FRELIMO leaders debated between “two lines of struggle.”\textsuperscript{35} One, voiced by Mondlane and Machel, wanted to go beyond mere “flag” independence to an end to all forms of colonialism and colonial thinking. The opposing line placed greater emphasis on military means, but merely wanted to force the Portuguese out (and replace them with Mozambicans who would serve as loyal presidents and businessmen). A conventional change of political power and government, without a transformation of people’s consciousness or social and economic conditions, would not require the tedious (and nonviolent) work of mass organizing.\textsuperscript{36}

In this light, the conversations between Mondlane and Sutherland bear particular significance. Sutherland had, by the early 1960s, become an active representative of the Pan-African Freedom Movement of East and Central Africa, one of the organizations that helped push for unity among the constituent groupings in early FRELIMO. Maintaining their personal commitment to nonviolence as a philosophy as well as a tactic, Mondlane and Sutherland shared a “true, personal relationship” so Sutherland’s pushing for a nonviolent approach undoubtedly played some role in those formative years.\textsuperscript{37} Sutherland advised Mondlane on the importance of discipline within the ranks of the freedom fighters, noting that the Algerian movement, despite its reputation, had at points responded to provocative violence on the part of the French by remaining nonresponsive, not violent. Mondlane confirmed this through his own Algerian contacts and reported to Sutherland that, though both the Algerian and Mozambican movements needed their armed capacity, this nonmilitary phase of the Algerian resistance was seen as a great setback for the French. “It might be beneficial,” Mondlane suggested, “[having] some training of people in nonviolent techniques” and he intended to propose this to FRELIMO’s executive committee.\textsuperscript{38} Why these seminars never took place has been a source of conjecture. Did vanguardist or hard-line elements within FRELIMO’s leadership block them?\textsuperscript{39} The evidence suggests that tactical considerations were resolved through open discussion and debate without violent confrontation among the leadership.

**Armed Struggle and the Building of Parallel Civic Structures**

The guerrilla war, with barely 200 combatants, started in earnest in 1964. In 1969, Mondlane was killed by a parcel bomb in Tanzania. Probably the Portuguese intelligence agents responsible expected Mondlane’s death to cause confusion and defeatism in FRELIMO’s leadership. However, eventually
Mondlane’s colleague and friend Samora Machel succeeded him. Under Machel’s watch, military tactics extended greatly, developing into a full people’s war with armed propaganda at the forefront.\textsuperscript{40}

As already mentioned, however, the liberated zones held by FRELIMO in this period were formed on the basis of a tightly woven network of strong civic associations that operated as parallel structures to the repressive Portuguese colonial government. They transformed into local engines of a people’s democracy after independence, but maintained significant autonomy despite ties to the official FRELIMO organizational and governmental structures. With emphasis on literacy and education, extended traditional and modern health care, affordable and safe housing, and consumer protections, Mozambican society was led in many respects by its Organization of Mozambican Women. The OMM developed out of FRELIMO, but maintained independent functioning from it. It grew to have local associates in every province, town, and village of the country, mobilizing the countryside as well as urban factories and centers. By the early 1970s, when FRELIMO fighters numbered nearly 7,000, it is likely that OMM membership figures rivaled that number.\textsuperscript{41}

The importance of the OMM increased after Mozambique became fully independent. It provided women, who were understood to be the center of economic and social development, with vocational training; education in family planning, literacy, and political development; and a space for social and cultural conversation. By the 1980s, the group had grown into the hundreds of thousands. In the late 1990s, the estimated membership exceeded 1 million. The OMM, by this time, had separated from FRELIMO (all civic organizations were encouraged to have full autonomy as the country moved toward multiparty direct democracy).\textsuperscript{42} The OMM today certainly ranks as one of Africa’s most dynamic and successful civic organizations.

In cooperation with Mozambican youth and workers’ organizations, OMM instilled a dynamic form of participatory engagement in all its work, confirming Machel’s view that “when we involve everyone in solving problems, when we make everyone feel responsible for solving problems which we face, we are collectivizing our leadership, collectivizing our lives.”\textsuperscript{43} Though smaller in number than OMM, the OJM engaged young people from all walks of life in the liberation process. Political education took place in social settings: as children were recruited into sports teams, as students were assisted in their educational endeavors, and as youth prepared for work. In sharp contrast to how youth were viewed in other burgeoning nation-states, the OJM was not simply a mechanism for recruiting young people into the armed forces. For those who did join the armed struggle, schools for learning reading, writing, and basic math were set up in the bush because these skills were deemed as important as the technical soldiering skills they had to learn.\textsuperscript{44}
FRELIMO’s preference for limited armed propaganda over military confrontation is illustrated by their strategy against the Cabora Bassa hydroelectric project in Tete Province. This 1970 scheme was a direct corporate challenge to FRELIMO’s base-building work in the north of the country. The dam, financed by South Africa’s Anglo-American Corporation, was to supply electricity to mainly the neighboring apartheid regime. Because it was not a genuine development project initiated to benefit the people on whose land it was being built, FRELIMO called the proposal a “crime against humanity” and mounted regional and international educational campaigns against it. For their part, the Portuguese forcibly resettled many Mozambicans living in surrounding villages, then spread defoliants and landmines around the area in order to prevent FRELIMO attacks. However, FRELIMO never planned a frontal attack on the dam, although this was a region where the armed liberation forces of Mozambique were relatively strong. Instead, it planned a war of attrition, carrying out small acts of sabotage (e.g., the cutting of transmission line cables and destruction of unstaffed transmission towers) that would be a drain on the colonial powers’ fiscal and physical resources. 45 “We’ll eat away at the project,” noted Machel, “making it more expensive and taking longer to construct.” 46 By the end of the war for independence four years later, the armies of South Africa and Rhodesia had to fly equipment in under heavy guard just to attempt to maintain work on the uncompleted plant.

Independence, Civil War, and the Development of Mythologized Histories

In the decade following the 1974–1975 independence of Mozambique, despite armed attacks from neighboring South Africa and Rhodesia, FRELIMO was as likely to draw on the “weapon of culture” as it was to promote military means. 47 In the years just prior to and immediately following independence, it is also clear that peaceful means, and an unusually sophisticated understanding of how liberation can bring about emancipation for the colonizer as well as the colonized, dominated FRELIMO’s relationship with the Portuguese. Portugal’s colonial struggles and the war in Mozambique in particular played a significant role in mobilizing dissent within the mother country. FRELIMO consciously tried to influence the Portuguese military. Most dramatically in 1975, after the fall of the dictatorship but before independence, it sent home captured Portuguese soldiers—utilizing the “sophisticated weapon” of class consciousness over simple race-based prejudice. As their boat arrived, the former prisoners hung a huge sign over the boat side: “Let’s do it like FRELIMO—People’s Power.” 48 By the time of the primarily nonviolent Carnation Revolution in Portugal, which brought
an end to decades of fascism and a moderate socialist government to the
fore, 100,000 Portuguese men had dodged or resisted conscripted military
service against the rebellious colonists.\textsuperscript{59}

Former Mozambican minister of education and first lady Graca Machel
likened the end of the war for independence to a circle. \textquoteleft We come back to
the beginning. After those pauses of having to organize armed struggle,
having people killed, having infrastructures destroyed, after this we have to
come back to the beginning and start with negotiations. What we could
have done if [the Portuguese] had accepted it in the first place!’\textsuperscript{50}

Tragically, the beginning of independence marked another phase of vi-
olent warfare for the people of Mozambique, as South Africa and Rhodesia
quickly set up their own army to destroy the gains made by the revolution-
ary process and to cut Mozambican support to neighboring liberation move-
ments.\textsuperscript{51} Initially the war was presented as national defense against the
\textquoteleft armed bandits\textquoteright of counterrevolution, later acknowledged as the political-
military force known as the Mozambican National Resistance (RENAMO).
Most of the civil war was fought, unsuccessfully, through use of traditional
military strategies. FRELIMO could not, in simple military terms, counter
the covert attacks supplied and aided by South African and US mercenaries
that were aimed at their destabilization. However, FRELIMO also tried to
establish mass-based educational campaigns. When grassroots resistance to
the war began in 1990, it came not from FRELIMO structures, but from an
unarmed community defense movement known as the Naparama (irresistible
force). Led by a self-proclaimed spiritual healer named Manuel Antonio, it
successfully established several neutral zones before the civil war ended,
often scaring the antigovernment forces into laying down their arms with-
out resorting to violence themselves.\textsuperscript{52} The peace ultimately negotiated be-
tween FRELIMO and RENAMO relied heavily on nonmilitary negotiations
and conflict resolution techniques.\textsuperscript{53}

Much postwar research on Mozambique has focused on nonviolent me-
diation techniques used in attempting to end the civil conflict.\textsuperscript{54} While some
observers suggest that the intensity of the conflict derived from the armed
nature of the war for independence, few recognize the extent of civil resis-
tance or the psychosocial effects of the unarmed struggle in the decades lead-
ing to independence—before and during the development of FRELIMO.\textsuperscript{55}

\textbf{Postindependence Thoughts on the Mozambican Resistance}

Military accounts indicate that by 1967, just four years after the start of
armed struggle, one-fifth of Mozambique\textquoteright s territory was under FRELIMO
control.\textsuperscript{56} Behind these military gains, however, lay the building of civil
resistance. Taking issue with the accounts of Basil Davidson, Joseph Hanlon, and John Saul, Aquino de Braganca and Jacques Depelchin stress the role of “political and ideological solidity.” As the war raged on, FRELIMO’s military challenges to Portugal’s more numerous and better-equipped military became more and more successful. Nevertheless, Machel himself indicated in the late 1970s that the nonmilitary political and socioeconomic achievements were the key; they furnished the basis for military success.

Conclusion

Judge Albie Sachs—an apartheid political prisoner exiled in Mozambique where he lost his arm and the sight of one eye in an assassination attempt, and later architect of the postapartheid South Africa constitution—is in a good position to review the Mozambique independence struggle. He says,

The military and non-military resistance used in Mozambique to win independence cannot be separated from one another. The military dimension permitted a complete rupture with colonial hegemony, a questioning of everything and the envisaging of a totally different society. The non-military dimension ensured that having physical force at one’s command was never an end in itself; that the “enemy” was a system of injustice, not a race of people; that it was never enough to fight for justice but that justice had to exist inside ourselves; that captured Portuguese soldiers should be treated with compassion rather than rancor; and that the liberation war should be transformed into political dialogue to achieve independence as soon as conditions for principled agreements could be negotiated between equals.

By giving credence to the many strengths derived from the civil resistance campaigns mounted for Mozambique’s independence, Sachs—and the selected accounts of his Mozambican colleagues from Mondlane to Machel, Chissano, and beyond—helps dispel the myths of liberation through militarism. Certainly this most popular of armed national liberation movements made gains through military means, but it is equally clear that nonmilitary tactics and the building for a revolutionary and nonviolent civil society played a defining and definitive role in the overall freedom process. FRELIMO’s early focus on a people’s democracy emboldened by strong civic institutions was directly influenced by the preceding decades of grassroots strikes, women’s federations, alternative economic cooperatives, and reformist educational campaigns.

During the decades of 1940s through 1960s, the growing civic activism and direct nonviolent resistance—waged en masse by various societal groups—both influenced and consolidated collective understandings of
common identity (and shared destiny as one nation) among the majority of Mozambicans. Suddenly, intellectuals, students, peasants, and laborers, both women and men, found unity and common purpose through their non-violent civic engagements and struggle. This new and intensified feature of Mozambican life and national identity gave further impetus for collective resistance during the crucial decade of the 1970s.

Taken alongside decades of struggle using mass, nonviolent resistance and a widespread understanding of the great and horrible costs of military action during the civil war, this collective consciousness can now be seen in contemporary adherence to popular democratic electoral participation, continued high levels of involvement in community-based grassroots organizations, and an openness to an internationalism that defies traditional North-South or East-West dynamics. This resistance and reconciliation consciousness is clear in the words and deeds of national leaders and local civilians alike, as modern Mozambique helps model peaceful postwar relations throughout Africa. It is noteworthy for a country so long wracked with anticolonial and civil war that, in 2009, Maputo’s social center Rua D’arte energetically hosted the carnival for the World March for Peace and Nonviolence.63

Academics and activists alike will do well to use the example of Mozambique, so apparently simple a story of armed victory, to understand the complexities involved in truly radical transformations. Through strikes and songs, newspapers and petitions, and organizations that grew in numbers beyond the Portuguese abilities to contain them and beyond any armed structure initiated by FRELIMO, the people of Mozambique have consistently shown the power of civil society. Mozambique’s story, indeed, must be rewritten to emphasize the strategic possibilities afforded by unarmed mass resistance.
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Part 2

Nonviolent Resistance in North Africa and the Middle East
In recent years, two important books have focused on the violence of the French conquest and colonization of Algeria that began in 1830. Olivier Le Cour Grandmaison’s *Coloniser, Exterminer* emphasizes the role that colonies such as Algeria played in the development of military forms of violence later imported to Europe while Benjamin C. Brower presents a fine description of the violent means used by the French Army to control the Algerian desert after the conquest. In doing so, both authors go beyond the well-known episodes of Algerian armed resistance—notably the armed resistance of Amir Abd-al-Qadir in the 1830s and 1840s, and the war for independence in 1954–1962—to reemphasize the duration and intensity of violence in the resistance against French colonial occupation of Algeria. However, such discourse leaves little, if any, narrative space for uncovering the existence and discussing the role of other, nonviolent, forms of struggle developed by Algerians against the French colonial occupation.

In Algeria after independence, figures such as Amir Abd-al-Qadir, Bachagha El-Moqrani (leader of the 1871 uprising), and Shaikh Bouamama (a leader of the 1881–1908 insurrection) were celebrated in *lieux de mémoire*: streets and squares were named after them and statues were erected. The most ubiquitous faces of the nationalist struggle in Algeria have undoubtedly been *shuhada* (martyrs) who gave their lives in the war for independence. Their constant commemoration occupies a large portion of public space and they are regularly recalled in official speeches and ceremonies. August 20 was chosen as Martyr Day, marking the violent uprising in the Constantine region in 1955. It was one of the main roles of the former mujahidin (veterans) ministry to publish and broadcast narratives of individual
combatants. Booklets, newspaper articles, and popular films glorified armed struggle and sacralized the martyrs’ sacrifice. Ceramic tiles representing figures of martyrs were used to decorate the city of Algiers; Algeria is in fact known as blad milyun shahid (the million-martyr country). In 1988, a national monument was constructed in commemoration of their sacrifice: the Maqam Shahid, visible from all sides of the bay, has three statues at its foot. Two represent a National Liberation Army (ALN) soldier bearing weapons while the other is an armed peasant—all of them symbols of a nation united in arms. Last, in their preambles, the Algerian Constitutions of 1963, 1976, and 1987 emphasized the leading role of the National Liberation Front (FLN) and the ALN in winning independence, presented violent resistance as the ultimate liberation tool, and glorified the memory of shuhada and the dignity of mujahidin.

When the FLN came to power after the war for independence, its reinterpretation of past events produced an official history of the liberation struggle that was univocal and linear. It was a linear narrative because it claimed that nationalism had been conveyed through a single ideological thread—a political genealogy that linked FLN with the Étoile Nord-Africaine created in 1926 among the Algerian workers in Paris, the Parti du Peuple Algérien (PPA) established in 1937, and the Mouvement pour le Triomphe des Libertés Démocratiques (MTLD) set up in 1946. The FLN was an ultimate and quintessential avatar of all these political parties. Consequently, all other political organizations were considered illegitimate and their contributions to a national struggle denied. It was also a univocal narrative because it defined Algerianness as Arabic in language and Muslim in religion, thus symbolically—and to some extent practically—excluding other languages (French or Berber) and religions (Christian or Jewish). Furthermore, the collective subsumed the individual to fit FLN populist ideology: as there had been but “one hero, the people,” individual glorification was accepted only for martyrs. As a result, until recent years, personal accounts in the form of autobiographies, biographies, and memoirs were a genre absent from modern Algerian history.

The constraints set by official history not only influenced public commemorations and vernacular narratives, but also affected the writing of academic history in Algeria and in France where much of the Algerian history was being written. Benjamin Stora’s 1986 biography of Messali Hadj, leader of the Mouvement National Algérien (MNA), rival organization to the FLN, was undoubtedly a subversive endeavor both in form and topic, bringing to the foreground a figure rejected from official history. It showed how, at every turn, Messali was faced with decisions concerning tactical choices that were more complex and nuanced than a simplistic divide between legal action versus armed struggle. After the censorship loosened in the 1990s, a few autobiographical narratives were published. These sources are fundamental for
describing and accounting for certain forms of collective resistance, in particular, more informal types of defiance. For example, they reveal ties between the workings of cultural associations, trade unions, and political parties. Childhood stories emphasize the importance of the scouting movement as a means of resistance. Autobiographies uncover how people confronted colonization on a more intimate, individual, and family level rather than the more organized level of political parties.

Classically in postcolonial states, victorious armed movements created national narratives that often helped them stay in power and shape the nation. In Algeria, after 1962, official history presented revolutionary violent methods and guerrilla warfare as the only possible means by which independence could have been achieved. This narrative was institutionalized in Algerian academia during the 1970s while state monopoly over book publication, including history textbooks, left no outlet for competing narratives.

As a result, the use of nonviolent forms of resistance, such as formation and work of cultural associations or political nonviolent organizing (in particular, during the “decade of political parties” after World War II), appeared as nothing more than “dilatoriness and pointless discussion” in the words of the historian and former activist Mohammed Harbi. And they have been accepted as such even by those who actively participated in and led them. Such attitudes resulted in a loss of collective memory of the nonviolent forms of action while, in reality, cultural associations and unions as well as Sufi and family networks—largely tacitly and nonviolently—had resisted and later openly challenged colonization.

The French Colonial Occupation of Algeria

The French colonial project in Algeria involved a complex subjugation strategy and its severity and intensity conditioned how the indigenous people could resist it. The territorial conquest in 1830 was followed by military occupation that lasted until 1871. As a consequence of the imposition of a new colonial regime after the defeat of Abd-al-Qadir, the power of the warrior aristocratic class—the jawad—was gradually reduced and the tribal system that had organized society in Algeria disintegrated. Just as significant as the defeat of military insurrections of Mohamed El-Moqrani (1871–1872) and Shaikh Bouamama (1881–1908) was the deculturalization of this Bedouin society. The cultural consequences were drastic. In the first twenty years of the occupation, the number of indigenous schools was cut by half. In 1914, only one indigenous child in twenty had access to French education. By the end of the colonial period, French universities were graduating only a few dozen students from the colonized population annually, most of whom where illiterate in Arabic. Classical Arabic language was in fact
one of the first victims of colonization: under colonial rule, there was no equivalent to the universities of the Qarawiyyin in Fes (Morocco) or the Zaytuna in Tunis. The establishment of schools with Arabic as a language of instruction was subject to various types of bureaucratic hurdles and permissions that, de facto, made it impossible.

Algeria was also a settler colony to which many French and other Europeans migrated. In 1860, 200,000 Europeans lived in Algeria and owned 340,000 hectares of land (which rose to more than 1.2 million hectares by 1881). Forms of dispossession ranged from direct land purchase (of dubious legality) to expropriation and land confiscation as a form of collective punishment. Uprooting large portions of the population had long-term consequences for pastoral and farming families who were driven into poverty and forced to migrate. In a country where over 90 percent of the population had been rural, the disruption was considerable. This traumatic and forceful transformation branded the memory of the conquest for the decades to come.

Last, after 1848, Algeria was legally no longer a colony but an extension of the French Republic, yet a region of France where the local population was at first excluded from French citizenship and never gained full citizenship rights. Until 1945, the indigenous population elected no representatives and the code de l’indigénat (indigenous law) established in 1874 created a number of offenses applicable solely to Algerians, limiting their constitutional freedoms.

However, even at the peak of French colonial domination, the colonized society never ceased to resist. Between the nineteenth-century episodic outbursts of armed resistance and the armed revolution that began in 1954, nonviolent forms of enduring and resisting conquest and colonization were developed. During the long era of colonization, they evolved from an organic reaction for protecting the collective fabric of Algerian indigenous society to the demand for full citizenship and sovereignty of the people.

Resistance Against Conquest of the Land and Imposition of a New Authority

Mass Emigration as a Form of Collective Resistance

One of the forms of nonviolent resistance that most troubled the French authorities in the first years of the conquest was Algerians’ emigration. Early emigrations were forced by the invasion and subsequent pacification as well as by the repression that followed every uprising. However, as early as 1830, emigration also appears to have been a form of resistance to the imposition of non-Muslim authority, according to the Muslim practice of
hijra. According to demographer Kamel Kateb, Algerians left the country mainly for Morocco, Tunisia, Syria, Palestine, or Egypt and, to a lesser extent, for other Muslim countries.

The French found these waves of emigrations troublesome and eventually took measures against them. Although emigration benefited European settlers by freeing land, it also posed problems: mass exodus had a clear political meaning that embarrassed the authorities. Further costs for the French were that the departure of tribes contributed to the breakdown of public order in Algeria and the increase of banditry while the emerging French economy in Algeria was hindered by the loss of the labor force.

Generally, these migrations were visible actions pursued by large groups of families from the same city or region, convinced of the necessity to leave in reaction to the new colonial conditions. These people fled the rule of a non-Muslim government, confiscation of their lands, and later military conscription. Emigration, they hoped, would preserve their cultural and social identities endangered by the French conquest. While the early emigration waves are impossible to measure, the later ones show the breadth of the phenomenon. The last mass emigration was the departure for Syria of 508 families of the city of Tlemcen in 1910–1911 in reaction to the threat of conscription to the French Army.

The scale of the emigration movement reveals the profoundness of social disruption in and after 1830. The year “1830 was an end of the world,” notes James McDougall, referring to the domestic consequences of the conquest. Seeing mass emigration as defiance of the colonial power, the French authorities carried out surveys to analyze emigration fluxes and tried to block them by refusing the necessary permissions. That, however, did not stop many families from leaving the country illegally. The authorities also threatened tribes with confiscation of their lands, thus foreclosing the possibility of their return or of benefiting from what wealth they possessed. The issue was also diplomatically sensitive since it created tensions with the countries of destination. In some cases, the migrant families refused registration at the French consulate and rapidly blended with the local population. In other cases, however, local authorities sought French assistance in managing the large numbers of newly arrived migrants. Furthermore, as Kamel Kateb points out, this nonviolent action threatened French-imposed security in Algeria as hostile Algerian populations began concentrating on the Moroccan and Tunisian borders at a time when these countries were not yet French protectorates.

**Rejection and Boycotts**

In the first decades of colonization, notably under the rule of Napoleon III and with the “civilizing mission” gaining popularity among many officers
of the Bureaux arabes\textsuperscript{21} (colonial offices responsible for collecting and analyzing information on the colonized population and for designing a policy toward the indigenous population), the mission of “enlightening” and reeducating the indigenous population became central to several projects. Daniel Rivet describes the efforts to settle down nomadic populations, that is, to create new villages designed by French architects on a Western model.\textsuperscript{22} Despite equipping them with \textit{hammams} (bath houses) and mosques, the failure of these settlements was resounding; for example, women rejected these new places and refused to stay in them. The authorities also faced local refusal to adopt medical services provided by the army. While infirmaries were installed among certain tribes, it appears that the people did not subscribe to the preventive forms of medicine that were offered, thus limiting their visits to times of crisis and the need for curative medicine.

Western education also encountered quiet noncooperation. The rare Franco-Arab schools created among tribes met with no success. One Arab Bureau head explained that “the indigenous people consider that sending their children to school is the most burdensome duty that we impose upon them.”\textsuperscript{23} The imperial college in Algiers stagnated while two schools, opened for indigenous women in Algiers and Bône, failed entirely for lack of pupils. More broadly, Yvonne Turin identifies what she calls a period of \textit{refus scolaire} (boycott of French schools) by notable Algerian families, their intended target, that lasted at least until the 1880s.\textsuperscript{24} These families considered it unacceptable to entrust their children’s education to non-Muslim and non-Arabic-speaking schools. In other words, the colonialists’ attempts to seize and transform the minds and bodies of the colonized population were faced with a persistent form of mute resistance that the French found extremely difficult to overcome. For those who remained in the country, this refusal seemed to be the way to oppose, resist, and endure in the face of foreign domination brought by military force and economic imperialism. The French painter and writer Eugène Fromentin commented, “Unable to exterminate us, they [the local population] suffer our presence; unable to flee, they avoid us. Their principle, their motto, their method is to remain quiet, to disappear as much as possible and to be forgotten. They demand little: they demand integrity and peace in their last refuge.”\textsuperscript{25}

Withdrawal

For those who remained under colonial rule, another means of resistance was to define and protect a private space against the disruptions and interference of the colonial system around them. Consequently, the areas of resistance became family, home, and spiritual and religious life. These intimate spheres were places of refuge and perseverance of cultural practices and identities from before the conquest. Anthropologist Jacques Berque
considers religion to have become a “bastion of withdrawal” for the colonized population of Algeria to preserve their identity. For those who refused to flee to a foreign land, it provided the means for an internal *hijra*—a personal and deeply emotional and psychological migration and withdrawal to the “inner domain”—as a form of resistance.

In this process, seemingly nonpolitical and personal practices underwent transformations that politicized them. In particular, women’s practices—their behavior, clothing, and role in the family—acquired a political importance as they became symbols of cultural resistance to European domination and a reflection of a growing national identity. The fathers, husbands, and brothers now viewed Algerian women as the repository of cultural identity, which needed special protection since it preserved family and societal values in the face of gradual disintegration of local culture and encroaching “Frenchification.” Because European men were particularly interested in “oriental” women—notably to paint them, later to photograph them—Algerian women were ever more under the special protection of men and more confined to their homes, reinforcing tacit resistance against foreign cultural expansion but at the same time increasing the gender gap and exacerbating masculinity. In the same fashion, the veil (at that time in the form of the *haïk*, a long veil covering the whole body) acquired a new importance as a means to protect women—and with them the core of collective identity—from the gaze of Europeans. The entire body became a means of resisting foreign disruption and intrusion.

**Resistance by Sufi Brotherhoods**

In this context, Sufi brotherhoods came to play an important role in resisting French presence in Algeria. In several cases, they led or supported armed insurrections against the French and provided refuge to leaders of armed insurrections after their defeat. However, according to Julia Clancy-Smith, there were also episodes during which colonial tension involving Sufi brotherhoods peaked without transforming into violent resistance.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the colonized population was mobilized to protect a Sufi center, the *Rahmaniyya zawiya*, at the oasis al-Hamil near Bu Sa’ada, south of Algiers, against French attempts to control it. The French had leveled various earlier Sufi centers, but this complex, built in 1863, grew to be the most popular in Algeria, boasting a prestigious school and library surrounded by farms. Led by Shaikh Sidi Muhammad of the *Rahmaniyya* Sufi order, it attracted those who wanted to benefit from his saintly *baraka* (blessing), either by following the rich curriculum provided by the school or even by choosing to be buried on the *zawiya* grounds. People thus expressed their desire to rest in a land insulated from foreign interference. French authorities distrusted this powerful influence outside
their control. They also coveted the wealth of the zawiya: its cash and properties of land and flocks. Sidi Muhammad had avoided confronting the French directly but resisted complying with colonial rule by insisting on his religious duty to provide refuge to fellow Muslims, including defeated military rebels and other fugitives from the French. Between Sidi Muhammad and the French, there was “an unstated, yet mutually binding, pact, whose implicit terms granted political order in return for religious autonomy.”

However, in 1897 the French saw their opportunity to take control of the zawiya when Sidi Muhammad died with his succession unclear. In the conflict over succession, the French supported the claims of Sidi Muhammad’s nephew against those of his daughter, Lalla Zaynab. As a woman, they argued, she would be weak, incapable of administrating the zawiya effectively, and become a pliable tool in the hand of the anti-French elements. Lalla Zaynab, however, for all of her apparent frailty, successfully resisted the French until her death (in 1904). First, she protected the zawiya against her rival by denying him access. She later demanded French protection, using the inconsistencies in the French policies and calculating that they would not dare to evict her by force, as was indeed the case. The French found her an embarrassing character to deal with: her choices of celibacy and virginity increased her spiritual influence and social power. As Clancy-Smith points out, the story reveals “the absence of colonial mechanism for containing small-scale, nonviolent rebellions, particularly led by Muslim women,” and emphasizes that this was also true in Tunisia, particularly where zawiyas were headed by women.

Resistance Against Exclusionary State Policies

The Jeunes Algériens (Young Algerians) Movement

The shift from religious movements or opposition limited to the private sphere to a more open and public involvement in various cultural associations and political organizations coincided with the emergence of the Jeunes Algériens movement early in the twentieth century. Its leaders and members were a small elite of Francophones, with a core of perhaps 1,000 members. They were a product of French schooling who demanded that the republican principles taught at school—embodied in full French citizenship rights—be applied to the colonized population of Algeria. Their claims to citizenship, however, were always met with policies that set limitations on full citizenship. One condition for acquiring full citizenship rights was unacceptable to many who otherwise would have qualified: the requirement to relinquish Muslim legal status and thus become subject to the French civil code for personal matters such as marriage or inheritance.
This condition many Algerians considered equivalent to apostasy, a further blow to what was left of their collective identity.

In their struggle for citizenship rights, the Jeunes Algériens developed new institutions and practices: setting up and printing periodicals and newspapers, opening cultural and fraternal clubs, organizing political rallies, and carrying out local electoral campaigns that mobilized the elite. More broadly, associations (particularly cultural associations) became the main tool to involve the population in forming and consolidating their collective practices separate from the French. Literature, music, geography, and sports associations multiplied in the 1920s. Jeunes Algériens saw such activities as being directly linked to the vision of an aware citizen who was educated and publicly involved in leading civic and political initiatives. This bourgeois vision of the citizen was heavily influenced by the French republican ideal. Jeunes Algériens newspapers published ideas for political reforms that were also promoted in manifestos, petitions, and delegations sent to France. They demanded a representative parliament, a fairer tax system, and equal and competitive access to the positions in administration. However, the French administration in Algeria and French Algerian newspapers reviled them constantly for their “anti-French attitudes.” Although not successful in gaining full citizenship rights, the movement’s association activities laid important foundations for the emergence of other political organizations, including Fédération des élus indigènes (Federation of Elected Indigenous Representatives) that in turn helped politicize some parts of the Algerian population and acted as one of the roots of Algerian nationalism.

Islamic Reformism and the Culture of Nationalism

In the 1930s, another movement emerged that shared the concerns of Jeunes Algériens for cultural development—the ulama movement headed by Shaikh Abdelhamid Ben Badis. Within two decades, this movement became a nationwide network of schools and associations promoting a reformed version of Islam and knowledge of the Arabic language. In doing so, it took from and continued the tradition of the movements born in Egypt of the Nahda (Arab renaissance) and Islah (Islamic reform). The logic was no longer that of finding shelter in collective identity, but of reinvigorating it by going back to its supposed roots. This meant a salafi form of Islam (following the model of the forefathers, Prophet Muhammad and his companions) that was cleansed of Sufi influences (notably the cult of saints in the zawiyas) considered to be deviations from the purportedly original Islam, and the propagation and diffusion of Arabic (which the colonial forces had fought against) through a modernized pedagogy.

Despite refusing to enter the institutionalized political scene (for instance, as a political party), the ulama motto shows clear political implications:
“Islam Is My Religion, Algeria My Fatherland, and Arabic My Language.” The movement developed what James McDougall calls a culture of nationalism that relied on a historical discourse of what it meant to be Algerian.37 In promoting nationalist thought, the ulama schools valued greatly teachings about history of the Arab conquest in North Africa. Ulama also encouraged importation from Egypt of history books promoting Arabo-Muslim history and values. This national discourse was sustained by new practices that helped a newly invented Algerianness become embodied in music, theater performances, and religious celebrations. For example, cultural circles organized dramatizations where school children played great figures of the Muslim or North African past. Ulama believed that weakened spirituality allowed for foreign domination and continued colonization. Consequently, they aimed to cleanse religious practices of those traditional aspects viewed as unorthodox or magical and, therefore, as spiritually weakening the Algerian population in its struggle against foreign domination.

**Politicization of Cultural Forms of Resistance**

The decade after World War II was characterized by the integration of previously highlighted nonviolent collective practices (e.g., cultural organizing, meetings, and festivities) and their further development within the frameworks of new political parties.38

Political opening, although still limited as Algerians had fewer rights than European colonials, allowed the colonized population to participate in the legislative elections and encouraged political forces to organize into mass parties. This resulted in the establishment in 1946 of the Union Démocratique du Manifeste Algérien (UDMA) led by Ferhat Abbas and the MTLD led by Messali Hadj. They joined the Algerian Communist Party (PCA) in representing the colonized population.

The political parties did not limit themselves to conventional work of fighting elections and sending representatives to parliament. They became promoters of a broader form of cultural resistance not limited to the personal domain as in earlier times. This cultural resistance became genuinely collective and creative under the auspices of the parties that took up the struggle for the creation of a collective self and for the formation of an Algerian people (although they had different definitions of what this people should be). Political parties thus became entrepreneurs of national culture. For instance, while the UDMA and PCA considered that the Europeans living in Algeria would naturally be part of the independent country, the PPA and MTLD considered that Algerianness meant being Arab and Muslim. Algerian theater or musical troupes found their ways into political rallies, thus popularizing nationalist discourse. Various professional groups were
often invited to political meetings to perform plays while children’s associations (notably scouts or students of the ulama schools) closely linked to one or the other party were asked to play sketches with an explicitly nationalist, religious, or moral message. The police clearly understood the impact that such events could have and surveyed them closely, noting names of actors, themes, and vocabulary used. A surveillance report written by the Oran police in September 1951 described one political meeting:

A four-act play, entitled “Union” was interpreted in Arabic by the students of the Falah school. The play showed four brothers, feuding with each other, whose father, Atlas, was arrested and put in jail by an ambitious sultan. Facing this situation, the children reconcile with each other, and manage to free their father. The allusion to the present is direct: the four children are the UDMA, the MTLD, the PCA and the Ulama association: they unite to fight off imperialism.  

Political parties—especially the UDMA, closely linked to ulama—gradually helped set the foundations for a new nationalist history. The party newspapers published articles that contributed to the writing of a nationalist history. They commemorated nationalist figures such as Amir Abdal-Qadir or Abdelhamid Ben Badis, historic dates (the Manifesto of the Algerian People in 1943), and promoted Arab or Islamic history. Party rallies were ritually constructed around various carefully choreographed and sequenced installments, including commemorations of past events (notably the bloody repression of May 1945) and celebrations of nationalist figures. Any party rally included a short historical lecture during which speakers rejected the notion that Algeria had been a wasteland before the arrival of the French. The rallies debunked colonial scholarship (according to which, to give but one example, Berber and Arab populations differed, with the former being closer to Christianity and European culture than the latter) and glorified Arab history by proving its value in the face of colonial domination. Party-related activities also promoted national rites, customs, and symbols. Several versions of the Algerian flag were popularized and patriotic national songs taught in the ulama schools or in the scout troops were sung during rallies. The party also held conferences pertaining to topics such as morality, religion, hygiene, and disease prevention during which the line between the political and the cultural, social, and religious was ultimately blurred. All of these nonviolent collective actions were considered necessary for shaping nationally conscious citizens by improving their education and knowledge of Algerian history and culture, their mores, and their physical well-being.

Intensity of police surveillance and its repression led all parties—including those who opposed an armed insurrection—to find means of self-protection. Many former militants tell stories of having held meetings in the
woods, away from the village, to avoid the police. Archives also reveal how parties employed their younger members to ensure security of a meeting by preventing possible police informers from entering: blocking the door, checking membership cards, and warning party members of police presence to allow them to disperse. In the frequent cases where the newspapers were seized by censorship, alternative means of distribution were organized. The MTLD youth organized several campaigns during which the inscription “Algérie libre” (free Algeria) was written on the walls of the cities, leaflets were handed out rapidly and discreetly, and flash rallies were organized at market squares before the police had time to intervene.

Electoral campaigns after 1948, when the French administration systematically began to rig elections on a large scale, dramatized the conflict. Nationalist parties, which never gave up entirely on participating in the elections, constantly tried to develop new strategies to neutralize administrative intervention in the electoral process. In Constantine in 1951, party militants were encouraged to prevent “even at the cost of their lives, the exchange of ballot boxes”—a common form of electoral fraud. Party affiliates were also trained to be more efficient in the monitoring of polling stations; their presence on election day was such a problem for the authorities that it often led to arrests or brawls with the police.

The practices described above were unconventional and involved a degree of physical engagement that went beyond traditional party politics and electoral campaigning. In a colonial context where nationalist symbolism constituted a threat to the status quo and where democracy was a mere formality, the attempts to create national narratives and define the meaning of a nation, to defend and expand autonomous political space, to protect the legality of the elections, and to guard voters from police harassment became intense forms of nonviolent resistance to colonial oppression.

**Algerian Trade Unionism**

Both the PCA and MTLD had close ties with trade unions after World War I. Most Algerian workers were affiliated with the French Confédération générale du travail (CGT) that did not always heed the calls of its Algerian activists to discuss the national question while its leadership was reluctant to appoint Algerian nationalists to key positions. However, according to former union leader Boualem Bourouiba, unionized Algerian workers (for example, in the docks) were not all communists and many were members of other nationalist parties (the MTLD and, to a lesser extent, UDMA) after World War II. Though the question of the establishment of an Algerian union was raised, it was not until 1956 when the Union général des travailleurs algériens (UGTA), linked to the FLN, was created.
Algerian unionists had an essential role in organizing solidarity with other French occupied territories. For example, in the 1950s the Algerian dock workers’ unions called on workers to stop loading weapons to be shipped to French forces in Vietnam where the French were fighting a war against a movement for independence.45 These actions were in some cases coordinated with strikes in France itself, as in March 1952 when dock workers in both Marseille and Oran refused to load weapons for Vietnam.46

Various examples show creativity in the use of general strikes. April 25, 1952, was declared a day of mourning in solidarity with Tunisia where thousands of independence activists had been arrested and hundreds killed in recent months by French repression. In Algeria political parties and unions organized, throughout the country, a general strike and a series of nonviolent collective actions such as boycotts and protests. The Constantine prefecture noted that in the days prior to the general strike, “emissaries went around the Arab quarters of Constantine and invited Muslim women to remain at home on Friday, in particular those who worked in European families.”47 On April 25, collective actions took place throughout the country, with workers and shopkeepers going on strike and street demonstrations occurring even in smaller localities. Traffic in the main Algerian ports was blocked.

Despite popular support for those actions, they remained relatively rare. Three explanations might be offered for this. First, Algerian trade unionism, as an effective force in the struggle against colonialism, was weakened because of the absence of a national union and the impossibility of reaching all segments of what was not yet a working class.48 Second, as a consequence, political parties were the main organizers of nationwide actions, but competition between the three nationalist parties was intense and blocked strategic cooperation—the April 1952 strike was a short-lived exception. Third, the political parties diverged dramatically on the advisability of mass nonviolent protest, an indecision that stemmed from the traumatic experience of the May 1945 massacres. On the day celebrating the German surrender in World War II, nonviolent demonstrations in eastern Algeria turned into riots and anti-European attacks after police shot demonstrators waving an Algerian flag in Sétil.49 In the days and weeks that followed, both the French authorities and armed European militias roamed the Constantine region perpetrating summary executions and massacres while cruisers and aircraft carriers stationed in the Bougie Bay bombed villages. Thousands were killed and most nationalist leaders were detained for several months. In the years that followed, terrifying narratives of the violence against the colonized population were circulated, including ones concerning the burning of bodies in the lime kilns of Héliopolis.50

The trauma of May 1945 set back collective involvement for years. Combined with the authorities’ oppressive measures to impede unified action
and differences among nationalists over the use of alternative forms of mobilization and engagement outside the rules set by the colonial administration, Algerians felt their choice was either to acquiesce by participating in the rigged and discriminatory electoral process or to reject this legal form of action in favor of armed struggle. 51

Nonviolent Actions Captured by Fervor of Violent Struggle

The FLN achieved its dominant position over other Algerian political factions through the use of violence against political adversaries in what was in fact an “Algero-Algerian war” 52 and then through both forceful and voluntary cooptation of former political rivals. It organized several nonviolent actions as a tool for mobilization and preparation for war, with the aim of securing and showing a wide popular support. The first major initiative was a permanent strike by students that began in May 1956, without explicit demands but expressing support for the FLN and its goals. While appearing to be merely a boycott of French universities, the strike in fact forced the intellectual elite and prominent families to get involved. It also politicized swaths of students available for further, more extreme actions and attracted new recruits for the ALN with new combatants. The student permanent strike raised general disagreements over the role that students and intellectuals should play in the national struggle: some argued that the student boycott of their education was wrong in principle and endangered the country’s future intellectual capital; the counterargument was that intellectuals should show their organic link with the population by their readiness to engage in whatever way possible or demanded by the FLN.

Similarly, the FLN used the eight-day strike in January and February 1957 to drive the population to take a public stance in support of FLN and its actions that in turn helped the organization present itself as the legitimate voice of the Algerian people. Alongside the genuine popular support for the FLN and the national cause, there was also intensive pressure on all workers to quit their jobs, close their shops, and stay home. The strike was followed in most large Algerian cities. The chosen date, January 28, coincided with the United Nations General Assembly session adopting a resolution in favor of Algerian independence. 53 The strike marked the beginning of the so-called Battle of Algiers, also known as the Great Repression of Algiers, 54 and was in fact used to support an ongoing armed struggle and transform the entire population of Algiers into combatants in the war for independence—a task that became easier as a result of the subsequent disproportionate use of force and violence by French paratroopers that backfired and fueled insurgency all over the country. By 1957, all resistance actions served the goals of advancing armed struggle. Nonviolent strategies
rather than offering an alternative to violence were hijacked by the fervor of armed insurrection and subordinated to a greater imperative of waging a war.

Conclusion

French colonization in Algeria was one of the most intense colonial encounters of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The severity of the socioeconomic disruption caused by the colonial regime and the harsh conditions of the French colonization in Algeria (including the massacres of May 1945) limited the range of possible forms of collective activities. The fact that political parties and unions developed later in Algeria than they did in other North African countries (Tunisia or Egypt) was undoubtedly linked to the breakdown of Algerian society in the face of colonization.

When armed insurrections failed to repel military conquest and occupation, the population adopted strategies of persistent endurance and survival. Emigration and more muted forms of resistance, such as withdrawal into more intimate and private domains of family life, are difficult for historians to assess. It was only with the emergence of the Jeunes Algériens and the development of cultural associations in the 1920s that this endurance took on public dimensions that were more constructive and collective. Collective activities became a means of moving away from simple survival to more proactive initiatives of rebuilding the social fabric and reinvigorating colonized society, despite ongoing restrictive and oppressive colonial policies.

Political parties succeeded in drawing on a repertoire of nonviolent actions to mobilize in the nationalist cause, but their lack of unity and reluctance to use more forceful nonviolent methods such as general strikes made them ineffective in securing serious political concessions. This partly explains the teleological narrative of the Algerian history promoted by the FLN after independence, according to which armed struggle was the only viable tool to obtain independence. Consequently, national identity construed after the colonial war was formed on a double denial of plurality—a plurality of political ideologies and nationalist parties and their contribution to the struggle for an independent state; and a plurality in understandings of what Algerianness meant and embodied. This kind of discourse denied in its entirety the value, role, impact, and legacy of unarmed forms of collective struggle.

It was only after the 1988 demonstrations, when civic associations and political parties became legal again, that the intensity of past experiences of nonviolent organizing and actions appeared reactivated: within a few days, dozens of political parties were founded. Nonviolent practices and activist networks with philosophical, institutional, and practical roots in the preindependence period were suddenly mobilized again. Thus, the decades of nationalist mythology had failed to erase them entirely.
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In this chapter, we identify and examine important episodes of Egyptians’ nonviolent resistance against foreign domination in the nineteenth century, including the 1805 revolution, the 1881 Orabi movement, nonviolent organizing against the British occupation after 1882, and the 1919 revolution that led to Egypt’s formal independence in 1922.

Often, the focus on the role of political elites, elite-driven events, brutal internal political strife, aggressive foreign interventions, armed resistance, and violence overshadows seemingly less visible but no less important people-driven nonviolent actions. Sometimes, the stories of mass nonviolent resistance are ignored altogether, even in well-respected academic publications. For example, *The Cambridge History of Egypt* offers only a few lines on the events of 1805, overlooking entirely the civilian-led nonviolent mobilization.¹ In this chapter, we aim to create greater awareness about the history of nonviolent actions in Egypt’s struggle against foreign domination and offer insights into their role and effectiveness and their contribution to strengthening a national fabric—the process that eventually led to the emergence of a truly nationwide and nonviolent movement exemplified by the 1919 revolution. We also make some references to the 2011 revolution in order to emphasize similar nonviolent patterns that seem to have been present in both the 1919 revolution and the events that led to Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak’s departure under the pressure of a popular nonviolent uprising.

Egyptian value systems generally emphasize the use of nonviolent means to fight oppression and injustice.² With the exception of violence in honor killings and blood feuds in Upper Egypt, both traditional and religious
values emphasize that, before resorting to violence, nonviolent methods should be exhausted. Furthermore, in order not to appear weak while taking nonviolent action, resisters should remind their opponents that the use of force remains a possible option. Collective nonviolent struggle as a form of self-defense and sacrificing one’s life for the nation, religion, or principles has been highly valued. However, martyrdom does not imply engaging in armed combat; someone who dies while struggling nonviolently can also be considered a martyr—the term was used, for example, to describe the nonviolent protesters that were killed during the 2011 revolution.

In modern times Egypt’s violent struggles against foreign occupiers, such as France, Britain, and Israel, are viewed as acts of self-defense. While violence in self-defense is justified in Egypt’s national narratives, this is qualified by the recognition of a certain value in nonviolent actions. On one hand, many Egyptians often praise the successful 1952 revolution against their ailing monarchical system for being bloodless. On the other hand, they appear to celebrate national struggles against oppression and injustice, whether violent or nonviolent, regardless of how successful such struggle has been.

However, the mass-based nonviolent struggles of 1919 and 2011 seem to present a nonviolent model that was not accompanied by a threat of or use of force should nonviolent actions have failed. If the resisters used physical coercion, it was proportional and in self-defense. For example, in 2011 protesters dragged down thugs from charging camels and threw the policemen out of the shielded vehicles that were used to shoot at demonstrators. The two revolutions demonstrate that nonviolent resistance as a strategic option has its place in Egyptian national struggle. Even now, in the aftermath of the 2011 revolution, Egyptians continue to insist on using only nonviolent methods to protest against occasional outbursts of religious violence, to pressure the military to stop prosecuting demonstrators, and to move ahead more vigorously with democratic changes and bringing to justice former top-level officials of the ousted regime.

The May 1805 Revolution

Egypt had been under Ottoman rule since 1517, its walis (governors) selected by the sultan and aided by the Mamluks, a military caste. In 1798, as part of the colonial rivalry between Britain and France, Napoleon invaded and occupied Egypt. After the French departed in 1801, the Ottomans, Mamluks, and British vied for power in the country. In 1804, Egypt was once again brought under the control of the Ottoman Empire, this time under a new wali, Ahmad Khurshid Pasha, who imposed heavy indemnities and taxes. Soon afterward Egypt witnessed a unique political nonviolent action,
which marked an unprecedented effort on the part of business and religious elites to take charge of the country’s political destiny.

Responding to the plight of the masses, Cairo’s religious and intellectual leaders joined forces with the “business elites” to appeal to the wali. Their grievances were about taxes, the presence of Ottoman soldiers in the capital, and the famine caused by the Mamluks’ blockade of the transportation of grain from Upper Egypt. The wali exacerbated the situation by dismissing their pleas. The contemporary chronicler Abdel Rahman Al Gabarti recorded that ordinary people went out in the streets to protest, beat drums, and shout. Women joined in, putting mud on their hands and hair as a visual form of dismay and disapproval of the wali and his policies. Soon many others followed with the support of respected shaikhs from the religious and academic center, Al-Azhar. The soldiers on the streets were visibly moved and assured the masses that they empathized with their grievances. Following these spontaneous nonviolent protests, the religious and business leaders asked religious scholars to offer a religious interpretation—a common form of consultation in making major decisions at that time—of whether it was permissible under certain circumstances to oust a ruler. This resulted in the religious scholars of Al-Azhar issuing a fatwa (ruling) stating that “according to the rules of Islamic Sharia [law], people have the right to install rulers and to impeach them if they deviate from the rules of justice and take the path of injustice.”

Despite this loss of legitimacy, the wali refused to resign even as the opposition pushed for his impeachment and the installation of Muhammad Ali, an Albanian Ottoman commander popular among Egyptians. The Albanian troops, joined by a demonstration of 40,000 Egyptians—20 percent of the population of Cairo—surrounded Khurshid’s citadel and did not relent for four months. During the siege, the masses followed the orders of their religious and business leaders and those of the prospective ruler Muhammad Ali. They formed vigilante groups equipped with primitive weapons and sticks to defend against any attacks by the wali’s citadel soldiers and to enforce the siege until Khurshid resigned. The leaders instructed people “to be vigilant, and to protect their locations; if a soldier attacks them, they should respond proportionally. Otherwise people should refrain from provoking and attacking the soldiers.” Occasional skirmishes, usually started by soldiers using cannons, resulted in some deaths and injuries (of both soldiers and civilians). Yet the firm intention of the siege leaders was not to use violence. They went to great lengths in using religious arguments to persuade the representatives of the wali that, according to Islamic principles, lack of public consent made it his Islamic duty to step down. Eventually, with the perseverance of a largely nonviolent mass mobilization and pressure by ordinary Egyptians, the Ottoman sultan withdrew Khurshid and appointed Muhammad Ali in his place.
The 1805 people’s uprising at first followed an established political practice of making a plea to the ruler. When this failed, the people and their leaders resorted to unconventional, nonviolent methods of street demonstrations and later a siege. By directing their disobedience toward a specific wali, neither expressing hostility to the Ottoman Empire nor seeking the appointment of an Egyptian, the people avoided instigating a wider conflict against a much stronger adversary. Despite the importance of religion in rallying the people and as a source of identity, neither religious nor national awareness had yet developed sufficiently for Egyptians to challenge Ottoman rule in itself. Eventually, national identity became a more potent force, ultimately surpassing the Ottoman-led pan-Islamism. Scholars interpret the 1805 revolution as marking the first intervention by the people and their representatives (in this case, the religious and business elites) in political affairs of their state and the beginning of the rise of a modern Egyptian national identity, which was reinforced in the coming decades by the introduction of universal conscription to a national army, frequent educational missions to Europe, and the establishment of a modern school system.\textsuperscript{15}

**The Orabi Revolution of 1881**

Tawfik Pasha became khedive (viceroy) in 1879, when the government was heavily in debt to Britain and France. The British and French had appointed financial controllers to oversee the Egyptian budget, which resulted in high taxation, low government salaries, and severe cuts in the army (from 124,000 in 1875 to 36,000 in 1879).\textsuperscript{16} In this deteriorating economic situation, and with foreign, non-Muslim domination over government policy, domestic discontent grew and Tawfik faced resistance from different sectors of society.\textsuperscript{17}

Religious scholarly institutions became increasingly active and politicized, thanks to disciples of the Iranian revivalist of Islamic thought and advocate for Muslim unity Sayyed Jamal al-Din (known as Afghani, see Chapter 8 on Iran) who had lived in Egypt from 1871. Afghani was expelled in 1879, but not before he encouraged the growth of a critical press and formed several forums where he trained future Islamist and nationalist activists.

The main challenge to Tawfik and the European interference in the country’s affairs came from the Egyptian Army. Colonel Ahmad Orabi, born the son of a village shaikh at a time when only 13 percent of the population lived in towns, had become a career army officer and protested against a new law preventing peasants’ becoming army officers. Summoned to see the khedive and war minister Osman Rifki, Orabi and two other peasant officers were arrested, only to be rescued by comrades from their regiment who forced the dismissal of Rifki and annulment of the law. This success put Orabi in a position to raise wider demands, not just reversing the army cuts
but reestablishing a stronger Chamber of Deputies and drafting a new constitution. He also did not shy away from criticizing Ottoman as well as European interference. As such, his actions “created a platform upon which a variety of forces in civil society could agree.” Consequently, Orabi was successful in winning the support and active involvement of broad sectors of society, including parts of political and urban establishment, local mayors, landlords, government employees, intellectuals, peasants, and the army that all were frustrated by the worsening political and economic conditions of the country and the foreign interference.

Orabi developed a process of citizens’ endorsement for his further actions: “Delegations from around the country approached us and handed us authorizations which empower us to work for our country’s best interest, declaring their solidarity with us in all our reform efforts and their prospects.” He set September 9, 1881, as the date to take the people’s grievances to Khedive Tawfik. Backed by a civilian-military demonstration in front of Abdin Palace, Orabi and his colleagues confronted Tawfik and the acting British consul with the people’s demands to rebuild the army, dismiss the government, and form a truly national assembly. “God has created us free,” Orabi declared. “He did not create us as heritage or property. . . . So in the name of God who there is no God but him we will not be slaves any more.”

Tawfik bowed to their demands, expanding the powers of the representative assembly and rebuilding the army. While reflecting on the successful nonviolent movement and its demonstration, Orabi wrote, “Whoever has read history knows that European countries earned their freedom by violence, bloodshed and destruction, but we earned it in one hour without shedding a drop of blood, without putting fear in a heart, without transgressing on someone’s right, or damaging someone’s honor.” The 1881 revolution relied on the nonviolent coercive pressure of both the military and civilian population. Orabi gained quick success by pursuing demands that were limited and posed no direct threat to the regime or generally to the interest of foreign powers. Successfully mobilizing broad-based support across the social strata, including some political leaders, large and small landowners, and urban guilds around the country, he effectively pressured Tawfik to accept the people’s demands. However, if Tawfik was prepared to accept some reduction of khedival powers, Britain and France were firmly set against democratization. In January 1882, Britain and France reaffirmed their mutual interest in preserving the “order of things” in Egypt, pledging their support for the khedive. And in the summer, Britain invaded militarily. Armed resistance proved futile; Orabi surrendered and was exiled to the British colony of Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). Thus began the British occupation of Egypt.

Despite the defeat, Orabi’s movement set the stage for further mass-based and largely nonviolent efforts to organize, mobilize, and build alternative
institutions to directly challenge British colonial occupation a couple of decades later.

From the British Occupation to 1914

The British occupation of Egypt changed the Egyptians’ struggle, yet again to one against a foreign occupier. Earlier occupation by the Ottomans included a sense of Muslim fraternity and pan-Islamism that appealed to many Egyptians, despite their growing sense of national identity. This time, however, a non-Muslim country ruled Egypt clearly for its own benefit. Britain took complete control over the state treasury, supervised tightly all government ministries, and appointed British administrators. British administrators arbitrarily confiscated crops from farmers and forcibly collected excessive taxes to support their occupation and war efforts. They limited individual liberties, increased press censorship, and restricted public gatherings. Egyptians were often ridiculed and abused in public particularly by Australians and New Zealanders—and their properties were ransacked by British troops.

Many nationalist leaders were either imprisoned or fled the country to avoid British persecution. This oppression eventually backfired and aroused a mounting resentment among Egyptians. A strategy of relying on more subtle forms of nonviolent resistance was dictated by pragmatic considerations of the weaker nation controlled by a powerful occupier and the conclusions drawn from Orabi’s unsuccessful armed resistance to the British invasion.

The Denshawai incident of June 1906 was a flash point that provoked outrage at the occupation. Five British officers on leave shot pigeons, which angered their owners in the village and led to a fracas after which one officer died. The British made an example of the villagers by hanging four of them, imprisoning or flogging others. These events stirred national feelings and, for the first time since the Orabi revolution, many Egyptians became politically active. This increasing politicization ushered in a period where pro-independence parties were formed such as the National Party and the Party of the Nation, nationalist and pro-constitution newspapers (such as al-Liwa and al-Jarida) were launched, and private schools (including evening schools) as well as consumer cooperatives and trade unions were set up.

The nationalist press nurtured a sense of national identity. In 1909 the British authorities, fearing the power of the press, revived censorship laws to control not only the domestic but also the international press and even letters and telegrams to or from abroad. To elude the censors, opposition
newspapers found foreign owners or editors since the censorship laws did not apply to non-Egyptians or Egypt-based entities owned by them. Petitions and protests against press censorship were organized in March and April 1909, with demonstrators chanting “down with oppression, down with the publications law, down with tyranny.”

To circumvent censorship, some publications went underground and were distributed by hand to supporters who then passed copies to others.

Journalist and founder of *al-Liwā* and the National Party, Mustafa Kamīl carried his campaign against the British occupation to France and to Britain itself. His untimely death in 1908 led to a collective national awakening when some 250,000 people joined “Egypt’s first mass funeral demonstration, as civil servants walked off their jobs and students cut their classes to march behind his bier.”

The following examples show the determined nonviolent action of various sectors of Egyptian society in the 1919 revolution.

**The 1919 Revolution and Independence of 1922**

During World War I, Britain declared Egypt a protectorate, imposed martial law, and then broke a promise not to involve Egypt in the war by requisitioning buildings, crops, and animals and press-ganging peasants to serve in the Labour Corps and the Camel Transport Corps. As the war came to an end, Egypt again faced an economic crisis with raging inflation and mass unemployment. In view of the discontent with the British occupation and the Allied powers’ affirmation of the right to self-determination, the time seemed ripe for Egypt to renegotiate its own status. Therefore, on November 13, 1918, now celebrated as Yawm al Jihad (Day of Struggle), former government minister Saad Zaghlul and two members of the Legislative Assembly approached the British commissioner to propose the end of the British protectorate and the participation of an Egyptian delegation—Al Wafād al Misri, known as the Wafād—in the planned Versailles Peace Conference. Not only did the British reject these proposals, in March 1919 Saad Zaghlul and three colleagues were deported to Malta. This repression backfired on a huge scale, provoking massive protests all over the country that continued despite lethal repression. The British government was forced to release Zaghlul and his colleagues, but the movement had now gathered momentum. While denouncing the British violence, the Wafād leaders firmly opposed any use of violence by Egyptians and criticized those who turned the demonstrations violent.

The following examples show the determined nonviolent action of various sectors of Egyptian society in the 1919 revolution.
Gathering of Signatures

The Wafd, after proposing the delegation to Versailles, embarked on a massive signature collection campaign in support of the proposal. The authorities, fearing that this agitation would further politicize people—as it did—prohibited and confiscated the petition. This ban, too, turned against the British. People became even more eager to sign up. Signing was an act that bore little risk yet generated an almost transcendent feeling of fulfillment of patriotic duty, an electrifying sense of national unity and sheer enthusiasm for taking part in a historic event: the collective decisionmaking about their country’s destiny. Hundreds of thousands of petitions were secretly printed in Alexandria and circulated by hand until 100,000 signatures had been collected.

Public Statements

Many public statements were issued by various professional groups, especially to condemn the British use of force against unarmed citizens. On March 15, 1919, doctors at Al Kasr Al Ainy Hospital in Cairo declared that their examination of the bodies of protesters and wounds of other victims provided irrefutable evidence of British brutality. On April 9, 1919, the city council of the Directorate of Giza strongly protested against violent actions perpetrated by the British forces, including burning villages, killing innocent people, raping women, shooting livestock, extorting money, and destroying property. These crimes were documented and records appended to the statement. Determined not to be silenced, the Giza council members pledged to deliver their statement to the sultan and all other official and international authorities.

Student Demonstrations and Strikes

The arrest and deportation of Wafd leaders outraged the Egyptian people. The next day a strike by the school students in Giza broke out, as they declared, “We do not study law in a country that does not respect law.” The students marched peacefully, calling for independence and shouting the name of Saad Zaghlul. They headed first to the College of Engineering and Agriculture in Giza and then to the College of Medicine and Commerce in Cairo where many more students joined them, all marching together to Al Sayeda Zeinab Square in the heart of Cairo. There, police blocked the roads and tried to disperse the crowds, arresting 300 protesters. The day after, March 10—as every available source says—all students in Cairo, including the university at Al-Azhar, announced their protest and went on strike, demanding the release of the Wafd leaders and condemning the British
occupation. Two students were killed, many were injured, yet the demonstrations continued unabated for weeks.\textsuperscript{50} Students’ strikes and demonstrations had an important impact in overcoming British censorship as students took home their news from Cairo. This led to growing unrest in many parts of Egypt.\textsuperscript{51}

General Edmund Allenby, sent by London to establish order, told students to return to class by May 3. When they did not obey he threatened that, unless they returned by May 7, their schools would be closed for the rest of the year. This threat turned out to be a double-edged sword. Schools were indeed closed down but, by disobeying the British military authority, students further undermined its legitimacy and put in doubt British ability to rule the country. More importantly, students used the time away from their schools to continue demonstrations and organize protests in other parts of the country.

\textit{Workers’ and Peasant Strikes}

Tram workers along with railway, telegraph, and postal workers went on strike in mid-March 1919, joined by taxi drivers, lawyers who boycotted state courts, and even civil servants.\textsuperscript{52} The workers’ protests and strikes had both economic and nationalist goals. They demanded higher wages and better working conditions while, at the same time, defending Egypt’s right to self-rule. The railway workers brought the train system to a halt by striking and cutting railway lines and destroying the railway switches; the telegraph workers disrupted communication lines while peasants paralyzed trade in rural goods; both actions affected traffic and communication between and within cities and towns.\textsuperscript{53} Crippling transportation and communication lines particularly damaged the British administration, which relied heavily on them. These strikes showed that the movement now involved a coalition engaging different social strata.

\textit{Formation of National Police and Nonviolent Discipline}

To maintain an order and nonviolent discipline, the demonstrators formed a special marshal group called “the national police” that was identified by a red badge worn on their left arms. Some of the national police were responsible for isolating people who tried to incite violence on demonstrations while others provided demonstrators with water and first aid if needed. They were credited with organizing effective demonstrations and keeping the protests peaceful as people voluntarily obeyed them.\textsuperscript{54} The strikes and demonstrations remained predominantly nonviolent, but when some properties on the fringe of a protest were damaged, student organizers quickly issued a statement of apology, condemning such behavior while stressing
that they wished to demonstrate loyalty to their country and support for harmonious relations between Egyptians and foreigners.\(^{55}\)

**Public Speeches in the Refuge of a Sacred Place**

Al-Azhar’s religious status among Egyptians meant that it was the only place the British could not use force. This offered a sanctuary for delivering public speeches by people from all walks of life—student leaders, scholars, priests, lawyers, and even workers—both Muslim and Christian.\(^{56}\) As well as boosting morale, these speeches informed the public about decisions relevant to the conduct of protests and strikes and presented action plans agreed on earlier by the leaders.\(^{57}\) As a result of this transparent decision-making, people felt ownership of the ongoing struggle that in turn influenced their readiness to continue even in the face of brutality.\(^{58}\)

**Public Involvement by Women**

Hamidah Khalil, “a woman of the people,” became the first woman martyr of the 1919 resistance on March 14, 1919, in Cairo.\(^{59}\) Two days later, hundreds of women wearing veils went to the streets of Cairo to demonstrate against the British occupation. This event is seen as the first collective and public entry of women into Egyptian political life.\(^{60}\) Safia Zaghul, Saad Zaghul’s wife, and Huda Sharawi, the organizer of the Egyptian Feminist Union, led the demonstration. During the ongoing protest, the British Army surrounded the nonviolent protesters and pointed their rifles at women. Women stood their ground while one of them approached a British soldier and told him in English, “We do not fear death. Shoot me and make me Miss Cavell of Egypt.”\(^{61}\) Ashamed, the British soldiers stepped aside to let the demonstration proceed.\(^{62}\) Women’s protests posed the British authorities with a dilemma that was recorded by the police commander Sir Thomas Russell in a letter to his son: “My next problem was a demonstration by the native ladies of Cairo. This rather frightened me as if it came to pass it was bound to collect a big crowd and my orders were to stop it. Stopping a procession means force and any force you use to women puts you in the wrong.”\(^{63}\)

The revolution saw unprecedented participation of women from all social and economic backgrounds who were involved in all aspects of the nonviolent resistance.\(^{64}\) Women and high school girls organized school strikes, distributing circulars about the protests to private homes despite heavy police surveillance; in the provinces secretly handed out pamphlets with nationalist demands; provided food and assistance to those who sabotaged the railway lines and communications in Upper Egypt; coordinated demonstrations and boycotts of British goods; and wrote and distributed petitions to foreign embassies to protest British oppressive policies in Egypt.\(^{65}\)
Women’s participation and experience in nonviolent actions outlived the 1919 revolution and many of them continued their public involvement in various political and social affairs, building “the bridge from a gradual pragmatic feminism discreetly expressed in everyday life to a highly vocal feminism articulated in an organized movement and a vigorous process of entering and creating modern professions.”

**Demonstrations at Public Funerals**

Public funerals were held by Egyptians to pay tribute to and honor victims of the British repression. Masses of people, representing various classes, participated in funerals where coffins were wrapped with the Egyptian flags. Such displays of public mourning were occasions for large, nonviolent gatherings and silent marches where thousands of people walked in silence that was occasionally interrupted by shouts against the occupation and British atrocities.

**Citizen Protest and Boycott of Milner’s Mission**

In spring 1919, the British government sent Lord Alfred Milner to investigate establishing “self-governing institutions” subordinate to the British protectorate. This plan fell far short of independence. On his arrival in December 1919, Milner’s mission was greeted with a new wave of strikes by students, workers, merchants, lawyers, and other professionals opposed to the status quo ante and the continuation of the British protectorate. Leaflets urged Egyptians to boycott the mission, refusing contact with its members or to help in its work.

**Mass Prayer**

Milner urged the British government to invite Zaghlul to London in May 1920. Therefore, the Wafdi leader called a day of prayer for attaining full independence for Egypt and commissioned Ahmed Shawky to write a prayer. The day of prayer illustrates Zaghlul’s strategy for unifying Egyptians at critical moments, making the whole nation feel part of the struggle. On May 24, hundreds of thousands of Christians and Muslims converged around the houses of worship for a common prayer.

**Displaying a Symbolic Unity Flag**

Demonstrators throughout the country waved a flag with the cross and crescent on a green background—a symbol of national unity or, more precisely, of Muslim-Christian unity. Muslim and Christian leaders jointly held meetings
in mosques and churches where they alternated in delivering speeches.\textsuperscript{71}
Demonstrations included not only Christians and Muslims, but Jews as well.\textsuperscript{72}

\textit{Drama, Music, and Literature That Advocate Resistance}

Writers and poets expressed their love for free Egypt and denounced the British occupation through poems, songs, and literary works. In 1918–1919, Tawfiq Al Hakim wrote \textit{Al Daif Al Thakeel} (An Unwelcome Guest), an allegorical play about a guest invited to stay at someone’s home for a day who ends up staying for months.\textsuperscript{73} Sometimes called “the voice of the 1919 revolution,” Sayed Darwish’s patriotic songs about the exiled Zaghlul were so inflammatory that the British forbade the performance of any songs with Zaghlul’s name. Therefore, Darwish wrote a song about saad (happiness) and the fruit zaghloul (date).\textsuperscript{74} The theaters of Munira al-Mahdiyya, al-Kassar, and Rihani popularized Darwish’s patriotic songs with their subtle references to Zaghlul and the events of the day.\textsuperscript{75}

When Milner’s proposal of self-governing institutions failed to quiet the movement, the British reverted to authoritarianism and, once more, deported Wafd leaders.\textsuperscript{76} Again this backfired, provoking a new wave of strikes and protests. Britain finally relented and on February 28, 1922, unilaterally declared the end of the protectorate and Egypt’s formal independence. This independence was incomplete as Britain insisted on retaining a military presence and further negotiations on several other issues. Nevertheless, 1922 constituted a breakthrough in the formation of a modern Egyptian nation-state.

The 1919 revolution was a genuine people’s uprising, largely nonviolent, which was not tainted by religious fanaticism or class conflict, that brought together a coalition of government officials, intellectuals, merchants, peasants, students, and, most remarkably, women. An equally significant feature of the demonstrations was the involvement of both Muslims and Christians, which illustrated a strong sense of common, national identity among ordinary Egyptians despite religious differences.

\textbf{Conclusion}

We do not claim that violence or armed struggle played no part in Egypt’s road to independence, but rather that collective nonviolent actions constituted an important repertoire of resistance whose role, effectiveness, and impact require an appropriate acknowledgment and assessment.

Nonviolent resistance might not always be a conscious choice and neither its leaders nor other participants are necessarily guided by nonviolent principles. The leaders of both the 1805 movement and the Orabi revolution
of 1881–1882 organized largely through nonviolent means, with the option of using arms mainly in the background or as a response to invasion, which occurred in 1882. The period 1882–1914, in contrast, was one of growing national awareness through spreading ideas, publishing, and educational work that built internal strength. Finally, in the 1919 revolution, violence by the British was out of proportion to any committed by protesters. Egyptian leaders, not only the Waf, but the students and the full array of protest organizers, took care to avoid violence and at no time during the revolution did they look to violence as an alternative should nonviolent action fail.

Nonviolent movements provided an opportunity for ordinary Egyptians from all walks of life to join in collective actions that spanned more than their familiar communal context and increased their participation, expanding the public space that for centuries had been reserved to a narrow group of foreign military and political elites.

The Egyptians’ national struggle, irrespective of its violent or nonviolent patterns, is a reflection of a complex interaction of different value systems where violent physical coercion, as in the 1919 and 2011 revolutions, was restricted to self-defense and protection.

The strategic choice of nonviolent resistance used in the 1919 revolution was replicated even more deliberately during the 2011 revolution. Both revolutions utilized similar repertoires of nonviolent methods. There was emphasis on unity of all Egyptians regardless of different faiths (e.g., the flag with a cross and crescent in the 1919 revolution and the chants “Muslims, Christians, We Are All Egyptians” and mutual protection during prayers in the 2011 revolution); inclusion of women and children; insistence on the peaceful nature of the revolutions in slogans and posters; setting up of checkpoints to ensure that no arms be smuggled to the locations of demonstrations; and use of humor, art, songs, and satire to express the demands of the revolutions or ridicule the adversary. The following depiction of the carnival mode of the 1919 revolution can easily be used to describe Tahrir Square at the beginning of 2011:

For Egypt’s urban lower classes, women, and religious minorities, the almost spontaneous development of carnivalesque, and hence non-hierarchical, political expressions provided an important avenue of dissent. Marginalized voices were loudly heard through collective and direct action in the streets . . . public squares, cafés, bars, mosques, and churches [that] became the necessary carnivalesque spaces outside the reach of the centralized authorities, where illicit counter-hegemonic opinions were debated and exchanged.

There were also differences, one of them being that, unlike the 1919 revolution, the 2011 popular uprising has been leaderless but still able to maintain an impressive degree of nonviolent discipline and cohesion.
In this chapter, we showed that the repertoire of nonviolent methods can make a decisive difference at various stages in the growth of a movement and the conduct of a struggle. The history of modern Egypt should give greater cognizance to the strategic contribution of nonviolent resistance in major political and social developments, including its contribution to the formation of the Egyptian national identity. The events of 1919 and 2011 point to a new trend of increased use of strategic nonviolent actions as the collective identity becomes stronger. This is reflected in the people’s desire to take charge of their own destiny as Egyptian nationals in 1919 and as Egyptian citizens in 2011. The development of nonviolent resistance as a strategic choice of fighting for people’s rights that correlates with a reinforced people-centered identity deserves further research.
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Nonviolent resistance has played an influential role in Iranian history since the late nineteenth century, in particular, by challenging unjust rulers and their subservience to foreign interests. Critically this has involved a recurring strategic alliance between sections of the clergy; the bazaar merchants; and the secular, generally modernizing and nationalist intellectual elite. Lacking real agreement on desired goals, this alliance has largely been based on the existence of common enemies—the ruling dynasty and its foreign supporters—and it has been potent in organizing around anti-imperialist themes such as concessions made to foreign business interests.

In this chapter, I focus on the period when this alliance was first forged during the Qajar dynasty (1794–1925) and, in particular, the tobacco protests of 1891–1892 and the subsequent constitutional revolution of 1905–1911. This alliance resurfaced during the Pahlavi dynasty, especially in the oil nationalization campaign of 1951–1953, in the antigovernment protests of the early 1960s, and even in the movement in 1978–1979 that overthrew the monarchy and ultimately heralded the Islamic revolution. All of these episodes involved, to a greater or lesser extent, efforts to throw off foreign control of the Iranian economy and to build an independent society and state.

The political and economic context for the protest movements of 1890–1911 was the close relationship between the ruling dynasty and foreign powers, particularly but not exclusively Russia and Great Britain. From the early nineteenth century, Russia and Britain competed with each other to control Iran. Both intervened in Iranian politics and economics, via bribes and threats, and militarily by protecting the throne. In addition, Russia,
Britain, and France received a number of economic and cultural concessions such as lucrative contracts and low tariffs on imports. The issue of these preferential tariffs aroused sporadic protests and petitions among Iranian bazaaris (a term covering merchants and craftspeople of the traditional bazaars) whose sales were adversely affected, but these protests did not suggest the scale of the revolts in the late nineteenth century.

Iran is hardly unique in having no major thinkers who promoted a philosophy of nonviolent resistance. Iranian history includes elements that glorify violence such as the celebration of ancient Iranian kings in the epic *Shahnameh* and more recent nationalist admiration for various conquering rulers. The cultures of many nomadic tribes, who comprised much of Iran’s population until the 1920s, involved using violence to protect migration routes and sometimes to assure rule over local settled populations. Violence toward women, slaves, and, at times, religious or cultural minorities was widely accepted. Countervailing trends were found in Sufi orders and poetry, including the work of the poet Jalal al-Din Rumi who endorsed the unity of humanity and discouraged enmity toward others. However, politically these trends usually advocated quietism, meaning accepting rulers or local leaders, no matter how oppressive. Those who wished to avoid violence were more likely to join mystical groups that concentrated on internal individual and group practices than they were to advocate resistance based on ideas that might seem to contradict the Quran. However, Iranians who did actively resist rulers or foreigners often drew on a familiar repertoire of nonviolent means, especially claiming sanctuary, closing bazaars, and mass demonstrations, although they did not renounce threats or use of violence.

The protest movements that I describe in this chapter did not on the whole reject violence, but drew on Iran’s history of popular action to carry out various forms of nonviolent resistance. Furthermore, they were influenced by new religious movements that emerged in the nineteenth century and in turn helped to shape the protest campaigns of 1890–1911.

**Quietism and the Challenge to It**

For centuries the leading ulama (clergy) favored political quietism toward the dynasties that ruled Iran, notably the Safavids (1501–1722) and the early-nineteenth-century Qajars. However, in the mid-nineteenth century the new Babi movement became a serious threat to both royal and ulama power. Adherents believed that Sayyed Ali Mohammad of Shiraz was the Bab—the gateway to the Hidden Imam (who would return as the messianic Mahdi). In 1850 his imprisonment and execution provoked Babi uprisings that were ruthlessly suppressed. Those who followed the original teachings of the Bab, called Azalis, remained actively hostile to the Qajars and to the
ulama. Although some ulama became Babis or sympathizers, most remained united with the Shahs against the “apostate” Babis. In the 1860s, Baha’ullah, the half-brother of the Bab’s successor, declared himself the future prophet predicted by the Bab and created the Baha’i religion, followed by the great majority of Babis and new converts. Both Babis and Baha’i branches of the religion called for reform in human relations, but the Baha’is were more influenced by Western liberal ideas. Significantly for the history of nonviolent resistance, the Baha’is—even though their renunciation of violence was generally quietist, calling for acceptance of the powers that be—often advocated major constitutional and judicial reforms.

The Babis and Baha’is influenced several Iranian non-Babi reformers, who included men with ambassadorial or ministerial posts like Mirza Hosain Khan and Malkum Khan, the latter having had close contact with Babis in the Ottoman Empire. However, the Babis were officially seen as heretics since Muslims saw Muhammad as the last Prophet, and rejected later prophetic claims. This put Babis and Baha’is in a worse position in Muslim countries than Christians, Jews, and Zoroastrians who were accepted as “people of the book” whose prophets preceded Muhammad. There were several anti-Baha’i pogroms in Qajar times, often instigated by leading ulama.

Nevertheless, hundreds of thousands of Iranians dissatisfied with the authoritarian rule of the Qajars joined these religious movements, which helped open their minds to reformist and liberal ideas. As a result, both movements and Azali Babis in particular—often without revealing their religious affiliation—played a leading role in the 1906 constitutional campaign and influenced other non-Babi participants.²

**Developments Leading to the Tobacco Protest of 1891–1892**

Before the nationwide tobacco protest of 1891–1892, there were several lesser events that contributed to making Iranians believe that resistance, including nonviolent resistance, against selfish and autocratic rulers and foreign domination might be effective. There were numerous local protests, often involving women and minorities, against arbitrary acts by provincial governors or outrageous price rises. Traditional forms of nonviolent protest included taking *bast* (inviolable refuge) in shrines, mosques, and foreign legations; closing bazaars; boycotting foreign goods; and threatening, though not carrying out, violent acts. From 1830 on, groups of merchants and craftspeople in the urban bazaars petitioned the Shah or governors to reduce competition from foreign importers, which by treaty paid low tariffs and were exempt from some local taxes. These petition protests usually
failed as, given its long-term treaties, there was little the government could do short of risking war.

Sometimes successful, however, were local protest demonstrations, often by women, against high prices on basic foods, including flour and bread. It was widely believed that Islam integrated justice as a basic value (or equity), implying fair treatment, including economic fairness, for all. As a result, protests were often couched in demands for justice.\(^3\)

In the early 1870s, nonviolent opposition resulted in canceling a huge concession giving control of nearly all Iran’s economy to a British subject, Baron Julius de Reuter (of news agency fame). In return for payments to the treaty’s negotiators and small royalties to the state, Reuter attained the rights to build all railways and streetcars, to create a national bank, to exploit most minerals, and to build other industrial and agricultural enterprises. A reformist Iranian prime minister, Mirza Hosain Khan, promoted this concession as a shortcut to modernization, but it was opposed by the Russians excluded from the deal, by many merchants, by a faction at court led by the Shah’s favorite wife, and by the small group of progressive nationalists. Their influence was strong enough to force the dismissal of the Mirza Hosain Khan and to get the Shah to delay railroad construction (a condition of the concession) so that he had an excuse to cancel the concession.

Subsequently, however, in 1888, the British government used Reuter’s claim for compensation for this cancellation to force the Shah, Naser al-Din Qajar (r. 1848–1896), to reinstate parts of the agreement. Granting the British-owned Imperial Bank of Persia the exclusive rights to issue bank notes for all monetary transactions in Iran was immediately unpopular with local merchants who lost out to the British monopoly on paper money. Even more represented was the concession granting a British company a monopoly on internal and external commerce in tobacco products throughout Iran. Merchants opposed it as taking away their profits in tobacco trading; ordinary Iranians opposed giving so much control over their lives and livelihoods to foreigners; ulama disliked the increased presence of foreigners and their ways such as gender mixing, odd dress, and modern non-Islamic ideas; and many saw it as a step toward foreign control of Iran.

Several strands of opposition began to coalesce. The Shah, after dismissing Mirza Hosain Khan, gave up all attempts at reform and discouraged education and foreign travel by Iranians. The modernizing reformers—some of whom had favored Reuter’s concession, which was opposed by most merchants—now realigned themselves. Some reformers remained in the government and operated behind the scenes. Others, often living abroad, published articles or treatises favoring representative government and the rule of law and denouncing foreign concessions.

Some leading ulama responded to their followers’ grievances and opposed increasing control of Iranian policies by foreign “unbelievers.” One
of the critics of the Shah was Sayyed Jamal al-Din Asadabadi, known as Afghani but a born Iranian. In 1890, he had to take refuge in a shrine near Tehran where he continued to preach against growing foreign control and concessions, and taught followers such means as distributing pamphlets and forming secret organizations. Eventually, the Shah violated Afghani’s sanctuary and marched him to exile in Ottoman Iraq in 1891. Despite his exile, Afghani remained a powerful voice for resistance to the Shah’s policies.  

The Tobacco Movement of 1891–1892

In 1890 following Naser al-Din Shah’s third trip to Europe, a concession granting all economic control over the growing, sale, and export of Iranian tobacco products was given, for a very low price, to a British subject. The concession was kept secret until, in late 1890, the Istanbul-based Persian-language newspaper Akhtar published a strong critique. Unlike most other concessions, this one covered a product already widely grown and used in Iran; hence, it was bound to arouse widespread opposition among merchants, shopkeepers, and landholders as well as ordinary people. Both men and women in Iran widely used tobacco in the form of water pipes and it was also an export crop. Soon the Shiite clergy, who had close familial and ideological ties to the bazaar classes, joined in an opposition that was strengthened by their outrage against the fact that a foreign Christian company now controlled Iran’s tobacco trade.

Protests occurred in various cities once the tobacco company agents began to arrive and post deadlines for the sale of all tobacco to the company. The protests took mainly nonviolent forms, such as mass demonstrations that were often addressed by clerical leaders and refusal to sell tobacco. The first major protest occurred in Shiraz, where a leading cleric preached noncompliance with the order to sell tobacco to the company. In reprisal, the government expelled the movement’s main religious leader, who went to Ottoman Iraq where he met with Afghani. Subsequently, Afghani wrote to the Iraq-based leading Shia cleric Hajj Mirza Hasan Shirazi, asking him to denounce the Shah and his sale of Iran to Europeans. At this time, Shirazi responded by writing privately to the Shah, repeating many of Afghani’s points against the proliferation of concessions to foreigners.

Meanwhile mass demonstrations continued to take place in Iran. The Tabriz protests, where some participants threatened to kill company and royal representatives, were so threatening that the government decided to suspend the tobacco concession there. In Mashhad too, a few protesters threatened to kill company representatives. However, elsewhere in Isfahan, Tehran, and several other cities, the spreading mass protests were organized nonviolently, appealing for top ulama to stand against the concession.
The final step was a triumph of nonviolent resistance. A fatwa (decree) was issued in the name of the Iranian leader of the Shia community, Shirazi, based in Iraq, which he confirmed when his authorship was questioned. It said that all use of and commerce in tobacco, as long as the concession existed, was against the will of the Hidden Imam. The aim of the boycott was not to stop smoking as such, but to force the cancellation of the tobacco concession. This fatwa ensured the widening of civil disobedience. The boycott of tobacco began first in Isfahan by some of its leading clerics and quickly spread to major cities and towns all over Iran. In December 1891, the movement culminated in an amazingly successful national boycott on the sale and use of tobacco, observed even by the Shah’s wives and non-Muslims. Those who reported this event were unanimous in saying that nobody in Iran could be seen smoking or buying or selling tobacco in this period.

Faced with the people’s unity and an unprecedented level of compliance with the boycott, the government tried to end the company’s internal monopoly while leaving unchanged its monopoly on tobacco exports. A mass demonstration to protest this in Tehran, in which several people were killed by government fire, was followed by even more massive nonviolent protests. This pressure forced the government to cancel the entire tobacco concession, despite its being saddled with a large debt for extortionate repayment to the tobacco company for claimed expenses.

This struggle suggested that victories against the autocratic government, even with foreign backers, might be won with little or no violence if merchants, ulama, elite and intellectual reformers, and ordinary people worked together with a single and specific goal in mind. While some violent incidents broke out, mainly in Tabriz and Mashhad, the movement remained predominantly nonviolent. The issue of ethnic groups and minorities was not important in the movement, except to the extent that non-Muslims were seen to observe the Islamically defined tobacco boycott.

One long-term impact of the tobacco movement was in originating a tactical and strategic alliance between some of the nascent group of Iranian modernizers. These included several Babis, secularists, and nationalists, with a large number of merchants threatened by Western economic domination, and a section of the ulama that disliked the growth of Western Christian and imperial control in Iran. This alliance was to reappear in the 1905–1911 revolution. The movement also pioneered tactics that were used again during the constitutional revolution: leaflets, mass demonstrations, and telegraph contact between Iranian cities and between Iran and the Shiite shrine cities in Iraq.

For a few years after the tobacco movement, the state managed to buy off some of the ulama with subsidies and by halting foreign concessions. However, the continuing underlying problems of autocracy in collusion
with imperialism meant that civil resistance, now inspired by the confidence and skills gained from the successful tobacco movement, was bound to reappear in even larger form and with more radical demands in the coming years.

**Background of the 1905–1911 Constitutional Revolution**

Between 1892 and 1905, discontent with the government grew. After a follower of Afghani assassinated Naser al-Din in 1896, Muzaffar al-Din (r. 1896–1907) was a weak Shah who instituted few reforms. Instead, he incurred large loans from Russia, used mainly to finance his extravagant European trips, and put Iranian customs under the control of an unpopular Belgian. Secret societies that involved reformers but also appealed to religious leaders formed and worked against Iran’s autocracy and in favor of reform. Japanese victories in the Russo-Japanese War and the Russian Revolution of 1905, which granted a representative parliament, gave further impetus both to revolt and to parliamentary constitutional ideas in Iran.

In addition, a number of Iranian governmental figures and intellectuals proposed major reforms in governance. Their ideas influenced Iranians and prepared them for popular civil disobedience actions and revolt against autocratic government and foreign domination. Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzadeh (1812–1878) wrote plays, essays, and treatises against Iran’s misgovernment, corrupt clergy, and the mistreatment of women that became known to many literate Iranians in Iran and the Caucasus. Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani (1853–1896) contributed to *Akhtar*, which was well known among literate Iranians in Istanbul and Iran. His writings were strongly critical of Iran’s socioeconomic conditions, elites, and clergy. Mirza Malkum Khan (1833–1908), who created a Freemason-style group in Tehran, published in London a Persian-language newspaper, *Qanun*, which was smuggled regularly into Iran. It advocated the rule of law and representative government and attacked Iran’s rulers. Afghani (1838–1897) advocated modernizing Muslim countries to combat British imperialism. He was influential in Egypt where his charismatic personality and ideas attracted an important group of young reformers. In Paris, in 1883–1884 he coedited a pan-Islamic newspaper distributed free throughout the Muslim world, and taught oppositionists in Iran such means as organizing secret societies and oppositional leaflets, making a significant contribution to the tobacco movement. Abd al-Rahim TalebAf (1834–1911) wrote books in simple language that advocated secular reforms in education, government, and law. And finally, Zain al-abedin Maraghe’i, a merchant who lived mostly outside Iran, wrote the fictional *Travelbook of Ibrahim Beig*, bitterly critical of Iranian conditions, which was widely read, including in Iranian secret societies.
Thinkers such as these were influential among literate Iranians who were dissatisfied with Iran’s economic poverty and backwardness and its subservience to Russia and Britain. Furthermore, the prior and continuing influence of religious dissidents, including Azali Babis, Baha’is, and reformist clerics, added to the receptivity of many Iranians toward secular reformers.

Also influential before and during the revolution were Iranian workers who migrated, usually temporarily, to the Russian Caucasus. While abroad they came in contact with trade unions and social democrats and, hence, were introduced to secular activism for reform or revolution.

Before the constitutional revolution, several secret and open reform-oriented political and cultural societies were formed in various cities. Prominent merchants founded societies to counter increasing European control of the country. In Tehran, they included non-Muslim Zoroastrian and Armenian merchants who helped finance new schools and a public library. Also in Tehran a group of liberal intellectuals, including a few in the government, formed the Society of Learning in 1897–1898. They helped found the National Library in 1904. Tehran reformers founded several schools while elite women set up the first girls’ schools.

Azali Babis were prominent in such societies, including Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani and Shaikh Ahmad Rudi in Kerman. In later decades, these included the preachers Malek al Motakallemin and Sayyed Jamal al-Din Va’ez who was a Babi-influenced freethinker based in Isfahan. These two were prominent in the Islamic Society, which asked Iranians to boycott foreign goods and buy only goods produced in Iran. They later went to Tehran and were among the most prominent preachers early in the revolution adapting Islam to democratic constitutionalism, taking part in the founding meeting of the Revolutionary Committee, writing *The True Dream* (a book excoriating current conditions and proposing an ideal future), and, finally, meeting their deaths in the 1908 coup d’etat.

In Tabriz young intellectuals, influenced by Western liberal writings and Caucasian social democratic ideas, founded a political society. They included Sayyed Hasan Taqizadeh who later rose to prominence as a social democratic leader. The modern school that they established was closed by orthodox clerics, but they went on to set up a bookstore selling modern books and, for a year, published a weekly journal whose readership extended to Tehran.

In 1902–1903 nonviolent protests began, as several secret societies became active in Tehran and elsewhere and distributed antigovernmental leaflets, called “night letters” because they were handed out during the night. A revived and powerful movement of ulama, courtiers, *bazaaris*, and secular progressives forced the dismissal in 1903 of Prime Minister Amin al-Soltan, who was blamed for the loans and concessions that were increasing Russian control over Iran.
The Shah appointed a reactionary relative, Ain al-Dauleh, as premier but protests continued against high prices, focusing on the Belgian official in charge of customs and the treasury. In May 1904, fifty-seven intellectuals linked to the National Library held a secret meeting where they established the Revolutionary Committee. Most attending agreed that the despotic government should be replaced by a more democratic one. Although the meeting was addressed by two Babi preachers and several members were Babis, they agreed not to attend any non-Islamic meetings that opponents could use as a pretext to attack them.5

Another secret society, the Secret Anjoman, formed in February 1905 and was supported by progressive clerics. One member invoked the model of the 1905 Russian Revolution. The Secret Anjoman’s first published statement demanded a majles (parliament) and laws to curb the power of governmental ministers and the ulama.6 Secret societies grew and educated their members and others by reading and disseminating critical literature, including the Travelbook of Ibrahim Beig and The True Dream. It added to the discontent that critical Persian newspapers published abroad were now more easily available in Iran than under Naser al-Din.

Some, especially in the secret societies, began to plan action to install constitutional government. The Russo-Japanese War of 1904–1905 and the Russian Revolution of 1905 strengthened revolutionary sentiment. At the same time, Iranians saw an opportunity as the Russian state, occupied with war and revolution, would be unable to intervene in a movement that aimed at lessening Russian power in Iran. Additionally, the sight of the only Asian constitutional power defeating the main European nonconstitutional power made many Iranians see constitutions as a secret of strength.

The 1905–1911 Revolution

The Iranian revolution of 1905–1911, sometimes called the constitutional revolution, took place in two major stages. In the first stage (from 1905 to 1907), the opposition, using overwhelmingly nonviolent means, succeeded in establishing a constitution and majles. Mozaffar al-Din Shah died in 1907, and the next Shah, Mohammad Ali (r. 1907–1909), dissolved the majles and reoccupied Iran by force. Mohammad Ali was deposed through violent struggle and constitutional rule was restored, but the revolution was ultimately suppressed by Russian and British military intervention in 1911.

The revolution is often dated from December 1905, when Tehran’s governor bastinadoed (beat the feet) of merchants he said were overcharging for sugar. As happened during the tobacco movement, the violence backfired against the government. A large group of mollas (a general term for mostly low-ranking clergy) and bazaaris took bast (sanctuary) in
Tehran’s royal mosque. When government forces violated their sanctuary and dispersed them, they went to a nearby shrine and formulated demands for the Shah. Their numbers reached over 2,000. Their key demand was for a representative adalatkhaneh (house of justice), a kind of higher court representing various classes whose duties, mostly judicial, were not spelled out. This demand was a compromise between the traditional clergy, not yet ready to demand a constitution, and the constitutionalists. The bastis refused to disperse and bazaar strikes continued for a month, backed by ongoing popular nonviolent demonstrations. Under such pressure the Shah gave in. In January 1906, he agreed to the adalatkhaneh and dismissed the governor of Tehran, which the protesters had also demanded.

The Shah, however, took no steps to create the adalatkhaneh. Instead, the government exiled nationalist leaders, including Sayyed Jamal al-Din Va’ez, to distant cities. Several oppositionists again took sanctuary in Tehran’s Friday mosque. When theology students tried to free an arrested preacher, a government officer killed a young theology student. Theology students then marched to commemorate this martyr and soldiers killed over 100 people. More oppositionists came to the Friday mosque and some cried “Long Live the Nation of Iran,” which joined the more religious slogans. After this, the group moved en masse to take bast in Qom in July 1906. Revolutionaries used these mass bastis to educate people about constitutional government and human rights.

In July, after getting permission from the British chargé d’affaires, a crowd, which by August reached 14,000 bazaaris, took bast in the British legation in Tehran. As a result, business was brought to a standstill. By now the bast had become a general strike, as almost a third of Tehran’s commercial labor force was involved. Thousands of supportive women demonstrated outside the legation. In the evenings, the crowd heard the story of Imam Husain ibn Ali’s killing at Karbala and identified with him.

The mass participation of guild members, students, and radical intellectuals of the secret societies accelerated the formulation of new demands backed by ongoing political education of ordinary Iranians in public spaces through sermons, open discussions, and free exchanges of ideas about political rights and representation. Now the protesters demanded the dismissal of the prime minister and the establishment of a majles and discussed a constitution. The continuing massive protest, the failure of efforts to buy off its more conservative supporters, and defections within the government meant the Shah had to give in. In late July, the Shah dismissed the premier and accepted the majles. The two sides reached a final agreement on August 9, 1906, calling for a national consultative assembly, majles, to be elected right away.

Besides religious dissidents, secularists, and progressive clergy, the trade guilds were crucial to this success. The guilds organized and financed
the British legation bast and gained the right of major guild representation in the first majles. As occurred in the 1979 revolution, the heterogeneous nature of the revolutionary coalition brought further internal struggles.

The democratically organized and participatory nonviolent movement with its liberal and constitutional demands had finally won for itself an institutionalized space to turn its ideas into laws and practice. The first majles was quickly elected by a six-class system that gave great representation to the guilds. The first election by six “estates” ironically turned out to be more democratic in outcome than the subsequent universal male suffrage elections, which in practice resulted in landlord and elite domination, via intimidation of peasants.

The majles opened in October 1906 and assigned a committee to write a Fundamental Law, which the Shah signed when he was mortally ill in December 1906. In 1907 his successor, Mohammad Ali Shah, signed a longer Supplementary Law. These two laws formed the Iranian Constitution until 1979. Largely modeled on the Belgian constitution, it created a constitutional monarchy in which real power was supposed to lie with the elected majles. Equality before the law and personal rights and freedoms were guaranteed, subject to a few limits, despite objections by some ulama that minority religions should not have equal status with Islam.

The 1906 electoral law called for the formation of anjomans (councils) to monitor majles elections. In several cities, these anjomans remained in session by popular demand and took on new responsibilities, chiefly directed at defending democratic control of central and local governments. A 1907 law gave anjomans taxing and spending authority that made them into governing bodies.

In addition, nonofficial councils, also called anjomans, were formed throughout Iran—a vivid reflection of the enduring civic activism awakened by the nonviolent movements in the preceding years. Almost 200 anjomans were formed in Tehran and probably about 100 elsewhere. Iranians from outside Tehran living in Tehran also formed anjomans, the most important of which was the 3,000-member Tabriz anjom an of Tehran led by Taqizadeh. Most anjomans supported constitutional government and opposed Mohammad Ali Shah’s attempts to limit it. Some anjomans represented trades, ethnicities including Iranian-Armenians, or religious groups such as Zoroastrians and Jews. There were a few conservative anjomans. The anjomans formed the main base of a new civil society.

A leading role in defending the revolution was played by the National Revolutionary Committee, which had ties to Caucasian social democrats and included several Azali Babis and editors of the proliferating revolutionary newspapers. Two members, the popular preachers Sayyed Jamal al-Din Va’ez and Malek al-Motakallemin, gave frequent fiery and educational speeches to enthusiastic crowds. There were several women’s anjomans
that worked to set up schools, hospitals, and orphanages and to further women’s legal rights.

In January 1907 the new and autocratic Shah appointed as his prime minister Amin al-Soltan Atabak, who had been prime minister through the tobacco revolt and after until his 1903 ouster. This aroused conflicts in the pro-constitutional camp. He was assassinated in August 1907 by a member of a far left group, though there is also evidence that monarchists too were planning his assassination. On August 31, 1907, Britain and Russia signed an agreement settling their conflicts and dividing Iran into a northern zone, open to the Russians; a middle neutral zone; and a southeastern zone, open to the British. The agreement clearly violated Iranian sovereignty over its territory despite the British and Russian claims otherwise.

The Shah, after an unsuccessful attempt on his life, took steps that culminated in a coup d’etat. In June 1908 he demanded the arrest of several revolutionaries, the majles refused, and many informal civil society groups that gathered earlier in anjomans came to defend the majles. Taqizadeh, after heading a delegation to meet the Shah, counseled caution and convinced the anjomans to disperse. The Shah then ordered the Cossack Brigade, which formed in 1879, was led by Russian officers, and added to Russia’s power in Iran, to fire on the majles and the adjoining mosque, a gathering place for constitutionalists. Among those killed were Azali Babi leaders, including Malek al-Mutakallemin and others. Two mujtahid leaders, Sayyid Abdullah Bihbahani and Mirza Sayyed Mohammad Tabataba’i, were arrested, beaten, and put under house arrest. Taqizadeh with several others took refuge in the British legation and then left temporarily for Britain.

The Shah sent tribal forces to restore autocracy throughout Iran. This led to counterviolence and guerrilla war, beginning with guerrilla insurgency in Tabriz, to restore constitutional rule. Constitutonlist forces from north and south took Tehran in July 1909. Mohammed Ali Shah sought refuge with the Russians before going into exile and his minor son was made Shah with a constitutionalist regent. A leading mujtahid who had backed the coup was hanged.

A second majles was elected, manifesting differences between the conservative moderates and the reforming nationalist Democratic Party, led by men like Taqizadeh. To deal with financial bankruptcy, the majles invited a US financial expert, Morgan Shuster, to be treasurer-general. However, in November 1911, Russia with British support sent an ultimatum demanding Shuster’s dismissal and Iran’s agreement not to engage foreigners without Russian and British consent. The majles refused but, as Russian troops advanced, the regent and moderate cabinet (mainly composed of members of the Bakhtiar tribal confederation) dissolved the majles, accepted the ultimatum, and dismissed Shuster. This marked the end of the revolution,
though the constitution theoretically continued, further majleses were elected, and some of the reforms authorizing more modern educational, judicial, and economic systems initiated later reform measures.

The revolution showed that great changes could be brought by nonviolent protests and demands. Even after the new Shah used violence, and British help to the opposition was superseded by Russo-British support for the dynasty, nonviolent protests nevertheless advanced reformist and democratic ideas. However, nonviolent action no longer sufficed to gain democratic ends in the face of armed reaction.\textsuperscript{11}

**Iranian Attitudes Toward Violence and Nonviolent Resistance in 1890–1911**

The tobacco movement and the first years of the 1905–1911 revolution showed that mass nonviolent resistance could yield victories against both an autocratic regime and foreign powers. However, later Iranian writers have generally highlighted issues other than the means of struggle used during the 1890–1911 period or the relative roles of nonviolent and violent resistance. In the Pahlavi period (1925–1979), the most popular writer on the revolution was Ahmad Kasravi, a secular populist nationalist who glorified the role in the revolution of the Azeri guerrilla leaders—Sattar Khan and Baqer Khan—and accused the nonviolent social democrat, Sayyed Hasan Taqizadeh, of cowardice.

Marxist scholars and their followers emphasized the role of social democrats in the revolution, including both guerrilla acts and nonviolent ones. Armenians and Georgian natives of both Iran and of the Russian Caucasus had a major role in the revolution, again both violent and nonviolent, and some scholars have studied and emphasized these.\textsuperscript{12} Mehdi Malekzadeh, a scholar of Babi origin, wrote a book that gives due weight to Babi revolutionaries though he does not name them as such.\textsuperscript{13} The great British Orientalist, Edward G. Browne, published a book on the revolution in order to arouse British subjects against their own government’s support for Russian policies after 1907. He also stressed the role of nonviolent protests.\textsuperscript{14}

Some recent scholars have traced women’s activities in the revolution. While some women did pretend to be men in order to join the guerrillas, nearly all women’s other activities were nonviolent, from forming committees to raising money for national causes to writing newspaper articles and publishing the first women’s newspaper.\textsuperscript{15} Recently, some scholars of Baha’ism have argued that one reason the Baha’is refrained from playing a more visible role in the revolution was so as not to taint the movement in the eyes of conservative Muslims and clerics and thereby undermine its unity.\textsuperscript{16}
In the post-1979 period, defenses of the clergy, including attributing to them all advances achieved in the 1890–1911 period, have become common and censorship of views disliked by the ruling elite is even stronger than it was in Pahlavi times.

Today, when many Iranians want to encourage the use of nonviolent tactics in movements against the clerical and military regime, some Iranians emphasize the importance of nonviolent actions in the successes achieved in the 1890–1911 movements. This view has been expressed more in speeches than in treatises. Some writers contend that both the tobacco protest and the 1905–1911 revolution were overwhelmingly nonviolent and that their achievements were gained by nonviolent means. Most scholars would consider this an exaggeration, although certainly a great deal was achieved by nonviolent means, and these past nonviolent experiences constitute an important historical force within “receding and returning waves” of protracted social and political revolutions that Iran experienced ever since. 17

The Heritage of Resistance

The resistance movements of 1890–1911 had a strong impact on national consciousness and collective identities. During the 1905–1911 revolution participants appealed to both Iran and Islam, but the growth of Iranian nationalist ideas during the 1890–1911 period greatly increased many Iranians’ national identification. Despite the Islamic ideology of the current regime during the Iran-Iraq War (1980–1988) and after, it has had to appeal largely to the Iranian identity that was first put forward in 1890–1911. The impact of civil resistance during 1890–1911 on subsequent nationalist strategies is ambiguous. Certain leaders, such as Taqizadeh, renounced popular struggle in favor of backing the rise to power of Reza Shah Pahlavi, crowned in 1925. They saw a strong, unifying military leader as necessary to counter the power of foreign countries, especially Britain. Reza Shah suppressed popular movements and nomadic tribes. When the World War II Allies forced him to abdicate in 1941, popular movements ranging from left to right reappeared and most backed Mohammad Mossadeq’s movement for the nationalization of oil. This movement used some of the tactics and strategy begun in 1890–1911, such as general strikes and boycotts, and involved more Iranians. Some participants also used violent means, including assassination, but Mosaddeq’s successes should be attributed to the pressure of mass tactics. However, as in 1911, the popular movement was suppressed because of foreign intervention—in this case the 1953 coup against Mosaddeq executed by the United States with British support.

Leaders who advocated violent tactics have retained an honored place in Iranian national consciousness, including Afghani, Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani,
Mirza Reza (the assassin of Naser al-Din), and others. A number of histories and historical novels perpetuated such views. Even more striking is the almost universal valorization of periods in Iran’s past when kings created large empires via conquest. There are competing Islamic and Marxist discourses, but these also often glorify men who made use of violent means and supported many elements of Iranian nationalism.

Such ideas came to include Islamic conquerors, like some Safavid rulers and the eighteenth-century conqueror, Nader Shah Afshar. Anti-monarchist and anti-imperialist countertheories often invoked violent revolts against foreign tyrants. The influential newspaper Kaveh (1916–1922) founded in Berlin by Taqizadeh and other Iranian progressives took the name of a legendary rebel from the Shahnameh, Kaveh the blacksmith. And Islamic thinkers often justified defensive holy wars against attackers, including the early-nineteenth-century Russians.

The heroes of such narratives were always men; women’s roles tended to be validated only as martyrs and sufferers from religious oppression or as models of obedience. The latter is the image of Fatima, the wife of Imam Ali, invoked among others by the “revolutionary” Muslim, Ali Shariati. When the Islamic Republic needed women’s help in the Iran-Iraq War, its leaders invoked Imam Husain’s sister, Zainab, as a symbol of resistance to her Sunni captors. The growing nonviolent women’s movement of the past two decades, supported by diaspora Iranians, has revived heroic stories of women’s nonviolent resistance. They refer, without noting their religion, to the Babi poet and preacher Tahereh and the Baha’i writer of the constitutional period Tayireh as well as to the early-twentieth-century feminist Sediqeh Daulatabadi and the socialist secular Qajar princess Taj al-Saltaneh.

The Iranian revolution of 1978–1979 and the oppositional Green Movement of 2009–2010 revived and broadened the massive nonviolent means employed in the 1890–1911 period. In 1977 Shah Mohammad Reza, partly under US pressure, lessened restrictions on speech, and prominent intellectuals and others signed open letters and held poetry readings demanding reforms. In 1978 a series of escalating mass protests that occurred almost automatically at standard Shiite forty-day intervals weakened the government, which was further undermined by its violent repression of one demonstration and especially by a general strike that included the oil industry. Just as earlier movements made intensive use of the telegraph, so this one utilized cassette tapes of Ayatollah Khomeini, the leader of the religious opposition in exile in France. The government was overthrown with little use of violence in February 1979.

The Green Movement, in protest at the fraudulent vote count in the June 2009 presidential election, like earlier movements combined people of many different classes and viewpoints. It operated through massive protests, overwhelmingly nonviolent, in several cities. Like earlier movements it has used
the latest means of communication to reach and mobilize supporters—in the 1890–1911 movements, the telegraph and mimeographed leaflets; in 1978–1979, Khomeini’s cassette tapes; and currently, the Internet, including blogs, photographs and videos, text messages, and tweets. To date it has not brought important parts of the military to its side, nor does it have a unified program or clear leader, though some movements have succeeded without a single leader.

From 1890 to the present, many Iranians have seen nonviolent action as a tactical choice in certain situations rather than a philosophy. They have usually preferred nonviolent means of struggle when possible, given the population’s inability to win against the armed forces in a violent struggle. With past experience of traditional nonviolent means like boycotts, sanctuary, and general strikes, and successes in forcing concessions even from powerful opponents, Iran has experienced several predominantly nonviolent protests and revolts. When government forces have resorted to violence, however, some opponents have tended to adopt violent means, in 1908–1911 on a large scale and in other movements on a smaller scale. The current Green Movement has seen more insistence on nonviolent resistance than previous movements because of its better understanding of how strategic nonviolent tactics can work for the advantage of the seemingly powerless. Hence, today’s movements appear to have learned important lessons from the past resistance.

Notes

1. *Shahnameh*, or “The Book of Kings,” is the Persian-language epic written by Hakim Abul Quasim Ferdowsi Tusi in the late tenth century that chronicles Persian history and often its mythical past.


5. Three of the nine-person core of the Revolutionary Committee were Azali Babis while one member was both a Baha’i and Muslim mujtahid (religious leader, nowadays usually called an ayatollah).


8. Husain, the second son of Ali (Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law), was killed in the Battle of Karbala in 680 CE by the caliph’s army. This martyrdom became a central event for the Shia community, which commemorated it annually.

9. In a few cases like Tabriz, the same anjom played the official and popular roles.

10. Taqizadeh had to leave Iran after he was falsely accused of involvement in the 1910 assassination of the moderate clerical leader, Behbahani.


A series of external interventions in Palestine around the time of World War I created what would become an acute and pernicious conflict. After the Ottoman Empire was divided into British and French spheres of influence, General Edmund Allenby militarily entered Palestine on December 9, 1917. The League of Nations granted Britain the mandate for Palestine in 1922. Yet the most defining colonial intrusion was British foreign secretary Arthur James Lord Balfour’s declaration in a November 2, 1917, letter to the leader of British Jewry, the banker Lionel Walter Lord Rothschild:

His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of the existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.

The idea of a restored Israel, with exiled Israelites returning to the Promised Land, appealed not only to the British government but to much of the West, thus planting the seeds, in David Gilmour’s words, for “spectacular antagonism in Palestine through ignorance and disregard for its Arab inhabitants.”

Palestinian Resistance in the 1920s and 1930s

Six Palestine Arab Congresses gathered between 1919 and 1923 in opposition to Lord Balfour’s pledge to the Zionists. In Palestine, waves of protests
broke out against its ratification\(^4\) and opposed the separation of Palestine from what was then Greater Syria, an alliance considered by militant young Palestinians the best vehicle for independence.

During most of the 1920s, the Palestinian resistance was led by Haj Amin al-Husseini, the grand mufti (Sunni Muslim leader), and others in the often feuding Arab elites. Directed toward London and its support for the Zionist movement, it used nonviolent methods of persuasion and appeal. These included the simplest forms of protest and assertion, including assemblies, deputations, demonstrations, processions, declarations, and petitions. Continuing with these methods, the Palestinians added noncooperation to their repertoire in the form of social, economic, and electoral boycotts and resignation from jobs in the British colonial administration. They sustained protests against land grants to Zionists and escalated approaches of noncooperation as shops closed across the country. Mukhtars (village chiefs or mayors) refused to cooperate with government commissioners. As mosques offered prayers about the danger facing Palestine, villagers were encouraged not to pay tithes to a non-Muslim government. Those who sold land to Zionists or their brokers were excommunicated (i.e., denied access to Islamic sites).

Women were often at the forefront, as Palestinian collective nonviolent action sought abrogation of the Balfour Declaration, an end to the British mandate, and national independence.\(^5\) Women protested against the eviction of peasants from farmland purchased by Zionist colonies and agents. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, women organized a silent procession to exhibit their disapproval of the mandate’s policies, submitted statements to each diplomatic consulate, and sent protest telegrams to Queen Mary.\(^6\)

Riots broke out on May 1, 1921, in Jaffa, the main port in Palestine. Yet generally speaking from 1920 to 1924, the Palestinian Arabs continued to apply political pressure on London and to stress that no elements of Palestinian society could cooperate with Britain while British policy was based on the Balfour language. They rejected all compromise proposals coming from London. A British colonel’s contemporary account notes the “wonderful self-control and exemplary behaviour of the local [Palestinian] Christians and Arabs” in response to Lord Balfour’s first and only trip to Palestine, in March and April 1925, to inaugurate the Hebrew University.\(^7\) During the one-day strike, all Arab shops closed and Jerusalem’s Arab newspapers were bordered with mourning black.\(^8\) Nevertheless, political scientist Ann Mosely Lesch contends,

The Arabs’ attempts to influence British policy through delegations, political strikes, and election boycott appeared a failure by the mid-1920s. . . . As a result, the Arab movement began to split between those who felt that the best strategy would be to grasp any available lever of power in Palestine in order to influence policy, and those who held that total opposition and anomic violence would force the British into rethinking their policy.\(^9\)
On September 24, 1928, Yom Kippur (the Jewish Day of Atonement), Jewish worshipers put up a partition at the outer wall of the temple in Jerusalem. Across Palestine, rumors spread that the great Jewish temple might be rebuilt on the sacred site of al-Aqsa mosque, setting off spiraling events known as the uprisings of 1929 with hundreds of Jews and Palestinians killed and wounded.

Palestinian nonviolent resistance both intensified and broadened in the 1930s. General strikes increased, as did Palestinian organizational capacity with the development of a far-reaching committee structure. Political parties evolved. When this disciplined nonviolent action failed to bring change, some groups turned to rural violence. In summer 1931, a Palestinian conference in Nablus responded to British assistance for Jewish defense not solely by discussing independence or boycotting imports, but by calling for their own defense organization and purchase of weapons.

The patrician families of Jerusalem did not reject violence in principle; rather, they believed that making reasoned claims offered the best hope for a fair hearing from both Britain and the Zionists. Yet as a new generation of educated Palestinian nationalists gained influence, they disparaged the tools of protest and noncooperation chosen by the Jerusalem elite. A chief source of internal dissension was “disagreement over methods.” Soraya Antonius writes, “Some leaders believed only force could attain the national goals. Others believed gradualism and diplomacy would be more effective.” It is clear in retrospect that, if the Palestinians’ pleas and protests had been heeded, the option of armed struggle would have seemed less attractive.

Concepts of national interests or nationhood were unknown to the peasantry; the name “Palestine” had only recently replaced “Southern Syria.” Absorbing shocks from successive losses caused by Jewish emigrés and British bureaucrats—both seeking jurisdiction over land considered by Muslims to be second in holiness only to Mecca and Medina—Palestinian peasants looked for solutions in Islam. The pathway to redemption and restoration would, they believed, be found in jihad, protecting the faith. Dispossessed and estranged farmers drifted to Old Haifa where Shaikh Izz al-Din al-Qassam was organizing secret armed cells. Qassam’s model of guerrilla warfare through secret societies was followed in the mid- to late 1930s and continues into the present as a prototype of Islamic revivalist resistance. For evicted laborers, Islam, as interpreted by Qassam, became the starting place for the coming mass opposition, much of it violent.

Strikes by Palestinians were frequent and, in 1936, possibly the longest in history occurred in Palestine. The al-thawra al-kubra (great revolt) of the Palestinians started with a general strike called at a nationalist conference in Nablus in April 1936. This initiated the last period of coherent, well-planned, and national nonviolent civil resistance until the 1987 intifada, a half century later. National committees were quickly organized to coordinate a widespread effort to bring all economic activity to a total standstill.
The newly formed Arab Higher Committee demanded a halt to Jewish immigration, restrictions on land sales to Jews, and establishment of a national government accountable to a representative council—in other words, an independent Palestinian state. Several hundred veiled women marched in Gaza on April 25, 1936. With great speed, local committees of the national body were set up, each deciding its priorities although generally echoing the Arab Higher Committee’s demands. The autonomy of these local committees contributed to the strike’s resilience. As authorities locked up one area leader, another emerged. By the end of June, nearly all Palestinian businesses and transportation across the country had ground to a halt.

Britain responded with collective punishments, imposing fines, conducting mass arrests, and demolishing homes. Despite the detention of 2,598 Palestinians and the imprisonment of some 400 leaders of strike committees, the strike persisted. Guerrilla tactics became more evident, as underground Qassamite armed bands moved into the forefront. They detonated railway lines, derailed two trains, blew up a bridge, obstructed roads, and sliced telephone wires. “Despite the success of the general strike in many parts of Palestine,” Zachary Lockman concludes, “the nationalist movement’s inability to make it [total] undermined its effectiveness.”

Public fatigue set in, especially among Palestinian citrus grove owners, and the stevedores and boat owners at the Jaffa port. On October 10, 1936, after 174 days—nearly six months—ostensibly at the behest of Arab monarchs, the Arab Higher Committee ended the strike that had nearly paralyzed the country.

After the strike ended, calm prevailed until a few weeks before the release of the British-appointed Peel Commission’s report in July 1937, when leaked excerpts disclosed Lord Peel’s intention to recommend the partition of Palestine. Rebellion recommenced.

Following the assassination in Nazareth on September 26 of the acting district commissioner for Galilee, Lewis Andrews, and his guards, the Arab Higher Committee was declared illegal, several leaders arrested and deported (the grand mufti fled, evading arrest), and its committees banned. Armed bands sabotaged transportation and communications by destroying train tracks, and gangs with weapons seized control of towns, collected taxes, and held kangaroo courts. By April 1938, more than 1,000 bellicose acts during a six-month period had been recorded, including fifty-five political murders and thirty-two attempted assassinations, as Palestinian insurgents killed other Palestinians that they considered traitors, including intellectuals, exacerbating kinship and other conflicts.

The revised British policy, combining “appeasement” (abandoning partition) with “suppression,” succeeded in putting down the rebellion after more than 1,000 deaths (mainly in the closing period). The British government belatedly recognized, as the Palestinian Arabs had argued since
1917, that the situation created by London was unfeasible and irredeemable.\textsuperscript{26} The general strike had been organized and nonviolent—its boycotts and noncooperation methods were models of disciplined implementation through local coordinating committees—but its restraint ultimately collapsed. Major turns to violence had occurred with the May 1921 riots and the 1929 uprisings, but the evidence suggests that these episodes were aberrant and not premeditated or planned, at least until the anarchic violence of 1938–1939.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, the British administration and leaders of the global Zionist movement disregarded the Palestinians’ remarkable and more prevalent displays of restrained self-discipline, thereby strengthening those elements advocating violent resistance, including the forerunners of today’s violent Islamic revivalist organizations.

**Mythologies of Liberating Palestine Through Armed Struggle**

On May 14, 1948, the Zionists proclaimed the state of Israel. The next day, when British forces withdrew, Egypt, Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, and Jordan invaded. Their forces outnumbered the Israelis, but were ill-equipped, poorly led, and disunited. When the armistice was signed in 1949, Israel controlled not just the 55 percent allocated by the UN partition plan but 78 percent of mandatory Palestine. The 1948 war had killed 6,000 of Palestine’s Jews, 1 percent, but for the Palestinian Arabs was a catastrophe. The remaining quarter of the country—what became the West Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip—came under the control of Jordan and Egypt. The Arab state envisaged in the UN plan never materialized and approximately 750,000 Palestinian refugees (half the Palestinian population in 1948) fled their homes or property and suffered other losses during the fighting. Dispossessed, lacking the ability and tools to eke out a living in their new places of exile, they dispersed to the West Bank and Gaza or to Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon. Palestinian refugees in the teeming camps of the 1950s could see that Arab unity had not protected their rights and were receptive to arguments for armed struggle, often promoted by the better educated and with encouragement from the Syrian government.\textsuperscript{28} Palestinian guerrilla movements began to develop. Fateh was founded in 1957 and seized the initiative.\textsuperscript{29} The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), then and now a front primarily composed of refugees, grew out of an Arab League meeting in Cairo in 1964. Its charter called for preparations for armed struggle by starting military training camps. In 1968, the PLO revised this charter, declaring “armed struggle is the only way to liberate Palestine.” Almost unlimited support initially existed for the *fedayeen* (guerrillas, literally “self-sacrificers”) as they
began to form units in the refugee camps of Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria. Subsequently, Palestinians would carry out some of the twentieth century’s most notorious attacks. Indeed, most of the PLO’s operations were directed against civilians. Decades of nonviolent means of struggle were repudiated, without any evidence that guerrilla methods could affect the underlying issues.

In June 1967, Israel conquered East Jerusalem, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip—the remaining quarter of the land that the United Nations had allocated Palestinians in 1947—and placed the territories of the West Bank and Gaza under military occupation. Sociologist Rosemary Sayigh comments, “Few peoples have been more systematically kept helpless in the face of attack than the Palestinians, and it is not surprising that the symbol of their resurgence after 1967 was the gun.”

In February 1969, Fateh took over the PLO and Yasser Arafat was elected chair. Banned by the Israelis, the PLO’s main base until 1970 was in Jordan. It relocated to Beirut (until the Israeli invasion of 1982) and then to Tunis in remote North Africa, isolated from conceptual innovations and organizational changes that were developing inside the occupied territories. In addition, the Qassamite option and support for armed struggle became entrenched as a tendency in Palestinian polity.

Many Palestinians were captivated by stories of guerrilla resistance from the Algerian war for independence (Algerian guerrilla methods had been used in Fateh’s mid-1960s raids); the 1959 Cuban revolution, whose appeal lay in the fact that it was perceived not as a popular movement but as action triggered by twelve commandantes hidden in the Sierra Maestra; and the French and US defeats in Indochina. Throughout the late 1960s and 1970s, works by Mao Tse-tung, Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Régis Debray, and Frantz Fanon were circulated. Palestinian philosopher Sari Nusseibeh recalled that, in the early 1980s, “Our students were in love with that business of the cleansing power of violence.” Nusseibeh contended, in contrast, that these armed struggles had little relevance to their situation, not least because the Palestinians had been disarmed after 1967.

**Reassertion of the Validity of Nonviolent Action: The First Intifada of 1987**

Inside the territories captured in 1967, Palestinians began to organize themselves. Unseen, an incipient nonviolent mass movement began to cohere, its target the ending of Israeli occupation. In 1969, the Palestinian Communist Party (PCP) broke the Israeli ban on political organizing. Numerically small, the PCP believed that long-range political goals, such as an independent state, could be achieved only through comparably long-term changes in the
social structure. Over the next two decades, this decision would unleash organizing efforts by civilian groups (including many that identified with factions of the distant PLO).

In the 1970s, new political space opened with the emergence of community-based networks and civilian mobilization. In effect, creating a fledgling civil society—a sphere of public life where citizens could interact unreservedly and more or less without intrusion from the Israeli authorities—countless self-governing voluntary professional associations, student and faculty unions, women’s committees, youth groups, and even a prisoners’ movement evolved to fill voids created by military occupation as well as to oppose it. According to Mahdi Abd al-Hadi, head of the Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs, an estimated 45,000 committees were in existence by 1987.35

By the 1980s, the exiles’ guerrilla military strikes and sorties, and some clandestine operations inside the occupied territories, no longer held much allure for the residents of the Palestinian areas. This ambivalence about armed struggle was not based on moral abhorrence of violence, but arose from the reality that cross-border sorties or forays by combat squads brought Israeli reprisals and collective punishments to rain down on the residents in the territories.36 The formation of thousands of committees and associations into grassroots networks of popular mobilization combined with other influences at work, such as the promotion of fresh ideas about how to struggle for rights, thus facilitating a reassertion of nonviolent methods.

In 1987, civil resistance reemerged, aimed at lifting the military occupation, and was called intifada. No appropriate term for “nonviolent” exists in Arabic or Hebrew. Sumud (steadfastness) had after 1967 been promoted inside the territories, the idea being that the perseverance required to persist with everyday life under belligerent circumstances and staying on the land is itself a form of resistance. Sumud offered a nonviolent option between accepting military occupation and choosing armed struggle.37 The word intifada went further. Drawn from the verb nafada, suggesting recovering or recuperation, it also implies “shaking off,” like shaking dirt from a rug. To Palestinian cultural anthropologist Ali Hussein Qleibo, intifada “connotes the removal of unnecessary elements; shaking off preexisting weaknesses.”38 The word uprising—the term chosen by English-speaking Palestinians—fails to convey the sense of sloughing off passivity. Intifada is one of the few Arabic words to enter the vocabulary of international politics.39

The first intifada of 1987 enlisted virtually all segments of the Palestinian population. It was not spontaneous as many perceived, but a mass unarmed mobilization resulting from a decades-long spread of knowledge about nonviolent strategies throughout Palestinian society. In contrast to the PLO’s military doctrine and its rubric “all means of struggle,” during the 1980s activist scholars were producing and translating writings that propounded
political tools as more realistic than armed struggle for the disarmed Palestinians. Changes in political thought were led by some two dozen Palestinian organizer intellectuals who argued among other points that statehood could compensate for the losses of their ancestral lands and who proffered coexistence with Israel in return for citizenship in their own state. Some writings advanced a penetrating recognition: Palestinian cooperation had in part allowed Israel’s military occupation to persist and such obedience could be withdrawn.

Among the generative forces for the 1987 intifada were a series of joint Israeli-Palestinian committees against the occupation that began working together in 1980 around East Jerusalem. These committees had by 1985 merged into the Committee Confronting the Iron Fist, which used banners, boycotts, documentation, denunciation, demonstrations, lobbying, marches, news releases, petitions, picketing, speeches, and vigils to exert pressure for lifting the occupation. All posters, pickets, and news releases were written in Arabic, English, and Hebrew.

Once the intifada started, new Israeli peace groups proliferated. Perhaps 40 percent of all Israeli solidarity activity with the intifada came from newly formed groups. One of the properties of nonviolent action is its ability to cause divisions within the ranks of the target group.

Palestinian nonviolent action in the 1980s was more sophisticated than in the 1920s and 1930s. A new politics developed as an entire society under military occupation unified, based on changes in popular thinking about how to transform their situation, including the withdrawal of their own cooperation with the occupation. In the first month of the intifada, harmonized actions could be seen in disparate localities: civil disobedience, fasting, general and local strikes, marches, public prayers, renaming of streets and schools, resigning from jobs, ringing of church bells, and unfurling of flags. Palestinians employed more than 100 differentiated nonviolent methods from December 1987 to March 1990.

Within the first month of the intifada, Israel placed 200,000 Palestinians under curfew in the West Bank and Gaza, which rose to 1 million by December 1989. Noncooperation was able to continue despite reprisals and crackdowns thanks to hundreds of popular committees, often started and run by women, which sustained communities under curfew or on strike. With precedents from women’s collective actions in 1929 and 1933, from December 1987 to March 1988 women alone held more than 100 demonstrations. Paradoxically, Israeli-imposed curfews, school closings, and closure of six universities in February 1988 helped to spread ideas about nonviolent struggle. As 14,500 students and professors were sent home to their villages and refugee camps, a baker sat with a physics professor or a student to plan distribution of bread—or to decide the next nonviolent action against the occupation.
A leadership collective remained clandestine to evade arrest. It consisted of representatives from the four main secular-nationalist factions in the occupied territories. Despite being called the Unified National Leadership Command, it did not command the population but rather coordinated actions. Local committees could make independent decisions. The Command encouraged shifting action centers from one location to another and sought to prevent fatigue by advocating varying nonviolent methods.

None of the Command’s biweekly leaflets bade the destruction of Israel or death to Jews. Rather, they presented the Palestinian strategy as aiming at peace through negotiations and built on three political aims: (1) acceptance of Israel in its pre-1967 borders; (2) removal of Israeli authority from the occupied territories; and (3) establishment of a Palestinian state. The leaflets shed light on the uprising’s internal strategic deliberations, including an eighteen-month-long debate on adopting “total” civil disobedience. The relationship between the Command inside the territories and the PLO in Tunis was fraught with disagreement because the PLO did not understand nonviolent strategies or civil disobedience.

Thousands of Israeli soldiers were on active duty in the territories, thus stone throwing by youths—far from being seen as evidence of the absence of weapons—aroused Israeli fears. This practice ultimately lessened the achievements of the uprising. Actual fatalities show how the thrown stones distorted Israeli perceptions. According to an Israel Defense Forces (IDF) spokesperson, in 1988–1991 Palestinians killed a total of twelve Israeli soldiers in the West Bank and Gaza while Israelis killed 706 Palestinian civilians.45

Groups in the Qassamite tradition, such as Hamas (the Islamic Resistance Movement), found a place within the circumference of the intifada. In September 1990, Fateh and Hamas signed a thirteen-point pact of honor. Hamas endorsed armed struggle and refusal to recognize Israel—stances contrary to the intifada’s framework of nonviolent struggle and desire for negotiations with Israel. In the pact, however, Hamas softened its position to the lifting of Israel’s military occupation, thereby reversing its position on partition of Palestine.

The Command survived four waves of arrests, but chagrin began to spread among Palestinians as Israeli officials eventually imprisoned or deported the specific activist intellectuals who had laid the groundwork for the uprising and steered it, and there appeared to be only bitter fruits from the exertions of nonviolent discipline. The consensus on nonviolent strategies eventually collapsed because of threefold opposition: it took years for the Israelis to recognize that the uprising had political rather than military goals; the PLO concerned itself with preventing a new leadership from arising in the territories; and international powers failed to seize the unparalleled openings for building peace presented in 1987–1990 (an exception being the 1991 Madrid peace conference).
When the Palestinians were successful and saw positive results, it coincided with the early two and a half years of the intifada, when they were at their most disciplined in applying nonviolent methods. The first intifada’s achievements include the 1991 Madrid peace conference and the opening of political space for the 1993 Oslo Accords, notwithstanding the latter’s subsequent invalidation by all parties to the conflict.

Palestinian resistance during the intifada, for the first time, succeeded in converting the occupation into an economic burden, as for example, documented by the independent Adva Center in Tel Aviv. Shlomo Swirski, the institute’s head, advised an Israeli newspaper that although he could not speak definitively, he estimated that the occupation had cost Israel $100 billion over the preceding forty years. Israel could withstand such high costs because of external support and funding.46

In December 1988, Arafat formally and publicly declared Israel’s right to exist and repudiated terrorism largely as a consequence of the 1987 intifada’s civil resistance. Even so, it had not been until November 1988—eleven months after the initiation of the intifada—that the PLO publicly proposed the concept of a Palestinian state side by side with Israel. This compromise was a direct outcome of the changes in political thought manifested in the uprising inside the territories.

Palestinian Statehood Forged Through Armed or Nonviolent Resistance?

An author who has written widely on the theme of Palestinian armed struggle and nationhood is Yezid Sayigh, professor of Middle East studies at King’s College, London. While conceding a significant symbolic role to armed struggle and acknowledging its centrality in PLO rhetoric even as late as the 1980s, he also points out that the practice has been problematic:

If the PLO hoped to establish a democratic secular state for Arabs and Jews in Palestine, then bombings or dramatic raids (both basically indiscriminate) hardly reassured the Israelis of the PLO’s intentions. Indeed, even when the PLO’s political aims were more modest—such as setting up a separate Palestinian minstate (primarily) through international diplomacy—indiscriminate military action worked against Palestinian interests. It hardened Israeli resolve and alienated the very international parties whose pressure on Israel was considered crucial by the PLO. . . . The nature of Palestinian action (especially terrorism) tended to undermine, rather than reinforce, the PLO’s political and moral message to Israel and the West.47

Furthermore, Sayigh suggests that, even in the 1970s in the occupied territories, sumud was a more relevant concept while, by the 1980s, “social
and political organization—dubbed ‘mass action’—was an important embodiment of national identity and will in these circumstances.”

Fateh, the largest faction in the PLO, had a symbolic importance and certain of its activists played a vital practical role in building diffuse community-based groups throughout East Jerusalem, the West Bank, and Gaza, in the prisoners’ movement and among student and faculty organizations. Yet Sayigh notes the PLO’s “hostile disregard for strategies of non-violent resistance.” Instead, the mainstream PLO leadership took a “statist approach” that viewed the population as a target audience to be co-opted through the provision of services and public goods. It strove neither for social mobilization, in the sense of assisting local communities or social groups to gain collective control over resources, nor for transformation of social relations, but rather to construct an alternative framework (to Israel) for the exercise of political power.

An evolution had occurred: Palestinian civilian organizations, instead of being consigned to be support for guerrillas, had come to form the bedrock for an unarmed movement.

A formative role in promoting the nonviolent strategies of this movement was played by a circle of activist intellectuals who, over a period of years and especially in the 1980s, redefined the concepts, symbols, and discourse of retributive armed struggle. For example, they substituted independence for liberation. They framed their quest in the context of international recognition of human rights, consolidated in the period after the 1975 Helsinki Accords, rather than what they regarded as the spent dogmas of armed insurrection. Even when the emerging civilian organizations were identified with factions—a feature of Palestinian life under occupation—membership was voluntary, nominal, heraldic, and associated with families. Recruits were neither conscripted nor press-ganged.

The resultant movement of movements created the capacity for the Palestinians to endure Israeli reprisals, particularly during the intifada’s productive years (1987–1990), before Israel incarcerated or deported the very activist intellectuals who had helped bring about this new thinking. The nonviolent discipline broke down as the PLO took over the intifada in March 1990. Rebel armed groups reasserted themselves. Nonetheless, for nearly three years, Palestinian organizer intellectuals around East Jerusalem and Bir Zeit University in Ramallah succeeded in overcoming the nearly insuperable predicament of factional disunity while pressing for a “white revolution” of no bloodshed and coaching their compatriots to work for entitlements through nonviolent struggle. This extended, multiyear process of building nonmilitary political capability can properly be regarded as foundational in constructing a Palestinian state.
The earlier monopolistic ideologies of armed struggle, rather than reconstructing societal structures and reconstituting the body politic, had left the Palestinians weakened and beholden to Arab state sponsorship. The 1987 intifada, its predecessor movements of the 1970s and 1980s, and the work by the activist intellectuals and popular committees cumulatively opened up Palestinian society and did more for coining a model of authentic democratic governance in the Arab world than any other force to date. Not only could military command structures of the guerrilla units not protect Palestinian communities from the repressive violence of military occupation, they could not generate democratic leaders. The leadership that emerged during the birth and life of the uprising was the most egalitarian and committed to democracy in the Arab world in the twentieth century. Moreover, residual knowledge of nonviolent action and the ability of citizens to withdraw their cooperation from corrupt or unjust governance are essential prerequisites for the Palestinian people in order for them to be able to restrain any rise of internal despotism in the future.

**Continuation of Nonviolent Struggle into the Early Twenty-First Century**

Mirroring the pattern of the 1920s and 1930s, a number of local, nonviolent Palestinian movements are at work with restraint and perseverance, pressing for protection against further losses of their land from the Israeli barrier now colloquially called “the wall.” In April 2002, the Israeli government announced its plans for constructing “separation barriers,” purportedly to prevent the infiltration into Israel of suicide bombers. Regarding these suicide bombings in the second, or so-called al-Aqsa, intifada that erupted in September 2000, former US colonel Robert L. Helvey contends,

> Because the Palestinian Authority failed to aggressively dissociate itself from these terrorist acts, Israeli public support for a negotiated homeland for Palestinians evaporated, and the international community began backing away from influencing restraint on Israeli settlement policies and Israel’s violent occupation of the West Bank. . . . If the objective of these terrorists’ attacks was to end Israeli occupation, one must question the wisdom of confronting Israel at its strongest point—military force.52

In contrast, a number of small, nonviolent movements are attempting to minimize the destructiveness of the wall being erected by Israel among their communities. These dramatic local mobilizations are articulate in repudiating armed struggle as the means to a limited end. Parts of the barrier consist of twenty-five-foot-high segments of concrete—more than twice the height of the Berlin Wall. The Israeli human rights monitoring organization B’Tselem adamantly maintains that the barrier’s route “defies all security
logic and appears politically motivated.” In challenging “the wall” the Palestinians garner the support of the international solidarity networks that had not been evident in the past and revive their governance of local committees—reminiscent of the Palestinian self-organization in 1936 during the first stage of the great revolt and in the 1987 intifada.

Often missed by the established news media, these nonviolent campaigns called “the intifada of the wall” are avidly covered by Israeli, Palestinian, and joint alternative media. Such local movements are adept at citizen journalism and electronic transnational activism. They consistently benefit from direct personal participation by Israeli sympathizers and allies, as well as the presence of international supporters. Rulings made by the Israeli high court in favor of these movements are often disregarded by the IDF, and the reaction of the Israeli authorities and international onlookers is negligible. The pattern persists of ignoring the Palestinians’ nonviolent action while responding to violent episodes.

An exception is the attention paid by mainstream media to several international flotillas that have sought, beginning in June 2010, to bring relief supplies by sea to Gaza, home to 1.5 million Palestinians, two-thirds of them refugees. After Hamas won parliamentary elections in 2006, the United States and European Union tightened their restrictions on aid for Gaza while Israel restricted travel and commerce and constricted entry points into the Gaza Strip. In December 2008, to halt rocket fire from Gaza, Israel launched Operation Cast Lead, in which 1,400 Gazans and 13 Israelis died. Israel’s continued blockage of Gaza faced increasing international criticism, which saw a European-led “Freedom Flotilla” attempt to challenge it regularly between 2010 and 2012. An Israeli military raid on a Turkish-flagged ship in June 2010 left nine foreign activists dead, and three months later a flotilla by Jews further internationalized Palestinian nonviolent struggle against Israel’s occupation. Aziz Dweik, a Hamas parliamentarian in the West Bank, noted the countervailing logic of nonviolent action as a form of power. He told the Wall Street Journal, “When we use violence, we help Israel win international support; the [2010] Gaza flotilla has done more for Gaza than 10,000 rockets.”

A former commander of the Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigade in Jenin, which falls within the Qassamite tradition, Zakaria al-Zubeidi, made a personal decision that nonviolent cultural resistance was preferable to armed struggle and became cofounder of an independent playhouse. Supported by private donations, the Freedom Theatre at the Jenin Refugee Camp uses the cultural tools of drama, giant puppets, and music. In September–October 2012 the theater sponsored its first Freedom Ride, in which a Freedom Bus traveled from Jenin to the south Hebron hills, traversing the entire West Bank. At each stop, trained actors from Jenin enacted extraordinary stories of everyday people coping under occupation, including home demolitions, land confiscation, army invasions, arbitrary arrests, and violence by Israeli
settlers. Most of the freedom riders were international visitors, apart from actors and crew.

A Palestinian “Empty Stomach” campaign led by the Palestinian political prisoners in Israel uses hunger strikes to press Israeli officials and popularize demands. In contrast to the historical antecedents of Palestinian hunger strikes in Israeli prisons in 1970, 1976, 1980, 1984, and 1987, such fasts now draw worldwide attention in news reports, aided by Palestinian social media and greater interest in popular resistance as a result of the Arab Awakening that began in 2010. The exact impact of hunger strikes may be uncertain, although in 2012 conditions in Israeli prisons improved as a result.

With a goal of prevailing upon Israel to conform to international resolutions pertaining to the Palestinians and end the occupation, Palestinian civic organizations launched a Boycott Divestment Sanctions (BDS) campaign in 2005 noting the historic example of tertiary sanctions applied against the antiapartheid regime of South Africa. BDS has become a globally decentralized international campaign that seeks worldwide application of third-party sanctions against Israel with corporate disinvestment and boycotts.

The Palestinian Authority (PA) appears to be evolving in its stance and sometimes leans toward supporting popular civil resistance. The PA has launched some nonviolent campaigns, for example, boycotting of products from Israeli settlements. A successful bid to recognize Palestine as a non-member observer state at the United Nations has not been solely limited to diplomatic efforts; it has involved enlisting local and international grassroots patronage.

Conclusion

The turmoil caused by the Balfour Declaration and the UN decision on partition has never subsided. Yet Zionists and others have long contradicted the plain, observable facts of the period after World War I, which show that the Palestinians were not irredeemably committed to violence. The same internal disagreements over methods among the Palestinian leadership that characterized the decade of the 1930s are relevant in the period after 1969; they were at work during the 1987 intifada and endure today.

If only posthumously it must be acknowledged that in any acute conflict, the nonviolent challengers can control only their own actions; they cannot succeed without changes taking place in the target group. The repeated failures of Britain and the Zionists to respond to the Palestinians’ nonviolent sanctions of the 1920s and 1930s cannot be laid at the feet of the civil resisters. By autumn 1938, historian J. C. Hurewitz observes, “events
taught the lesson that the use of violence as a political weapon produced results which otherwise appeared unobtainable.\textsuperscript{55} It is also often the case that the nonviolent protagonists cannot productively pursue their claims for justice without successful outside, third-party assistance.

The development of a Palestinian capacity for self-governance owes less to notions of armed revolt than to the fledgling civil society built by the civilian movements of the 1980s, which laid the groundwork and infrastructure for an overwhelmingly unarmed 1987 uprising. The 1987 intifada provided the Palestinian people with experience and mass participation in a proto-democracy. It was guided by human rights discourses, self-governing community-based organizations could transmute themselves into popular committees and make survival possible despite heavy reprisals and curfews, and understanding of the power of noncooperation was widespread. Even though undermined and splintered when Arafat and the PLO returned from exile in Tunis in 1994, an emergent Palestinian civil society is a prerequisite for the evolution of coexistence and building peace in the eastern Mediterranean.

For more than two years beginning in 1987, Palestinians waged struggle against the occupation, refusing to use firearms against the Israeli soldiers and settlers in their midst, and they succeeded in applying the most cogent pressures to date to create a Palestinian state alongside Israel, with implied acceptance of the latter’s permanence.

More than any other factor, Palestinian civil resistance has been decisive in creating the foundations for Palestinian democracy and statehood. Nonetheless, the historical record continues to reveal a paucity of efforts to strengthen the influence of Palestinians who advocated civil action as opposed to military strategies to preserve their way of life and establish their oft-promised state alongside the state of Israel.

As the centenary of the Balfour Declaration approaches, an opportunity presents itself for Britain to apologize formally for its actions that set in train a deadly conflict and for world powers to assure the emergence of a just and peaceful Palestinian state alongside the state of Israel.
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Part 3

Nonviolent Resistance in Asia and Oceania
Opponents to a new constitution in Burma called for a nationwide hartal (work stoppage). In Rangoon, 1,000 demonstrators marched to show their rejection of the new constitution, carrying placards bearing the slogans “Wreck the Constitution,” “Publish Newspapers with Freedom,” and “Speak Without Restraint.” Opposition political organizations worked jointly to organize protests in eighteen other towns around the country. In the presence of armed troops the demonstrators proceeded to burn copies of the constitution and a flag.

This activity was not organized in reaction against the highly unpopular 2008 military-imposed constitution. It took place instead in 1937, against a constitution imposed by Britain following the separation of British Burma from the British raj in India.

Civil resistance to British colonial rule in Burma is overshadowed by the struggle waged by Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma) and the Indian National Congress (INC). The Indian struggle remains an inspiration to those seeking political change through nonviolent means. However, an equally impressive mass movement against colonial rule in the British Indian province of Burma was independently organized by Burmese nationalists and their activities were frequently linked with, or organized jointly with, those of the INC.

Burma was colonized by Britain through a series of wars in the mid- to late 1800s and was ruled as a part of British India until 1937 when Britain appointed a separate governor of Burma who was responsible for defense, foreign affairs, and finances while supposedly taking directions on other matters from locally elected representatives. Later events, including the
Japanese invasion and the change of tactics by some key leaders of the anti-colonial struggle in Burma, have all but erased the civil resistance to British colonialism from the history books.

**Birth of National Consciousness**

The birth of nationalist sentiments in Burma was concurrent with, and influenced by, stirrings of national conscience in other parts of South Asia, Southeast Asia, and in the world at large. Early discontent and opposition to colonial authorities took place at a time when more young men (virtually no women) were returning from European educational institutions. While this experience sometimes brought them closer to colonial values, it also opened them to wider influences of the world, allowing them to identify and articulate their second-class status in their homeland. In particular, there was much migration between Burma and India; their citizens were exposed to one another as they migrated as laborers, students, or civil servants across British India.3

The earliest institution in Burma to raise nationalist sentiments was the Young Men’s Buddhist Association (Y MBA) in 1906. Formally constituted as a cultural association, a Buddhist equivalent to the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), the Y MBA was intended to become a platform for political ideas. From 1915 onward, the Y MBA in Rangoon and branches in other towns began organizing nationwide public meetings around issues of discontent. This generated popular support, for the first time, for a political platform independent of, and as a challenge to, the colonial authorities. The Y MBA’s early steps were modest such as forcing Buddhist holidays onto the official register of colonial holidays, obtaining exemption of Buddhist temples from colonial land tax, and lobbying for wider access to education. These issues as well as all other aspects of governance of Burma’s daily life were administered by foreign colonial authorities. A seemingly insignificant issue—that British residents failed to respect the custom of removing shoes on entering temples—turned into a national campaign against wearing footwear in Buddhist shrines. This had important lessons for political organizing because it was the first experience of people uniting to express their will and feeling the power of unity.4 After 1917, the Y MBA, conscious that experiments in other parts of the subcontinent allowed colonial subjects more access to power, began to seek some level of participation for Burmese in local governmental decisionmaking.5

World War I and its accompanying barbarity between European states revealed to colonized people broadly that European superiority and invulnerability was a lie. At the same time, they perceived that Allied war propaganda about “the Right to Self Determination” should apply universally—
not just in Europe. In one of its last activities as a political force in May 1920, the YMBA sent a delegation to London to meet with the secretary of state for India to request inclusion of Burma in the constitutional provisions being proposed for the rest of India. Their request was granted, but they returned to Burma early in 1921 only to find that it was no longer relevant: the political momentum had gone much further.

Much of this momentum was generated by the first student strike, which the YMBA was instrumental in organizing in 1920 against the Rangoon University Act. Seeing this act as further limiting educational opportunities for Burmese people, the student strikers remained outside the university but carried on their classes independently, leading to the birth of a parallel educational institution and the founding of national schools as an alternative to colonial schools. National schools aimed to instill anticolonial and pro-independence values. The YMBA now gave way to an organization of national character that it helped bring about, the General Conference of Burmese Associations (GCBA; the B originally indicating “Buddhist,” but changed to “Burmese” in order to be more inclusive).

Working in Parallel with the Indian Anticolonial Struggle

A key member of the GCBA was the Burmese Buddhist monk U Ottama. Educated in Calcutta, he became closely involved with the INC. U Ottama returned from India to Burma during the 1920 student strike in order to impart to the students the methods being used in India by Gandhi and the INC. As did Gandhi with the INC, U Ottama turned the GCBA into a mass political struggle organization, organizing not only the first public meetings in Burma expressly against colonial rule but also introducing many of the civil resistance methods pioneered by Gandhi. U Ottama carried on a personal correspondence with Gandhi throughout this time. He championed the cause of making and wearing pinni, the native homespun cloth of central Burma, in parallel to the INC’s khadi campaign. This pinni campaign was part of a constructive program to increase self-reliance and indigenous employment while simultaneously reducing dependence on, or contribution to, the colonial power. Subsequently, U Ottama toured the country, frequently under GCBA auspices, encouraging the formation of Wunthanu associations in every village he visited. Wunthanu is a Burmese word, which is translated as “to love and cherish its own culture, country, and people.” It is similar to nationalism, but not the same. Wunthanu is considered peaceful.

Wunthanu associations pledged to use only Burmese-made products and to boycott British goods. This program was easily accessible and understood by the uneducated and the poor, which resulted in widespread participation in this campaign. Village merchants displayed Wunthanu signboards
to show that they were promoting homemade goods. Under U Ottama, the GCBA ran a campaign parallel to the INC’s against the Rowlatt Act, a boycott of the visit by the Prince of Wales, and the campaign for home rule. U Ottama became the first person in Burma to be imprisoned for the crime of making a political speech, in this case for promoting the boycott of British goods and noncooperation with colonial governance, and such “sedition” meant that he spent more time in than out of jail during the 1920s.

Gandhi visited Burma on three occasions during the anticolonial movement period. On his final visit in 1929, Gandhi traveled throughout the country, making speeches at public gatherings in Mandalay, Prome, Moulmein, and several other towns. In Rangoon itself, he stood on the steps of Shwedagon Pagoda to address a large crowd of Burmese monks and ordinary people. Shwedagon Pagoda had become, and would remain, a common rallying point for rebellion. Decades later, in 1988, this would be the site of the first political speech by Aung San Suu Kyi—current-day democracy advocate, daughter of Aung San—at which she acknowledged that a “second struggle for national independence” was taking place. Asked which line of action Burma should take, Gandhi replied,

The conditions in India and Burma, so far as I can see, are much the same. I have therefore the same remedy to recommend to both, i.e., non-violent non-co-operation. . . . You should study our movement carefully and evolve a policy of national action in accordance with your peculiar environment and social conditions. I do not want a mere mechanical imitation on your part.

He emphasized the importance of setting up a mass struggle organization along the lines of the INC. On the boycott of foreign goods, Gandhi advised them to focus solely on the boycott of foreign cloth since that was an achievable goal. The INC consistently supported nationalist activity in Burma as well as the right of Burmese to separate from India if they chose to.

By the 1930s, the GCBA had achieved a significant level of mass mobilization and the boycott was having a noticeable impact on the colonial economy. However, the organization began to break down due to infighting, power struggles among movement leaders, and factional disagreements on tactics and strategies. One breakaway faction would prove lethal to the growing civil resistance movement. The GCBA elected Saya San to head a special committee to study abuse by colonial authorities of villagers living in remote areas. He compiled a dossier of 170 case studies in what would today be called a human rights abuse report. His recommendation for action by the GCBA was that it should launch nonviolent direct action in support of villagers’ resistance to rural tax collection and to support their right to collect forest products for home use. For reasons not recorded, the GCBA decided not to pursue this campaign. Therefore, Saya San split from the GCBA and set up a primiively armed militia to accomplish the same ends. He urged
villagers in remote regions to halt tax payment and promised protection through his militia. Saya San had correctly identified an issue of widespread rural oppression and general revulsion. His actions also found fertile soil in the anger of villagers from many regions of the country who joined in forming an armed rebellion. However, colonial officials predictably reacted by bringing military forces from India and, by the end of 1932, had caught and killed a large number of rebels. The suppression of the rebellion also offered the authorities the opportunity to round up other opposition organizations, such as the Wunthanu associations, and imprison their leaders, thereby effectively eliminating both the armed and the civil resistance.

**Dobama Asiayone: The Thakin Movement**

For the next few years, opposition to colonial rule was minimal. However, a younger set of leaders with a more aggressive civil resistance agenda was emerging. The Dobama Asiayone (Our Burma Association) was formed by young activists in the early 1930s and came to national attention through a student strike in 1936. (This was Burma’s second student strike, the first—mentioned above—having been called by the YMBA in 1920.)

The Dobama movement was also known as the Thakin movement (its members addressed each other as Thakin, which is Burmese for “Lord” and was the required form for addressing colonial officials). Thakin activists explained that they wanted to instill dignity in the people by taking the title for themselves and, thus, communicate that the citizens of the country should be the lords of their own destiny. To further turn the tables, they encouraged the populace to stop using colonial titles in addressing administrators and refer to them instead as public servants. They used strident rhetoric and unconventional methods to attract attention and distinguish themselves from other opposition political movements of that period. An early form of propaganda was song, especially the Dobama song, which the Thakins tried to have sung at the opening of any social event, always requesting people to stand as though it were a national anthem. This turned out to be an effective means of spreading Dobama Asiayone’s political ideas. While political pamphlets reached only some of the literate population, this song was passed from person to person, its stirring lyrics deploring Burma’s humiliating position and urging the populace to strive for national freedom. Within a year, it was being used widely to open football games and village festivals (and, after independence, the Dobama song did become the national anthem).

The Thakins were also the first group to unreservedly commit to the goal of independence from Britain. Dobama Asiayone promoted a constructive program that included encouraging spinning with a view toward replacing foreign imported textiles with homespun. It also urged all Burmese
to patronize national enterprises by using homemade goods, specifically, to smoke cheroots instead of cigarettes, use indigenous umbrellas instead of imported ones, use traditional slippers instead of foreign shoes, furnish one’s home with Burmese wares, and eat Burmese instead of foreign food, which followed the earlier platform of the GCBA and the INC.22

Until the 1936 student strike, the Thakinists were a marginal political force. However, several members infiltrated the leadership of the Rangoon University Student Union (of which Aung San became president). The strike was supported and advised by Dobama members, initially in response to the expulsion from the university of two people soon to be key leaders of Dobama Asiayone: Aung San and U Nu. Swiftly, the strike adopted larger demands, including reform of the University Act and student representation on the University Council.

The strike took place just prior to exams and the strikers set up pickets at the halls. Because this was the most important time for students in the academic year, the strike had to be approached with tact and students with quick tempers were asked not to volunteer on the picket line. The vast majority of students at Rangoon University joined the strike and set up a strike committee and strikers’ camp at nearby Shwedagon Pagoda. The authorities initially ignored the strike committee’s demands and then threatened to fail students who did not participate in their exams. However, the strikers held firm and the authorities were forced to back down and postpone the exams. This gave time for striking students to return to their home areas and transform a strike at a single institution into a national campaign, complete with a national student strike committee. Students at high schools and even primary schools joined the strike and parents backed the students. Negotiations between the students and the authorities were successful in gaining the changes and concessions sought. This action gained the Dobama activists national recognition and chapters of the organization began to be organized in towns across the country. Dobama Asiayone particularly attracted youth due to its militancy and uncompromising language. Dobama activists, all strikers, and the people in general learned many important lessons in the student strike, including how to manage a national campaign, how agitation can be used to the advantage of the movement and when it becomes counterproductive to the movement, and the time limit beyond which public support cannot be stretched.23

The Dobama movement maintained close links with the INC. In late 1935, the Dobama Asiayone president and U Ottama traveled to India to meet INC leaders and give public talks until the British authorities silenced them by charging them with sedition and sending them back to Burma. Immediately the Dobama vice-president stepped into their place, departing for India where he stayed for six months touring, taking part in anticolonial activities, and informing Indian nationalists about the situation in Burma. As
well as creating ties between Burmese and Indian activists in the anticolo-
nial struggle, these visits enabled the Dobama leaders to learn about the ac-
tivities of Indian political organizations and develop an understanding of
their own problems according to the international situation. Dobama Asia-
yone also established a political party in order to make use of political
space opened by an election organized by colonial authorities. They did not
seriously seek to obtain office but used this political space to campaign
against the constitutional changes Britain was about to impose. The Dobama
party’s public platform was to “wreck the Constitution,” and agitate for
independence.24

As in India itself, where there were strategic differences inside the INC
leadership about whether to boycott or to take part in the elections sched-
uled by the new constitution for 1937, so in Burma there was cooperation
between nationalist organizations but various differences among them.
Some objected that the new constitution deprived Burma of the constitu-
tional advances offered to India. Some decided to run candidates pledged to
“wreck the constitution from within.” The Thakins also stood for wrecking
the constitution and organized a political party, but they used the electoral
campaign as a recruiting platform while organizing an electoral boycott;
they then depicted the new government as a “puppet administration.”

The General Strike

In 1935, when Burma separated from India, it became a member of the In-
ternational Labour Organization (ILO), prompting Burmah Oil to change
working conditions to fulfill ILO regulations. This, however, triggered
worker protests about long-standing grievances, leading to a strike in the oil
fields. Thakins were again in the lead. When Burmah Oil suspended a Thakin
for attending a Dobama Asiyone meeting, workers in his section halted
work and demanded his reinstatement. This work stoppage soon escalated
from a single section to the entire labor force and those long-standing
grievances became the platform for the strike.

To bring wider attention to their demands, the oil field workers launched
a cross-country march by 1,000 workers to the capital, Rangoon. Despite the
authorities’ attempts to suppress the march, including implementing emer-
gency laws in all towns through which the march would pass and seizing and
jailing many of the strike’s leadership, the march persevered. The strikers
were supported with food, shelter, and funds by the populace of towns along
the march route until they reached the capital and set up a strike camp at
Shwedagon Pagoda.25

The Thakins were also busy organizing in the agricultural sector and
encouraged peasants to form parallel marches to join the oil field workers
and, thus, build momentum toward a general nationwide strike. They wanted to bring down the “government” elected under the imposed constitution, which they saw as a puppet administration, and make the country ungovernable by Britain. By January 1938, over 7,000 strikers were staying in the strike camp at Shwedagon Pagoda. A strike office of Dobama Asiayone was raided by the police who arrested all the leaders and seized all the documents they could find. However, the workers were by this time organizing themselves into a “Strikers’ Parliament.” At the same time, the All Burma Student Union was mobilizing support. Their first demand was the lifting of the emergency regulations invoked once the strikers started marching. They defied these by organizing a march of 2,000 students through Rangoon and sent out a call to district union members to undertake similar nonviolent civil disobedience actions in their areas, openly flouting the emergency regulations. When the authorities did not respond to this provocation, the students met to discuss how they could escalate the battle of wills. Student leaders emphasized that discipline, self-restraint, unity, and mass participation were the most important weapons of civil disobedience.

The following day the students blockaded the Secretariat, the colonial administrative center for the entire country. It was an audacious action. No group in Burma had ever organized nonviolent direct action on this scale. Each gate had rows of students blocking entry and no government employee could go to work, effectively shutting down the colonial civil administration. As the police arrived and pried loose students from the gates, other students standing nearby stepped in to fill the breach and the blockade remained in place. The central gates were blocked by women students. At noon, the students felt that they had made their point and ended the blockade by marching around the Secretariat as they collected the students at each gate. However, once they had marched away and were being addressed and congratulated by their leaders, a group of white British police fell on them with batons and rode over them in a horse charge (apparently, the colonial authorities did not feel the local police would obey). One student was killed and many were injured. This led to a new national student strike that demanded the lifting of emergency rule, freeing of political prisoners, and a negotiated settlement with the oil field and peasant strikers. Some 300,000 people violated emergency laws in Rangoon by attending the funeral of the dead student.26

Over the next two months, the labor strike grew. However, firms then began to offer employees various concessions, thereby persuading them to return to work and effectively withdraw from the strike. Consequently, by the third month, the student and labor strikes diminished until they finally ended. Nonetheless, the attempt at a complete general strike brought about a greater appreciation in the population of its political power. Preservation of British authority had been also made difficult because all actions happened
in public, with the authorities frequently responding with unnecessary violence and brutality that led to a corresponding loss of legitimacy for the colonial government. The strikes made clear that Burmese political activists were likely to become more, not less, strident in their demands for political freedom.

**World War II Comes to Burma**

In 1940 Aung San, then general secretary of the Dobama movement, felt that international assistance was necessary even though the main work for liberation must be done in Burma. His strategy depended on a countrywide mass resistance movement against British rule. This, he said, should grow progressively, in the form of a series of local and partial strikes of industrial and rural workers escalating to a general and rent strike, followed by mass demonstrations, people's marches, and eventually mass civil disobedience. The next step would be to combine this with an economic campaign against British imperialism including a boycott of British goods that would lead to the nonpayment of taxes. At this point, however, he envisaged that civil resistance should be augmented with guerrilla action against military and civil police outposts and lines of communication. These combined actions, he believed, would lead to a complete paralysis of the British administration at which point the movement should make the final and ultimate move to capture power.

When Britain declared war on Germany and later Japan, Burma was declared a belligerent country without consultation with its domestic legislature. The INC and Dobama Asiayone both asked if the British war aims applied to their countries—if the aim was democratic freedom, they would join in the struggle. However, Britain said no. All Burmese nationalist political parties joined in a coalition called the Freedom Bloc and, together with the INC, instituted “No War Effort” campaigns, as it was clear to them that the war was being fought between imperialist powers.27

Had the Japanese occupation of Burma not occurred during World War II, a case can be made that possibly—judging by its commitment of and experience in waging widespread nonviolent resistance—the anticolonial movement in Burma might have brought about decolonization through civil resistance, in tandem with the INC in India. However, that was not to be. Japan was increasing its presence and dominance in Asia. Indian nationalist S. C. Bose broke with the INC and gained Axis backing for his Indian National Army to fight the British. These and other factors had an influence on Aung San and the faction of Thakins that had started to consider how armed struggle could be waged in conjunction with civil resistance. A majority of Thakins disagreed with the inclusion of this element of armed struggle, but
Aung San and a faction of like-minded activists went in search of arms. In seeking military assistance for this agenda of liberation, Aung San and his colleagues reached out to Japan and as a result ended up becoming a part of the Japanese war machine. The Japanese invasion of Burma was accompanied by a small military force created by Aung San, which was called the Burma Independence Army. The Japanese Army succeeded in militarily displacing the British; however, much to the nationalists’ disappointment, Japan made Burma its own colony. In response, Aung San’s Burma Independence Army, renamed the Burma National Army, launched a guerrilla war against the Japanese, ironically with the backing of the British.

Ultimately, Aung San’s military forces were not needed either for the conquest of Burma by the Japanese or for its reconquest by Britain. Furthermore, the Burma National Army was not a decisive force in eventually removing the British. Aung San’s actions did, however, lead to the birth of the People’s Army, which has ruled Burma as a military dictatorship for almost the entire postcolonial period.

Armed Violence Displaces Nonviolent Action

One of the lasting legacies of World War II to Burma was arms. Most men had arms, training, and experience in their use and felt they deserved a share of the power. All political parties, including Aung San’s faction of the Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom League (a political party he launched after the war), had their own armed militias separate from the national army. Aung San and his inaugural cabinet were massacred by a political rival prior to forming the nation’s first postcolonial government. The communists withdrew into an armed struggle and took sections of the army with them into insurgency. Ethnic leadership in the national army was purged and ethnic groups launched their own insurgencies against the now Burmese state. The country’s postwar political leadership was riven by factionalism and infighting and was incapable of addressing much of the postwar devastation, let alone development. One of Aung San’s colleagues and army commander Ne Win seized power in 1962, and the army directly ruled the country until 2011.

Violence Institutionalized and History of Civil Resistance Marginalized

Another legacy of the national struggle was the inheritance of a multiethnic state. The territory now known as Burma or Myanmar is home to many, distinct ethnic groups, several of whom have been at war with one another
over governance of the state since independence. Ethnic Burmans, the largest ethnic group, control the national army. The British used troops from non-Burman ethnic minorities to suppress the nationalist movement, especially the Karen—the third most numerous ethnic group. The Karen in particular remained loyal to Britain during the invasion by Japan and fought against Aung San’s army whereas the national army claims its origin in the period when armed rebellion against the Japanese commenced. Today, the Karen remain in armed opposition to central Burman authority. Previous military regimes viewed themselves as the guardians of national independence, which was perpetually threatened by foreign-backed assaults. The Burman dominance was made physically manifest in the new administrative capital built in 2005 where the government works under the watchful gaze of three gigantic statutes of armed, Burman warrior kings.

History as taught in Burma today mentions the student strikes, but does not explain their context or provide any understanding of the depth and breadth of civil resistance in the anticolonial struggle. The GCBA is given a nod for encouraging nationalism, but its nonviolent struggle and links with the Gandhian movement go unacknowledged. Prewar anticolonial efforts recorded in Burma’s textbooks focus on the violent rebellion launched by Saya San in 1930. Past history focuses on warrior kings of bygone eras and their dominance over many of Burma’s neighbors. Education and media within the country remained under strict control and heavily censored from 1962 to 2012, during which there was little room for the emergence of alternative historical accounts.

From 1962 until 2011 there was a continuity of military rule in one form or another and independent institutions, such as the national schools developed during the anticolonial period, were dissolved and their property seized by the state. In 1962, dissolution of the university councils and imposition of curfews on students led to a protest by the Rangoon University Student Union. The ruling Revolutionary Council sent troops to Rangoon University, which resulted in the quelling of the protest and the deaths of many students. The regime also dynamited the Rangoon University Student Union building, reducing a historic site of anticolonial resistance to dust and obliterating the role that students played in civil resistance.

The demolition of the student union building also symbolized a change in the path to political power. Whereas student activism had fed the growing nationalist leadership and was the birthplace of almost all major civic and political leaders, since the 1960s attendance at military colleges was the path to elite power in Burma. Despite the military elite’s attempts to channel and marginalize student aspirations, student activism continued and led to confrontations in each of the following decades. The year 1974 brought a series of events marked by massive strikes and protests. Deteriorating economic conditions led to strikes in several sectors, including the oil field
workers who had been prominent in the 1938 general strike. The same year, the Burmese former UN Secretary-General U Thant died. The military government refused to offer a state funeral for the veteran politician who was respected for his role in the anticolonial movement, but 50,000 people attended a simple funeral after which students seized his body and placed it in a makeshift mausoleum they constructed on the site of the former Rangoon University Student Union. Despite being surrounded by an estimated 2,000 students the military again laid siege to the site, killing and imprisoning a large number of students after which they closed all universities for four months. The following year, students commemorated the first anniversary of the 1974 labor strike by occupying the buildings of Rangoon University and calling for a national student strike. This led to another university closure for six months. In 1976, students organized a march to commemorate the birth of a leader of the anticolonial movement, which swiftly turned antigovernment. Before the students could return from the march, the government closed the universities for another six months to prevent them from being occupied.

Continuing economic problems led the government to withdraw and cease to accept most small banknotes twice in two years, which wiped out many people’s savings. Widespread discontent fueled a national uprising against the government in 1988. The first group to call for change was again students, but they were rapidly joined by many other sectors. A general strike and mass demonstrations spread from the capital to other cities. The government retreated and made a number of cosmetic changes, including introducing new faces as leaders, in an attempt to halt the civil rebellion. After some months, the military staged an autocoup. Through a combination of massive military force and the promise of elections, this succeeded in bringing the demonstrations to a halt.

The founders of Burma’s present military were themselves a product of the anticolonial civil resistance struggle and they were keenly aware of the methods, including the need to thwart popular use of them. The military consistently stressed military values and set up various mass organizations that many sectors of the society were required to join. In the early 1990s, it set up the Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA) to which all civil servants must belong. USDA shares the goals of the military regime and its cadres are mobilized for mass demonstrations in support of the military elite’s goals or slogans, in some instances, to attack protests or signs of dissent by the populace. Nevertheless, despite this lack of political space, a political opposition calling for an end to authoritarian rule developed after the military suppressed mass demonstrations in 1988. The opposition pledged itself to nonviolent methods of bringing about a change in governance in its 1990 Gandhi Hall Declaration. Members wear the pinni cloth, which was the symbol of the anticolonial struggle, and are led by the
daughter of the martyred nationalist leader, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.\textsuperscript{40} In 2008 the military junta imposed a new constitution that would extend its rule under a parliamentary government. In 2010 it held tightly controlled elections in which the military-organized Union Solidarity Development Alliance (renamed Party) won the majority of seats. Almost a quarter of seats in parliament are retained solely for the military. Several former generals were ordered to stand down and take up suits and high positions in Burma’s new “democratic” government. The military regime formally ended in February 2011.

**Conclusion**

The effort of the army to reengineer history and remove the memory of Burmese civil resistance has by and large been successful. Some underground history of the student movement remains, but how little is known can be gauged from the reaction of a leader of the exiled political opposition whom I interviewed: he was surprised to learn that Gandhi had ever visited Burma.\textsuperscript{41}

The truth is that, between 1910 and 1940, the people of Burma discovered and employed a wide variety of civil resistance techniques, including the development of mass mobilization organizations, coherent campaigns, and constructive programs. In its early phases, they shared with the Indian independence movement not just a common opponent but also a similar repertoire of methods attuned to Burmese circumstances and culture. However, the character of the movements diverged, partly through different circumstances but also through the distinctive constituencies involved. Indian students did not play the dynamizing role of their Burmese counterparts, and there was no strategic group of Indian workers with the leverage of the oil field workers. The Burmese movements that developed were adept at seizing political opportunities and then maintaining the initiative by escalating tension. They also had a clear goal—independence. However, both major growth phases of the movements in the 1920s and 1930s succumbed to factional infighting and internal power struggles just as they reached their peak. They lacked the maturity to maintain unity and discipline at key moments.

Since that time, only in 1988 has civil resistance harnessed the numbers necessary to bring about a change in power. However, even then, a lack of unity in leadership and vision again prevented the movement from capitalizing on its gains. When asked what today’s movements should learn from Dobama Asiayone, one of the few surviving Thakins, Chan Htun, did not hesitate and said, “Unity,” adding that “political leaders should stop fighting amongst themselves.”\textsuperscript{42}
Notes


2. Burma was separated from India by the Government of India Act, 1935, followed by the Government of Burma Act, 1937, imposing the new constitution. In response to Burmese demands for increased participation in domestic governance, Burma was to have its own elected government under the executive authority of a governor responsible to London, rather than the viceroy of India. See Donald M. Seekins, *Historical Dictionary of Burma (Myanmar)* (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2006).

3. By 1930 almost half of the population of Rangoon was Indian. Indian immigration became a source of concern for the nationalists, and tension caused by the large-scale immigration allowed by colonial authorities resulted in some race riots.  


11. Five decades later, the wearing of *pinni* remains a symbol of resistance (now against a military regime) and is the de facto uniform for members of Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy party.
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Bangladesh: Civil Resistance in the Struggle for Independence, 1948–1971

Ishtiaq Hossain

Ebarer Sangram Amader Muktir Sangram, Ebarer Sangram Amader Shad倒闭ar Sangram (This Struggle Is for Our Freedom, This Struggle Is for Our Independence).

—Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, March 7, 1971

The Pakistani military in East Pakistan (now known as Bangladesh) surrendered to a joint command of the Mukti Bahini (Bengalis’ Liberation Forces) and the Indian military in Dhaka on December 16, 1971, marking the end of a nine-month armed struggle for independence. The armed struggle had begun soon after midnight on March 25, 1971, when Pakistani forces launched Operation Searchlight against the Bengali civilian population in the major cities in East Pakistan, aiming to suppress the civil resistance launched on March 3, 1971.¹ The movement sought to force the government in Islamabad to honor the results of the first elections for the Pakistani National Assembly, held in December 1970, in which a Bengali political party, the Awami League (AL), had won an absolute majority.

When Pakistan was created as the homeland for Muslims in the Indian subcontinent, Bengalis of East Pakistan—mostly Muslims—soon learned that religion was not a sufficient basis for Pakistani unity. Instead, the West Pakistani rulers disregarded Bengali political, economic, and cultural rights. Bengalis, 55 percent of the population, were underrepresented in the military and the civil service of the country and, economically, East Pakistan became more of an “internal colony” controlled and constrained by the
West Pakistani business class. Most alarmingly for the Bengalis, their culture became the subject of political attacks, being viewed as foreign and excessively influenced by Hinduism and India. The central symbol of this was the decision that Urdu would be the sole state language of Pakistan.

Throughout Pakistan’s history, Pakistani rulers regarded Bengalis’ demands for autonomy with suspicion. When the AL, led by Bengali politician Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (referred to in Bangladesh as Sheikh Mujib), won an absolute majority in the National Assembly elections in 1970, Pakistani military and civilian elites refused to hand over power and declared their intention to hold on to East Pakistan at any cost and by whatever means necessary. The end result was the emergence of an effective and popular Bengali guerrilla counteroffensive, which ultimately led to the establishment of a new state in South Asia. Bengalis look back at armed resistance with great admiration—no doubt a part of the romanticized view of their nation’s struggle for independence. “Bloody Birth of Bangladesh” proclaimed the cover of Time on December 20, 1971, with a photo of gun waving Muktibahini fighters celebrating.

The armed resistance against Pakistan’s military during March–December 1971 constituted a significant part of the struggle of the people of Bangladesh to achieve their independence. However, often overlooked is another critical factor—that ever since the establishment of Pakistan on August 14, 1947, time and again Bengalis had resorted to civil resistance and adopted many nonviolent methods to push for their own rights and self-rule. By taking a longer, historical view of Bengalis’ struggle for independence, I focus in this chapter on the Bangla language movement and the nonviolent civil resistance movement of March 1971. Both movements were directed against a government, which repeatedly used violent means of repression against unarmed people. However, the resort to violence failed to strangulate the movements, often backfired, and ultimately proved counterproductive in the face of massive nonviolent mobilization. These two movements are viewed as important “shapers” of Bengali national identity and “enablers” of the emergence of a quasi-independent East Pakistan by the time violent struggle broke out on March 25, 1971.

**Glorified Resistance in Arms and Remembrance of Fallen Heroes**

In Bangladesh, armed resistance is a central focus of official and unofficial narratives of the independence struggle, which is often reinforced by national holidays that commemorate important military victories. The title of the official history of the country’s independence struggle is *Mukti juddher*
Itihash (The History of the War of Liberation). A magnificent monument to honor fallen freedom fighters was erected in Savar, twelve miles from Dhaka, while in the capital itself the War of Liberation Museum attracts streams of visitors. Poems, short stories, and novels as well as school textbooks continue to depict the heroism of the Muktibahini. Films such as Ora Egaro Jon (Those Eleven) and Arun Udayer Agni Shakhi (Fiery Witness to the Sun Rise) are immensely popular, creating a glorified legend of armed resistance, while the musical Payer Awaj Paoa Jai (Footsteps Can Be Heard) has won international recognition. Literally thousands of songs have been written to honor freedom fighters. One of them is broadcast every night before the television news: “Shob Kota Janala Khule Dao Na, Ora Ashbe, Chupi, Chupi” (Open All the Windows, They Will Come, Silently, Silently). Another song that expresses the resolve of the Muktibahini is “Amra Ekti Phool Ke Bachate Juddho Kori” (We Fight a War in Order to Save a Flower).  

There are also commemorations for those who sacrificed their lives while leading nonviolent civil resistance, above all Ekushey February (February 21)—the day when a number of Bengali students who were part of the nonviolent language movement were killed by the Pakistani police and army. Ekushey February is both a national holiday and the day of celebration of Bengali culture and language. Since November 1999, this day has been observed by the UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as International Mother Language Day in tribute to the martyrs of the Bengali language movement and in universal recognition of people’s ethnolinguistic rights. Every year, Dhaka University organizes literary and cultural activities centering on the Shahid Minar (Monument for the Language Martyrs), adorning the roads leading to it with beautiful alpanas (traditional Bengali decorative colorful paintings). On Ekushey February, throngs of ordinary people, barefoot and singing the Ekushey song, “Amar Bhaiyer Rokte Rangano Ekushey February, Ami Ki Bhuleti Pari” (I Will Not Forget My Brothers’ Blood Soaked Ekushey February), walk to the Shahid Minar and to the graveyard of some of those massacred. The Bangla Academy, set up in 1953, each year organizes a month-long Ekushey Book Fair.

Nevertheless, despite such commemorations, there seems to be a general lack of deeper reflection on the strategic value of nonviolent resistance in which students died. There are also few serious written contributions highlighting nonviolent methods used by the Bhasha Sainiks (language soldiers)—participants in the language movement. Although it is generally accepted that the Bangla language movement was successful despite violent repression, it did not lead directly to the independence of the country. Consequently, the strategic nonviolent actions that strengthened the independence struggle remain buried beneath the narratives of that struggle’s final phase, the 1971 armed resistance.
The first major political movement in East Pakistan demanded that Bangla be recognized alongside Urdu as a state language in Pakistan, arguing that Bangla was the native language of more than half the people of Pakistan and Urdu of less than 5 percent (although widely understood in East and West Pakistan). The language movement of 1948 and 1952 sparked the first widespread Bengali opposition to the government of Pakistan, dominated by the West Pakistan–based Muslim League party, and laid the foundation for the emergence of Bengali nationalism that played an important role in the subsequent struggles for independence.

Even in the months before independence, there were signs of dispute among the West Pakistani and Bengali intellectuals as to the question of whether Urdu or Bangla should become the state language of an independent Pakistan. However, after independence (in August 1947), the Pakistani government promptly began using Urdu for currency, stamps, and other official papers. Bengali intellectuals were understandably alarmed that the government intended to make Urdu the state language without any public debate. Abdul Matin, an active participant of the Bengali language movement, records that by the end of 1947, whether by word of mouth or through newspapers, whenever the common people of East Pakistan learned about the controversy over the future state language, they expressed open support for the recognition of Bangla as one of the official languages of the country. They held demonstrations and meetings in towns and villages throughout East Pakistan. Historian Ahmed Karmal, who notes that the first clash between rival supporters of Bangla and Urdu languages took place in Dhaka as early as December 12, 1947, also highlights the paradox of the widespread support for the language at a time when 85 percent of the population was illiterate.

Although Bengali newspaper articles and debates among intellectuals raised public awareness about the language issue, it took grassroots organizing led or supported by a number of local leaders to get a nonviolent language movement off the ground. Beginning in 1947, groups of extraordinary men and women began to organize themselves, setting up various sociocultural organizations, which together with student groups and political parties became involved in the Bengali language movement as it unfolded in 1947–1948 and 1952. One of these organizations, Tamaddun Majlish, established in Dhaka in September 1947, made particularly significant contributions to the movement. At a time when the Pakistani authorities characterized the language movement as being driven by antistate and communist radicals, Tamaddun Majlish’s general aim was unpugnitive and noncontroversial—to “invigorate Islamic spirit and culture among the citizens of the new nation of Pakistan.” However, its activities soon proved to
be central in demonstrating that most Bengalis wanted Bangla to become a state language.\textsuperscript{14}

Tamaddun Majlish published on September 15, 1947, an eighteen-page booklet, \textit{Pakistaner Rashtra Bhasha: Bangla Na Urdu?} (Pakistan’s State Language: Bangla or Urdu?), which contained three articles.\textsuperscript{15} This booklet played a significant role in defining clear objectives for the movement: that Bangla becomes, next to Urdu, a state language and in East Pakistan the main language of education, government offices, and courts (with Urdu as a second and English as a third language). It also stated that, if Bangla was not recognized as an official language of Pakistan, the people had a right to protest and obtain their rights—and, if necessary, through secession and independence—through a mass movement.\textsuperscript{16} Tamaddun Majlish organized meetings in schools, colleges, and throughout Dhaka in support of recognition of Bangla as a state language. The booklet gradually became an inspiration for scholars, teachers, other professionals, students, and, ultimately, the general public.

Tamaddun Majlish’s prominent academics, politicians, and intellectuals—among others, Abul Kashem, Kazi Motahar Hossain, Abul Mansoor Ahmed, and Syed Nazrul Islam—played the key role in setting up the first Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad (RBSP; First State Language Movement Council) in October 1947. The RBSP provided the needed organizational structure for launching the language movement in late 1947 and early 1948. In addition, during 1947–1948 a number of prominent individuals and student and public organizations joined the Bangla language movement, including Gono Azadi League (People’s Independent League) established in July 1947 and Gonotantrik Jubo League (Democratic Youth League) established in August 1947.\textsuperscript{17} Both organizations helped advance the language movement’s demands by organizing various meetings and discussions.

A trigger for further mobilization was Dhirendra Nath Dutta’s motion to the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan on February 25, 1948, calling for Bangla to be given equal status with Urdu as a language of the state.\textsuperscript{18} Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan immediately dismissed Dutta’s motion, insisting that Urdu would be the only state language of Pakistan.\textsuperscript{19} The next day, the students at Dhaka University began to protest.

By now it became clear that Bengalis had to unite to press effectively for their demands, continuing to organize through civic activities but also building a platform of political support across party divisions. Therefore, on March 2, 1948, an All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad (All-Party State Language Council of Action, or All-Party Language Council) was formed in Dhaka, calling for an East Pakistan–wide strike to be held on March 11, 1948, to protest at the rejection of Dutta’s motion ahead of the impending visit of the “Father of the Pakistani Nation,” Muhammad Ali Jinnah, Pakistan’s first governor-general.
The main drivers behind the strike—the students and professors of Dhaka University—responded overwhelmingly to the call of the All-Party Language Council, and early in the morning on March 11, 1948, they gathered in large numbers at two of Dhaka’s residential areas, Nilkhet and Plassey Barracks, to urge the government and business office-workers to join the strike. Aiming to picket government officials, student leaders stationed themselves at both gates of the Eden Buildings (commonly known as the Secretariat—the seat of the provincial government) and were indeed joined by some officials. Others donated money, which was used later to make posters and banners.20

Government officials from the Secretariat staged a walkout and soon were joined by workers and officials of the East Bengal Railway. When police broke up the demonstrations, a huge student protest meeting was held at Dhaka University and demonstrations spread throughout the city. Large numbers of people took up the All-Party Language Council’s call to strike in Rajshahi, Jessore, Khulna, Chandpur, Jamalpur, Noakhali, Dinajpur, Pabna, and Bogra, many demonstrating on the streets of their cities in a nonviolent display of force. Demonstrators were arrested and thrown into jails. In Dhaka, key leaders like Shamsul Huq, Oli Ahad, Sheikh Mujib, and Abdul Wahed were among those imprisoned. Separate cases were filed against Shawkat Ali and Qazi Golam Mahbub for their action to stop the car carrying the inspector general of police and the police superintendent at the Secretariat’s entrance gate.21

Under pressure from the ongoing strikes and demonstrations, Khawja Nazimuddin, the chief minister of East Pakistan, signed an eight-point agreement with the leaders of the All-Party Language Council on March 15, 1948. Its most important clauses were to submit a resolution to the next session of the East Bengal Legislative Assembly in April to make Bangla one of the state languages and the official language of the province of East Bengal (in place of English) and give Bengalis the right to use their own language in competitive exams to the state administration. As part of the agreement, all arrested demonstrators would be freed on the same day.22

When Jinnah arrived in Dhaka on March 18, he gave a series of speeches that proved to be of tremendous significance for the language issue—insisting that Urdu would be the only state language.23 At his speech at Dhaka University, some students walked out while others shouted until he abandoned his speech and left the premises.24 Having decided beforehand to meet with members of the All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad, he tersely told them that he rejected the agreement “signed under duress” by Chief Minister Nazimuddin.25 In Jinnah’s view, a country as ethnically diverse as Pakistan needed a unifying language and Urdu was the appropriate choice as it was not the dominant language of any province, yet nevertheless was widely understood in both West and East Pakistan. Those in attendance argued that, if a language foreign to the majority was to be adopted, why not
accept English? They also pointed out that it was the democratic prerogative of the state legislature to decide on the language issue: an edict from the governor-general would be an undemocratic procedure. The meeting ended without agreement.°6

The government never implemented the March 15 agreement. Nonetheless, although the 1948 nonviolent mobilization did not achieve its main goal of making Bangla a state language, it was an important milestone. The mobilization demonstrated that the struggle would be long and difficult, that people had to be ready to make supreme sacrifices to win their rights, and also that if a movement is united and determined it cannot be crushed or disregarded by the authorities—all of which inspired Bengalis to continue their resistance in the years to come.

During 1950–1951, Dhaka University students began to organize themselves for further actions to advance the cause of Bangla.°7 In March 1950, they formed the Dhaka University Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Committee (Dhaka University State Language Action Committee). The committee raised funds from the general public and made posters informing people how much money they had collected.°8 The decision to be transparent about the committee’s activities was strategic and helped mobilize other students. They also decided to distribute posters and leaflets encouraging people to commemorate the nonviolent demonstrations and strikes of March 11, 1950.

During the university break, students were asked to hold meetings in their hometowns in support of making Bangla a state language in schools, colleges, and libraries. The Action Committee circulated a memorandum among members of the Pakistani Constituent Assembly, calling for Bangla to be a state language. On reading this in the West Pakistani press, Bengalis living in West Pakistan wrote back to the Action Committee to pledge their support.°9

A new chapter in the movement began in January 1952 when Nazimuddin became Pakistan’s new prime minister and reaffirmed that Urdu would be Pakistan’s only official language. Immediately a new All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad was formed to organize and coordinate the protest movement. It declared a day of action—February 21, 1952—as Bangla State Language Day. The government, determined to thwart the protests, imposed Section 144 (a British colonial law) banning the gatherings of more than four people in and around the Dhaka University campus from the night of February 20. Key members of the Dhaka University Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Committee (Dhaka University State Language Action Committee) decided that they would not violate Section 144,°10 but many students were more defiant. Student activist Gaziul Huq recounts his experience:

Around 3 p.m. on 20 February while we were making a list of volunteers at Madhu’s Canteen, we heard the government making microphone announcement declaring curfew [Emergency Act 144] for the following day
[21 February]. The students present resented the official enforcement of the Act 144 on the Bangla Language Day. Later that evening in a meeting at the Salimullah Muslim Hall [a students’ dormitory] chaired by Fakir Shahabuddin it was decided that Act 144 would not be tolerated. It had to be broken. And this decision had to be passed on to the all party State Language Action Committee. Chaired by Abdul Momen another meeting was held in Fazlul Huq Hall and it was decided that Act 144 would have to be defied.31

All accounts of the students’ meeting in front of the old Arts Faculty Building of Dhaka University on February 21 tell the story of courage and defiance by those gathered there. By noon, several thousand students assembled and shouted slogans like “Rashtra Bhasha Bangla Chai” (We Demand Bangla as the State Language). Shamsul Huq, representing the All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad, spoke first and called on students to not break Section 144. However, while Abdul Matin and Gaziul Huq from the Dhaka University Action Committee were making the case for defiance, the news arrived that police had used tear gas on a group of students in the Lalbagh area of Dhaka. The agitated students began shouting, determined to disobey Section 144. Yet they did so with a concern to avoid violence. Instead of leaving en masse, they numbered off into groups of ten, believing that this would help calm police while maintaining their own nonviolent discipline. However, the peaceful nature of the protests was broken when the police began to charge with batons and fire tear gas—one tear gas canister knocked Gaziul Huq unconscious. Predictably, scuffles broke out and students began to throw stones and bricks.

The road in front of Dhaka University turned into a battlefield. Around 4 P.M., the police opened fire, killing five people—students Mohammad Salauddin, Abdul Jabbar, Abul Barkat, and two other people who had joined the protest, Raifuddin Ahmed and Abdus Salam. Scores of students were also injured. On February 22, thousands of people gathered at the Dhaka University Medical College and Engineering College for prayers before the burial of those killed in the police action. After prayers, people went to the streets to demonstrate, calling for Bangla to be a state language and for the chief minister of East Pakistan to be put on trial. Once again, police opened fire on unarmed demonstrators. An angry crowd attacked pro-government newspapers. As the situation deteriorated, the government commanded the military to restore order. Some ministers fled the city and took shelter in the Kurmitola military cantonment.

The All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad called for a hartał (general strike) on February 25 to protest at the governmental repression while students erected a Shahid Minar at the place where Abul Barkat was shot and killed. Destroyed several times—the last time on the night of March 25, 1971—Shahid Minar became the rallying symbol for the Bengalis.
February 24, 1952, full authority was given to the police and the military to restore order in Dhaka, leading to the arrest of almost all of the student and political leaders linked with the language movement. The following day, Dhaka University was closed for an indefinite period and students were told to leave university residences. In the face of such repressive measures, the movement lost its momentum in the capital, but it had already spread to other towns and the districts.

Chittagong—the second largest city of the province—became another important place for the mobilization of the Bangla language movement. When in January 1952 Prime Minister Nazimuddin reiterated that Urdu would be the only state language, an All-Party Rashtra Bhasha Sangram Parishad meeting was held at the office of the Chittagong Awami Muslim League where members of other political parties, people from various professions, intellectuals, and representatives of trade unions were present. On February 21, news of the killings in Dhaka reached Chittagong that evening, arousing demonstrations and strikes. Mahbubul Alam Chowdhury instantly wrote a seventeen-page poem, “Not for Tears Have I Come but I Demand—They Be Hanged,” that was printed during the night. The police raided the printing press and confiscated materials, but not before 15,000 copies of the poem had already been distributed. On February 22, this poem was recited at a massive public rally at the Laldighi Maidan (Laldighi Field). People were simultaneously anguished and inspired by the words. On February 21 was soon to be known as Ekushey February, following Gaziul Huq’s elegy, “We’ll never forget, never, Ekushey February,” which Altaf Mahmood (killed by Pakistani soldiers in 1971) turned into a popular song.

The Action Committee formed in the town of Mymensingh expressed its determination to continue the language movement in the district in a nonviolent manner. Peaceful demonstrations and strikes were organized. But when the local authorities using the State Security Act arrested two members of the local Action Committee and students of a local college, the situation deteriorated. As the police brought students to the court, the building was surrounded by thousands of people demanding their release. The protesters dispersed only after Action Committee member Abul Mansur Ahmed, whose two sons were among those arrested, assured the crowd that he would secure the release of the jailed students.

The language movement spread to many smaller towns in East Pakistan. In Barisal, for example, a five-member All-Party District Action Committee was formed in January 1952 and it organized processions and street meetings in February as well as distributed badges and posters. On February 21, students from local schools and colleges formed processions that joined a mass rally at the Aswinikumar town hall. A mile-long demonstration moved from the town hall along the main roads of the town. The news of the killings in Dhaka was brought in special issues of Dhaka daily
newspapers that were transported 100 miles by river. Spontaneous demonstrations of outrage and anger took place throughout the night of February 21, usually with women at the front. The next morning, a rally at the town hall was joined by villagers from neighboring areas. Later in the afternoon, thousands of people attended a memorial rally in honor of those killed in Dhaka. Again on the morning of February 23, the Namaj-e-Janaza (the Islamic ritual in honor of the dead) was attended by thousands. This civic mobilization in support of the Bengali language in Barisal was marked by its nonviolent nature and not a single violent incident on the part of the demonstrators took place.

Success of the Language Movement and Its Impact on National Consciousness

The people-driven Bengali language movement was remarkably successful, particularly in light of the repressive measures used against it such as police arrests, beatings, harassment, curfews, and killings by the military. The pressure generated by the movement forced the provincial government to introduce a motion on February 22, 1952, passed unanimously in the East Bengal Legislative Assembly, recommending that Pakistan’s Constituent Assembly recognize Bangla as an official language of East Pakistan. The recommendation was not immediately implemented, but this and the larger objective of making Bangla an official national language of Pakistan was soon to be gained through conventional politics.

In the wake of Ekushey February, it became easy for opposition political parties in East Pakistan to form a United Front (UF), campaigning on the promise to make Bangla a national language and a language of instruction in the East Pakistani education system. In the first East Bengal Legislative Assembly election, held in March 1954, the UF decisively defeated the ruling Muslim League. Thereafter, Bangla was spoken in the East Bengal Legislative Assembly and used officially in the province. Ultimately, it was agreed that Pakistan’s 1956 Constitution would recognize both Bangla and Urdu as national languages of the country. These achievements were brought about by years of nonviolent mobilization and pressure by the language movement and its hundreds of thousands of supporters.

Bangladeshi writers widely recognize that the Bangla language movement was a defining moment in Bangladesh’s history and laid the foundation for the development of Bangladeshi national identity. The extraordinary participation of ordinary people in the 1951–1952 language movement offered its participants experience in sustained organizing and mobilizing; setting up support structures for leading protests and demonstrations; and, no less importantly, uniting, empowering, and educating people about their
right to their own language. Through their nonviolent collective actions combined with their determination and persistence in the face of violent repression, Bengalis’ understanding of their own cultural separateness from the rest of Pakistan became more pronounced. Whether men or women, old or young, rich or poor, all through their participation and commitment shared the experience of struggling together, reinforced their collective desire to protect and use their own language, and formed their collective identity around Bengali language and culture.

Pakistani authorities’ attempts to suppress nonviolent mobilization in support of the Bangla language backfired. Violence and repression used against the language movement increased Bengalis’ emotional and psychological attachment and entitlement to the use of their mother tongue and intensified their national self-identification as distinct from being Pakistani. In that sense, the mass-based Bangla language movement established the language as a marker of Bengali nationalism and this became more important than the emphasis on Islam as the cohesive factor in Pakistani identity.

Between 1952 and 1971, many other factors, such as economic disparities between East and West Pakistan, continued discrimination in and limited access to Pakistan’s civil and military services, and growing demands for expanded political autonomy further reinforced the collective consciousness of Bengalis. In aggregate, these factors contributed to a national consciousness and the desire for an independent state, which two decades later led to another unarmed insurrection in March 1971.

The Nonviolent Civil Disobedience Movement, March 1–25, 1971

Pakistan’s first general election based on the principle of one person, one vote was held in Pakistan in December 1970. The Pakistan National Assembly had 313 seats, 169 of them in East Pakistan of which all but 2 were won by the Awami League, giving it an absolute majority. The AL’s leader was Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Active as a student in Calcutta in the struggle for independence from Britain, after Pakistan’s independence he took part in the Bangla language movement of 1948 and 1952. For his role in that movement, he was imprisoned by the East Pakistan government. After General Ayub Khan’s imposition of martial law in 1958, he served further prison terms. What now gave him heroic status, however, was a failed attempt by Ayub Khan to discredit Sheikh Mujib and thirty-four others by imprisoning them and putting them on trial for “conspiring” with India. This provoked massive protests and a wave of strikes, actions denounced by Ayub Khan as gherao (surrounding or besieging officials or employers) and jalaao (burning buildings), and student protests. State violence did not quell resistance but
did arouse sympathy in West Pakistan, ultimately forcing the government to drop the prosecution and release the prisoners.

Sheikh Mujib’s program was based on a six-point plan that he had introduced in 1966, aiming to revive the original vision of Pakistan as a federation of autonomous Muslim states. He proposed a new federation, with considerable self-government for East Pakistan, including its own currency, but with common foreign and defense policies. The plan was popular in East Pakistan and Bengali resentment at Pakistan’s inadequate response to the 1970 Bhola cyclone (which hit East Pakistan and areas of India) assured the AL of a landslide victory. Hoping that the convening of the National Assembly in Dhaka on March 3, 1971, would be followed by the formation of the federal government under the leadership of AL, Bengalis expected that long-awaited political and social change would be finally realized.

On March 1, 1971, the final day of a cricket match between Pakistan, for the first time including a Bengali, and a Commonwealth team took place at Dhaka’s stadium.39 Before the match could break for lunch, the packed stadium roared in anger and people began throwing various items onto the field. The radio had just reported that President Yahya Khan had postponed the National Assembly session. The entire crowd poured out of the stadium and started moving toward Hotel Purbani, located nearby, where the AL leaders were working on the final draft of the constitution. Soon the cricket crowd was joined by officials from the Secretariat and retailers working in nearby commercial areas. Overflowing from the space in front of the Hotel Purbani, many moved on to Paltan Maidan, which was often used for large public meetings. Their slogans included calls to arms. Offices and shops around the stadium closed and there was an expectation among the members of the crowd that Sheikh Mujib would make an important announcement after his meeting with colleagues at the Hotel Purbani.

In a crowded press conference, Sheikh Mujib declared that he could not approve President Yahya Khan’s adjournment of the National Assembly session. He came out with a program of action for the next six days, which included observance of complete hartal in Dhaka on March 1 and a province-wide strike on March 3, the date for the National Assembly to meet. Appealing for people to remain calm and peaceful while observing the strike, he warned that if government-controlled radio, television stations, and newspapers blocked news reports about the political movement in East Pakistan, Bengali staff should refuse to obey. Sheikh Mujib further announced on March 7 at the Dhaka Race Course that he would “announce the final program.”40 This immediately raised expectations that he would make a unilateral declaration of Bangladesh’s independence.

On March 1, thousands of people gathered at Paltan Maidan where student leaders announced the formation of an Action Council and vowed to establish an independent Bangladesh. This was greeted with roars of support.
Dhaka and the rest of the province were completely shut down due to strikes between March 1 and 7. Bengali employees working in key public sectors refused to cooperate with their Pakistani employers. The Bengali staff of Pakistan International Airlines at Dhaka Airport refused to handle the flights from West Pakistan bringing Pakistan military personnel to East Pakistan. From March 1 onward, people went to the streets of all major cities and towns of the province, marching, chanting, and protesting. During the gathering of thousands of students in front of the western entrance to the Arts Faculty Building of Dhaka University on March 2, the protesters raised the original Bangladesh flag (a golden map of Bangladesh embedded in a crimson sun, bordered by green) and began chanting slogans such as “Joy Bangla” (Victory to Bengal), and “Bir Banglai Astro Dhoro, Bangladesh Shadin Koro” (Heroes of Bengal, Take Up Arms and Liberate Bangladesh). They pledged allegiance to the new flag while some students burned the Pakistani flag. The news of the raising of the Bangladesh flag spread quickly around the city. The military was deployed to the streets and clashes broke out between the demonstrators and the army in Dhaka, Khulna, Jessore, and elsewhere. Scores of unarmed protesters were killed between March 1 and 3 and there also were reports of army fire in Joydevpur, Chittagong, Khulna, Sylhet, and Rajshahi.

On March 3, at Paltan Maidan, Sheikh Mujib announced the launching of a nonviolent noncooperation movement in East Pakistan. Following this, every day from 6 A.M. until 2 P.M., nothing would move in the province. Public and private offices were shut down completely; buses, trains, and river and air transportation stopped operating; banks and all other financial institutions remained closed. Government television and radio stations based in Dhaka came under the control of protesting Bengali employees who formed Action Councils. They repeatedly played revolutionary and patriotic songs, including Rabindranath Tagore’s “Amar Sonar Bangla” (My Golden Bengal), which later became the national anthem of Bangladesh. “Jibon Theke Neya” (A Story Taken from Life), a banned film mirroring the autocratic nature of the Pakistani government, was finally shown on Dhaka television.

When the military authorities banned live broadcasting of Sheikh Mujib’s March 7 speech from the Dhaka station of Radio Pakistan, Bengali radio staff shut the station down, which posed the authorities with an acute dilemma. The radio station was located next to the Hotel Intercontinental that housed most foreign journalists and was near the Dhaka Race Course. The regime wanted the world to believe that—despite the hartals and disruption—business as usual would soon resume. If the speech was not broadcast, and if as a result protesters tried to occupy the station, then it would be clear to foreign press corps—and to the world—just how grave the situation was. Therefore, pressured by the Bengali radio staff’s noncooperation and the volatile situation, the regime allowed the speech to be broadcast live.
One of the least-mentioned actions during the period of disobedience was the spontaneous Bengali boycott of economic goods produced by West Pakistani–owned factories in East Pakistan. For example, Kohinoor Chemical products and cosmetics ceased to sell and, suddenly, Piva toothpaste and other cosmetic products produced by Bengali-owned Hena Chemicals became extremely popular. People also began using indigenously produced clothes from *khaddar* (made of cotton) material.

Awami League leaders were generally successful in maintaining the nonviolent character of the movement. They understood the strategic value of remaining nonviolent and, on a number of occasions, they showed their willingness to intervene decisively to stop violence. For example, some young AL leaders set up checkpoints at the Farm Gate area of Dhaka and searched passengers leaving for West Pakistan, hoping to find jewelry and cash. On one occasion, it led to violence. Following this incident, Sheikh Mujib ordered the checkpoints to be dismantled.

On March 5, Pakistani President Yahya Khan announced that he was convening a roundtable conference of political leaders on March 10 and a session of the National Assembly on March 25. AL leaders responded that they could not attend such events until independent investigations were conducted into the killing of civilians by the military since March 1. The entire province waited anxiously for March 7 when Sheikh Mujib was to address a public meeting at Dhaka Race Course. An estimated 3 million people attended. Sheikh Mujib’s eighteen-minute speech was politically shrewd. He did not declare outright independence, but made it clear that it was his ultimate aim. He laid down four conditions that had to be met before he would consider meeting with the Pakistani president: (1) withdrawing martial law; (2) returning troops to barracks; (3) investigating the killing of civilians; and (4) transferring power to the people’s elected representatives, according to the results of the December 1970 elections.

The noncooperation campaign was to continue, but in a limited way so it could become more sustainable. Government offices, courts, and educational institutions were to be closed indefinitely except that, to ease hardship, workers were to collect their salaries, banks and government offices would open two hours daily to pay them, and transport would function normally “except for serving any needs of the armed forces.” Money transfers outside East Pakistan were banned. “From today, until this land has been freed, no taxes will be paid to the government anymore.” Sheikh Mujib warned against provocateurs, urged people to ignore the media if they failed to report the news from Bangladesh, and appealed to “brothers” in the armed forces to return to their barracks. “You are our brothers. I beseech you to not turn this country into a living hell. Will you not have to show your faces and confront your conscience some day? If we can peacefully settle our differences there is still hope that we can co-exist as brothers.
Otherwise there is no hope. . . . Give up any thoughts of enslaving this country under military rule again!” To his own people, he had a warning about how high the stakes were: “The people of this land are facing elimination, so be on guard. If need be, we will bring everything to a total standstill. . . . If the salaries are held up, if a single bullet is fired upon us henceforth, if the murder of my people does not cease, I call upon you to turn every home into a fortress against their onslaught. Use whatever you can put your hands on to confront this enemy. Every last road must be blocked.”

From March 7 to 25, East Pakistan was virtually governed by the provisional government of AL. The civil service, police, even the judges acknowledged the authority of its directives. The chief justice of the East Pakistan High Court refused to administer the oath of office to the Pakistani government’s newly appointed governor of East Pakistan, Lieutenant General Tikka Khan. Through such acts of nonviolent noncooperation and self-organization, East Pakistan became de facto self-ruled and independent.

On March 7, 1971, the people listened to Sheikh Mujib’s speech at the Dhaka Race Course in complete silence, occasionally breaking into applause. Near the end of his speech, in an emotionally choked voice, he announced, “Ebarer Sangram Amader Muktir Sangram, Ebarer Sangram Amader Shadintonar Sangram” (This Struggle Is for Our Freedom, This Struggle Is for Our Independence). The crowd roared. His rallying cry of “Joy Bangla” that followed brought even more thunderous response. At this moment, the transformation of people into a nation, not through violence but through collective acts of nonviolent resistance, was complete.

**Conclusion**

The common narratives around Bangladesh’s independence highlight the armed struggle of the Muktibahini (Bengali guerrilla force) and India’s decisive military intervention in December 1971. These factors were important to the outcome of the struggle. However, as I have shown in this chapter, the nonviolent civil resistance of the Bengalis for their political and cultural rights, and ultimately for their independence, was equally significant. The nonviolent language movements of 1948 and 1952 earned Bangla its due recognition as one of the state languages of Pakistan. More importantly, these movements helped unite Bengalis by defining and strengthening their national consciousness and identity. This development of linguistically and culturally based nationalism, according to a number of Bengali scholars, laid the foundation for the creation of a nation-state.

The nonviolent movements, in 1948, 1952, and March 1971, were successful in part because they were not confined to the province capital of Dhaka. Civil resistance was a highly participatory form of struggle for a
wide variety of Bengalis in small towns and villages all over East Pakistan; people from all walks of life, generations, and socioeconomic backgrounds were part of the nonviolent struggle.

The nonviolent movements each applied a rich selection of well-coordinated methods of nonviolent resistance, including protest and persuasion, social noncooperation and economic boycotts, tax refusal, workers’ and students’ strikes, walkouts, marches, and demonstrations. Protesters also established effective channels of communication with people via newspapers, radio, and later television. By mid-March 1971, the methods of nonviolent resistance delivered de facto independence to Bengalis with banks and other financial institutions, educational organizations, government offices, courts, seaports, and airports all working under the Bengali authority.

Political, economic, and cultural aspects of the nonviolent struggles influenced the entire Bengali masses by shaping their identities to extend beyond a politically limited concept of East Pakistan’s province, inspiring people to think and dream about their own language and their own independent state, and, finally, helping them to survive brutal, violent assaults that ensued in the period March–December 1971.
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On June 4, 2000, the Morning Star flag, the enduring symbol of a “new Papua” and Papuan nationalism, was openly displayed during a large public gathering in Imbi Square, Jayapura, and the capital of West Papua. Tens of thousands of people stood solemnly, fixated as the flag was raised beside the Indonesian flag. Many participants were openly crying, expressing years of suppressed emotion. The Papuans present were civilians, all unarmed. Indonesian police stood at the back, their guns lowered. Behind the gathered Papuans was a large statue of Yos Sudarso, an Indonesian military hero, poised ready to repel unseen enemies. That day the Papuans turned their backs on Sudarso’s statue, intensely focusing on the Morning Star flag and their desire for a different kind of tomorrow.

Only a year earlier, security forces on Biak Island had massacred over 100 Papuans at a similar flag raising; the military had violently repressed peaceful flag-raising events across the territory. But the political climate was now more open. Indonesian president Abdurrahman Wahid extended the hand of détente. He had unbanned the Morning Star flag and helped a national gathering of Papuan independence activists organized by the Presidium Dewan Papua (Papua Presidium Council), the group that planned the June flag raising. A month later security forces would again use lethal force to prevent flag raisings. But for now in the uncertain freedom of the “Papuan Spring,” they watched impassively.

At this flag raising, Papuans rejected their Indonesian identity and embraced a different way of being, a longing for a different kind of political
community. They sang the banned national anthem “Hai Tanahku Papua,” wore traditional dress, and danced traditional Papuan dances.

If in some respects the flag raising mirrored Indonesian nationalist rituals, there was one vital difference. Indonesian nationalist events recount armed struggle against the Dutch and military defense of the state, thus legitimating the contemporary role of Indonesian security forces. Papuans, in turning their backs on Sudarso’s statue, rejected being Indonesian and part of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia while implicitly opposing armed struggle as the primary means of liberation. This flag raising in Imbi Square was part of a pattern of determined civil resistance, the primary method of struggle for Papuan self-determination.

My first argument in this chapter is that Papuans overwhelmingly rely on nonviolent civil resistance to oppose Indonesian rule. My second is that civil resistance forms, frames, and reinforces Papuan national identity while, at the same time, Papuan national identity—animated by Melanesian culture and Christianity—propels civil resistance.

**Historical Background**

While their Melanesian kin living in Papua New Guinea were colonized by the British, Australians, and Germans, West Papua was the easternmost point of the Dutch East Indies. When Indonesia formally became independent in 1949, the Netherlands retained control of West Papua, arguing that it was politically and culturally distinct. Belatedly, they started to create Papuan-led institutional forms of self-rule in preparation for independence. On December 1, 1961, an embryonic Papuan parliament officially raised a new flag (the Morning Star), unveiled a coat of arms, and performed West Papua’s national anthem. From that time, many Papuans have observed December 1 as their national day. However, these moves toward independence triggered Indonesian plans for military invasion.

In 1962, the Dutch were persuaded to place West Papua under transitional UN rule. In less than a year, on May 1, 1963, administration was transferred to the Indonesian government on the condition that there would be an internationally supervised act of self-determination. Instead of a referendum, the Indonesian government carried out what they called the Act of Free Choice—a “consultation” restricted to just 1,022 handpicked men, less than 0.01 percent of the Papuan population. The Act of Free Choice took place under conditions of extreme violence and intimidation by Indonesian security personnel toward the indigenous Papuans. Despite this, the UN General Assembly in November 1969 duly “took note” and West Papua was formally integrated into Indonesia and removed from the list of territories awaiting decolonization. The stage was set for protracted conflict.
Early Resistance Movements

Indigenous Papuan nations have resisted incursions from outsiders for centuries. From the 1850s to 1939, the Dutch colonialists, seeking to protect the spice trade, faced no fewer than forty-two rebellions (both violent and nonviolent). Religious-political movements, anthropologically sometimes labeled cargo cults, were often in reality early forms of Papuan resistance.

By 1911, Papuan resistance leaders urged followers not to pay taxes and to withhold labor. These tactics were repeated in 1938 in a nonviolent movement that was unmistakably nationalistic, both in terms of geographic scope and its goals—the unity and self-determination of diverse tribes. Angganeta Menufandu, a konor (indigenous prophet), articulated grievances and incited dissent through Koreri, an indigenous ideology from Biak Island that she infused with Christian symbols and rituals.

The nonviolent tactics that appeared in 1911 predominated during the Koreri uprising: mass noncooperation with Dutch orders to participate in forced labor gangs, collective tax resistance, and mass defiance of government and mission bans on wor (ritual singing and dancing). For Angganeta, a commitment to nonviolent discipline was central because she taught that the shedding of blood “bars the way to Koreri.” The Dutch tricolor flag was inverted—a reversal of the colonial political order—and the Morning Star and a cross were added, symbolizing a coming Papuan kingdom. Two decades later, this flag would inspire the design of the Papuans’ national flag.

The movement, which continued until 1943, aroused strong religious fervor. As Angganeta’s influence spread, pilgrims disregarded Dutch and mission bans to visit her. The Dutch sent police to torch the houses constructed by pilgrims, provoking outrage and increasing the movement’s popularity. By now Angganeta was known as Angganeta Bin Damai (Angganeta woman of peace). When she was arrested, Biak erupted in riots. After completing her sentence, Angganeta returned to the island of Insumbabi where she was enthusiastically welcomed. Visiting pilgrims breached Dutch bans on performing wor and drinking palm wine, shed their Western clothes for traditional Biak loincloths, and followed food taboos handed down in Manarmakeri stories. A Dutch administrator at the time saw this movement as “far less a religion than a self-conscious Papuan nationalism.”

The Japanese invasion was initially welcomed as expelling the Dutch but, after incidents of Japanese cruelty, the movement sought freedom from all foreign control. In 1942, Angganeta was imprisoned again. Movement leadership passed to Stephanus Simiopieref, a Biak man in jail for murder. He escaped and tried to free Angganeta. Now the movement became more nationalistic and martial, replete with units, ranks, and wooden rifles. Stephanus proclaimed himself “General,” acknowledging Angganeta as “Queen.” Previously leadership had rested with women and “peace women” even
banished those “who wanted war and had shed blood” to the neighboring small island of Rani (renamed Gadara) as a way of maintaining nonviolent discipline.21 These exiles now became warriors in Stephanus’s movement.

“The core of Stephanus’ message and political propaganda,” writes Susanna Rizzo, “was the attainment of political independence and national unity.”22 Despite favoring armed struggle, Stephanus’s analysis of power could fit in a nonviolent action manual: the source of Papuan servitude was their willingness to obey foreign orders. Building on Angganeta’s reclamation of traditions, Stephanus further fused Papuan identity and Christianity into a nationalist ideology of resistance based on promoting mass withdrawal of consent and refusal to cooperate with foreign rule: “From the moment the foreigners arrived we had to obey orders and were no longer free people in our own land. But our time is coming; the masters will be slaves and the slaves masters.”23

The Japanese responded ruthlessly to the call for armed resistance, eliminating resistance groups and killing leaders, including Angganeta who was executed in mid-1942. On October 10, 1943, the Japanese massacred between 600 and 2,000 Biak Islanders.24 At this point, the violent uprising imploded. The rebels attacked not only the Japanese, but also collaborators and bystanders. The violence continued in 1944 when the United States drove the Japanese out of Biak, at the cost of thousands of lives of Japanese and islanders.

Papuan nationalism was now out of the box. After Angganeta and Stephanus’s movement and a simultaneous Papuan rebellion against Dutch rule in Tanah Merah in the south, resistance movements explicitly began to promote unity and the idea of a free and independent West Papua.25

Papuan Core Grievances and Indonesian Policies

Five mutually reinforcing grievances animate the ongoing West Papuan resistance:26

1. A contested view of history. While for Indonesia the 1969 Act of Free Choice was the last stage of an internationally endorsed decolonization process, most Papuans see it as a fraud—“the Act of No Choice”—and denounce the United Nations for acquiescing in the violation of their right to self-determination.
3. Economic injustice characterized by destructive large-scale development projects, especially mines, oil and gas projects, logging, and palm oil plantations.
4. Migration of Indonesians from other parts of the archipelago into West Papua, resulting in conflict and competition between migrant
and indigenous populations over land, resources, and economic and political opportunities.\textsuperscript{27}

5. Institutional racism and indigenous disadvantage and marginalization in the economy, education, health sector, security forces, and bureaucracy.\textsuperscript{28}

These grievances form a narrative of betrayal and suffering at the hands of the international community, the Indonesian state, and global capital, resulting in high levels of frustration and a near total distrust of the central government. Jakarta’s legitimacy is so low that even elected Papuan politicians and senior Papuan civil servants have little commitment to the Indonesian state.\textsuperscript{29} The overwhelming majority of Papuans, particularly the students and youth, want independence.

Since 1963, the Indonesian pattern of rule has consisted of three central strategies:

- \textit{Modernization}, promoting large-scale development projects and immigration that do not benefit ordinary Papuans.
- \textit{Repression}, including the widespread use of torture, which is both targeted and indiscriminate.
- \textit{Closing off the province from outside scrutiny}: from the Act of Free Choice in 1969 to Suharto’s fall in May 1998, West Papua was a military operations area. The region remains off limits to international journalists, diplomats, and international human rights organizations. While Indonesia moves toward greater democratization elsewhere, West Papua remains semi-authoritarian, ruled by local Papuan elites and a repressive occupying military and police force.

Indonesian nationalist leaders understood the threat that Papuan nationalism posed, renaming the territory Irian Jaya and the indigenous population as Irianese. In a few short years “being Papuan” went from something promoted by the Dutch to something criminalized by the Indonesians.\textsuperscript{30} Ever since mass civil resistance forced Suharto from power, military operations and repressive police action have continued in West Papua.

\textbf{Cultural Resistance}

During the 1970s, Papuan activists challenged Suharto’s attempts to impose a hegemonic Indonesian identity. The cultural music group Mambesak, founded by Arnold Ap and Sam Kapissa, collected and performed songs and dances from all over West Papua, thus fashioning a pan-Papuan identity transcending tribal differences. Initially, Mambesak carefully framed their cultural action as a contribution to diversity in a unified Indonesia but, for
Papuan audiences, the implicit message of songs in their own languages, local dances, and hidden metaphors “kept a sense of alternative identities alive” that evoked pride in being Papuan.31 Occasionally, Mambesak were overtly political, as in 1977 when they danced naked to protest the Indonesian’s bloody Operasi Koteka (Operation Penis Gourd) in the Bailem Valley.32 Inspired by Mambesak, Papuan performance groups proliferated in the early 1980s until a new wave of repression hit them.

In November 1983 Ap was arrested and imprisoned, and in April 1984 he and another Mambesak member, Eddie Mofu, were killed, allegedly trying to escape. These murders were part of reprisals in the wake of a foiled attack by Papuan guerrillas. To draw international attention to the grave situation, some 11,000 Papuans took part in an organized mass exodus east to Papua New Guinea. Once again Papuan songs and dances were banned, and once again performing them became an act of civil resistance.

Through music and dance, Papuans came to see themselves as a distinct people with their own culture, different and separate from Indonesian culture and identity. Song commemorated suffering at the hands of the state—privations not officially taught, but remembered and passed on orally by Papuan clans and tribes.33 As performances spread across tribal boundaries, Papuans began to see their experience under Indonesian rule as a collective injustice and Indonesian rule as intolerable. “In a dominated political environment, performing a dance of familiar local origin, to music played by local performers using tifa (a traditional Papuan drum) and ukulele, among people considered ‘us,’ was affective.”34 Teaching and spreading cultural performance was like “sharpening the blade of a knife.”35 This remains the case today when song is also used to exhort unity.36

The most politicized way of expressing Papuan identity is through raising the Morning Star flag—a symbol imbued with hidden, mythical Papuan understanding of the inevitability of transformation.37 Filep Karma, a Biak civil servant and activist who at the time of this writing is in jail after being sentenced to fifteen years for raising the Morning Star flag at a nonviolent demonstration in 2004, explicitly acknowledges Koreri and Angganeta’s movement as a source of inspiration for his own actions.38 The Indonesian authorities, recognizing the power of symbols, see displaying the flag as tantamount to declaring independence. Consequently, despite the nonviolent nature of flag raisings, state security forces under Suharto and since have dealt harshly with flag raisers, be they civilians or members of the armed resistance.39

The Role of Church Leaders and Christianity

Christian churches are the only foreign institutions to have taken root in West Papua. They simultaneously play both a pacifying and mobilizing
role, reflecting different theological traditions as well as ethnic composition. Despite this mixed history many, but not all, pro-independence activists explicitly use Christian frames to facilitate collective action. The churches as institutions have also provided an organizational base and protection for those engaged in liberation work.

Christian missionaries first arrived in Mansiram, a small island off the coast near Manokwari in 1855. Evangelism spread to the Central Highlands much later. The 2000 census indicated that some 90 percent of the indigenous Papuan population is Christian. Much of the theology preached in West Papua is conservative. The largest church, the Protestant Gereja Kristen Injil (GKI), has seen its role as protector of its congregation, cautioning against active resistance and even promoting the 1969 Act of Free Choice. The GKI is further constrained on the coast by the active participation of a significant proportion of migrants, including present and former Indonesian soldiers. Consequently, some Papuans view Christianity as at best irrelevant and at worst as hindering or undermining resistance.

Those Christian leaders working for social change have for the most part carefully eschewed political references to independence or separatism, instead invoking the gospel mandate to speak out about human rights, justice, and peace. Over time, more church leaders have become outspoken about human rights violations and the need for far-reaching justice. Some have joined pro-independence groups, called for political dialogue, taken up arms, and become active in campaigns for civil and political or economic, social, and cultural rights. Such leaders argue that the Indonesian state needs to engage politically with independence activists, whether armed or unarmed, if they want an end to conflict.

The moderator of the Kingmi Church, Benny Giay, argues that a Papuan nonviolent liberation theology is emerging organically from the Papuan people as praxis that animates action. Some of its contours include

- A recognition of *memoria passionis* (the suffering of the Papuan people) and an active involvement in the struggle for human rights, peace, and justice as a necessary part of being a Christian. A church that serves the people must engage itself in struggle; people need to experience God as a liberator in their own lives.
- A commitment to struggle through nonviolent action in ways that are consistent with the gospel injunction to “love enemies,” but are simultaneously directed toward realizing a transformed social, political, and economic order.
- Pride in being Papuan. This includes a critical appraisal of those Papuan cultural values and practices that support liberation, justice, and peace, rejecting any not consistent with Christian faith. It also includes incorporating Papuan cultural performances—music, dance, indigenous Papuan languages, and rituals—into church liturgies.
This practice dates back to early resistance movements, was reinvented by Mambesak, and has been taken up by Protestants and Catholics.

- A theological justification of the need for self-government. God has made Papuans different from Indonesians and has given them their own land.
- The importance of resisting illegitimate government.
- A belief in the inevitability of liberation and a concomitant recognition of the need for reconciliation, including reconciling personal, tribal, and political differences within the movement. Church leaders regularly urge movement unity.

Christian identity and beliefs act as transformative frames that promote what Doug McAdam called “cognitive liberation,” the belief that not only have Papuans been subject to a grave injustice but collectively they can take action to challenge and ultimately transform oppression.

Papuan Resistance Since the Fall of Suharto

It is possible to map five overlapping phases of the struggle since Suharto’s fall in 1998.

Phase 1: The Papuan Spring

Suharto’s fall released long-repressed hopes for freedom and led to a temporary political liberalization and openness at a time when the central government and military had not yet consolidated their power. Tens of thousands of Papuans mobilized in an atmosphere of euphoria and expectation of independence. In 1999 a team of 100 Papuans met Indonesian president Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie to demand independence. Although the meeting had no clear outcome, the Papuan struggle had exploded onto center stage and the team returned home to a hero’s welcome.

Mass civilian-based mobilization by Papuans led the central government to accept the Special Autonomy proposal, a compromise endorsed by Papuan moderates and their allies. This was not full independence, although the proposal developed by Papuan leaders (which was ultimately rejected in Jakarta) went a long way toward meeting many Papuan demands.

Phase 2: The Collapse of Special Autonomy and Return to Repression

In 2001 after the central government had already agreed to Special Autonomy, the state jailed five Papuan independence leaders. Shortly after, in
November 2001 Kopassus (Indonesian Special Forces) assassinated Theys Eluay, chair of the Presidium Dewan Papua. Jakarta proceeded to divide the territory into two separate provinces, renewed a campaign of public acts of terror, and then failed to implement regulations essential for the acceptance of Special Autonomy by most Papuans.

**Phase 3: Decline of the Overt Independence Movement and Emergence of Limited Campaigns**

This phase overlapped the widespread disillusionment about Special Autonomy. As Jakarta squeezed the political space for pro-independence campaigning, more localized struggles emerged. Some were widespread, like the successful campaign that scuttled plans for a third province. Others were initially less visible such as local campaigns against logging and palm oil plantations and the Papuan women fruit and vegetable sellers’ campaign for their own market place in the capital.

With the development of more localized campaigns, students demanded closure of the Freeport McMoRan/Rio Tinto gold and copper mine. The campaign against the mine, however, dissipated after a demonstration in Jayapura turned violent in March 2006 and Papuans stoned five security forces to death. Brimob (the paramilitary mobile police) retaliated, shooting up student dormitories and randomly arresting and beating Papuans. Hundreds fled to neighboring Papua New Guinea. These events set back student organizing for years.

Conditions for workers at the Freeport mine and landowners remained dire. Tongoi Papua, the first independent labor union in West Papua, was formed in 2006 by indigenous workers of the mine, uniting highlanders and islanders who had previously been separated by decades of mistrust and mutual suspicion. In April 2007, mass demonstrations and a 6,000-strong labor strike won Papuan mine workers improved conditions, including doubling the wages of the most poorly paid mine workers. Four years later, 8,000 Papuan and Indonesian workers at the mine went on strike again, over low wages, poor conditions, and the right to organize as workers. Several miners had been shot and killed by unidentifiable assailants. By November 2011 analysts estimated that the mine had forfeited a staggering US$1.3 billion in lost revenues.55

**Phase 4: Noncooperation Spreads to State Institutions**

By 2009–2010, precipitated by an emerging consensus that Special Autonomy had failed and that the religious-inspired Papua Land of Peace Campaign was ineffectual, Papuan leaders felt that a more forceful approach was needed.

On June 9 and 10, 2010, the Majelis Rakyat Papua (MRP; Papuan People’s Assembly), a state institution, held an open forum to evaluate Special
Autonomy. This Papuan-only senate advises the Jakarta-controlled provincial parliament on how to safeguard Papuan cultural traditions and values. The MRP concluded that Special Autonomy had failed. It promised protection and prosperity. Instead, torture and human rights violations by the security forces were worsening; migrants continued to pour in, further marginalizing indigenous Papuans; and business as usual continued for transnational companies, safe in the knowledge that the Indonesian military was keeping a repressive lid on boiling Papuan anger.

On June 18, in coordination with the newly formed Forum Demokrasi Rakyat Papua Bersatu (FORDEM; Democratic Forum of the United Papuan People), 15,000 Papuans from seven districts demanded that parliamentarians should hand back discredited Special Autonomy to Jakarta in no less than three weeks. After this deadline, 20,000 indigenous Papuans—many in traditional dress—walked and danced their way from the MRP offices to the center of Jayapura. When the protesters reached parliament, the demonstration became a two-day occupation of the building by thousands of Papuans, surrounded by fully armed police, water cannons, and armored personnel carriers. This was the largest civilian mobilization since the Papuan Spring of 1998–2000.57

In the past, the Papuan movement has targeted Jakarta and the international community, asking others to give them independence while their political representatives waited for the next injection of Indonesian cash. This time, it was different. Papuans targeted their own leaders, demanding a special session to return Special Autonomy to Jakarta. Papuans did not want the law revised; they wanted political negotiations and a referendum.

**Phase 5: Independence Declared Again**

The occupation of parliament failed to result in dialogue mediated by a third party or a referendum. Neither did it precipitate discussion about Special Autonomy. Instead, the president proposed the Unit for the Acceleration of Development in Papua (UP4B). Papuan resistance leaders saw this as further evidence that Jakarta views West Papua’s crises as an economic rather than political problem.

Faced with intransigence on the part of the Indonesian government, Papuan leaders escalated tactics. On October 19, 2011, the last day of the Third Papuan People’s Congress, a three-day gathering of unarmed resistance groups, Papuan leaders declared independence. The response from the security forces was swift and brutal. About an hour after the congress concluded, the security forces opened fire. Three Papuans were shot and killed. Two were fatally stabbed. Three hundred people were arrested and beaten. At the time of this writing, six of the leaders remain in jail, charged with treason. In contrast, the police who shot, stabbed, beat, and tortured people received only warning letters.
The killing of protesters at the congress relayed by phone, Facebook, YouTube, and mailing lists outraged Papuans, which led more to support independence. It divided political elites inside Indonesia, attracted more third-party support for the West Papuan cause, and revealed the ugly face of Indonesian colonial rule.

This backfire dynamic was evident a few weeks later on December 1, 2011. Despite being fired at during the congress, senior leaders organized nonviolent independence celebrations across the country. The six jailed independence leaders urged Papuans to “celebrate independence in an atmosphere of peace, safety and calm.”

Tens of thousands of Papuans—in Jayapura, Sentani, Manokwari, Sorong, Merauke, Timika, Puncak Jaya, Paniai, Wamena, and inside Indonesia in Jogjakarta and Jakarta—waved the banned Morning Star flag and shouted “freedom.” At many demonstrations inside West Papua, the October 19 Declaration of Independence was read again. Papuans had cast off their fear in a way that has not been seen before. In Sorong, for example, even Papuan government civil servants and retired Papuan military personnel joined the December 1 rally, prompting one experienced organizer to remark that this was “really different from previously.”

The Third Papuan People’s Congress and December 1, 2011, have altered the political climate in West Papua. Papuans are less fearful, they are angrier, and they are less likely to obey bans on freedom of expression. As civil resisters simultaneously become a civilian media network, the Indonesian government’s ban on the media is becoming increasingly impossible to enforce.

The following year the position of radicals on both sides of the political divide had hardened. The Komite Nasional Papua Barat (KNPB; West Papua National Committee), a nonviolent pro-independence group, continued to press for a referendum on West Papua’s political status while the Indonesian military stigmatized nonviolent pro-independence groups as violent separatists who threatened the viability of the Indonesian state. Such people, the Indonesian security forces argued, forfeited their rights to protection. As KNPB protests continued to grow the country was rocked by a spate of fatal shootings followed by bomb attacks in Wamena and Jayapura. Talk of dialogue dissipated as the Indonesian police fingered KNPB as responsible for the violence. This was despite the fact that no hard evidence linked KNPB to either the shootings or the bombings. In contrast dozens of witnesses had seen members of the police shoot and kill two of the victims. KNPB chair Viktor Yeimo also consistently denied the group’s involvement in violence and pressed home their nonviolent credentials but to no avail.

By November 2012 the Indonesian police and military had all but “declared war” on KNPB. Detachment 88, the US- and Australian-trained and -funded counterterrorist police group, members of the Indonesian police, and the Indonesian military launched a brutal countrywide offensive, killing KNPB activists, jailing scores of others, and forcing the entire leadership underground.
Far from neutralizing dissent, repression by the Indonesian state has only galvanized Papuan’s freedom dreams.

Civil Resistance and Development of Collective Identity

Civil resistance in West Papua not only expresses collective identity, but also helps form and consolidate a pan-Papuan identity. Indigenous Papuan culture and Christianity in West Papua act as markers of difference between Papuans and others—the Dutch and the Japanese in the past and Indonesian migrants in the present. However, identity is not formed only in opposition to being Indonesian, but also in relation to resistance, particularly civilian-based resistance. Nonviolent tactical choices grow out of a distinctly Papuan culture and faith. In turn, they generate and reinforce Papuan unity by emphasizing and re-creating shared identity and meaning.

The shared cultural practices in Angganeta’s movement were easily replicated across clan and tribal differences, as the music and dance group Mambesak were to show. In addition to song, dance, and the Morning Star flag, food also offers scope for affirming a distinct Papuan and non-Indonesian identity. In Angganeta’s day, people from Biak observed Manarmakeri’s taboos. Today some Papuans who are committed to a free and independent West Papua eat sago, sweet potatoes, fish, and pig (traditional West Papuan produce) while avoiding the food of collaboration: rice, tofu, and tempe (traditional Indonesian food).

Christianity has become another marker of difference between Papuans, who are overwhelmingly Christian, and Indonesian migrants, who are overwhelmingly Muslim. Culture and Christianity are entwined. Angganeta, for instance, used Christian place names to mark transformed or liberated territory and she was often called the “Golden Woman of Judea” or “Mary” and greeted her “disciples” with the refrain, “Ye-sus Christus and liberty.” Nowadays many Papuan activists sign off their correspondence and greet crowds with “shalom,” the Hebrew expression for peace, differentiating it from the analogous Muslim greeting, “salam.”

Papuan Christians use church services and prayer to support the cause of self-determination. Many Papuan Christians perceive God as a liberator who gave Papuans their unique identity, their own cultural practices, and their own homeland:

God created people to be different. Papuans are different to Javanese and different to other people too. God gave Papua to Papuans as a home, so they could eat sago and sweet potato there. God gave them a penis gourd (koteka) and loincloth (cawat) for clothes. God gave them curly hair and black skin. Papuans are Papuans. They can never be turned into Javanese or Sumatrans, or vice versa. The Javanese were given Java. Tahu (soya
bean curd) and tempe (soya bean cake) is their food. Their skin is light and their hair is straight. The real problem is that those in power in this republic have tried as best they could to make Papuans talk, think, look and behave like Javanese (or Sumatrans), and that goes against the order of God’s creation. That is where the conflict comes from. How to end it? Let the Papuans and the Javanese each develop according to their own tastes and rhythms, each in their own land.63

Giay explains how faith enables liberation and inspires hope: “The Bible becomes a ‘window’ that gives people new possibilities, new dimensions to see a better world than the one they live in every day. The Bible portrays a new world, free from manipulation, intimidation, and trauma. It lifts up the eyes of those who are oppressed to a new world. Sometimes people see in this new world a New Papua, an independent West Papua.”64

This faith-based injunction to struggle nonviolently helps to humanize Papuans to others and to ennoble Papuan views of themselves. Racist foreign discourses of Papuans as “savages” and “cannibals” are turned on their head. Through civil resistance, Papuans become dignified and “civilized” while members of Indonesian security forces—Brimob, Kostrad (infantry combat troops), and Kopassus, in particular, that use torture and barbaric killings against the Papuan people—become “devils,” the signifiers of the “savage.”65

Unlike other parts of Indonesia, Papuan national identity is not a sub-national identity that complements and enriches Indonesian identity. Rather, Papuan nationalism is in competition with Indonesian identity and acts as a unifying force between diverse Papuan tribes. Papuan nationalism shaped through the process of defining Papuanness in relation to not being Indonesian also reinforces nonviolent discipline. The promotion of Papuan nationalism has not led to any widespread or regular interethnic violence between Papuans and Indonesians. Although the potential for ethnic conflict is real, incidents of interethnic violence have been extremely rare.66

Framing and Mobilization Around Collective Identity: A Two-Edged Sword

Mobilization around Papuan national identity works well in transcending tribal differences, but poses problems in creating networks of support as well as in its narrow strategic focus on independence—a demand less likely to resonate with potential Indonesian allies than to arouse fears that Papuans and their allies are seeking to unravel the Indonesian state.

This especially is a problem for Papuans because the Indonesian government could control Papuan land and exploit their resources even if the Papuans withhold cooperation. To maintain the occupation, Jakarta depends less on Papuans than on sustaining domestic support for a greater Indonesia.
In brief, Papuans need Indonesian allies. However, when Papuans exclusively appeal to indigenous identity and Christianity, frame their grievances around historical injustices, and communicate their aspirations in ways that emphasize independence, they unwittingly limit their ability to mobilize support from other Indonesians who are overwhelmingly nationalist and Muslim. As a result, Papuans reduce their chances of winning over a key influence on the Indonesian government: the Indonesian people.

In addition, the Indonesian state also depends on technical, economic, military, and diplomatic assistance and support from Jakarta’s international allies. Therefore, a key element of any strategy of liberation requires Papuans to build broad alliances. Domestic (inside Indonesia) and international (outside Indonesia) solidarity then needs to be directed at key sources of the Indonesian government’s power in order to restrain Jakarta’s capability and willingness to repress Papuans.67

Papuan student activists complained to Neles Tebay, a Catholic priest facilitating internal dialogue between Papuan political factions and working toward dialogue with the Indonesian government, that progressive Indonesian students will support protests against the Freeport mine or for demilitarization, but will not join them in demanding a referendum for independence and do not seem to care about the historical injustices toward Papuans. Tebay responded, “psychologically it is always going to be difficult for Indonesian students to support Papuans wanting to address historical grievances. Their understanding of history is too different from Papuans and the emotional attachment to a unitary Indonesian state of even the most progressive student runs deep.”68 Instead, he counseled Papuan students first to find out what Indonesian students are passionate about. “Perhaps it is the environment, or corruption, or anti-militarism. Find this issue and then work together.”

This highlights the conundrum for Papuan activists. There is a perception that working for intermediate objectives means selling out the long-term goal of independence. Yet to build Indonesian support for Papuans and put pressure on the Jakarta government require framing campaigns around intermediate objectives like freedom of expression, democracy, environmental protection, corruption, sustainable development, universal access to education and health services, accountable government, and human rights. This does not mean giving up on larger goals like independence, but views strategy and mobilizing the movement as a process of Papuans building their power through reaching out to potential allies and winning more limited campaigns that will undermine military impunity or stop ecological devastation. Such campaigns can simultaneously strengthen Indonesian democracy and build Papuans’ international reputation—developments that will leave Papuans in a better position to realize larger aspirations.69 This is a strategic challenge. Papuans need to use collective action frames that resonate with different audiences at different times, define intermediate demands, and
time mobilization to achieve short-term objectives, but in ways that leave
the movement in a stronger position to achieve their ultimate goal: full po-

tical freedom.

A further danger in depending primarily on a collective Papuan identity
to mobilize resistance is that a new Papua is best built on an inclusive vi-
sion and a deeper articulation of the multiple meanings of merdeka (free-

dom).\textsuperscript{70} John Rumbiak and Benny Giay urge that this vision needs to include
not only diverse Papuan tribes, but also Indonesian migrants.\textsuperscript{71} Mobilization
through an exclusive Papuan identity will create a fragile unity, perhaps li-
able to break down under stress and certainly incapable of carrying through
an agenda for democratic transformation.

A few Papuan activists have told me that independence will solve
everything, “ushering in the promised land” and “a time of plenty when no
one will have to work.”\textsuperscript{72} Other Papuans recognize that an independent
West Papuan state could replicate the problems Papuans have with current
governance or generate a new set of problems without resolving the under-
lying causes of injustice. For instance, resource conflict generated by mining
and logging companies will not necessarily be resolved through indepen-
dence. This is why civil resistance needs to be waged in ways that prefigure
the kind of society Papuans want.

\section*{Conclusion}

Since 1998, nonviolent means for addressing Papuan grievances and pursu-
ing Papuan aspirations have been used more regularly and more extensively
than violence or conventional political activity. Papuans recognize the futil-
ity of violent resistance against the Indonesian Army that is simply more
numerous and better equipped than any armed challenge that Papuans could
hope to mount. And when the Tentara Pembebasan Nasional-Papua Barat
(TPN-PB; West Papuan National Liberation Army) does use violence, re-
prisals by the security forces exact a heavy cost on the civilian population.
“Whenever there is violence there is a tendency for a violent response. That
is why we need to keep our political struggle nonviolent,” says former po-
tical prisoner Reverend Obed Komba.\textsuperscript{73}

Papuan civil resistance also draws on continuous traditions of nonvio-
lent resistance that stretch back to at least the 1850s and it relies heavily on
indigenous and cultural frames as well as Christian narratives. Over many
decades, civil resistance has formed and reinforced collective Papuan iden-
tity and Papuan nationalism through giving Papuans a means to defy suc-
cessive colonial powers while casting the Papuan struggle as one that is
civilized, dignified, and blessed by God. At the same time, this deeply
rooted collective identity and nationalism has helped to strengthen civil
resistance by mobilizing ordinary Papuans and forging unity among tribal groups.

Papuans have a long history of struggle against outside incursions through overt and everyday acts of resistance. Because this is so strongly based in Papuan culture and values, resistance has a strength and vitality that at times seems irrepressible. This strong collective identity is a source of empowerment for nonviolent resistance, but it can sometimes frame resistance too narrowly. An exclusive identity framed around ethnicity, Christianity, and independence restricts Papuans’ ability to construct alliances with progressive Indonesians and to capitalize on decades of Papuan-led international solidarity work, thereby greatly reducing the leverage Papuans have in Jakarta. In opting for everything—indepedence—Papuans risk gaining nothing. At the same time, making demands other than independence does not necessarily mean rejecting independence; it is about building social and political power for continued struggle. In order to build alliances with progressive Indonesians, Papuans may need to consider redirecting horizontal framing around what it means to “be” Papuan to vertical framing around state and corporate abuses.

Arguably, the nonviolent and unconventional forms of civic participation and action have mobilized more people, secured more political gains, and best sustained collective Papuan identity. But civil resistance that is influenced by a relatively narrower understanding of Papuan national identity and desire for an independent state alienates progressive Indonesians and has so far failed to secure broader international support. The question remains: How can Papuans transform their civil resistance into a series of more limited campaigns waged within more broadly defined, and thus potentially more acceptable, struggles for social, economic, cultural, civic, and political rights that simultaneously build a momentum for independence?
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Part 4

Nonviolent Resistance in Europe
The past may be in the eye of the beholder, but what the eye sees and, more importantly, what the beholder reports, is colored by the zeitgeist and their political orientation. This is abundantly true of the narrative of the civil resistance of the Hungarian population to the Austrian absolutist regime following the failed war for independence of 1848–1849. This episode was studied by and came to influence independence movements—notably in Ireland, Finland, and that of Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma) in India. It featured prominently in the early literature on nonviolent action, despite taking place before the term was coined, and was usually described as “passive resistance.”

The popular history of the campaign derives from a book by the Irish nationalist Arthur Griffith, leader of Sinn Féin in its nonviolent period. Griffith’s was not a scholarly study, but rather was aimed to inspire emulation by presenting the still nonviolent Irish independence movement with a successful model of resistance. Griffith also highlighted the leading role of Ferenc Deák. In the 1930s, leading proponents of nonviolent action, such as Richard Gregg, Bart de Ligt, Krishnalal Shridharani, and Aldous Huxley, drew on Griffith’s account. Huxley’s view was that “the long campaign of non-violent resistance and non-co-operation conducted by the Hungarians under Deák was crowned with complete success in 1867.” Nevertheless, he continues,
the name of [Lajos] Kossuth, the leader of the violent Hungarian revolution of 1848 was, and still is, far better known than that of Deák. Kossuth was an ambitious power-loving militarist, who completely failed to liberate his country. Deák refused political power and personal distinction . . . and without shedding blood compelled the Austrian government to restore the Hungarian constitution. Such is our partiality for ambition and militarism that we all remember Kossuth, in spite of the complete failure of his policy, while few of us have ever heard of Deák, in spite of the fact that he was completely successful. 

In this chapter, we seek to place the Hungarian nonviolent resistance in its general historical context as well as to point out its particular significance for the evolution of a history of nonviolent struggle, particularly for independence movements. We contrast the employment of the Hungarian example in the literature on nonviolent resistance with its comparative neglect in Hungarian historiography. We then draw on more recent Hungarian sources to discuss the popular character of the movement and its social context. Ultimately, we argue that such a formative experience of nonviolent resistance warrants a detailed reassessment, recognizing its achievements and clarifying its dynamics, including taking a more rounded view of the role of Deák himself.

Background

From 1526 Hungary was under Austrian rule despite several anti-Habsburg uprisings, violent and nonviolent, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the nineteenth century, Hungarian reformers again asserted their cultural heritage and expressed their political aspirations, from the 1820s onward sometimes turning toward passive resistance. Then in 1848, a year of revolutionary ferment in Europe, nationalists achieved ascendancy in parliament and passed what are known as the April Laws, ratified by Emperor Ferdinand on April 11. Mainly framed by Deák, then Hungarian minister for justice, the April Laws set the agenda for internal reform and laid the foundations for national autonomy. However, in December the old guard in Vienna, seeing such concessions as weakness, forced Ferdinand to abdicate in favor of his young nephew Franz Joseph. For Hungary, the result of the renewed imperial policy of centralization was that in August 1849 Austria crushed what had turned into armed revolt, imposed absolutist rule, and abrogated the April Laws. The disloyal nation was considered as having forfeited its constitutional rights.

The new military governor of Hungary, General Julius Haynau, began a reign of terror. Military courts sentenced some 500 people to death, executed 114, including the first Hungarian head of state, Lajos Batthyány, and
imprisoned 1,763. Around 50,000 former infantrymen were shanghaied into special “retribution” units and sent to fight in Italy. All judicial and administrative powers were centralized under Austrian control. The civil administration was subsumed under military power and municipal administrative rights were revoked, with posts being filled exclusively by pro-Austrian members of the middle gentry. A new internal security force was formed and a campaign of Germanization ousted Hungarian as the official language.

As a result, passive resistance became a new form of opposition to authority; in fact, “citizens had no choice but to respond for the sake of their survival.” The vast majority of the Hungarian gentry, farmers, middle classes, and intellectuals chose survival. This meant civil resistance and noncooperation. After the defeat of armed revolt, hatred and the threat of violence remained as various groups planned armed action. However, perhaps the threat of large-scale violence hampered the consolidation of the Austrian occupation and most Hungarians understood that further violence would escalate repression. Instead, they mounted a nationwide nonviolent campaign, which, after eighteen years, resulted in the Ausgleich (Compromise) of 1867 where Hungary became an equal partner in the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy. Hungary was to have full sovereignty internally and equal weight to Austria on matters of defense and foreign policy. This agreement endured until World War I ended in 1918.

The Portrayal of the Hungarian Struggle

Deák has been presented as the architect of this campaign. A military tribunal had cleared him from involvement in the uprising because he had not advocated dethronement of the monarchy or a split from Austria. He had retired from public life when, in April 1850, Austrian minister of justice Anton von Schmerling summoned him to Vienna to discuss harmonizing Hungarian and Austrian legal procedures. Deák flatly refused, writing that, “after the regrettable events of the recent past and in the prevailing circumstances, it is not possible to cooperate actively in public affairs.” Some how this was leaked to the Ostdeutsche Post in Vienna, from where it spawned handwritten copies across Hungary. Soon the land was plastered with Deák’s message of noncooperation and his statement came to define Hungary’s resistance.

According to Griffith, Deák’s continual declarations of loyalty to the 1848 Hungarian Constitution (which had not legally been abolished) meant his mere presence was a source of annoyance to Austria and of hope to Hungarians. Griffith presents Deák as a national voice—a figure to whom the population could turn for guidance—fanning nationalist feelings while
keeping hotter heads in check. He conducted negotiations with the emperor and, when the Hungarian parliament could sit, authored its declarations.

Imperial policy fluctuated between offering concessions (for instance, when it needed Hungarian support in war) and resumed repression (when the threat of war receded). Deák’s message was constant throughout: the lawful Hungarian Constitution of 1848 was still in force and, as soon as Austria recognized this and allowed Hungarians to run their own affairs in line with the constitution, they would receive Hungarian friendship and loyalty.

Naturally, the resistance had phases—reflecting both the vicissitudes of imperial policy and its own level of organization. Deák’s leading English-language biographer describes the 1850s campaign as “uncoordinated and haphazard,” but having gained cohesion as the years passed. When Hungarians refused to sit in the Imperial Parliament in 1861, according to Griffith, Austria was humiliated—“a butt for Europe’s jests.” This boycott dramatized the Hungarian demand to reestablish their own parliament while denying the legitimacy of centralized Austrian rule. Griffith quotes The Times (London) as saying that “Passive Resistance can be so organized as to become more troublesome than armed rebellion.”

Richard Gregg, the West’s first major popularizer of nonviolent action, begins chapter 1 of The Power of Nonviolence with a section on Hungary: “an outstanding successful modern example of mass, rather than individual, nonviolent resistance.” Gregg follows Griffith in reporting Deák’s rebuke to the moderate Hungarians who felt too weak to resist: “Your laws are violated, yet your mouths remain closed! Woe to the nation that raises no protest when its rights are outraged! It contributes to its own slavery by its silence. The nation that submits to injustice and oppression without protest is doomed.” Gregg recounts how Deák organized a campaign to boycott Austrian goods and set up independent Hungarian institutions while refusing to recognize Austrian ones in a spirit combining nonviolent resistance with legality: “This is safe ground on which, unarmed ourselves, we can hold our own against armed force. If suffering must be necessary, suffer with dignity.” Paraphrasing Griffith, Gregg summarizes the campaign:

When the Austrian tax collector came, the people did not beat him or even hoot him—they merely declined to pay. The Austrian police then seized their goods, but no Hungarian auctioneer would sell them. When an Austrian auctioneer was brought, he found that he would have to bring bidders from Austria. The government soon discovered that it was costing more to distrain the property than the tax was worth.

The Austrians attempted to billet their soldiers upon the Hungarians. The Hungarians did not actively resist the order, but the Austrian soldiers, after trying to live in houses where everyone despised them, protested strongly against it. The Austrian government declared the boycott of Austrian goods illegal, but the Hungarians defied the decree. The jails were filled to overflowing.
Although there may have been “some violence of inner attitude [the despising of the Austrians],” the Hungarian campaign “provided a remarkable example of the power of nonviolent resistance,” eventually forcing Francis Joseph to grant Hungarians their full constitutional rights.  

Griffith describes the dénouement: in 1866, when Austria faced defeat by the Prussians at Königgrätz, a “pale and haggard” Emperor Franz Joseph sent for Deák:

“What am I to do now, Deák?” the monarch asked of his opponent. Deák’s laconic reply is celebrated in Austrian history, “Make peace, and restore Hungary her rights.” “If I restore Hungary her Constitution now, will Hungary help me to carry on the war?” the Emperor inquired. The reply of Deák exhibits the fearless and uncompromising character of the great Magyar. It was in one word, “No.” He would not make the restoration of his country’s rights a matter of barter.

By February 1867, the Austrians had to capitulate. Finally, nonviolent resistance and Deák had triumphed and the Habsburg emperor came to Pest to restore the Constitution of 1848 and to be crowned, pledging himself “as King of Hungary to defend it with his life.” Deák himself refused public office, but consented to serve in parliament as a simple member.

In contrast to the literature on nonviolent action, until recently histories of Hungary paid relatively little attention to and offered even less analysis of this episode. The struggle is reduced to political maneuvering by leading politicians and the impact on Austria of military defeat elsewhere. Histories of the Habsburg Empire stress its political and economic circumstances and important regional considerations.

In the communist period (1948–1989), the episode was sidelined. An official history, published in English in 1975 under the auspices of the History Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, devotes much space to Lajos Kossuth, the exiled armed revolutionary, while underplaying the people’s resistance. Deák is scarcely mentioned, let alone as a leader of a movement. Rather, in this account, Austrian repression drove the gentry into opposition, steering them on a “middle course between the extremes of submission or conspiracy” that “entrenched itself in passive resistance.” This suited them because, while rejecting “centralised absolutism,” they lacked the commitment to take the national struggle further. The wealthier bourgeoisie could pursue their interests inside a military empire, but objected to the “lack of constitutional life and political security.” They, along with the “patriotic plebeian masses of the towns who rebelled against autocracy,” formed the basis of a national resistance. By 1860–1861, it was clear to the leading strata “that passive resistance in the long run was not practical” and that “sooner or later, a situation would present itself when they would have to put aside passivity and fight or give up
resistance and come to an agreement” with the majority. They preferred the latter course.  

There is no analysis of alternatives and passive resistance is presented as passivity rather than the active strategy described elsewhere. There is nothing about the dynamics of the resistance or how people organized. The book’s biographical sketch of Deák does not mention passive resistance or Deák’s leading opposition to Austrian repression, only his role in negotiating the Ausgleich. Kossuth, in contrast, is glorified as a true hero leading the armed resistance and later championing the Hungarian cause in exile. The very concept of civil resistance was problematic under an internationalist communist regime that frowned on overt expressions of nationalism. Could it also be possible that a reading of history glorifying violence helped to legitimize the communists’ own coming to power whereas an account such as Griffith’s might have provided encouragement for opponents of Soviet-style communism?  

Like all nations, Hungarians are proud of their achievements. A book celebrating their contributions to world civilization chronicles the feats of mathematicians and physicists, musicians, artists and filmmakers, linguists and philosophers, medical scientists, Nobel laureates, and, of course, athletes. However, there is no mention of nonviolent resistance, which, according to the early literature on nonviolent action was perhaps one of Hungary’s greatest gifts to civilization, especially given the likely influence the mid-nineteenth century movement had on Gandhi. Gene Sharp, the leading modern theorist of nonviolent struggle, is more cautious about the resistance’s achievements than earlier writers, yet he is clear about Deák’s prescience. Describing how nonviolent resistance can make the opponents’ repression rebound and so undermine their power, he comments that as early as 1861 Deák already understood this mechanism.

Deák and Hungarian Nonviolent Resistance  

The course of Hungarian national civil resistance and Deák’s personal journey intertwine and bifurcate. Teasing out Deák’s actual role in the movement is difficult. At one level, he embodied civil resistance—in his character and political stature, personal code of ethics, political career and lifestyle, liberal views, and social activities. Therefore, some contemporary Hungarian historians present Deák as passive resistance personified. Another school, however, far from seeing Deák as a driver of events, equates passive resistance with broader movements that commenced after the crushing of the 1848–1849 revolution and centered on spontaneous unrest.  

Clearly, unlike Gandhi later, Deák did not direct campaigns. It seems unlikely that, in 1850 from his country estate, he was trying to persuade the
people to follow him. Nevertheless his personal refusal to cooperate—
exemplified in his reply to Schmerling (quoted above)—“became the pro-
grammatic statement of ‘passive resistance,’ that is noncooperation with the
authorities” through refusal to billet soldiers, evading taxes, feigning igno-
rance of the German language, and “encumbering the life of the adminis-
trators in an environment foreign to them in all possible ways.”

In 1854 Deák returned to Pest, his period of total passive resistance be-
hind him. The move had strong political undertones. Indeed, the nationalist
daily Pesti Napló (Pest Journal) encouraged others to follow his example, and
the secret police compiled weekly reports of his activities. Zoltán Fer-
enczi, Deák’s most quoted Hungarian biographer, notes that in this period
he became a “leader of unmatched stature in Hungarian public opinion and
thinking.”

Without presenting a political platform, Deák became the conscience
and mentor of resistance similar to his own practices. Without preaching,
his statements on the constitutional situation provided a program that was
simple to understand and execute: the legal situation in Hungary was that
created by the April Laws. Other systems, until amended by the lawful
Hungarian government, were unlawful and consequently did not have to be
obeyed. Until a lawful Hungarian government was in place, Austrian op-
pression should be resisted nonviolently.

Deák actively promoted national pride and, more subtly, resistance
through his involvement with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, various
economic and cultural organizations, and in the course of meetings in his
hotel room. Deák made regular visits to the National Theatre, to the Na-
tional Casino (a hub of cultural activity), to the Kifaludy Society (the na-
tional forum of the literati), to the Society of Economists, and to the races
that became a symbol of Hungarian national identity. He also supported
eminent anti-Habsburg activists and, after their deaths, kept their memory
alive.

Perhaps the most important single expression of resistance was his op-
position to enforced official Germanization. Short of adopting a form of na-
tionalism that would provoke the authorities, he took every opportunity to
use the Hungarian language for communication in everyday life, literature,
and science. His extensive correspondence illustrates this commitment. For
example, in a letter to an old family friend, Deák writes, “In the midst of
the great storm battering us” and “the constant attack by the powers-that-
be,” the only way to save the Hungarian nation is for Hungarian to remain
the language of social intercourse. He continued that there must be preser-
vation of Hungarian culture within the circle of social life and in the course
of amusements, and through the maintenance of the national costume, in
every place “that is beyond the reaches of our oppressor.” Later he insists
that “we, here in Pest, have absolutely no desire to become German, and the
more they pressure us the more we shall resist denying our culture. It is a nat-
ural instinct in individual people and nations alike: the instinct to survive.”

Addressing a women’s meeting in 1858, Deák repeated this position: their
nationality, Deák warned, “is being eased out of public affairs. All we
can do is cultivate it and preserve it where the power of the regime does not
penetrate—in the private circle of our social lives. If even there we neglect
it, it will be doomed forever.”

The nationalist press publicized Deák’s resistance. Banned from ex-
plicit political discourse, its coverage nevertheless carried unmistakably
subversive undertones and, thus, it became a forum for the nation’s spiritual
and political renaissance.36 Most prominent was Pesti Napló, edited by
Zsigmond Kemény, one of Deák’s best friends (and resident in the same
Pest hotel). Although Deák himself rarely penned articles, through such
links and visiting journalists, writers, and friends, his message was relayed
widely.

Deák expected the nation to hold “the line in struggle to defend its na-
tionality, traditions, constitution and laws.”37 The Austrian position alter-
nated absolutist oppression and state terrorism to at least partial appease-
mendment. One period of concessions followed Austria’s military defeat in Italy
in 1857. Austria’s losses were partly a result of the widespread nonpayment
of taxes, resistance to recruitment, and desertion among its Hungarian sub-
jects. And by this time, both Austrians and Hungarians were growing tired
of the resistance. Therefore, Vienna attempted to moderate its absolutism:
Franz Joseph’s “October Diploma” in 1860 granted wide autonomy to vari-
ous regions of the empire. This provoked what the minister of finance,
Ignaz Edler von Plener, called a state of semirevolution; tax revenue from
Hungary, he declared, could be considered lost.38 In 1861, Hungarian county
councils were restored and parliament convoked. This, however, did not
satisfy Hungarians and the councils soon decided to stop collecting taxes
not sanctioned by the Hungarian parliament and to stop paying for the sup-
port of Austrian troops. In fact “the mood of revolt became so deep that
counties and communities acted as though the absolutist regime had been
abolished and, without waiting for instructions from above, elected new
slates of officials.”39 During the first postrevolutionary Hungarian parlia-
mentary session, where Deák emerged as the preeminent national leader, a
conciliatory petition, which foreshadowed the Ausgleich of 1867, was is-
sued. Austria merely renewed its repression. Deák countered with a second
petition. This recognized that the time for compromise was over and pre-
pared readers for a further round of repression. The petition concluded,

The nation will endure the hardships if it has to, in order to preserve for
future generations the freedom bequeathed to it by our ancestors. It will
endure without despair, as our ancestors endured and suffered to protect
the nation’s rights, for what may be wrested away by main force may be
won back with time and good fortune, but what the nation voluntarily surrenders for fear of suffering may not be regained, or only with great difficulty. The nation will endure in hope for a better future and in trust in the justice of its cause.40

Again Déak urged a policy of nonviolent resistance. Under threat of arms, parliament was prorogued, but Déak’s popularity had never been higher and he was seen as the main leader of the resistance. Furthermore, the opposition was now more organized than in the 1850s and “had an ideology in the form of the explicit and progressive petitions Déak had drafted.”41 Nevertheless, even Déak doubted how much national resistance could achieve: “Often despondent and pessimistic, he knew how weak Hungary was in comparison with the dynasty. This awareness did not raise his spirits. It was faith, not Realpolitik, which gave him the moral strength to persevere.”42 As it was, his policy took almost two decades to achieve his goal and depended on other pressures on the Habsburg Empire, pressures that were largely outside Hungarian control. What leverage the Hungarians practically exerted on the Habsburgs requires further research, but the character of this resistance was, despite the popular accounts, largely outside Déak’s control. Although he consciously opted for passive resistance, Déak did nothing to actively lead, organize, or ideologically underpin the resistance movement. If he promoted nonviolent tactics, he never advertised his views on these and did not transform his own resistance into a cogent theory or practice. We are left not only with a vague impression of his motivational drivers, but with an equally fuzzy sense of his strategic vision.43 This explains why it was interpreted in such different ways and appropriated to serve so many varied political agendas.44 This is not to diminish Déak’s stature or devalue his personal mission: after all, the Ausgleich, which was his life’s work, was achieved. It merely places him in the context of a larger struggle that he symbolized for many, but did not actually lead.

Questions remain about the interrelationship of Déak with the movement as a whole: How spontaneous was Hungarian popular resistance? Would it have emerged without Déak? Would it have continued for so long without his presence? And would it have been less organized without his guidance? One could say that the social environment and public mood were already primed for resistance, whether arising consciously or spontaneously, and it became a central strategy for personal and national survival after the quashed revolution and the ensuing reign of terror.

Hungarian Nonviolent Resistance: The Broader Context

In fact, the resistance campaign had a long gestation period, even preceding the emergence of Déak. There was already resistance to the regime in the
1820s. Before the 1848 revolution, civil resistance was a “weapon” of those not yet able to take up arms; after 1849, it became a form of protest for the defeated and disenfranchised.

Miklós Molnár, without referring specifically to Deák, notes that resistance “became a way of life and an ethical code.”45 Taxes were avoided, as was military service.46 Public celebrations, including the church services that gave thanks for the emperor’s February 1953 escape from assassination, resulted in no-shows. Public office was eschewed, courts were boycotted, and people refused to speak German. Hungarian authors and plays were preferred to Austrian ones. The performances, selected for maximum pertinence, carried coded messages and provided a platform for patriotic affirmation. They were advertised as natives-only events where Austrians would have been persona non grata.47 Symbolic clothing, hairstyles, and jewelry in the national colors were worn,48 especially on significant dates (e.g., the emperor’s birthday or name day and the birthdays of Kossuth and Batthyány, and dates that marked events of the revolution or commemorated the execution of its leaders) and at public functions, dances,49 and theatrical performances.50 When Mihály Vörösmarty, the father of Hungarian literature, died on November 18, 1855, the regime banned unannounced speeches at his funeral. The funeral drew a crowd of 20,000 silently protesting mourners.

A new and often invisible, no-holds-barred, secret war evolved “for the survival of the nation.” It was “fought with arms, with the spoken and printed word, via agricultural exhibitions, pilgrimage, paintings” and “in theatres, markets, churches, at the stock exchange and in the columns of newspapers and journals in Paris, London and Hamburg.”51

The platform of opposition, that became a way of life for a large section of the Hungarian population during the repressive 1850s, is described by Éva Somogyi as follows:

The rich magnates and the well-to-do nobles, the intellectuals and the citizens have decided that they will not pay their taxes until the executor knocks at their doors. Only those supplies that cannot be hidden will be handed over to the military. People will deny understanding German and will everywhere demand answers to verdicts in Hungarian. Nobody will truthfully report the status of his wealth and income. If anybody is asked a question, the answer has to be—I do not know; if information is sought about a person, the answer has to be—I do not know him; if events have to be verified, the answer has to be—I have seen nothing. The slogan is: detest absolutism and ignore its servants as if they were not living amongst us.52

But, of course, it was not quite this simple. People’s movements are not monolithic, with all the protesters acting in unison and taking their cues from one source. As with most resistance movements, here the nonviolent
discipline was not complete. Some cooperated with the regime; others plotted a new uprising. Most of these plotters were caught and eventually executed or sentenced to lengthy terms of imprisonment.

For the study of nonviolent action, careful analysis leads to ambiguities that the early popularizers of nonviolent action did not discuss. Deák’s principles resonated with Griffith, Gandhi, and later theorists, but perhaps the resistance should be seen as a more pragmatic, strategically planned and executed mass movement of people who had a goal, who knew what they were fighting for and why, and who had cohesion and self-discipline based on strong morale. Perhaps those promoting nonviolent action overstate the movement’s role and downplay the importance of external factors. And further, perhaps an accumulation of evidence and folklore over several decades has allowed Griffith and others to construct Deák as a leader that he may not actually have been.

Possibly the most important question concerns what can be learned from the Hungarian example. Mass movements, especially when they are not confined to a particular class but have broad-based appeal (including support from peasants and workers), have to be located in their economic and social contexts. Class differences and economic hardships set tones of discontent. When a system is changing rapidly, whether because of new laws or changes wrought by industrialization and modernization, the distinction is blurred between resistance to change itself and resistance against the government in power at that moment. Most Hungarians were clearly opposed to the oppressive Austrian regime. Following the failed war of independence, the people lost their voice: parliament, local political autonomy, free expression, and the use of the Magyar language were replaced by foreign officials, an unfamiliar and unwelcome police system, and an expensive military police state. But, as suggested, this was far from the whole story.

At the same time as the Habsburgs were being pushed into rapprochement (by the pressure of foreign defeats and rivalries elsewhere), a capitalist boom inside Hungary, suggests Péter Hanák, by the mid-1860s brought Hungarian pressure for “normalization.” Class conflicts, which were submerged during the revolution, also soon reasserted themselves. Dictatorships polarize society and, always in such circumstances, there are collaborators. Sections of the aristocracy supported the crown. The gentry, too, were divided: those entitled to hold public office—the intelligentsia, the landed, and the young—usually opted for reluctant cooperation with Austria. Among the incentives for holding public office were hopes of a quick promotion and the quasi-patriotic desire for regional Hungarian hegemony over ethnic minorities. However, the victorious Habsburgs managed to drive the majority of the gentry and even the Habsburg-supporting conservatives into at least nonactive resistance by ignoring their concerns. The
nobles withdrew from public life, eschewed public office, and “wherever they could, evaded the directives of absolutism and boycotted its representatives.” They retreated to their estates, to bide their time and await a better future, perhaps “unified and intransigent” only in their determination to regain the independence taken from them.⁵⁸

Further, the forces of industrialization were worrying the lesser nobility. As their estates dwindled and meeting their tax burdens became more difficult, they may have discovered a patriotic duty to dodge them. In the words of Paul Ignotus, “He felt he was protesting against tyranny and reaction; but in fact what hurt him most was inevitable in the process of industrializing a society.”⁵⁹ Even the peasantry, struggling to obtain land and engaged in lawsuits against former landlords, hated foreign rule. Hanák notes that most “understood that the 1848 revolution had given them their liberation and land” and that the fight for independence “was alloyed in their minds with a certain amount of peasant democracy” in the same way as the “struggles of the age of absolutism were linked with national motives.”⁶⁰ In other words, movements of nonviolent resistance can be spontaneous expressions of the will of the populace without top-down leadership. Inspirational actions by individuals need not be read as control or leadership of the movement.

Conclusion

Perhaps a little confusingly, László Kontler concludes that “Evidence on all sorts of collaboration uncovered by recent research suggests that the dimensions of “passive resistance” have been greatly exaggerated by national legend, but it still seems to have been the dominant type of political attitude in Hungary during neo-absolutism.”⁶¹

Following the crushing of the 1848–1849 uprising, nonviolent resistance broke out spontaneously among the population. There was no centralized leadership. Deák provided an example as to the form and tools that could be used to conduct the struggle. However, while the struggle would probably have been sustained even without Deák, the movement in all likelihood would have been less homogeneous and sporadic local armed clashes more common. One of the strengths of being decentralized and nonhierarchical was that there was no leadership to imprison in order to decapitate the movement.

Once the armed uprising was crushed, the only possibility of protest on a wide scale was civil disobedience. But this nonviolent strategy led to victory and meant that, for some time afterward, the nation eschewed violence and warfare. Before 1848, struggles were conducted both violently and nonviolently. In 1848 violence came to the fore but, once the uprising was
defeated, nonviolence characterized Hungarian politics. This was a paradigm shift and led to the freedom of the country.

Griffith’s book tried to show what can be done if people are united; it was calculated to influence others to experiment with or even emulate these historical precedents. In short, he had pragmatic reasons for constructing a legend. In contrast, Béla Kírály underplays Déák’s contribution: “Déák did not originate ideas or bring mass movements to life.” Nevertheless, he adds that Déák “was able to recognize political, social, and economic forces and the power balance in the Habsburg lands, and above all, to sense the moment he could harness these forces and use them to realize his goal.” Whatever Déák’s influence in Hungary, and whatever influence this episode of resistance had on the Irish and other struggles and as an inspiration for Gandhi’s campaigns, it should be better known as an important early chapter in the evolution of nonviolent resistance. Further analysis is needed to draw lessons for nonviolent struggle that do not depend on one heroic leader. As Hanák comments, while the 1848 war for independence may have created heroes, Haynau’s retribution produced martyrs and fanned anti-Austrian feelings.

And finally, work still needs to be done on the impact of the struggle on the Hungarian psyche. To what degree did it foster Hungarian nationalism, national collective identity, and cultural pride? Did the struggle legitimize further nonviolent action by the population? Did it influence methods of resistance to the totalitarian regime in Hungary before and after the revolution of 1956?

Not only should the nineteenth-century Hungarian resistance be better known but, as Aldous Huxley requested, it should not be overshadowed by romanticized armed uprisings. In Hungary today, Déák is a national hero and the bicentenary of his birth was widely commemorated across the country in 2003 with scores of publications, both popular and scholarly. His passive resistance has been hailed as part of Hungary’s national character, and he is acknowledged as A Haza Bőlcse (the Sage of the Nation). Nevertheless leaders who fought with arms are better known and anniversaries of armed struggles are more enthusiastically celebrated. And in this regard, it seems that history has more recently been repeated in the region: the armed Hungarian uprising in 1956 is better remembered and more highly valued than the 1968 Czechoslovak nonviolent resistance. Yet Soviet troops crushed the Hungarian revolution in a matter of days while it took them months to regain control in Czechoslovakia.

Hungarian nonviolent resistance demonstrated 150 years ago that state terrorism can be resisted when the oppressed are sufficiently united and have a course of action that is easily understandable and simple to follow. Deeper analysis shows that the Hungarian nonviolent resistance of the 1850s and 1860s was not quite as straightforward as its foreign popularizers
claimed. Nevertheless, such campaigns can achieve their goals when outside events and deeper internal economic and social drivers come together to unite the oppressed and weaken the position of the oppressor. As the Hungarian example and recent major studies of nonviolent struggle have shown, this can be achieved when the oppressed withdraw their consent to be ruled and undermine state power by targeting areas of particular vulnerability in their oppressor. Ralph Summy points out that, where the oppressor needs the cooperation of the oppressed, a dependency relationship comes into existence—one that the oppressed can exploit. The Prussian defeat of Austria hastened the Ausgleich, but that was merely a final chapter in a lengthy process in which noncooperation had laid the foundations for that compromise.
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At the time of partition, no sector of society put Polish identity above class interest. Political rights had been confined to a privileged class, the szlachta, who could elect and limit the powers of kings. This class had abused and exploited peasants for centuries while impeding the rise of a merchant class. Therefore, class animosities were strong, permitting the partition powers to incite events such as the 1848 “Galicia slaughter” when peasants killed more than 1,000 nobles. In 1870, it was estimated that only around a third of the Polish-speaking population considered themselves Polish.

In such circumstances, the development of Polish identity and a Polish nation was by no means inevitable. Late-nineteenth-century processes such as industrialization, urbanization, and demographic growth of the Polish-speaking population do not by themselves account for the emergence of a common Polish identity and a growing demand for statehood. Social and economic changes, together with the often repressive policies of the occupying powers, helped to create a propitious environment for mass-based mobilization. But the nature of this mobilization, either subservient and passive or restive and nationalistic, was determined largely by the new way that the struggle for independence was waged: a deliberate rejection, at least for a period of time, of armed resistance in favor of novel nonviolent methods of defiance.
In this chapter, I argue that Poles developed philosophically refined and, in practice, sophisticated forms of nonviolent resistance in their struggle for national survival and independence. This nonviolent resistance took shape soon after a failed violent national uprising of 1863–1864 and, for more than five decades, it became the main weapon of defiance and a remarkably effective means of building collective identity among the Polish-speaking population. Although Poles did not end the partition by their nonviolent disobedience and confrontation—World War I did that—neither were they defeated or culturally annihilated as the partitioning powers intended. This cultural resilience in the face of severe oppression was based on ingenious mass nonviolent mobilizing, organizing, and actions, all of which instilled a deep sense of national awareness.

**Eulogized Violence in Polish History and National Remembrance**

General neglect of the role of nonviolent resistance does not result only from a historiographical focus on the role of political and intellectual elites, geopolitical changes, or social and economic transformations. It also is the consequence of the dramas of war, armed conflict, and dominant narratives of glorified violent resistance. Polish historians, essayists, poets, film- and opinionmakers, and politicians (mostly men) have been attracted to mesmerizing stories of militant conspiracies, plotting, army mobilizations, military campaigns, victorious battles, and heroic violent resistance, particularly against more powerful enemies, leading to unavoidable but glorious defeats. These stories have been cherished and apotheosized through collective remembrance. Valor is attached to knightly or soldierly virtues and unquestioned martyrdom for the Polish fatherland and the country’s freedom. Unsurprisingly, therefore, as Adam Michnik remarks, Poles “identify most closely with the tradition of uprisings.”

The nineteenth-century romantic literature of romanticism presents Poland as a Christ among nations, enduring injustice and persecution, and sacrificing itself on the altar of the struggle for freedom so as to rise again, regain its independence, and free other subjugated nations. In that sense, immense suffering, victimization by pernicious neighbors, immediate sacrifice, and violent heroics—symbolized by the suicidal charge of Polish cavalry against German tanks in 1939—have defined Polishness and Polish patriotism and are believed to have contributed to the nation’s resilience and perseverance.

Discussion about the significance and meaning of national tragedies and sacrifices has been renewed by the crash of the presidential plane on April 10, 2010, which killed dozens of leading contemporary Polish political leaders and intellectual figures. They were flying to commemorate one
of Poland’s most emotive anniversaries—the 1940 Katyń massacre where Soviet secret police executed 21,000 Polish officers. In 2010, as hundreds of thousands of Poles went to the streets in an emotional outpouring of grief and solidarity, commentators reported an overwhelming sensation of patriotism and the rise of a new Polish political community: “Poles, brought together by violent death and destruction, could finally unite in pain.” This victimhood fuels an enduring belief that defeats, sacrifice, and martyrs are necessary to bring about greater rewards—such as independence after 123 years of unceasing struggle or a genuine community of Poles that emerged out of the April 10 tragedy. Time and again, the Polish national identity is redefined and reformed by national catastrophes—partitions, wars, and tragic accidents.

The tradition of armed resistance is ingrained in Polish culture, not least in the capital itself: Warsaw. Its numerous monuments, many erected after 1989, quintessentially represent the way Poles remember and retell their history. Monuments for fallen heroes dominate the commemorative landscape: for the brave Polish soldiers who fought and died at Monte Cassino in 1944, the decisive battle in Italy; for the 1944 Warsaw Rising; for the fallen and murdered in the East, including those executed at Katy; and the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier regularly visited by Polish notables. A conspicuous bronze figure is the Little Insurgent, a boy soldier wearing an oversized adult helmet and clenching a German Sten gun—this is near to where thirteen-year-old “Antek” was killed.

In 2005 the Warsaw Rising Museum opened, which uses modern, multimedia historical exhibitions to “recreate the atmosphere of fighting Warsaw.” Here, officials from the Central Anticorruption Bureau, the Internal Security Agency, and the Border Guard take their solemn oaths of office. As the spokesperson for the Internal Security Agency explained, they chose the museum because “Poles associated this place with heroism and patriotism of all those who gave their lives for the fatherland.” The appropriateness of linking the work of these agencies with a violent and a destined-for-defeat insurrectionary act where many children, outgunned, fought the German Army has not been questioned.

Through all these monuments, places, and commemorative rituals, Poles immortalize their heroism in armed struggles. Furthermore, in so doing, other stories of no less courageous and patriotic acts are suppressed. A participant in the nowadays forgotten nonviolent resistance during the German occupation of Warsaw recalls,

Underground teaching on all levels of schooling was the most admirable work accomplished by Polish society [during the war]. Neither tracts [sic], nor violence, nor sabotages were as productive as this last manifestation of the national consciousness. It saved our society from a catastrophe equal at least to the destruction of Warsaw: the loss of five graduating
classes of engineers, architects, doctors, teachers, and students who managed to pass their baccalaureate exams [despite the German occupation and war].

Historians such as Norman Davies refer to “an amazing network of clandestine classes, which eventually undertook the education of a million children.” Yet Warsaw has no monument to commemorate those who risked death to organize classes. Their daily heroism remained anonymous and largely forgotten.

Just as nonviolent resistance to German occupation is ignored in Polish historiography and by the public at large, so too is the role and legacy of nonviolent resistance to the partition. Adam Michnik encapsulates well how militaristic tradition eclipses the “less glamorous” achievements of nonviolent resistance:

An attack from the battle of Samosierra [sic] is more photogenic than the tedious organization of education or the modernization of agriculture, not to mention the construction of a network of sanitary facilities. But let us remember that we would not have been able to organize our statehood had it not been for the work done in the spirit of “organicism” and “accommodation.” . . . And let us remember that our grandfathers often had to pay a high price for their decision to undertake these tasks, risking moral reproach from their antagonists.

Michnik also writes about Poles who see only in black and white: either one takes up arms and fights for the fatherland or one yields to the oppression and abandons the struggle entirely. This binary choice excludes the option of defiance through nonviolent organizing and nonviolent direct action.

**Philosophical and Historical Foundations of Nonviolent Resistance: The Birth of Organic Work**

After partition, Poles engaged in armed struggle by allying with Napoleon against the partitioning powers, by conspiring and leading the violent uprising of November 1830, by joining militarily in the People’s Spring of 1848, and by rising again in January 1863 to be crushed by the Russian Army. Following this violent defeat and its disastrous consequences, many viewed regaining Poland’s independence as unrealistic in the foreseeable future. This led to a decisive shift away from ad hoc armed revolts toward strategies of long-term constructive activism and organizing as a way to continue the struggle by other, nonviolent, means.

Nonviolent action found its context in the newly emerging social philosophy of positivism as adapted in Poland. Polish positivism offered a
rational explanation for nonviolent resistance and its strategic, long-term use and eventually superseded a romantic vision of armed struggle for Poland’s independence.

Influenced by their Western European counterparts, Polish positivists saw the nation as a social organism that, to survive and grow, had to be healthy and well nourished. National survival, particularly within the borders of foreign states, was endangered by continuous militant conspiracies and failed violent actions. For positivists the new strategy for reasserting national existence, vigor, and hope for eventual liberation was to accumulate intellectual, cultural, social, and economic strength. The best-educated and most intelligent, not the mightiest, would eventually survive and win. Aleksander Świętochowski, a leading Polish positivist, emphasizes the superiority of mental over physical strength: “No Krupp could make such armaments as would kill Copernicus and no Moltke could vanquish Mickiewicz or Matejko.” Knowledge and work became a new strategy for unity, perseverance, and resistance that were to help weave various Polish-speaking groups, most importantly peasants, into a national fabric.

This rise of positivism was paralleled with the emergence of the Cracow historical school, which argued that internal factors—weak and ineffectual government and a general economic and social malaise—rendered the country extremely vulnerable. Consequently, neighboring powers saw the opportunity for conquest and territorial expansion.

Placing the causes for Poland’s downfall squarely on the domestic front meant that a remedy could also be found in internal changes and reforms. As Józef Szujski, a leader of the Cracow historical school, explained, “If the nation as a state fell, it was from its own guilt [and] if it raises, it will be from its own work, its own reason, its own spirit.” The school further maintained that a successful armed insurrection not only was unlikely, but it would be short-lived without a proper political, social, and economic basis. Although often criticized for religious, social, and political conservatism and loyalty toward the Habsburgs, the school helped lay down the ideational foundations for moving away from the destructive violence of armed uprisings toward constructive nonviolent strategies.

The positivist thoughts supported by the ideas of the Cracow historical school were put into effect through a new type of nonviolent defiance known as “organic work” or “work at foundations” that emphasized social and economic development, cultural learning, and preservation of language, tradition, and historical memory. It was a strategic and pragmatic choice as nonviolent methods began to look more feasible than failed armed struggles. Organic work from self-discipline and intellectual self-improvement, to national education of the masses and social, economic, and political self-organization was a nonspectacular project whose outcomes were not immediately discernible and, in contrast to insurrectionary conspiracies, often
faced no immediate threat of repression. Forms of organic work were undertaken in all three parts of divided Poland, both openly and secretly, legally and illegally. The two common elements were its nonviolent character and the constructive nature of resistance. The objective was to generate solely Polish economic, social, and intellectual capital and to sustain, protect, and promote Polishness: language, culture, tradition, and history. Polish dreams of independence were now channeled through nonviolent practical tools of self-organization that would preserve, solidify, and eventually expand the cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and historical boundaries of being a Pole.

**Organic Work in Austrian, German, and Russian Poland**

Various initiatives in the spirit of organic work took place soon after partition, but they were not widespread nor were their scale and eventual impact comparable to developments in the 1870s and later. The failed 1863–1864 rising was a watershed. Polish society, exhausted with the armed struggles and their continuous defeats but committed to defending the core of its identity, now concentrated on harnessing its strengths internally to withstand de-Polonization. Through the creation of parallel economic, social, and educational institutions and the protection and expansion of cultural and national practices, Poles carried on their defiance throughout the partitioned country while actively seeking to awaken a unified national identity among all Polish-speaking groups.

**Organic Work in Austrian Poland**

Austrian Poland (Galicia) was the least economically developed territory, the most conservative in terms of social hierarchies, with strong loyalties toward the Habsburg Empire and a relatively low level of national consciousness, particularly in rural areas. The major shift toward embracing nonviolent forms of defiance occurred at the end of the 1870s, veiled in legal education activities and nonconfrontational and open forms of cultural and national festivities fostering Polish identity.

Vienna tightly controlled the education curricula in Austrian Poland, forbidding teachers to use their own materials to teach about national history and banned prepartition maps of Poland. In 1882, organicists launched the Agricultural Circle Society that quickly grew into a movement. It organized civic education and opened reading rooms while supporting self-organization among Polish-speaking villagers by opening Christian stores and credit associations. The agricultural circle movement organized festivities to commemorate historic anniversaries and promoted social behavior
aiming to reinforce the social and national fabric. Its strict antialcohol rules in village circle rooms were the first challenge to the dominance of taverns in village life. The agricultural circle movement’s promotion of self-improvement among Galician peasants is credited with their growing identification with the Polish nation.16 Peasants gained access to patriotic literature, history books, Polish-language newspapers, and also information on how to set up and run reading rooms.17 Another mass education organization—the People’s School Society (PSS)—was established in 1891. It grew rapidly and, by 1913, had more than 300 branches with 42,000 members. It reached out to roughly 5 million illiterate Polish-speaking peasants in Galicia, building libraries and setting up rural primary and secondary schools as well as seminars for teachers. It incorporated the work of Polish nationalist novelists and poets in the curricula and organized national celebrations.18 On the surface they were apolitical, but in fact self-help organizations such as the agricultural circle movement or the PSS signaled the growth of a new national consciousness.19

An additional participatory form of action after 1863–1864 was commemorations that brought together Poles from different social strata: intellectuals, peasants, and laborers from all parts of the divided country. The mass celebrations of national traditions, famous Polish historical and contemporary figures, mass remembrances of glorious historical events and military victories, and people’s mourning during anniversaries (e.g., partitions of the Polish state or failed armed uprisings) were often accompanied by educational activities such as lectures, theatrical performances, publications of books or historical monographs, exhibitions of memorabilia, or church services. They were an alternative form of patriotic activism to counter the denationalizing and de-Polonizing policies of the partitioning powers, instead creating a sense of one community united by shared history, language, traditions, and culture. Commemorations were a “constructive, creative, yet intensely national variant of organic work—an attempt at national modernization, Polish style.”20

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to document the myriad commemorative events, but it is worth highlighting two examples. Naturally, Austria and Germany could not object to commemorations of the bicentennial of the Relief of Vienna in 1883 by Austrian, German, and Polish forces under Polish king Jan III Sobieski. For Poles, however, celebrating this important national military victory was a reminder of their country’s past glory, independence, and might that stopped Ottoman invasion of Europe. More than 12,000 peasants came to Cracow to celebrate the bicentennial, some leaving their village for the first time. They saw the Polish royal castle and heard speeches and lectures about Polish history. Both a national and a religious celebration, Polish-speaking Catholic peasants paid homage to the Polish monarch whose military genius had saved Christianity.21
The second example is the centennial of the failed 1794 uprising led by Tadeusz Kościuszko against Prussia and Russia. After the victorious Battle of Racławice, where a peasant battalion armed with scythes overran Russian artillery positions, Kościuszko ennobled a number of peasants, promoting Bartosz Głowacki to become the standard bearer, a symbol of the armed rising. During the centennial commemoration, numerous plays, sketches, art exhibitions, and a reenactment of the Battle of Racławice acknowledged the peasant volunteers’ readiness to sacrifice for the Polish nation. Thousands of Polish-speaking peasants visited Cracow to take part. In Lviv, under the cover of an exposition of technological advances and agricultural developments in Austrian Poland, the organizers displayed a national trope: Wojciech Kossak and Jan Styka’s enormous painting, The Racławice Panorama, showing peasants with scythes leading the charge against the Russian cannons. In four months, more than a million people visited the exposition and an estimated 200,000 people viewed The Racławice Panorama. The PSS organized peasant group visits, including funding the trips of more than 6,000 schoolchildren. During one of many pilgrimages to The Racławice Panorama, 3,000 peasants passed a resolution demanding universal and direct voting rights—a year later the Polish Peasant Party was established.

This tactic of mass commemoration required the adroit use of nationally significant anniversaries that would influence peasants and other social groups to identify as Polish citizens, cognizant of their national identity, duties, and political rights, while doing so in a low-risk, nonviolent way that reduced the likelihood of repression. Commemorations were a pedagogical tool for Polish speakers who previously did not identify with the nation. The strength of this newly acquired national identity came into clear display during World War I when peasants constituted the majority of Polish volunteers.

**Organic Work in German Poland**

In German Poland, the nonviolent resistance was similarly advanced through building a number of civic institutions independent from the authorities and thus countering Germanization policies known as Kulturkampf (the struggle for land and minds) and strengthening national awareness among the Polish population.

In 1872, organicists founded the Society for Peasant Education with the goals of offering alternative education and increasing national awareness of Polish language, history, and culture. It established nearly 120 libraries all over German Poland, distributed books and other reading materials, and set up day nurseries. The German authorities dissolved this organization, leading Polish organicists in 1880 to found the Society for Folk Reading Rooms,
whose activities conformed to German legal restrictions. Within three years, this society had set up almost 400 rural and 85 urban libraries and supplied them with 79,000 Polish-language cultural, literary, and religious books. By 1890, almost 1,000 libraries were established with the society’s help. In addition to the society’s work, organicists set up more than 100 reading circles in German Poland.

In 1886, German chancellor Otto von Bismarck allocated 100 million marks to buy out indebted Polish landowners in German Poland and replace them with Germans. In response, Polish organicists made plans to buy back the lands for Poles. Thanks to parcelation institutions, beginning with the Polish Land Bank in 1888, within a decade Poles were able to acquire more land than the Germans. A famous example of resistance to the German land grab is the story of the Polish peasant Michał Drzymała. In 1904, German authorities refused to allow him to build a permanent residence on his new property. Therefore, Drzymała turned his caravan-trailer into his home and, to abide by German law, moved it a few centimeters each day to show that it was not permanent and, therefore, did not require a permit. The resulting legal battle lasted for more than four years and ended when Drzymała sold the land and purchased another with an already built house that did not require a building permit. By then, British, French, and US newspapers made a mockery of the German institutionalized and legalized land discrimination policy against Poles while Drzymała and his caravan became a symbol of creative nonviolent resistance to the German expansionist policies.

Various Polish economic and financial institutions were created in rural areas to counteract German economic expansion. The number of Polish credit cooperatives rose from 25 in 1868 to 76 in 1891, reaching 204 by 1913 with close to 126,000 members—almost half of them peasants. They offered Poles more favorable interest rates than German banks and so helped modernize and expand both the rural and urban economy in German Poland. Organicists pushed for the establishment of Polish industrial societies with both political and national objectives to strengthen the middle-class economic basis in order to compete effectively with German entrepreneurs. The industrial societies proliferated and, by 1914, there were almost 170 societies in the region of Poznań alone with almost 11,000 members.

The number of peasant agricultural circles increased from 45 in 1875 to 60 with 10,000 members in 1900, reaching 310 with 17,000 members by 1910, some 40 percent of all Polish-speaking rural landowners—the new social cadre of peasant activists. Next to facilitating information exchange about crop-growing and agricultural trade, including selling agricultural products and delivering fertilizer, coal, and seeds to the Polish farmers, the circles also advanced knowledge about legal, credit, tax, and inheritance issues that aimed at countervailing German administrative, juridical, and economic efforts to uproot Polish-speaking peasants from their land. In addition,
6,000 dairy cooperatives and 6,000 credit banks were set up to support the cultural, social, and economic development of the Polish village.29

Concurrent with the growth of Polish economic, social, and educational institutions, the Polish-language press also grew and its total annual print in German Poland doubled in the first decade of the twentieth century to 400,000 copies per year.30 Evidence of the impact of increasingly muscular nationalist press could be clearly seen in the school strikes in 1901–1907 (discussed below).

By 1914, an estimated one in four adults belonged to a Polish economic, social, cultural, or political institution in the largest region of German Poland, Wielkopolska.31 Overall by 1913, Polish organic institutions reached 140,000 members of the adult population of Wielkopolska—although the total number of Poles influenced by such institutions was higher since younger Poles were exposed to organic education without being counted as members.32 Through these activities, the organizers and their beneficiaries “learned that they could attain specific economic, cultural, and social goals through a group effort that relied on legal, practical actions rather than . . . revolutionary violence.”33

School Strikes in German Poland

The school strikes that broke out in German Poland beginning in 1901 were the largest form of coercive nonviolent defiance in the partitioned lands. The years of 1906–1907 were the peak of the strike, with more than 93,000 children staying away from school.

This resistance to Germanization had been built through decades of less confrontational mobilization. As far back as 1871, 110,000 people signed a petition against German plans for schools while 160,000 signed a petition in support of Polish language in elementary schools. When in 1885 the government ordered all subjects to be taught in German, including religion and Polish-language classes, 60,000 people signed a petition that demanded church (rather than state) oversight of religion classes and teaching of the Polish language. These petitions, together with open public meetings to discuss education policies, were lessons in citizens’ self-organization to defend the rights to their own language. They generated greater awareness among Polish speakers of the necessity to defend Polish education and were an important prelude to the school strikes. The conflict was further intensified as the Polish Catholic Church was drawn into the dispute to defend the use of Polish in religious instruction. Poles became ready to replace legal methods of petition with more disruptive, illegal, nonviolent resistance through school strikes.

The first major strike in 1901 took place in the town of Września. First, parents refused to buy the German-language religious texts. When school
officials bought them, pupils refused to use the books or answer questions in German. The defiant pupils prayed in Polish instead of German and “refused to attend the ceremonies commemorating the German victory over France at Sedan.” German teachers and Poles loyal to the German authorities punished the children, including with corporal punishment. During a mass caning, when townspeople heard the children’s screams, about 1,000 people, mainly women, entered the schoolyard and protested. German police forced the crowd to leave, and later twenty-one protesters, including seven women and three teenagers, were sentenced to prison terms and financial penalties.

Far from subduing the public, these harsh sentences backfired, converting the Września affair into a national symbol of the Polish resistance and sacrifice in defense of the Polish language. Soon, celebrated poems and essays about children’s heroism were published while donations came from Poland, Europe, and the United States to cover legal fees, provide support for the prisoners’ families, and gifts for the beaten pupils—an example of solidarity across partitioned borders. Pro-Września protests took place in other parts of Poland, including at the German consulates in Warsaw and Lviv. The international public also noticed the brutality of the German oppression through press coverage in France, Britain, the Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium, Italy, Argentina, and the Vatican. This in turn contributed to an increase in international support for Poles’ right to self-determination.

Despite the backlash, the German authorities remained inflexible, thus paving the way to a much larger wave of school strikes in 1906–1907. The first strike began in October 1906 and involved an estimated 70,000 pupils from 950 state schools, including 20,000 in Pomerania and 47,000 in Wielkopolska (more than half of those pupils were required to study religion in German). Eventually, 93,000 children from over 1,600 schools in German Poland joined the school strikes. The fruits of more than a half century of organic work among the peasant population were reflected in the strikers’ class background. Close to 90 percent of the striking pupils came from families of peasants and agrarian workers while around 10 percent from families of craft and industrial workers.

The Polish-language press in German Poland played an important role in preparing the ground for general school strikes and sustaining the mobilization. In 1906 they printed sample petitions for parents to use in protest at German religion classes, then published a call for a general organizational meeting of all provinces in German Poland to discuss new forms of resistance—a meeting ultimately attended by more than 2,000 people despite police stopping many participants en route. Once the strikes broke out, the Polish press published regular reports on the ongoing protests in different parts of German Poland. Because schools often demanded proof of parents’ acquiescence to their children’s strike, newspapers printed examples
of parental consent notes for pupils to give to teachers. The press praised striking pupils and encouraged others to follow their example while also urging nonviolent discipline and calmness in pursuing the strike and unity and resolve in recognizing that only with broad participation could it succeed.

Despite the size and scope of participation, the authorities stood firm. Various Polish politicians were skeptical about the success of the school strikes, recognizing neither their value nor power. Meanwhile, German repression was taking its toll. Some parents lost custody of striking pupils, some pupils were expelled, and many were denied school diplomas. Newspapers faced huge fines, which undermined them financially. By late spring 1907, the strikes were dying out.

It took the Germans more than a year to tame this wave of strikes and only by deploying a set of extraordinary measures. The Polish press presented the eventual end not as a defeat, but as the moment when the Polish public had fulfilled its patriotic obligation. Indeed, for many strikers the struggle was no longer about the means to reach a specific objective, but an end in itself with great symbolic value. In that sense, the strikers achieved a moral victory.40 This also had serious tangible consequences. The Polish language became a unifying force as never before. No armed insurrection had mobilized such a diverse group of people: young and old, girls and boys, women and men from villages and towns across the region. The protest against the German religion classes became a movement for preserving Polish identity and politicized a swathe of the Polish-speaking population.41

These strikes serve as a yardstick of much deeper changes at work in Polish society through organic work and in defense of Polish culture and identity. They were followed by a new surge of social and cultural activities, including the growth of Polish sports, religious, and clandestine education associations that were to be the backbone of the reborn Polish society after World War I.

Organic Work in Russian Poland

The policies of czarist Russia after the failed 1863–1864 uprising aimed at either preventing the emergence of Polish national identity or uprooting it altogether. In order to win over Polish-speaking peasants and weaken the Polish landowning class (the most nationally aware group), Russia abolished serfdom in Russian Poland in 1864. Pressing forward with the Russification of its western lands, in 1866 the government made Russian the mandatory language of instruction in state and private schools for selected subjects. A year later it extended this requirement to all subjects except Polish language and religion. Finally, in 1885, all types of schools were required to teach everything except religion in Russian. Polish not only was banned
in school corridors and yards, but in all public places. Polish shop signs had to be removed, and Polish newspapers and libraries were closed.\textsuperscript{42}

In Russian Poland, underground, illegal classes secretly offered teaching in Polish language, history, and literature, thus becoming the centerpiece of the organic work and nonviolent resistance. In 1894 a woman activist, Cecylia Śniegocka, set up the Association of the Secret Teaching. Within ten years, 2,000 children were taking secret classes in Warsaw that constituted half of all pupils in government-controlled primary schools in the city.\textsuperscript{43} By 1901, according to Russian government sources, a third of the Polish population in Russian Poland at some point had received secret teaching that enabled them to read and write in Polish.\textsuperscript{44}

A prominent form of secret higher education was the “flying university” that developed in the mid-1870s. Academics offered lessons in private premises on both science and humanities with emphasis on Polish history, culture, and language. More than 5,000 men and women passed through the flying university in Russian Poland in the 1880s, including the future Nobel Prize winner Marie Curie-Skłodowska.\textsuperscript{45}

Russian Poland’s tradition of resistance through clandestine organizing and teaching, self-education circles, and mutual assistance organizations laid the ground for the 1905 movement to boycott the state school system. More than 20,000 students, mostly young women and girls, actively joined the boycott.\textsuperscript{46} They demanded restoration of Polish as a language of instruction and a representative, democratic, and participatory system of education with societal rather than governmental control. Urban civil resistance spilled over to rural areas where thousands of new village schools were created through the initiative of Polish-controlled local and communal municipalities. Literate peasants began to offer secret instruction in Polish grammar and religion. Confronted with growing social unrest, in October 1905 the czarist government permitted the establishment of private schools with Polish as the language of instruction for all subjects except Russian language, history, and geography. Unable to win further concessions, the movement faced brutal antistrike measures—martial law and curfews that closed down higher education institutions, dismissal of 142 teachers, mass expulsion of students, and severe movement restrictions imposed on students who remained enrolled under the threat of large financial penalties or prison sentences.\textsuperscript{47} Consequently, the movement switched to using the existing legal system to create a network of Polish private schools as an alternative to the Russified state system.

In 1906 drawing on both the experience and tradition of the flying university, Polish Motherland Schools (PMS) were launched to establish Polish private schooling in Russian Poland. By the start of the school year, the PMS boasted 680 registered schools and 70,000 enrolled students.\textsuperscript{48} Soon these numbers increased to almost 800 schools and nearly 120,000 pupils,
and the next year a further 450 private schools requested registration. Then, the Russian government cracked down and closed the PMS themselves. In response, Polish organicists began the establishment of parallel underground schools. Despite the arrest of hundreds of teachers, repressive government policies failed to crush this movement. Poles saw the state school system as a tool for Russification, thus parents often continued their boycott of the state schools by sending their children to private elementary and middle schools and commerce schools. By 1914, 18 percent of all elementary school pupils (70,000 children) attended more than 800 private schools. At the same time, private middle schools enrolled 38,000 pupils, more than 60 percent of the total in Russian Poland.

Even in the oppressive environment of Russification, Russian Poland nevertheless organized its commemoration movement, albeit more limited than in Austrian Poland. The 1898 celebration of the centenary of Adam Mickiewicz’s birth and the idea of honoring this national bard with a bronze statue aroused public enthusiasm. In just two months, over 100,000 people donated 200,000 rubles for the statue; more than 80 percent of these donations were from private individuals from mainly the middle class and peasantry. This monument was built not only to celebrate Mickiewicz’s poetry, but also to honor a national symbol of freedom and resistance. The dedication itself, with plays and speeches, evoked national pride among peasants and workers. The czarist government had been obstructive about the event—imposing censorship, limiting the tickets available, and cordoning off the celebration area—yet more than 12,000 people attended the official ceremony. The self-organization of the citizens’ committee to build the monument, the fund-raising drive, and the dedication ceremony were seen by a contemporary commentator as

the most wonderful, sublime and invigorating signs of collective existence, . . . one of the great victories in the unceasing . . . battle for the existence of the Polish nation. Under the oppression of the strictest police surveillance . . . , under the oppression of censorship . . . , this miraculous plebiscite took place with lighting speed, in the face of which the mighty state stood amazed, helpless, and lacking courage to prevent and suppress.

Women and Organic Work

Organic work and particularly overt and secret education activities gave women a much more prominent presence in the Polish nonviolent resistance than during the romanticized period of armed insurrections.

Women and girls played a leading role in Polish underground education in Russian Poland and during the school strikes under the German and Russian partitions. Women led an estimated 40 percent of the education movement’s activities associated with the education movement in Russian
Poland. Because in the household women were largely responsible for educating children, they were now active in generating, distributing, and using elementary education materials and leading parent self-help organizations.

The emphasis of positivism on constructive nonviolent organizing through economic, social, and intellectual development highlighted a role for women that went beyond maternity or the tragic archetype of the Mother-Pole (Matka Polka) whose son sacrifices his life to fight oppression. The positivist Mother-Pole was an educator of her own children as well as a social activist, teacher, organizer, and writer who educated others, particularly illiterate peasants—a role that placed women in direct confrontation with the partitioning empires and their de-Polonization policies. 54

Conclusion

Vast parts of the Polish-speaking population with little or no Polish national identity might have been assimilated among the three empires that divided their country. That this did not happen was largely the result of a mass nonviolent constructive program that became the main strategy of defense and resistance when armed uprisings proved futile against militarily superior enemies.

The nonviolent strategy of organic work ensured national and cultural survival and successfully politicized masses in all three parts of Poland. Under the harshest conditions in Russian Poland where the onslaught of Russification covered all spheres of public life, the organicists carried out their work mainly through underground, secretive, and illegal institutions and activities. In German Poland, the constitutional and economic parameters of the system allowed organicists to build legally permitted social and economic institutions to counter German de-Polonization policies. Germans often harassed Polish organizations and, while permitting Polish entrepreneurship, waged a total cultural war against Polishness and banned all Polish educational initiatives. Nonetheless, Germanization of education failed to diminish the rising wave of Polish national sentiment or stop open resistance in Polish schools. Finally, in Austrian Poland—the most liberal of the partitions where Poles seemingly had some loyalty to their occupier—Polish conservatives used nonviolent organic work to prevent open violent confrontation. Eventually, the organic work in Austrian Poland did more to turn Poles, particularly peasants, into a nation than all of the previous armed risings.

Nevertheless, eulogized violence in Polish tradition and history have reinforced the perception of organic work as a form of “less assertive patriotism,” 55 as a tool of loyalist accommodation with the foreign power, and even as a betrayal of the generations of Poles who joined armed resistance
and gave their lives in national risings. The continuing glorification of mil-
itary resistance paradoxically enough can be attributed to the successes and
achievements of nonviolent movement that after all relied on cultural forms
of resistance (e.g., commemorations) and parallel institution building (e.g.,
patriotic education). These both often shaped and propagated the attitudes
of admiration for the tradition of armed resistance that further romanticized
past violent struggles and inadvertently helped overshadow its nonviolent
popularizers.

A critical attitude toward organic work is particularly perplexing given
the extent to which the nineteenth-century nonviolent resistance and its
constructive program of creating and running parallel institutions served as
an inspiration for future generations of Poles faced with oppression. The
conspiratorial experience of organizing and running secret education be-
came ingrained in the collective memory of the national resistance. It was
recalled during traumatic events such as the German occupation of 1939–
1945 and during communist rule, particularly during the 1970s and 1980s
when widespread illegal education (including the reestablishment of the
flying university) ensured the truthful reading of national history, culture,
and tradition. In fact, working at the base of society became the imperative
nonviolent strategy of the anticommunist opposition. Solidarity leaders
drew parallels between their nonviolent efforts to liberate the society from
the control of the communist government and the nonviolent strategies of
nineteenth-century organicists to undermine the authority of the partitioning
powers.

Bohdan Cywiński’s influential *Genealogy of the Defiant* (1971) studied
the fin-de-siecle (defiant ones) and made parallels between their nonviolent
defiant attitude and practice against the czarist government and the then con-
temporary resistance to communism. That book inspired thousands of Poles
and showed clearly how a century-old tradition of nonviolent resistance—
although generally underappreciated in the national annals—could play a
vital role in shaping the thinking, and determining the strategies and ac-
tions, of a new generation of unarmed resisters struggling with no less op-
pressive autocratic rulers than their indomitable predecessors who lived
under partitions.

Without nonviolent resistance, Poles could not have taken charge of
their national destiny after World War I or changed the geopolitical situ-
ation in their favor during the 1980s. It would have been equally implausible
to integrate partitioned lands after 1918 and establish statehood so swiftly
without the base of social, economic, and cultural development constructed
through organic work. Although nonviolent resistance has been widely used
by different generations of Poles against both external occupation and do-
mestic dictatorship, this form of struggle is still awaiting much-deserved
recognition of its role in not only defending, but essentially reimagining,
the Polish nation.
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Each year on March 5–7, Kosovo celebrates the Epopee of the Kosova Liberation Army (KLA)—the anniversary of the 1998 gun battle in the village of Donji Prekaz where Adem Jashari, a founder of the KLA, and more than fifty of his family members were killed. The Jashari home is now a shrine. The Epopee includes the Night of Flames when fifty fires are lit and a gathering in Prekaz of Kosovo’s leading dignitaries and the uniformed successors of the KLA (at one time the Kosovo Protection Corps, now the Kosovo Security Force). The main speeches in 2010 were made by the prime minister and president—at that time Hashim Thaçi, a founder of the KLA, and Fatmir Sejdiu, a founder and leader of the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK), the party most associated with the nonviolent struggle. Sejdiu began,

On March 5, 1998 . . . the legendary Commander of the Kosovo Liberation Army, Adem Jashari, and his father Shaban and his brother Hamëz, fell on the altar of freedom. That day, besides these three martyrs, many other children and members of Jashari family were deprived of their lives. But, by virtue of their matchless sacrifice, they were decorated with the most precious and gilded crown in the history of our long-lasting war for freedom and independence and turned into an incomparable symbol of sublime self-sacrifice for the homeland.¹

Sejdiu’s conclusion, however, invoked the memory of Kosovo’s first president, Ibrahim Rugova, the figurehead of the nonviolent struggle and the person credited with first raising the demand for independence, praising his “Euro-Atlantic” vision.

Rugova and Jashari are contrasting figures. The urbane Rugova (Tirana denounced his “decadent modernism”) gained an image among Albanians as “the U.S.’s chosen one” as early as April 1990, addressing the US
Congressional Human Rights Caucus. He never lost this image, despite changes in US attitudes.\textsuperscript{2} At the time of his death, despite everything that might have destroyed his credibility, Rugova was Kosovo’s president and most trusted politician.\textsuperscript{3} Furthermore, the memory of nonviolent resistance remains largely identified with him.

Jashari, on the other hand, was a rural icon in the \textit{kaçak} tradition, as indicated by his nephew Murat:

\begin{quote}
Each nation has a saint and story that is the foundation that forms the society, its basis. My family’s story is the link of a chain . . . that goes back to the Albanian flag, Azem Galica, Shaban Palluzha and others. Albanians have always been under an oppressive foreign power, whether Turkey, Austria, Serbia, and there have been many moments of fighting for freedom: this is the Albanian national question in the Balkans.\textsuperscript{4}
\end{quote}

Jashari’s status as a legendary warrior hero, contend Anna Di Lellio and Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers, provides a “hegemonic discourse” beyond public debate that sidelines Kosovo’s experience of civil resistance and, in particular, the role women played in nonviolent struggle and the “parallel structures.”\textsuperscript{5}

Jashari was never convinced by the nonviolent strategy, but he himself had to flee Kosovo in winter 1991–1992. At that time people with his views could do little inside Kosovo except recognize that the nonviolent struggle was “the only game in town,” as did Jakup Krasnqi—the friend who hid Jashari from the police.\textsuperscript{6} Although in mid-1998 Krasnqi emerged as the KLA’s first field spokesperson, until that year he had been a leading activist in his local LDK, and was even voted onto the Kosovo-wide presidency of the LDK.

In this chapter, my account of civil resistance concentrates on the period until 1994—the time of maximum unity in resistance. After that, the struggle entered a phase of stagnation—the LDK was dominant and undemocratic, Rugova was remote and passive, and the horrors of war in Bosnia made all parties in the Kosovo conflict (including Belgrade) wary of escalation. I also discuss the period after the Dayton Accords on Bosnia-Herzegovina (November 1995), a time of increasing frustration in Kosovo, and how in 1997 eventually the active nonviolence of Pristina students demonstrated some of the possibilities that a more assertive alternative strategy might have offered. The Drenica massacres of February–March 1998—not only the Jashari siege, but the slaughter of unarmed families who followed the counsel to stay nonviolent—marked the end of the nonviolent struggle in Kosovo.

\section{The Context}

Invaded by Serbia in 1912 and again after World War I, Kosovo was once more forcibly incorporated into Yugoslavia under Josip Broz Tito after
World War II. The largest non-Slavic group in Yugoslavia (Albanians) was subjected to discrimination, denial of rights, and periodic attempts to “transfer” them, especially to Turkey during the 1950s.7

The position of Albanians improved dramatically after 1966, when Tito’s League of Communists of Yugoslavia (LCY) opted for a Yugoslav-wide policy of decentralization. For Kosovo Albanians, this heralded a cultural renaissance, with the provision of university education and expansion of publishing and broadcasting in Albanian. Politically, the province gained an autonomy, confirmed in the 1974 Constitution that made it a quasi-republic, with its own system of self-government, even a territorial defense force, and participation in the federal presidency on an equal basis with the republics.8 However, this brought two fundamental problems. First, while Kosovo Albanian expectations were rising, the economic gap between Kosovo, the poorest unit in Yugoslavia, and the rest of Yugoslavia was also growing. Second, Serbs in Kosovo—although still more likely to be employed, to be higher paid, and to hold management jobs—felt aggrieved at their loss of privilege and increasingly beleaguered as the minority population in Kosovo.

What distinguished Kosovo from the republics was that it lacked the right to secede. In March 1981—a year after Tito’s death—a wave of protest rocked Kosovo, spontaneous mainly student-led demonstrations, which often raised the demand for Kosovo to become a republic. Federal troops were sent to crush the rising, perhaps killing as many as 300 in the next two months.9 Subsequently, the whole Albanian population of Kosovo was under suspicion and the federation required the Albanian leadership of the provincial LCY—who had believed that Kosovo was progressing toward gaining republic status—to repress “irredentism.” After this, the great majority of Yugoslav political prisoners were Kosovo Albanians.10

The 1981 riots offered an opportunity for Serb nationalists to alert Yugoslavia, especially other Serbs, that Kosovo Albanians were preparing the way for secession by harassing Serbs to leave Kosovo and simply by breeding. From 1981 the ethnic polarization sharpened, especially with Serbian accusations of “cultural genocide” in Kosovo, and from the mid-1980s onward every wild allegation against Kosovo Albanians was repeated or amplified in the Serbian press.11 Slobodan Milošević seized control of the Serbian LCY, presenting himself as the champion of suffering Serbs throughout Yugoslavia, but especially as symbolized in Kosovo. In 1988, he used rent-a-mob tactics to end Vojvodina’s autonomy and bring Montenegro into line. However, in revoking Kosovo’s autonomy, he met stouter resistance not from the Kosovo LCY, but from the miners.

In the first snows of winter during November 1988, 3,000 miners marched forty-five kilometers (twenty-eight miles) from the pithead in Trepça to Prishtina in defense of the constitution and autonomy. The miners were joined throughout Kosovo by perhaps another 300,000 people—20 percent of the population. With self-discipline and dignity, and without any
violence, they faced down the police. Their extraordinary protest provided powerful images that were broadcast throughout the federation.

The situation escalated. Milošević appointed new provincial leaders. In February 1989, when the Serbian Assembly was due to annul Kosovo’s autonomy, the miners began a stay-in strike, many of them deep underground, some on hunger strikes. A general strike spread throughout Kosovo while in Slovenia and Croatia there were massive solidarity demonstrations. On the sixth day, the provincial LCY announced the resignation of Milošević’s appointees, and the next day the miners emerged into daylight apparently victorious. They had, however, been tricked. Belgrade rejected the resignations, imposed a state of emergency, and began a wave of arrests. The strikes resumed until all strikers received a letter telling them to return to work or be fired (or arrested).

Contemporary reports of the miners’ actions were optimistic about the organized power of workers withholding cooperation and paralyzing production in Kosovo’s industries. However, a strike’s main power is usually that the opponent needs the workers’ product; the Milošević regime was soon to demonstrate that it had no such dependence.

If the miners’ steadfastness prefigured—and partly inspired—the later turn toward nonviolent resistance, it was in sharp contrast with both the timidity of Kosovo’s official representatives and the undisciplined protests that then erupted. On March 23, 1989, the Kosovo Assembly—surrounded by armored cars, with helicopters overhead, and with Serbian security forces actually inside the chamber—voted to annul Kosovo’s autonomy. During the next six days, there were clashes around Kosovo; Amnesty International reported an estimate of 140 dead.

Belgrade now tried to “decapitate” the resistance through wholesale detentions. Instantly, the mainly Albanian provincial LCY crumbled and new organizational initiatives took shape. The “early risers” were groups connected with what can be broadly identified as the “Kosova Alternative,” concerned less with independence than with democratization and often in touch with pan-Yugoslav civil society networks. These Prishtina activists tended to stay outside the LDK, although two of them—Youth Parliament leaders Blerim Shala and Veton Surroi—years later became members of Kosovo’s negotiating team.

A Chronicle of Nonviolent Resistance

Building Organization

Two organizations central to mass nonviolent resistance were founded in December 1989. The Council for the Defense of Human Rights and Freedoms (CDHRF) became the main monitoring and data center on human
rights violations and police maltreatment. It set out to ensure that regime brutality would backfire. An all-party group, it involved many former political prisoners and became heavily identified with Adem Demaći, its chair from his release from prison in 1990 until he entered party politics in 1997. A few days later, LDK was founded—the force that was to dominate Albanian politics in Kosovo. Within weeks, it had hundreds of thousands of members, including both recent defectors from the LCY and those whom the LCY had repressed since 1981.

The LDK founders considered taking up arms. When instead they issued calls for restraint, at first they were ignored: in January and February 1990, there were violent incidents throughout Kosovo, including protesters using firearms. Police killed at least thirty-two people. Increasingly Kosovo Albanians became convinced that Milošević wanted to provoke war. The most extreme provocation occurred in March 1990—the “poisoning” of schoolchildren.14 Furious mobs of Albanians immediately looked to take reprisals on Serbs: fifty personal attacks were reported. The recently formed organizations—the CDHRF, the LDK, and the Youth Parliament—intervened to prevent lynching and eventually calmed the situation. By now, it was becoming clear how high the stakes were. Somehow, in the frequently repeated words of Shkëlzen Maliqi, soon to be leader of the Social Democratic Party, “nonviolence imposed itself.”15

The pragmatic case against armed struggle at this time was overpowering. However, the early period of nonviolent struggle is remarkable for its idealism—most visible in an identity shift, instigated by civil society groups, but taken up at large. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, many Kosovo Albanians aspired to become modern Europeans. Rather than hark back to nationalist traditions, in this moment of crisis they campaigned to reform their own society. Civil society leaders such as Surroi and Maliqi were well aware that ethnonationalism was waiting in the wings, but saw the opportunity to call for a new democratic culture. Others addressed unacceptable features in Albanian society—notably the blood feud, high illiteracy, and the position of women—so building a solidarity that could withstand the Serbian onslaught. At times, these modernizing elements faced rejection—Maliqi and Surroi for their desire to find allies among the Serbian opposition16 or the volunteers in a women’s literacy program for seeming to threaten the patriarchal order—but in this early phase they projected a vision of social transformation.

This identity shift went much further than the Euro-Atlanticism today attributed to Rugova, which can be reduced to the political calculation that Kosovo Albanians needed to look for support from the West.17

**Naming the Violence**

Surroi originated one of the most important organizing tools for establishing a nonviolent policy, the petition. Titled “For Democracy, Against Violence,”
it gathered 400,000 signatures (most of the adult population) before Surroi and Rugova presented it at the United Nations in June 1990. Its commitment “to make each death a public act” meant, first, reporting, and, second, organizing homages such as five-minute work stoppages or sounding factory sirens or car horns at set times. Avoiding street confrontation, the idea was to use what little space existed to organize low-risk actions strengthening popular morale and unity. Curfew was marked by lighting candles and making noise.18

The practice evolved that, whenever there was a violent incident, someone from the LDK or CDHRF would go to the scene to calm the situation, to record what had happened, and to explain the strategy of nonviolent action. The documentation of police brutality would then be presented internationally so that regime violence would backfire against Belgrade.

The very act of documenting violence could change a victim’s attitude. Police aimed to humiliate Albanians but then, as social psychologist Anton Berishaj found in his own experience, being interviewed by activists and posing for photos “somehow made us proud. . . . To some extent, media exposure provided an alternative to traditional vengeance.”19

Mass Dismissals

In April 1990, mass dismissals began: first Albanian police were dismissed; in July staff at Radio and TV Prishtina were locked out; and in August the medical faculty was purged (partly for lending credibility to the accusations of poisoning). Milošević soon showed that he cared little about Kosovo’s economic resources, devastating the territory’s productive capacity. He imposed emergency management, often bringing in new Serbian bosses while requiring Albanian workers to sign an oath of loyalty to Serbia. Refusing this oath became a common pretext for dismissal. At many workplaces, managers locked out workers and then posted lists of who could return. In April 1990, the founders of Kosovo’s first free trade union federation—the BSPK (Bashkimi i Sindikatave të Pavarura të Kosovës; the Union of Independent Trade Unions)—little realized that their main task would be to document dismissals: their final estimate was that 146,025 (83 percent) of the 164,210 employed Albanians in 1990 lost their jobs.

The Defense of Education

The best-known feature of the nonviolent struggle in Kosovo is the construction of parallel institutions, especially the schools and university, which were backed up by a system of voluntary taxes levied inside Kosovo and also in the diaspora. Education was a central issue partly because of the youth of the population, partly Yugoslavia’s long history of denial of the
right to education in Albanian, and partly because Belgrade viewed institutions such as the University of Prishtina as “a nest of nationalism.”

In August 1990, Belgrade imposed a uniform curriculum throughout Serbia (including Kosovo and Vojvodina). Albanian teachers decided to work on without compliance, teaching the curriculum agreed upon before Milosевич annulled Kosovo’s autonomy. First, Belgrade refused to pay their wages, and by August 1991 it had dismissed 6,000 secondary teachers. At the start of the 1991–1992 school year, Belgrade moved to exclude Albanians from all schools. When Albanian children, teachers, and parents arrived at schools on September 2, they found armed police blocking their entry. In many places, there were beatings and arrests. This was repeated daily, highlighting the need for a shift in strategy. The teachers’ union compiled an inventory of premises where teaching could continue; in January 1992 the parallel schools opened, using a mixture of private premises and the buildings of primary schools (as the Yugoslav Constitution guaranteed the right to primary education).

From 1992–1998, this school system played a vital role in maintaining the Albanian community in Kosovo despite some decline in pupil numbers and a loss of qualified teachers (many went into exile, needing paid work to support families). Most teachers believed this was an emergency measure that would be needed for only perhaps two years. They also faced police harassment—and, in 1995 and 1996, the CDHRF made a special point of reporting the number of people maltreated by police during educational activities.

The prime organizers of the education system were teachers themselves through their unions and with the support of fired educational administrators and local parent groups. The full system involved more than 325,000 school pupils, 18,000 school teachers, and nearly 14,000 university students. The voluntary taxation system had 1,000 volunteer tax collectors inside Kosovo (mostly tax collectors dismissed for refusing to sign loyalty oaths).

In her authoritative study of the parallel education system, Denisa Kostovicova remarks on its role in heightening solidarity: “[Albans] believed that, by closing Albanian schools and the university, the Serbs actually intended to incite an Albanian violent insurrection. . . . The totality of the Serbian encroachment in education was to have a mobilizing rather than demoralizing effect on the Albanian community. In the process, the Albanian school emerged as an epitome of its peaceful resistance.”20 Nevertheless, she also criticizes the history taught for strengthening traditional “victim” nationalism that was ambivalent about nonviolent resistance. The truth is that once the system was established, it did not develop into a base for further activity or teach pupils to think for themselves and to develop civic values. In general, the educational methods were as moribund as those in
Serbia, with the added disadvantage that classrooms were overcrowded, facilities poor, the dropout rate rising (especially among girls), and teachers’ pay continually in arrears. For these reasons, despite being a major achievement, in the collective memory there is little love for the parallel education system. For young people in their formative years, this protracted experience could only deepen their hostility toward Serbs.

**Grassroots Initiatives to Reform Kosovo Albanian Society**

Social anthropologist Janet Reineck devoted much of her doctoral thesis to “explaining the profound allegiance to tradition held by many Albanians prior to the events of 1989.” However, the Serbian threat spurred a different type of activism. “Topics of conversation once taboo are now openly expressed. People are able to consider their own vision of the future. . . . While the masses await liberation,’ others have seized the moment, concentrating on what they can do during the interim. Convinced that democracy must start at home, they have initiated grass-roots movements to right the social wrongs embedded in the Albanian social system.”

She went on to refer to two specific initiatives: Motrat Qiriazi, a women’s literacy program with the slogan “To Europe with a Pencil!” and the campaign for the reconciliation of blood feuds. Nobody disputes Motrat Qiriazi’s nonviolent character. However, some people have offered a traditional interpretation of blood feud reconciliation, suggesting that Albanians seek to reconcile blood feuds in order to unify in preparation for war.

The Campaign to Reconcile Blood Feuds is mainly associated with Anton Çetta (1920–1995), a noted folklorist but also a polyglot, social reformer, and board member of the CDHRF. He took up this issue after being approached by students from Peja. Fifteen people, including some students, had been killed in blood feuds in 1989 and, for their own safety, several thousand were confined to their family homes. In a campaign from 1990 to 1992, some 500 students volunteered to tour villages trying to locate blood feuds. Then, elders such as Çetta and his coleader, the Catholic priest Don Lush Gjergj, visited not only to talk with the male head of the family, but also to encourage women to exert their influence. Eventually, there were public ceremonies of reconciliation, the biggest on May 1, 1990, attended by hundreds of thousands of people. Behind this, a network of local reconciliation committees was set up to address disputes without turning to Serbian courts.

Blood feud reconciliation was indeed part of the national struggle—people offered the hand of forgiveness “in the name of the people, youth and the flag.” However, as Mirie Rushani explains, this was a call “to unite in a general resistance without arms, with the awareness that nonviolent resistance could carry enormous suffering and a high price.” Çetta offered
a nonviolent reinterpretation of traditional Kosovo Albanian values, in the manner of Mohandas Gandhi’s nonviolent reading of the Bhagavad Gita. Interviews with Çetta and eyewitness reports present him as consciously giving an impulse to nonviolent struggle, to social solidarity, and to self-organization. Gjergj has remained a consistently nonviolent voice, repeating his message to oppose postwar vengeance: “revenge is fratricide which is the same as suicide.” It was no coincidence that these two leaders also headed the Mother Teresa Association, the humanitarian network whose achievements include establishing a network of health clinics. A fuller flavor of their campaign can be gleaned from an article in the New York Times:

“When women took off the veil it was difficult, but now they sit among us,” Mr. Çetta said to the families of one village. “Now it is difficult to make the gift of blood [make a truce], but later it will be normal. We must swear that we will not kill each other any more. We hope to enter the European Community, and we should go in without these old burdens from the ancient past,” he said. “There are many things we have to become more civilized about. We will be more civilized when a grandmother says to her grandson, ‘Bring me the newspaper.’ We will be civilized when grandmothers know how to read and care about what is happening in the world.”

**Popular Unity**

Two massive demonstrations of popular unity were the self-organized referendum in September 1991 when 87 percent of the total electorate voted and 99.87 percent favored a declaration of independence, and then the May 1992 elections for a parliament and president of the Republic of Kosova. The election turnout was almost as high as that of the referendum. With twenty-four parties taking part, the LDK won 76 percent of the vote while Rugova was elected president with 99.5 percent. The sheer numbers involved in these displays of unity established the legitimacy of the political leadership. But the organizers also took care to show continuity from structures abolished by Milošević: the referendum was called by a special meeting of most delegates to the dissolved assembly.

The referendum and the elections were organized in the name of the Coordinating Council of Political Parties—a platform that included small parties (such as the Youth Parliament and the Social Democratic Party). However, not only did this cease to function after the elections, but Maliqi and Surro as leaders of small parties were marginalized.

Kosovo Albanians experienced the period from 1990 onward as an occupation, in which their very way of life was under attack—their jobs, their education system, and their physical safety—in the face of repeated police beatings and attacks. However, their conscious nonviolent strategy denied Milošević a casus belli. Maliqi often described Kosovo as a situation of
“neither war nor peace,” sometimes adding “but closer to war.” And increasingly, looking north to Bosnia, they could see what a war option would mean.

**Internationalizing the Question of Kosovo**

In view of their comparative weakness (numerically, militarily, and economically) against Serbia, Kosovo Albanians knew they had to look for alliances. Internationalizing the issue was vital, especially as Kosovo Albanians were cut off from former allies in Yugoslavia and had few hopes of (and, mostly, took little interest in) finding powerful allies in Serbia.

Initially, for a population of 2 million, they were remarkably successful—not only in organizing their own diaspora, but also in entering international networks and gaining attention for Serbia’s human rights abuses, including Demaći’s winning the European Parliament’s Sakharov Prize (human rights) in 1991. A huge success came in December 1992 when the outgoing George H. W. Bush administration threatened to bomb if Serbia escalated human rights violations, a warning reiterated by the William J. Clinton administration in February 1993. However, by that time, the European Badinter Commission had already ruled that only Yugoslav republics, not provinces, had the right to self-determination. This set the pattern combining international complaints about human rights violations in Kosovo with insistence that it remain in rump Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), a stalemate in desperate need of some intermediate objectives.

During Milan Panić’s brief premiership of rump Yugoslavia (July 1992–February 1993), the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), later the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), made a futile attempt to mediate negotiations over education, lecturing Albanians on “sacrificing their children in a cause they couldn’t win.” At the same time, those in control in Serbia (not Panić) treated the negotiations with contempt, failing to show up at meetings while mildly harassing the Kosovo Albanian negotiators. In 1992 the CSCE also established a small observer mission to Kosovo, the Sandzak, and Vojvodina, a welcome if token international presence to restrain Serbian excesses. But this had to be withdrawn in 1993 when rump Yugoslavia was suspended from the CSCE.  

The chief Kosovo Albanian negotiator, LDK vice-president Fehmi Agani, was clear that negotiations could bring gains other than independence such as an interim UN administration but equally clear that it would be folly to abandon the demand for independence before negotiations even began. Increasingly, however, as wars raged elsewhere in the former Yugoslavia, the West’s key goal over Kosovo was merely to contain the situation. From 1990 until 1999, Western governments were firm that Kosovo
would not gain more than an enhanced autonomy within Serbia. They symp-
pathized that human rights were being abused, and they commended Ru-
gova’s nonviolent policy while wishing he was a little less obdurate. Other-
wise their priorities lay elsewhere.

It is not clear what role international influence had in the decision of
Kosovo Albanians to suspend protests. When Panić visited Kosovo in Oc-
tober 1992, perhaps half the population was mobilized to protest about ed-
ucation despite the police brutality. Subsequently, Kosovo Albanians de-
clared a moratorium on protests. “They cost more than we can gain through
them.” The parliament, voted in by almost the entire Albanian population
in a resounding act of self-assertion, was not convened ostensibly because
it would be too “provocative.” If the elections of May 1992 were em-pow-
ing, this failure to convene parliament was the reverse. Thus missed was the
opportunity to present Milošević with an acute dilemma: “let our parlia-
ment function, or show the world how you deny democracy” while pressing
home the message internationally that Albanians would never resign them-
selves to living under Serbia.

In the coming three years, criticism mounted that the LDK was seeking
to “monopolize” political space while its organs behaved less and less demo-
cratically and Rugova relied increasingly on a small inner circle of advisers.

In November 1995, the Dayton Accords ended the war in Bosnia, also
marking the beginning of the end of Rugova’s monopoly on political lead-
ership in Kosovo. His lack of progress in winning international support
stood exposed. The Dayton Accords ended all but an outer wall of the sanc-
tions on Serbia. The opening of the US Information Office in Prishtina (lo-
cally called “the US embassy”) was some symbolic compensation. The Eu-
ropean Union (EU), however, failed to keep its promise to do likewise.

In September 1996, Italian mediators brokered an agreement for the
“normalization” of education that was signed by Milošević and Rugova.
However, a year passed without further progress, thereby emboldening the
(Albanian) Students Union (UPSUP) to defy Rugova and end the post-1992
moratorium on demonstrations by calling a nonviolent march to reclaim the
university buildings at the start of the new academic year, October 1, 1997.30

Rugova summoned the UPSUP leaders to explain why they should
postpone the march. They, however, insisted that students had the right to
demonstrate for their own education. As a test of support, UPSUP asked
students to join the evening promenades on the main street in Prishtina and
were delighted at the popular response. Diplomats, in contrast, were alarmed:
the most powerful diplomatic delegation ever to visit Kosovo—twelve am-
bassadors, headed by the ambassadors of the United States, Britain, and the
Netherlands (at the time, the Netherlands held the presidency of the EU)—
came from Belgrade to beseech the UPSUP leaders not to risk this provoca-
tion. Rugova had heeded this kind of advice before by not pursuing potentially
provocative initiatives. For UPSUP, however, the delegation merely confirmed that action was the best way to attract attention. The students proceeded to prepare their march, taking care to ensure a nonviolent discipline as, for the first time in Kosovo, protesters actually courted physical violence to dramatize the underlying violence of the regime. When police blocked their way, the marchers stood their UPSUP leaders at the front, prepared to be beaten, as indeed they were.31

Since 1994 Rugova’s critics had often urged active nonviolence, but this was the only time that anyone had given it substance by planning a nonviolent confrontation. Rugova had little choice but to praise UPSUP while Western diplomats condemned police brutality and feted the protesters that they had previously tried to restrain. Through invoking the universal right to education, UPSUP had solid ground not only to defy Rugova in the name of its members, but also to gain support internationally and even from Belgrade students—a rare instance of Serbian solidarity with Kosovo Albanians.

UPSUP planned further protests—and two more demonstrations took place in 1997—but the movement was soon overshadowed by the first public appearance of the KLA on November 28, 1997 (Albanian National Day) and the increasing number of skirmishes prior to the police offensive of February–March 1998 and the Drenica massacres. No doubt, there was new energy and international support for implementing the education agreement but, once the fighting had started, education no longer was such a central issue.

Finally, having neither helped community-level organizing nor maintained a serious international presence in Kosovo when it would have made a difference, international powers decided to take a stand when the armed strife was imminent.

The Place of Civil Resistance in History

Civil resistance in Kosovo is widely perceived as a failure. I view it as a limited success, a means of survival without surrender against an oppressor who wished to provoke war. In particular, it attained three vital objectives:

1. Maintaining the Albanian community and way of life in Kosovo. Despite rafts of anti-Albanian measures, the devastation of Kosovo’s economy, and the onslaught on education, Albanians stayed even though many family breadwinners went abroad.

2. Preventing war when it was most dangerous. By the time war came to Kosovo, world leaders understood, from Bosnia as well as Kosovo, the criminal nature of the Serbian nationalist project.

3. Winning international condemnation of the regime (if not yet support for independence).
In extremely difficult conditions for any kind of resistance, civil resistance should at least be respected as a vital phase when armed struggle would have been catastrophic.

The nonviolent struggle identified two complementary objectives in the phase of civil resistance that were equally valid for later: (1) to convince states that Kosovo Albanians should not be expected to live under Serbia; and (2) to demonstrate that the Serbian minority in Kosovo could survive and enjoy full rights without the protection of Serbia.

There remains a strong case that the criminal character of Serbian rule, and in particular the ethnic cleansing of 1999, meant that Serbia should have forfeited any claim to Kosovo. However, this argument has been weakened by skepticism about the guarantees of the safety and freedom of movement of the remaining Serbian population. In the early 1990s, Kosovo Albanians were eager to demonstrate that they would uphold the rights of all—reserving vacant seats in the parallel parliament for Kosovo Serbs, demonstrating the ecumenism of the movement by observing Christian festivals, and explaining repeatedly that Kosovo Albanians had traditionally protected the sacred sites of all religions. However, such values have been betrayed. In addition to wartime incidents including the KLA’s kidnapping and murder of Serbian civilians, since the war ended in June 1999 the Kosovo Albanian population has not successfully restrained the elements that would drive Serbs out of Kosovo or defile Orthodox churches.

Furthermore, the proposition that “armed struggle succeeded where civil resistance failed” needs to take account of the price of “liberation war” and the unsatisfactory nature of what now passes for “independence.”

The War Record

The price of war was predictable: killing, rape, destruction of homes and displacement—13,421 deaths in the conflict from January 1998 to December 2000, including 10,533 Albanians, 2,278 Serbs and Montenegrins, plus a further 1,886 missing. Many might respond that it was “a price worth paying for freedom” and invoke “the will of the people,” but the KLA modus operandi in 1998 was to provoke reprisals against unarmed civilians. The villagers who suffered these reprisals were not consulted about their willingness to be sacrificed and woe to those who objected that the KLA could provoke but not protect. For all of today’s pilgrimages to the Jashari shrine, little attention is paid to the families of the missing. Kosovo parliamentarians and the Prishtina political elite were acutely embarrassed to be reminded of this when, in 2004, the Kosova Action Network hung laminated photos of missing people on the parliament railings.

Furthermore, arguing that the KLA fought a just war against a criminal opponent, many Albanians believe that KLA soldiers should enjoy impunity from war crimes investigations. The International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has found that the KLA was responsible for “cruel treatment, torture, rape and murder,” but—partly because of witness intimidation—has lacked evidence to convict more than a few named KLA fighters.\(^35\) The majority of Serbs killed from 1998 to 2000 were civilians, including 309 women—perhaps a fraction of the numbers of Albanian civilians and women killed by Serbian forces and paramilitaries. But if there is to be any process of restorative justice, this part of the truth needs acknowledging.

The KLA had a particular responsibility for the immediate postwar violence: it was the only armed force capable of restraining it, yet some members were leading perpetrators.\(^36\) In general, having been victims of Serbs for so long, many Albanians were slow to react when compatriots also violated human rights. After all, these crimes did not match the enormity of those committed by Serbian forces and paramilitaries, they were not orchestrated by a regime, and there were mitigating circumstances (perhaps collective trauma). Many Serbs fled Kosovo even before North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) troops entered. However, what this also means is that those Serbs subsequently driven out from mixed areas were those who planned to stay, the ones most willing to adapt to being an ethnic minority in Kosovo.

World leaders mouthed glib phrases about building a multiethnic democracy in Kosovo, understanding little of the process of ethnic polarization since 1981. Among those who still stood for human rights, it was common to hear remarks such as Adem Demaçi’s, “I know of a great number of cases where Serbs protected Albanian homes, but I also know of even more cases where Serbs looted Albanian homes.”\(^37\) Subsequently, however, Demaçi and others who work for coexistence have been disappointed that so few Albanians have been willing to take personal risks to protect Serbs. In the opinion of UN officials, Rugova was the political leader least “helpful on minority issues.”\(^38\)

The now-disbanded Kosovo Protection Corps was also a problem. Created to channel KLA veterans into a civil emergency force, its officers repeatedly fell under suspicion for acts of armed violence, including against fellow Albanians and in neighboring territories.\(^39\)

### Compromised Independence

While Kosovo Albanians have been celebrating independence since 2008, this is not the independent Kosovo people volunteered for in 1990 but one riddled with corruption and organized crime, where power struggles are lethal, and without the brief-lived social solidarity celebrated by Reineck (as described above).\(^40\) Forget UN Security Council Resolution 1235 that called for involvement of women in negotiating processes—Kosovo’s post-war negotiating teams have been all male. Independent Kosova is a disappointment compared with the hopes of 1990–1992.
Postwar events have also strengthened Serbia’s hand in campaigning for partition. The formation of Serbian enclaves has established on-the-ground conditions for partition while the municipal reorganization currently under way as part of the international plan furthers this possibility by enhancing the powers of Serbian majority municipalities able to form a horizontal federation (with each other inside Kosovo) and to link vertically to Belgrade.

Conclusion

In view of Kosovo’s significance in the history of humanitarian military intervention and the development of the doctrine of Responsibility to Protect (R2P), it is necessary to discuss the international failure to prevent war. The R2P doctrine maintains that, when a state cannot protect its citizens from human rights violations or is itself an active violator (as was Serbia), then that protection becomes an international responsibility. This is what eventually happened in Kosovo. However, R2P misses the key lesson of failure of prevention. Urging states to respond to early warnings, including through support to civil society, the doctrine fails to mention civil resistance. If states are ultimately prepared to intervene militarily against criminal regimes, surely they should help those citizens who nonviolently challenge that regime’s legitimacy. The states that now promote Kosovo’s independence—and that in 1999 reconciled themselves to allying with an armed group recently considered terrorist (the KLA)—spent most of the 1990s urging Kosovo Albanians to relinquish the goal of self-determination and to further soften their already nonprovocative nonviolent strategy. Only at Rambouillet, in February 1999, did international powers admit the possibility of the separation of Kosovo from Serbia.

This failure to respond adequately to civil resistance campaigns is likely to be repeated elsewhere until international powers are prepared to act on the recognition that nonviolent struggle—even with secessionist goals—is an appropriate reaction to persecution and is far more desirable than armed struggle and the negative consequences that flow from it.

Notes


2. The activities of the US Information Office in Pristina (established in 1996) sought to end Rugova’s monopoly on leadership, including by promoting the leaders of the 1997 student protests, while in 1998 the KLA, previously listed as terrorists, received US training.
3. A short list includes the widening discrepancy in the 1990s between what was said in Rugova’s meetings with diplomats and what he reported at home; his denial of the existence of the KLA and subsequent political paralysis; his craven appearance on television shaking hands with Milošević in Belgrade during the 1999 NATO bombings; his ineffectual postwar leadership; and collusion with the corruption that has infected Kosovo.

4. Anna Di Lellio and Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers, “The Legendary Commander: The Construction of an Albanian Master-Narrative in Post-War Kosovo,” *Nations and Nationalism* 12, no. 3 (2006): 513–529. Kaçak is a general term for rural bandits, but also refers specifically to the Kaçak rebellions after 1918 that were led by Azem and Shota Galića. Shaban Palluzha became the leader of post–World War II resistance to pacification after his Yugoslav Partisan unit refused to be posted outside Kosovo.

5. A step toward including women in the historical narrative has been taken with the publication of Nicole Farnsworth, ed., *History Is Herstory Too—The History of Women in Civil Society in Kosovo, 1980–2004* (Prishtina: Kosovo Gender Studies Center, 2008).


7. Under Minister of the Interior Ranković, Yugoslav Albanians were so terrorized that 195,000 were convinced to accept repatriation to Turkey in 1954–1957. Miranda Vickers, *Between Serb and Albania: A History of Kosovo* (London: Christopher Hurst; New York: Columbia University, 1998), 157. The demographic balance in Kosovo was a permanent problem for Serbs. The only time in the twentieth century that census figures indicate the Serb-Montenegrin population of Kosovo reached 30 percent was in 1939 after a concerted settlement drive.

8. Rather anomalously Kosovo and the other autonomous province, Vojvodina, also remained represented in Serbian institutions. Yet together their votes on the presidency could outweigh Serbia.

9. The official death toll was 11, but Amnesty International cited an internal LCY report suggesting that more than 300 Albanians were killed. Hugh Poulton, *The Balkans: Minorities and States in Conflict* (London: Minority Rights Group, 1991), 60.


13. This is the fourth and final of the “myths and truths” examined in detail by Julie Mertus, *Kosovo: How Myths and Truths Started a War* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 187–198. In the period March 18–23, 7,600 pupils in thirteen places complained of symptoms of neurotoxication, perhaps caused by a chemical agent such as Sarin (manufactured by the Yugoslav People’s Army). Serbian officials tended to dismiss this as “politically-induced mass hysteria.”


15. I first met Surroi and Maliqi on December 25, 1991, when they visited Belgrade to appeal to the “democratic opposition.” Surroi looked at my War Resisters’
International broken rifle badge and said, “I’m a war resister too.” He had just arranged for conscripts from Kosovo to find shelter in Croatia while Maliqi referred to Kosovo Albanians as “the biggest peace movement in Europe.”

17. The Slovenian and Croatian treaties of secession from Yugoslavia included a commitment to noninterference in Yugoslav affairs (including Kosovo).


30. Women in Prishtina had defied the LDK leadership in 1996 to protest the killing of a student by a Serbian sniper.

31. For a fuller discussion of the student move, see Clark, Civil Resistance in Kosovo, 151–157.


33. One documented example was in the early “KLA stronghold,” Malisheva. When Serbian forces overran Malisheva in July 1998, the KLA “lost much territory but few fighters.” James Pettifer, Kosova Express (London: Hurst, 2005), 190. When they returned, some villagers objected. A Statement of KLA Military Police Directorate, November 1, 1998, announced the “arrest” of two local LDK activists later released—for spreading anti-KLA propaganda and for “colluding” with two “collaborationists,” now “executed.” (The full statement is included in the transcript of the ICTY open session of the trial of Fatmir Limaj on February 14, 2005,


35. For instance, when the ICTY Appeals Chamber upheld the acquittals of Fatmir Limaj and Isak Musliu, it also noted that the Trial Chamber’s “factual findings . . . show that KLA soldiers systematically committed cruel treatment and torture in the camp.” ICTY Appeals Chamber press release, The Hague, September 27, 2007, reference CVOMOW/PR1184e, www.icty.org/sid/8841, accessed November 5, 2012.

36. Belgrade’s Humanitarian Law Center reports instances where Albanian human rights activists, including KLA officers, intervened to end the abduction. Humanitarian Law Center, Abductions and Disappearances of Non-Albanians in Kosovo, Spotlight Report No. 30 (Belgrade: Humanitarian Law Center, 2001).

37. Quoted in Shkëlzen Gashi, Adem Dëmaci, a Century of Kosovo’s History Through One Man’s Life, trans. Elizabeth Gowing (Prishtina: Rrokulia, 2010), 186. One of the most consistent promoters of coexistence in Kosovo has been Igballa Rogova, cofounder of Motrat Qiriazi and now director of the Kosovo Women’s Network. Her sense of betrayal by Serbian neighbors is expressed in Igballa Rogova, “I Am Alive!” in Women’s Side of War, ed. Lina Vušković and Zorica Trifunović (Belgrade: Women in Black, 2008), 347–355.


39. The KPC was finally dissolved on the recommendation of UN envoy Martti Ahtisaari. Many senior officers were accused and some convicted of offenses, including murder, kidnapping, intimidating witnesses and judges, gun-running, and various forms of corruption. See Naser Miftari and David Quin, “Policing the Protectors,” in Institute for War and Peace Reporting, Balkan Crisis Report 440, June 30, 2003.

40. Avni Zogiani, the head of Çohu! (Wake Up!), Kosovo’s coalition against corruption, suggests that the three largest political parties all “have had their parallel structures and intelligence services: gangsters basically, who control part of the economic resources in Kosovo,” and that at one time the strongest of these was the LDK. See John Rosenthal, “Corruption and Organized Crime in Kosovo: An Interview with Avni Zogiani,” World Politics Review, February 2, 2008, www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/print/1559, accessed November 5, 2012. International institutions in Kosovo have also been corrupt: the most egregious act of embezzlement was by UN official Joseph Trutschler who stole €3.9 million from the Kosovo Electric Company.

Part 5

Nonviolent Resistance in the Americas
Stories of national origin provide conceptions of national identity for the people who share them. They celebrate the charter events of a people, enshrine particular historical episodes, and privilege specific historical interpretations. People in the United States, by eulogizing stories of violence in their national origin, have effaced or oversimplified important non-violent parts of their country’s early history. This may be due both to fascination with violence and to ignorance about nonviolent conflict, including the lack of an analytical framework to identify its strategic successes.

From invocations of “the shot heard round the world,” to exclamations of “don’t shoot until you see the whites of their eyes,” literature and legend teach that armed resistance achieved US independence from Britain. Movies such as Mel Gibson’s The Patriot (2000) going back to Disney’s Johnny Tremain (1957) show that American men fought valiantly and violently to achieve their national freedom.¹

This is compelling narrative and imagery: a discourse of national origins replete with dramatic violence, courageous patriots, and linear outcomes. It locates itself in easily identified actions, discrete male leaders, heroic rhetorical statements, and emotional commemorations of those who gave their lives for liberty.

But consider an alternative scenario, one that extends longer in time, includes more than only men, and reaches into the political, economic, and cultural reality of American life. “A history of military operations . . . is not a history of the American Revolution,” warned John Adams in 1815. “The revolution was in the minds and hearts of the people, and in the union of the colonies; both of which were substantially effected before hostilities
commenced.” Thus, the real revolution was in the united actions of the colonies in campaigns of resistance to British authority that took place before the war.²

John Adams’s evaluation can be substantiated in the October 1774 Continental Association—a program of nonimportation, nonconsumption, and nonexportation combined with provisions for enforcement that utilized social ostracism and economic boycott. This was adopted by the First Continental Congress, which encouraged the formation of other extralegal committees that effectively assumed functions of government throughout the colonies. Nonimportation caused the collapse of British imports in 1774–1775: in New England their value dropped from £562,476 in 1774 to £71,625 in 1775, in Virginia and Maryland from £528,738 to £1,921, and in the Carolinas from £378,116 to £6,245. Even in New York, a Loyalist center, imports fell. By early 1775, Americans had established hundreds of committees to enforce the Continental Association in direct opposition to British authority. The balance of power shifted so that the provincial conventions and committees now in fact governed most colonies. In reality, political independence from Britain was evident before the Battles of Lexington and Concord in April 1775.³

This independence had its roots in the decade of nonviolent struggle from 1765 to 1775, notably in three specific campaigns: against the Stamp Act of 1765, the Townshend Acts of 1767, and the Coercive Acts of 1774. These resistance campaigns used such nonviolent means as extraordinary petitions, protest marches, demonstrations, boycotts, and refusals to work. When the British Crown levied taxes on certain imports, Americans organized campaigns to refuse to purchase them.

Other methods were also devised. Colonial merchants were ostracized if they continued to import boycotted goods. Additionally, colonial activists sometimes conducted regular business in violation of British law, by using documents without tax stamps, by settling legal disputes without courts, and by sending protest petitions to Britain without permission from the royal governor. They also formed local, county, and provincial committees to support, extend, and enforce resistance. In 1774 and 1775, many such bodies assumed governmental powers, acting as extralegal authorities with powers greater than the remnants of colonial royal government.

A Decade of Nonviolent Resistance

Until the 1774 Continental Congress, colonial nonviolent action was mainly improvised. Colonists frequently did not have a clear idea of what was involved in waging effective nonviolent struggle. They were at times confused about which steps to take if a particular method was losing impact
and often found it difficult to judge a campaign’s relative effectiveness. Yet they were acutely aware that some methods were more effective than others and acted on that. A review of the three campaigns of resistance between 1765 and 1775 provides a basis for assessing the nonviolent tactics and strategies used by the resistance movement.

The Campaign Against the Stamp Act, 1765–1766

The Stamp Act, enacted in March 1765 and due to come into force in November, introduced direct taxation—a stamp duty on all legal documents and various other printed materials. This provoked an open resistance campaign that marked the beginning of the movement toward colonial self-government. Previously, complaints against British policies were voiced in petitions to Parliament from the colonial legislatures and approved by the royal governor. After the Stamp Act, opposition widened, including not only petitions without executive approval for repeal of the law but colonial refusal to pay the taxes, social and consumer boycotts against supporters of the act, and nonimportation and nonconsumption of British goods.

The Massachusetts and Virginia legislatures passed resolutions against the act while popular protests pressured Crown-appointed tax agents to resign—crowds hanged effigies of tax agents and confronted them at home. During August 1765, actions against tax officials took place in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island, and Maryland. Philadelphia merchant Charles Thompson informed his London friends that stamp officials throughout the thirteen colonies had resigned their offices.

Meanwhile several colonies were preparing the Stamp Act Congress for October 1765. This innovative step in intercolonial cooperation produced a statement of colonial rights and the proper limits of parliamentary authority. Copies of the congressional proceedings were sent to every colony plus one set to Britain as the united appeal of the American colonies.

By the time the Stamp Act went into effect on November 1, 1765, colonial resistance was well under way. The Stamp Act Congress was meeting. Newspapers, such as the Maryland Gazette, the Pennsylvania Gazette, and the South Carolina Gazette, announced they would cease publication rather than be boycotted for using stamps. Other papers, such as the New London Gazette, the Connecticut Gazette, and the Boston Gazette, defied the Crown by continuing to publish without stamps. The Newport Gazette, Boston Post-Boy, and Pennsylvania Journal appeared anonymously without the editor or printer identified. Newspapers that remained open reported resistance activities and, thereby, provided support for opposition to the act.

In parallel fashion, many courts were closed because lawyers would not use stamps and judges would not proceed without them. Similarly, shipping permits were supposed to be stamped. However, if no one would distribute
or use the stamps, then ports would either have to close completely or open
and operate in defiance of the law.

Actions such as these effectively nullified the Stamp Act, but without
bringing about its repeal. That was achieved through nonimportation pacts
agreed by merchants in the three major port cities: Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia. On October 31, 1765, New York merchants pledged refusal to
import British goods until the tax was repealed. Philadelphia merchants fol-
lowed on November 7 and Boston on December 9. British merchants,
alarmed by these pacts, petitioned Parliament to repeal the Stamp Act.

While Parliament had expected Stamp Act revenues to yield £60,000 a
year, the total levied did not cover even half the expenses of printing: a
mere £3,292 in early 1766. Even before its repeal in March 1766, the Stamp
Act was a dead letter in the colonies. The people had discovered, in the
words of Governor Francis Bernard of Massachusetts, that “they have it in
their power to choose whether they will submit to this act or not.” Numer-
ous ports had reopened without using stamps while various local courts
conducted business in violation of British law. Repeal brought a degree of
calm to North America, but the colonists had experienced the power of non-
cooperation. 4

The Campaign Against the Townshend Acts, 1767–1768

When Parliament passed the Townshend Acts in 1767, imposing duties on
imports such as glass, paint, paper, and tea, colonial activists again turned to
the weapon of nonimportation. For example, in Providence, Rhode Island, a
nonconsumption pact listed imports to be boycotted. Anyone disregarding
this was to be “discountenanced, in the most effectual, but decent and lawful
Manner.” Similarly in Newport, Rhode Island, local tailors charged less for
work on American-made cloth but extra for imported cloth. 5

Initially, resistance was sporadic and, unlike the Stamp Act, the Town-
shend Acts went into effect on November 20, 1767, with no attempt to pre-
vent their enforcement until the following month when an essay by John
Dickinson galvanized a new campaign. In January 1768, the Massachusetts
House of Representatives petitioned the king for repeal of the Townshend
Acts and distributed a Circular Letter to all colonial assemblies hoping they
would back this call. These hopes were fulfilled. By the end of 1768, every
colonial assembly had petitioned the king challenging Parliament’s right to
levy taxes on the colonies.

While colonial assemblies acted on the Massachusetts letter, a move-
ment for nonimportation began. Planning commenced in Boston in March
1768, but no accord was reached until August 1. Later that month, New
York merchants signed a similar pact, adding that merchants who violated
it or refused to enroll should be boycotted and labeled “Enemies of Their
Country.” Philadelphia merchants hesitated until February 1769, after which a number of smaller ports followed. George Washington applauded the prospect of a nonimportation campaign in Virginia. He told George Mason that “we have already . . . proved the inefficacy of the addresses to the throne and remonstrances to Parliament. How far, then, their attention to our rights and privileges is to be awakened or alarmed, by starving their trade and manufactures, remains to be tried.” Mason agreed on the potential impact of nonimportation and suggested a related tactic: “It may not be amiss to let the ministry understand that, until we obtain a redress of grievances, we will withhold from them our commodities, and particularly refrain from making tobacco, by which the revenue would lose fifty times more than all their oppression could raise here.”

The Townshend Acts, except the duty on tea, were repealed in April 1770. When this news reached the American colonies, New York merchants reduced the requirements of their nonimportation agreement and those of Philadelphia and Boston followed suit, so ending the second major campaign of resistance to British authority. Due to uneven and late implementation, it had been more limited than the Stamp Act campaign. Yet the nonimportation agreements succeeded in sharply reducing trade with Britain and the lessons learned, such as the need for unified action to strengthen colonial leverage, were applied to the later nonintercourse agreements of 1774–1775.

The Committees of Correspondence

In the period between 1770 and 1774, one vital development was the formation of Committees of Correspondence for sharing information between the colonies. By the end of December 1772, at the suggestion of the Boston town meeting, such committees had been formed throughout Massachusetts. In March 1773, the Virginia House of Burgesses elected a standing Committee of Correspondence and requested other colonial assemblies to do likewise. An expanded network of correspondence committees throughout the colonies was firmly in place by early 1774.

In May 1773 Parliament passed the Tea Act. Aiming to reassert British imperial authority, this act essentially granted the East India Company a monopoly on tea imports. Colonists planned to nullify the act by convincing tea agents to resign. Some resisters, however, took more direct action—resulting in the Boston Tea Party of December 16, 1773—dumping dutied tea into Boston harbor.

British reaction was swift and harsh. To punish the people of Massachusetts for ten years of flaunting imperial authority, Parliament enacted a series of measures known as the Coercive Acts. News of these reached the colonies in May 1774 and immediately prompted resistance. A meeting of
the Virginia House of Burgesses, which convened in defiance of the governor’s orders, called for an intercolonial congress. The Massachusetts House proposed this should take place in September in Philadelphia. By the end of August, every colony except Georgia had elected delegates, some in extralegal sessions prohibited by Crown-appointed governors.

As the congress neared, plans were readied in several colonies to reinstitute commercial sanctions. Support grew for economic resistance and various localities enacted their own nonintercourse agreements. Resistance organizations ranged from local through provincial to the intercolonial level.

The First Continental Congress met in Philadelphia from September 5 through October 22, 1774, with delegates from every colony except Georgia. It passed a series of resolutions articulating the colonies’ rights and grievances and, on October 20, adopted the Continental Association, which it called the “most speedy, effectual, and peaceable” measure. It was decided that all imports from Britain, Ireland, and the West Indies should stop on December 1, 1774, and they should be replaced with American-made items. Additionally, should nonimportation not gain redress of grievances, colonists would adopt what many felt was the most forceful commercial weapon available—the nonexportation of items such as lumber, naval stores, tobacco, and other raw materials. If needed, nonexportation would begin on September 10, 1775.

The Continental Association did not simply call for economic resistance, but also designed means to organize and enforce it. These provisions were quickly implemented throughout the colonies, ostracizing those who violated the association.

Colonial noncooperation throughout the resistance to the Coercive Acts was not limited to a refusal to buy British goods, but extended to all royal laws. Courts were closed, taxes refused, governors openly defied. Throughout the colonies, extralegal provincial congresses were convened in 1774 and early 1775 to oversee enforcement of the Continental Association. These “illegal” assemblies at the local, county, and provincial levels often assumed legislative and judicial functions in executing the wishes of the Continental Congress. As the conservative Rivington’s New York Gazetteer wrote in February 1775, the association took “Government out of the hands of the Governor, Council, and General Assembly; and the execution of laws out of the hands of the Civil Magistrates and Juries.”

Naturally, the Crown tried to counter. On November 18, 1774, George III told Prime Minister Lord North that “the New England Governments are in a State of Rebellion; blows must decide whether they are to be subject to this Country or independent.” The issue for Parliament and George III was no longer redress of grievances; the colonists had demonstrated the eclipse of British authority and the Crown needed to restore its power. Consequently, in
January 1775, Colonial Secretary Lord Dartmouth directed General Thomas Gage to quell the heretofore nonviolent rebellion by arresting and imprisoning leaders in Massachusetts. Gage took the offensive by attempting to seize military stores at Concord where he clashed with colonists on April 19, 1775.

Organizations throughout the colonies were immediately confronted with a decision: whether to follow the Massachusetts example and shift strategy from nonviolent resistance to military force. Only seven colonies—New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut in the north; Virginia, Maryland, and South Carolina in the south—had authorized the organization of local militias prior to Lexington and Concord. And at that, these militia groups were poorly trained and equipped and seen more as protection against Indians and escaped slaves than as a defense against the British. Nevertheless, in May 1775 the Second Continental Congress assumed direction of the quickly developing military struggle, appointing George Washington as commander in chief of the newly created Continental Army and requisitioning military supplies. Nonviolent methods were superseded by violence as the primary means of struggle and the colonists embarked on a military war that would last eight years.

Dynamics of the Nonviolent Struggle

In identifying the emergence and assessing the tactics and strategies of resistance prior to May 1775, attention must be given to the movement’s political and social dynamics. The gradual transformation of British North America from colonies to an independent state involved five factors:

1. The collective expression of American political differences with Britain and a concomitant sense of American identity;
2. The growth of organizations and institutions that articulated colonial interests and argued against new British powers and controls;
3. Open resistance to specific acts of the British government;
4. Mass political and economic noncooperation with British authority; and
5. The development of parallel institutions, particularly institutions of government.⁹

Each of these factors was essential for effective opposition to the Crown and instrumental in the revolutionary break from Britain. Collectively, they also contributed to the development of the eventual governing structures in the new United States. All of the components existed simultaneously throughout the decade of resistance, though each developed to varying degrees at
different times. All five could be seen in the resistance to the Stamp Act, for example, yet they were not fully maintained after that campaign. The growth of organizations expressing American interests and the formation of new parallel institutions was not rapid until after 1770. Thus, the constituent parts of the process leading to independence were themselves developed and transformed in successive struggles, just as they contributed to the final achievement of independence. Space only allows for illustrative examples.

Political awareness of differences with Britain was crucial for the independence movement. Colonists with diverse personal interests and backgrounds slowly found themselves developing similar attitudes about the governance of their colony and the larger relationship of the American colonies to Britain. Common grievances and goals were identified in the Stamp Act and later the Townshend Acts campaign, as British taxation was considered an attack on colonial rights. In both cases, it was believed that members of Parliament had either been duped by bad advice or were using their powers improperly. Colonial Americans had no direct representatives in Parliament, hence, the slogan “No taxation without representation.” By 1774–1775 colonial experience with parallel American institutions and increasing suspicion about the depth of British opposition moved many colonial Americans from seeking reform of British laws to seeking complete independence. This experience shaped their identities as Americans who shared common traditions with the British but, through their involvement in a decade of nonviolent resistance, had learned that they were a separate nation.

The second factor, institutions and organizations expressing colonial grievances, was critical in gaining independence and building democratic power-sharing governance structures. Colonial resistance was largely improvised, with new leaders who emerged that were capable of expressing grievances while successfully organizing protest actions. Intercolonial organizations sporadically arose, as with the Stamp Act Congress or the merchants’ boycott agreements against the Townshend Acts. Not until the First Continental Congress in 1774 did measures materialize that were strategically conscious, applied throughout the colonies, and equipped with political and economic sanctions for noncompliance.

Popular resistance to British authority, the third factor, could take many forms. For example, methods of protest and persuasion included demonstrations and parades on behalf of a resistance campaign, the development of political symbols such as the Liberty Tree, and the publication of papers naming supporters or opponents of the resistance. A mock funeral in Wilmington, North Carolina, in October 1765 illustrated many of these methods. The North Carolina Gazette reported that some 500 Wilmingtonians (out of a total population of 800–1,000) met to protest against the Stamp Act. They paraded an effigy of Liberty, symbolizing the rights of colonists under attack.
by the British Parliament. The crowd put the effigy “into a Coffin, and marched in solemn procession with it to the Church-yard, a Drum in Mourning beating before them, and the Town Bells muffled ringing a doleful Knell at the same time.” Just before the crowd interred the coffin, they checked the pulse of Liberty, and discovering she was still alive, “concluded the Evening with great Rejoicings, on finding that Liberty still had an Existence in the Colonies.” The newspaper account observes “not the least Injury was offered to any Person.” Here religious ritual, political protest, and mass action were conjoined within a nonviolent method of resistance. Urban political theater, such as this mock funeral, dramatized resistance issues, enlisted participation, and pressured royal officials. For onlookers, it raised awareness of the controversy and identified their neighbors and friends as supporters of the resistance. It encouraged all to support the resistance goals in a context that was not particularly threatening for the participants and witnesses, though the meaning of the episode was clear.  

Allied to popular resistance was the fourth factor—noncooperation. The varied methods of noncooperation all involved refusing to do what was ordered or expected, thereby breaking the habits of obedience and the bonds of cooperation. Social boycotts of individuals opposed to resistance are well documented. For example, the freemen of Essex, New Jersey, met in October 1765 to declare the Stamp Act unconstitutional and assert that they would  

\[
\text{detest, abhor, and hold in utmost contempt, all and every person or persons who shall meanly accept of any employment or office relating to the said Stamp Act, or shall take any shelter or advantage from the same . . . and they will have no communication with any such persons, nor to speak to them on any occasion, unless it be to inform them of their vileness.}^{11}
\]

Similarly, a number of women in Providence and Bristol, Rhode Island, agreed not to accept the addresses of any man who favored the Stamp Act. Clearly, social boycotts exerted pressure on individuals, yet any offender who mended their ways was quickly restored to the good graces of the community.  

Economic forms of noncooperation provided more powerful sanctions. Organized campaigns of nonimportation of British goods imposed an economic cost on the British. Between October 31 and December 8, 1765, most merchants along the eastern seaboard cities boycotted British goods. Nonconsumption of British goods also involved promotion of American-made items. In 1766 Thomas Hutchison, lieutenant-governor of Massachusetts, had to admit,  

\[
\text{When I first saw the proposals for lessening the consumption of English manufactures, I took them to be mere puffs. The scheme for laying aside}
\]


mourning [English funeral wear] succeeded to my surprise, and scare anybody would now dare to wear black for the nearest relative . . . the humour for being clothed in homespun spreads every day not so much for economy as to convince the people of England how beneficial the Colonies have been to them.

In 1769 the students and president of the Baptist Rhode Island College (later Brown University) appeared at commencement dressed in American homespun, not imported English, formal gowns. So too, the colonialists expanded production of scythes, spades, wallpaper, and liquor rather than purchasing them from British merchants. Thus, even if the campaign’s primary impact was political, another consequence was a fledgling move toward economic self-reliance. 13

In 1769 an account in the Boston Newsletter described seventy-seven young women assembling at the house of the Reverend John Cleveland with their spinning wheels to make homespun yarn. When they finished, Cleveland observed how the women might recover to this country the full and free “enjoyment of all our rights, properties, and privileges . . . by living upon, as far as possible, only the produce of this country; and to be sure to lay aside the use of all foreign teas. Also by wearing as far as possible, only clothing of this country’s manufacturing.” Similarly, in Newport, Rhode Island, Congregational minister Ezra Stiles hosted ninety-two “Daughters of Liberty” who spent the day spinning yarn as their contribution to the resistance. 14

A variation on these nonconsumption actions took place in Edenton, North Carolina, in October 1774 when fifty-one women signed this declaration: “We the Ladys of Edenton do hereby Solemnly Engage not to Conform to that Pernicious Custom of Drinking Tea, & that we the aforesaid Ladys will not promote ye wear of any Manufacture from England until such time that all Acts which tend to Enslave this our Native Country shall be Repealed.” Even children got involved. When Susan Boudinot, the nine-year-old daughter of a New Jersey patriot, was offered a cup of tea while visiting the royal governor, she curtsied, raised the cup to her lips, and tossed the tea out the window. 15

These various actions point to the significant involvement of women in civil resistance. The nature of the civil resistance created a gendered space for various forms of participation by women. This space could be private—the decision not to consume British goods in the household. It could also be public space—participating in spinning at a church or openly protesting British policy. Sometimes, as in Edenton, women were lampooned in the British press for supposedly stepping outside their prescribed gender roles. However, such a parody itself suggests that British observers took women’s actions seriously.
Although absolute numbers are unknown, women played an essential role in many local campaigns. Within their culturally prescribed domestic spheres, women made the decisions about household and family purchases, therefore bringing about the success of boycott campaigns. When women ventured into the public arena—a move that contemporary gender conventions did not endorse—their actions not only expressed open approval for the goals of resistance, but also had the unintended consequences of subverting gender conventions. Nevertheless, women could justify actions such as spinning wool as remaining within their domestic sphere while choosing domestic over imported goods as simply shopping frugally. Participation in various aspects of the colonial resistance increased these women’s awareness of the relevant political issues; it involved them with wider assemblages of fellow citizens and unintentionally challenged the prevailing gender conventions.

In addition to shunning British goods and substituting American-made counterparts, a late form of colonial noncooperation involved the refusal to export American raw materials such as lumber and naval stores. This plan was mandated by the Continental Association, but went into effect only after the war had started (September 1775) and thus was not tested in its own right.

Here then was the real work of civil resistance: it was carried out in villages and towns, in the countryside as well as the city, by forgotten patriots, female and male. These now nameless men and women spun, wove, and wore homespun cloth; united in the boycott of British goods; and encouraged their neighbors to join them and stand firm. Many came together in crowd actions and mass meetings to protest and served on or supported local resistance committees. They refused to obey the statutes and officers of the British Crown, which so recently had been the law of the land. It was these acts of resistance and noncooperation that struck most openly at the Crown’s authority.

The fifth factor, development of parallel institutions, began with the refusal to use existing royal political, judicial, and legislative institutions as well as refusing to dissolve colonial assemblies or intercolonial bodies such as the Continental Congress. It could also involve settling legal cases in courts or clearing incoming or outgoing ships without the required stamps as in the Stamp Act campaign. Ultimately, it involved the creation of new political institutions, such as the Stamp Act Congress (1765), the Committees of Correspondence (1772–1775), and the First Continental Congress (1774–1775). These extralegal political bodies corresponded to extralegal judicial and legislative colonial organizations that also developed during the decade of resistance. If the Stamp Act Congress was ad hoc and dissolved itself, gradually these institutions became continuous and self-sustaining—with the
standing committees of correspondence and then later the First Continental Congress being recognized by colonists as fully functional American replacements for organs of British authority. Taken together, these new colonial political institutions embodied the parallel government that emerged most forcefully and visibly in 1774 and 1775.

This new American government, parallel in function to the British government, provided the basis for de facto independence and formed the foundation for new government once the country finally became independent. In fundamental ways, the decade of resistance contributed to this foundation through the politicization of American society. Politicization meant the increased recognition by merchants, lawyers, and others to increase their political participation. John Adams, Samuel Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson, and George Washington all supported the resistance campaigns and went on to serve the new United States. Politicization also meant the growing awareness that this political sphere extended in crucial ways to London as much as it included America.

The ability of the American colonies to dispense with royal direction of their political institutions and, simultaneously, to develop replacement institutions to fulfill the functions of government represented a major political accomplishment of civil resistance and the beginning of American independence. Self-government in the colonies was not gained by the war, as is so often assumed; it was actually established much earlier. Nonviolent methods probed specific British imperial vulnerabilities. They challenged Britain on ideological grounds, proclaiming to an American, British, and international audience that the British were suppressing American liberty. They leveraged their particular economic power through campaigns of nonconsumption, nonimportation, and nonexportation directed at the British mercantile establishment. Finally, they undermined the social and political foundations of the imperial system in America by withdrawing cooperation from British institutions and authorities and replacing them with parallel American institutions.

A Shift in Strategy

Although Americans achieved substantial political accomplishments during their nonviolent struggle, these gains were eventually defended by military force. Examination of this shift in strategy, if only on a preliminary basis, sheds light on important issues. Some might argue that violence was used throughout the resistance campaign, and that the shift to military means was necessary if not inevitable. However, could it be that many American colonists understood what they had achieved by this point, but did not understand what could have been further achieved through continued nonviolent resistance?
During this decade of resistance, American colonists used many types of resistance. These did include violent actions, but they have been greatly overemphasized and were of questionable value in altering parliamentary policy between 1765 and 1775. The 1773 Boston Tea Party did not endanger physical safety. However, its destruction of property may have been counterproductive: if some people found it symbolically or emotionally satisfying, without doubt it infuriated the British government, which introduced the Coercive Acts. Tarring and feathering of opponents is often cited as an example of the colonial use of violence against persons. Yet fewer than a dozen cases of this actually occurred between 1765 and April 1775, usually involving customs informers and being seen as private grudges rather than elements of political resistance. In 1769 several Sons of Liberty protected the Loyalist James Murray from an angry Boston crowd: they called out “No violence, or you’ll hurt the cause.” Even Samuel Adams, often considered an advocate of violence, warned in 1774, “Nothing can ruin us but our violence.” Consequently, it is clear that the civil resistance movement was overwhelmingly nonviolent. Examples of property destruction and still less personal violence played no important role in the three resistance campaigns.16

Did the colonists understand that they were employing a specific type of resistance, namely, nonviolent action? Certainly, they did not use a twenty-first-century vocabulary. Yet in 1767 John Dickinson realized that boycotts meant “withholding from Great Britain all the advantages she has been used to receiving from us,”17 and many other historical records document conscious support for the programs of social, economic, and political noncooperation. One thing is clear—colonial leaders did not adopt this technique in order to remain morally pure or because they had a principled objection to the use of violence. Rather their commitment was to resist Crown authority effectively and their choice of technique was based on a strategic judgment of the most effective means of resistance. That they did not have a thorough understanding of the nature, dynamics, and scope of this technique is clear. So too is that they underestimated or misunderstood the gains that the nonviolent resistance had achieved.

Likewise, there was little or no strategic consideration given to the implications of the shift from nonviolent action to military force. For example, from 1765 to 1775, British merchants had often supported campaign goals of overturning various British taxes and duties. Indeed, it was a measure of success of noncooperation campaigns that British merchants used their influence on Parliament. A strategic strength of the American colonies was their economic importance to Britain, both as a market for goods and as a source of raw materials. The choice of nonviolent means facilitated accommodation to, if not acceptance of, colonial demands by significant elements in the British mercantile and political communities much more than violent colonial opposition would have allowed. The widespread effectiveness of
the nonimportation and nonconsumption movements during the Stamp Act campaign decreased British profits so much that these influential merchants complained to their parliamentary representatives and demanded policy change. With profits down, British workers were laid off, thus raising the specter of additional social and political trouble. In this context, Parliament’s repeal of the Stamp Act is clearly attributable to these campaigns of American civil resistance, notwithstanding any face-saving statements to the contrary by British politicians.

Parallel attempts during the Townshend and Coercive Acts resistance campaigns also sought to pressure British merchants to influence Parliament. In each campaign other groups, such as Protestant Dissenters (non-Anglican Protestants), were also lobbied for their support. In such ways, the nonviolent resisters exerted important pressure on third parties.

Once military hostilities broke out, these efforts at third-party persuasion ceased to be effective. British mercantile encouragement eroded quickly once supporting the colonists became tantamount to sedition. Even in the early 1780s, when France had sided with the Americans and the British Army had suffered defeats, British calls for an end to the war aimed to cut their country’s losses, not to concede the justice of the American cause. Moreover, the Second Continental Congress actively recruited several Europeans—Marquis de Lafayette, Johann DeKalb, Casimir Pulaski, Thaddeus Kosciusko, and Friedrich von Steuben—who drew on their experience to forge a military strategy. None of them were familiar with the decade of nonviolent resistance and its accomplishments; instead all had training in armed struggle. Their military appointments helped reinforce the shift from civil resistance to military action.

On the domestic front too, the shift in strategy had several implications. For example, when the Second Continental Congress decided to form an army, political decisionmaking moved from the popular assemblies and broad-based committees in each colony to a command structure more responsive to military exigencies. This realignment away from more popularly based decisionmaking certainly played a role in the conflicts over democracy in the postwar early American republic. Women, so vital to the success of boycott and other resistance campaigns, were now relegated to secondary roles of support for all-male armies. Finally, opponents of the colonial cause were treated differently. During the previous decade, colonists who disagreed with civil resistance were boycotted. While some were threatened, few were actually attacked. After the Battles of Lexington and Concord, fear of Loyalist opposition grew and some committees proposed violence against Loyalists to intimidate them into submission.

Also worthy of consideration are the effects of strategy shift on mobilization of the people. By its very nature civil resistance aims to enlist the participation of a large proportion of the population, people willing to act
even under the threat of repression. As already noted, this participation included men, women, and even children. Moreover, it was not only widespread, but also well organized. All the colonies involved in the First Continental Congress endorsed the provisions of the Continental Association with the exception of New York and, even there, local committees enforced nonimportation. Except in Georgia and the occupied city of Boston, David Ammerman notes, “purchases from Great Britain stopped entirely. The most outspoken critics of the measure [the Continental Association’s call for noncooperation] were forced to admit that the boycott had the force of law throughout the colonies.” Ammerman concludes that, because enforcement of the association was placed in the hands of local groups rather than provincial assemblies or congresses, “these committees became the regulatory agencies of the First Continental Congress.” Lessons about organizing campaigns so as to maximize unity, increase participation, and reinforce timing had been learned from earlier campaigns. Here in the Continental Association, comprehensive and coordinated strategies of nonimportation and nonexportation carried out by dedicated, disciplined, and united men and women were widely and effectively enforced.18

Levels of participation dropped or changed dramatically once the strategy shifted to violence. Women and older men, having no place in armies, became tangential sources of support. The various strategic levels of resistance from individual through local committees and provincial congresses, up to the Continental Congress, were fundamentally weakened in favor of the military’s demands. Once the war began, Robert Calhoon observes, approximately 50 percent of the colonists of European ancestry (including the Loyalist contingent) tried to avoid any involvement in the conflict or supported the British. Perhaps only 40 percent to 45 percent of the white populace actively supported the patriot cause, Calhoon concludes. Beyond that, while critics of civil resistance claim that some merchants did not observe the nonimportation agreements, Don Higginbotham’s estimate of the desertion rate from the Continental Army at 20 percent suggests that armed resistance was more polarizing and weakened American social unity. Consequently, despite the nostalgic rhetoric about the minutemen and the Continental Army, surprisingly large numbers avoided and opposed participation or deserted once the strategy shifted to military struggle.19

To be sure, had the resistance remained nonviolent, further sacrifices would have been exacted. Though by 1775 morale was high and the resistance movement was well organized with competent leadership in colony and modes of communication between the colonies in place, confronting the British Army would have been daunting. At the same time, protracted occupation in the face of active nonviolent resistance would have been extremely costly for the Crown. Furthermore, it is doubtful that casualties from nonviolent resistance would have reached 4,435, the number of American military
deaths in the War for Independence. In short, the shift to military strategy had many disadvantages, both domestically and internationally. It had not been thought out strategically but rather reflected the emotions of the moment.20

Perhaps US citizens and others looking back at their national origins should ponder this alternative to the familiar narrative of military struggle. The result of the decade of American nonviolent resistance between 1765 and 1775 was de facto independence. Allegiances had shifted and the functions of government passed from royal to colonial institutions—and all this before the Battles of Lexington and Concord. Indeed, regarding the development of political and social institutions, one could even claim that the war achieved little that had not already been gained by the parallel governments.

These campaigns of civil resistance spanning ten years displayed impressive self-discipline, used largely improvised strategies until the very end, and achieved serious gains. They cultivated third-party support in Britain as well as neutralized domestic opponents without shedding blood. Their broadly democratic nature was matched by new extralegal political institutions that wrested control out of the hands of British authorities. Making legislative policy, enforcing judicial decisions, even collecting taxes in some cases was carried out by colonists on their own and outside the imperial orbit. Beyond that, although the campaigns were largely improvised, the colonists showed in the implementation of nonimportation and nonexportation as part of the Continental Association a conscious level of strategic planning. In hindsight, perhaps they were mistaken to delay the implementation of nonexportation; nevertheless, the very fact of deliberate strategic decisionmaking is significant. Finally, the tactics of the resistance campaign and the enforcement of their policies were carried out nonviolently—not as a matter of principled opposition to violence, but rather as a pragmatic response to the need to resist perceived injustice. That the participants in these successful nonviolent campaigns had so little prior training, that their leaders knew little of strategic precedents, and that their applications of nonviolent struggle were so often improvised make their accomplishments all the more remarkable.

Reasons for the Lack of Attention to Civil Resistance

In 2009 crowds celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the Minute Man National Historical Park in Concord, Massachusetts, witnessing the reenactment of the Battles of Lexington and Concord, events described by the National Park Service as “the opening battle of the American Revolution.”21

Why are these events of the war celebrated and the sacrifices of its participants eulogized while the decade of civil resistance is largely ignored? What is the relation of history to memory in this case? Americans are not
an innately violent people, despite the alarming levels of violence in American society, both historical and contemporary. Rather, it is because of cultural influences, social factors, and historical experience. Consequently, while scholarly debate shows no signs of achieving unanimity, several factors provide grounds for suggestive speculation.22

One reason for the lack of attention to the decade of civil resistance is simply ignorance. Thousands of school children in the United States are drilled on the sacrifices of soldiers. Few learn of the defeat of the Stamp Act by nonviolent resistance, the effects of the Continental Association, or the achievement of de facto political independence before the outbreak of the war.

Another more psychosocial factor is the emotional ethos associated with the dramatized, glamorized, and often antisepticized image of war versus the view that nonviolent resistance is submissive and passive. Put simplistically, soldiers fight and do things; nonviolent resisters just refuse to do things. US culture celebrates a connection between male honor and violence. But while the bandit, cowboy, and detective often employ violence, it usually is for a good cause and therefore is legitimated, just as going to war is sanctioned by supposedly legitimate ends. Gaining national independence is routinely taken as justifying violence and those involved in it regarded as heroic patriots. If Americans have a penchant for identifying the war for independence with the achievement of independence, John Adams’s statement at the beginning of this chapter reminds us that not all narratives arrive at this conclusion.

Finally, there is the well-established use of violence in US history, and its subsequent cultural familiarity and acceptance—from white-Indian and white-black through agrarian and urban to vigilante violence. Add to this that nearly 200 million Americans today own firearms and it is clear that many Americans view violence as a crucial and appropriate means for securing their lives and property.

In such a situation, eulogizing past armed struggle and commemorating its participants becomes an all-too-familiar expression of US social logic. It is a construct, however, that can and needs to be challenged by a fuller appreciation of the historical record: not erasing the stories of nonviolent civil resistance from US collective memory, but recognizing their existence, significance, and power.
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Traditional views of nineteenth-century nationalist struggles worldwide have emphasized the violent means necessary to achieve patriotic goals. Violent heroic feats are seen as confirming that nations are forged with the blood of patriots in armed struggle against foreign oppression. Interpretations of Cuban efforts to achieve independence from Spain are no exception. Indeed, the cult of national heroes and racial freedom fighters, such as martyred “Apostle” José Martí and “Bronze Titan” General Antonio Maceo, killed in action during the insurrection of 1895–1898, remains today a dominant theme in political praxis, education, identity, culture, and history writing in Cuba.¹

If in contrast we study more widely the historical record of Cuban struggles for self-determination led by civilian-based political and civic movements during the Spanish control of the island, countless yet unsung nonviolent efforts can be found. These were defiant struggles to oppose colonialist restrictions and abuses, and to achieve full constitutional rights and political autonomy without armed conflict. As the insurrectionist General Máximo Gómez recognized in 1891, Cuban civilian leaders engaged in nonviolent resistance “do not believe it’s necessary to use brute force ever. They are right in part because when triumph is obtained with that force the road ahead is plagued with disasters.”² A strengthening native civilian collective firmly rooted in the island’s constrained socioeconomic realities had promising chances of leading a nonviolent transition toward independence and a resilient postindependence democracy in Cuba. This promise was substantially realized despite the ascendancy of violent separatist groups and US military intervention.
After 1826, the only remaining Spanish American colonies were Cuba and Puerto Rico. Cuba’s strategic importance and rising colonial revenues extracted from a booming sugar, coffee, and tobacco export economy reliant on slave and peasant labor made the island indispensable to Spain. In consequence, political and military events in Cuba and Spain became even more intimately intertwined. Cuba’s elite remained collaborative while the Madrid government granted tax and customs concessions. However, following the death of King Ferdinand VII in 1833, successive Spanish captain-generals (colonial governors in charge of the Spanish colonial administration in Cuba) in Havana reinforced military despotism and harmful commercial and fiscal policies. Madrid hardened colonial discrimination against those born in Cuba. Successive waves of Spaniards arrived in Cuba—particularly after the 1840s—to bolster the regular army, colonial bureaucracy, and urban service sector, thereby displacing Creole (Cuban born of European descent) and free black inhabitants from their former positions. Simultaneously the slave population in Cuba increased dramatically and free black groups lost some of their traditional rights. Colonialist use of abusive force and a divide and rule policy to control Cuban society and exploit the stark divisions between free and enslaved people, and Creole- and Spanish-born inhabitants, sparked the organization of the first reformist and separatist movements.

Two distinct historical strategies developed among divided groups of Cuban reformists and separatists. One strategy was based on nonviolent, gradualist traditions that pressed for colonial reform, attainment of constitutional and civil rights already recognized in Spain, a distinctive Cuban education, and autonomous self-government. The other strategy relied on violent conspiracies, rebel naval expeditions, and armed insurrection that eventually triggered two destructive wars for independence—the Ten Years’ War (1868–1878) and the War of 1895–1898. Violent military action and reaction and, ultimately, US military intervention in 1898, weakened the political standing and leadership of nonviolent strategists. However, by building a grassroots core through unifying civilian-national identity and an autonomous civil society clearly differentiated from the colonialist state’s divisive social designs, the contributions of nonviolent organization and action toward an independent Cuba were irreversible.

Radical nationalist stances—inspired by insurrectionist leader Martí and his views on revolutionary violence—have considered crucial nonviolent actions as being antipatriotic and pro-colonial because they did not contribute to armed struggle for independence. With a similar political logic, nonviolent dissent in Cuba today is persistently declared reactionary and pro-imperialist. What is remarkable is that, despite violent colonialist reaction, nonviolent strategies and goals remained consistent and received wide popular support and recognition among Cubans throughout the nineteenth century. It is
therefore important to set the record straight concerning civilian-based non-violent movements in Cuba through the assessment of their preindependence scope and influence as well as their successes, failures, legacies, and lessons for future nonviolent transitions.

**Socioeconomic and Political Developments in Nineteenth-Century Cuba**

The strategic importance of Cuba in the Atlantic placed it at the center stage of historical imperial disputes and geopolitics. After the British invasion of Havana in 1762, the Spanish empire reinforced its defenses, enhancing fortifications, building up the navy, and militarizing Cuban society by reorganizing the regular army and local militias. Cuban business and landholding elites linked the advancement of their interests with Spanish colonialist authorities, Spanish transatlantic networks of trade in goods and slaves, and monopolist and protectionist interests in Spain.

The massive influx of slaves to Cuba after the Haiti slave rebellion (1791–1804) and British prohibition of slave trade (1807) was accompanied by the introduction of new machinery and economic reforms leading to a sugar boom. Initially, Creole landholders dominated sugar production, Francisco Arango y Parreño (1765–1837) being credited with its modernization, while Spanish merchants controlled trade. The demographic and ethnic changes resulting from the slave influx intensified divisions that were reinforced and manipulated by the increasingly despotic and militaristic Spanish rulers who reasserted colonialism in the island. The island thus faced a transformation that endangered its condition as a settler society and reinforced elements of a colonial plantation society and captive market benefiting mainly Spanish trading interests.

The swift independence of most Spanish American colonies had been attained in the period 1810–1826 at a time of instability and a crisis of power in Spain itself. Cuban Creoles noted the turmoil in the newly independent Latin American republics and, in general, remained loyal to the Spanish crown. In the 1820s thousands of defeated Spanish soldiers and loyalist immigrants from former colonies resettled in Cuba, which increasingly was run by a centralized military and official bureaucracy that privileged Spanish officers and left little space for local self-governments or municipal authority. The growing Creole middle and professional classes were displaced from their previous positions of influence. Under the Spanish constitution of 1812, Spaniards “in both hemispheres” were recognized as citizens, Creoles of Spanish descent being entitled to vote and to be represented in the Cortes in Spain. However, subsequent revisions were to disfranchise them. Under the growing tyranny of the captain-general, buttressed
by the island’s emboldened Spanish “party” (slave-trafficking interests), and immigration of Spanish soldiers and civil servants, Cuba became the milk cow that provided strategic fiscal revenues to a needy Spanish monarchy. In Spain, Regent María Cristina and her daughter Isabel II—in alliance with the colonialist Moderate Party, ambitious military leaders, and protectionist agricultural and manufacturing interests in Spain—made use of colonial revenues to fight off Don Carlos, the archconservative pretender to the throne.

**Nonviolent Resistance and Formation of a Cuban Identity**

Two basic strategies were soon obvious to Cuban civilian leaders and movements from the 1830s to 1850s—a time period of colonialist reassertion and authoritarian military rule in Cuba. The first strategy was to support separatist conspiracies that organized violent uprisings in Cuba as well as “filibustering” expeditions, mainly from the United States, that landed in Cuba and incited armed insurrection. The major filibustering expeditions were led by insurrectionary militarist leaders and supported by elite pro-slavery Cuban exiles, allied to southern US interests seeking US annexation of Cuba. In 1851 the defeat and execution of the annexationist filibuster Narciso López, a disgruntled former military officer, was an important lesson: armed insurrection might appease injured military and patriotic honor, but it had little chance of overcoming the strongest Spanish military establishment outside Spain. Moreover, such violent actions raised dangers of dictatorial caudillo ambition as well as intervention by other foreign powers, especially the United States. Despite these obvious pitfalls and recurrent defeats and repression affecting the island’s entire population, separatist violence repeatedly broke out in the following decades.

The second strategy involved continuing and enhancing the liberal, nonviolent economic and political efforts initiated by Creoles of Arango’s generation. This strategy eventually encompassed actions to demand and obtain constitutional rights, increased institutional autonomy, free press, and autonomous association in voluntary cultural, educational, professional, and self-help societies and clubs.

As early as the first decade of the nineteenth century, the press organs linked to patriotic societies—voluntary associations formed mainly by Creole elites and professionals—cultivated a sense of the island’s economic and distinctive cultural identity in the pages of the newspapers *Papel Periódico* (Periodic Paper) and *Aurora* (Dawn) of Havana. This occurred despite the limits on press freedom imposed by captain-generals and provincial governors. During the first constitutional period of 1812–1814, private and independent pamphlets and periodicals, such as Havana’s *Diario Cívico*
(Civic Daily) and El Patriota Americano (American Patriot) and Santiago de Cuba’s La Sabatina (Saturday’s), advocated administrative reform and full extension of constitutional rights of free press and association, despite being subject to official censorship and stern vigilance. Associational autonomy was also sought more actively. In 1813, daring members of the Havana Patriotic Society challenged the legality of the captain-general’s political interference in the society’s internal affairs. Other early cultural and ethnic associations included black societies that preserved Afro-Cuban identities and literary lyceums and philharmonic societies, cultivating artistic and literary contributions to a distinct Cuban culture and collective selfhood. Cuban-born inhabitants of the island could thus rely on an alternative social fabric and polis that contrasted and competed with the rigid colonial social establishment.

A renewed constitutional cycle in 1820–1823 consolidated the liberal constitutionalist character of a new generation of Creole civilian intellectuals who published in the independent newspapers Revisor Político y Literario (Political and Literary Examiner) and Observador Habanero (Havana’s Observer). In these newspapers the articles of influential authors and educators Félix Varela and José Agustín Caballero, the first proponents of Cuba’s political autonomy and independence, and their younger disciples urged constitutional changes that implied a thorough colonial reform and increased administrative autonomy. This constitutionalist-reformist spirit spread to provincial patriotic societies and cultural associations that published periodicals such as La Aurora de Matanzas (Dawn of Matanzas) between 1828 and 1856 and the Revista Bimestre Cubana ( Cuban Bimester Review) founded in 1832. Other cultural periodicals included La Siempre Viva (Always Alive) and La Moda (Fashion). These publications reaffirmed Cuban literary and cultural identity by promoting Cuban authors such as the Afro-Cuban poet Plácido and Cirilo Villaverde, author of Cecilia Valdés (1839).

In 1836, a palace revolt in Spain led to the reinstatement of the 1812 constitution, which was immediately adopted by the Spanish governor of Santiago de Cuba, Manuel Lorenzo, who called elections without waiting for authorization from Madrid or Captain-General Miguel Tacón in Havana. Tacón sent troops to Santiago and prominent supporters of Lorenzo’s in the Santiago Patriotic Society, including educator Juan Bautista Sagarrá, were punished with a period in exile. Other important leaders with island-wide popularity advocating nonviolent strategies at the time were the liberal constitutionalists and gradualist abolitionists José Antonio Saco and Domingo del Monte who engaged in active unofficial and official opposition in the press and associations, organized networks of Creole intellectuals in tertulias (soirées), and encouraged black authors to publish. These activities, too, brought persecution by the Spanish authorities and periods in exile.
Underlying patriotic associational and independent press efforts, a conscious emphasis on spreading grassroots education since the early nineteenth century contributed to the formation of a wider Cuban identity. Sociedades Económicas in the most important cities and towns of the island financed and established hundreds of free, nonreligious primary schools for thousands of white and black, male and female students. With practically no official subsidy, Havana’s Sociedad Económica funded more than forty free schools with nearly 1,000 students in 1846. Various “model schools” were established, including private high schools run by revered liberal educators such as José de la Luz y Caballero, the defiant director of Sociedad Económica in the 1840s, and Juan Bautista Sagarraga who founded the Colegio de Santiago de Cuba on his return from exile. In higher education, too, innovative alternatives were established and reformist Cuban-born professors and medical doctors formed a majority among the island’s higher education faculty.

Generations of Cuban children and young people were educated in these schools with up-to-date textbooks by Cuban authors critical of traditional Spanish methods of instruction and historical interpretation. Educational authorities in Spain censored Cuban textbooks for their irreverent views of Spanish religious fanaticism and violent conquest. Furthermore, Spanish political authorities on the island were wary of the challenge posed by Cuban primary and higher education to colonial control and thus redoubled efforts to “assimilate” the island’s population to Spanish culture. In 1847, the Spanish colonial state took over the administration of primary schools formerly funded by local Sociedades Económicas. The ensuing centralized administration of education by the Spanish colonial state was perennially underfunded. Despite continued anti-Cuban education policies and bureaucratic harassment, Cuban-born teachers in public schools and the surviving private schools contributed to increasing literacy levels and, with this, to raising the political and national awareness of the Cuban population.11

The Springtime of Civilian Colonial Reformism

In the 1860s, political change in Spain led to a reformist interlude in Cuba that nonviolent civilian strategists were able to exploit to advance the goal of Cuban autonomy. In Spain a wave of reinvigorated associational impetus was sweeping the main cities, bringing to life civil, reform-minded, liberal economic, social, and cultural groups and lobbies that opposed tariff protection and advocated the abolition of slavery in Spanish colonies.

In Cuba, a broadening reform movement also pressed for enhanced fiscal and political autonomy, constitutional and electoral rights, compliance with international treaties banning the slave trade (formally prohibited in
1820), and freer press and association. A more autonomous civil society emerged with the innovation of mutual aid associations, part of a growing international mutualist movement. Mutualism facilitated the self-financing of popular groups such as artisans and workers who were now able to pool resources together. The first labor unions among urban tobacco and other manufacturing and service artisans and workers were formed in Cuba on the basis of mutual aid associations. The first successful tobacco workers strike was organized in August 1865 to demand the right of collective bargaining and higher salaries. In March 1866, slaves of the largest sugar plantations in Matanzas refused to work any longer as slaves and demanded payment for their work. This unprecedented slave strike, however, was soon quashed by government troops.

The establishment of secret, previously outlawed Masonic lodges by returning Cuban émigrés was officially tolerated by Spanish authorities. The Cuban-dominated associations of leisure and culture, such as casinos, centers, and circles, harbored a membership stirred by ideas of political reform and autonomy. Worker, Masonic, and cultural associational leadership was closely linked in this period to reformist political, educational, and cultural activities. The reformist newspaper *El Siglo* (Century) (1862–1868), and the pro-worker *Aurora* (1865–1868), rallied increasing public support for the political club (parties were still outlawed) known as the Círculo Reformista. Successful electoral campaigns resulted in the election of leaders like José Antonio Saco to represent Santiago de Cuba in an official colonial policy forum, the Junta de Información (1866–1867) set up in Madrid. Reformist representatives from Cuba and Puerto Rico aspired to use this official assembly on colonial affairs to introduce economic and civil reforms.

Public performances in theaters, cultural associations, and public spaces accentuated Cuban nonviolent demonstrations of solidarity and civic demands. Critical and satirical pieces of Cuban Bufo theater attracted full audiences of Cuban spectators like those who filled Havana’s Teatro Villanueva during a tragic night in 1869 when colonialist fanatics fired at the crowd for cheering Cuba’s freedom.

In 1862 and 1866, at the funerals first of educator José de la Luz y Caballero and then of cultural and reformist-separatist icon Gaspar Betancourt Cisneros, thousands of citizens gathered in peaceful public processions. These politically charged gatherings symbolized the reality of the past decade—that since the mid-1850s, nonviolent civilian-based organizing and mobilization had advanced the cause of obtaining important civil rights for Cubans as well as a sharp reduction in illicit slave trading into Cuba. A firmly independent civil society had become an important bulwark defying colonial despotism. What came after 1867, however, violently suppressed advances accumulated through open and arduous nonviolent struggle.
War Reversals, 1868–1878

The Spanish government in Madrid turned to the right and closed the Junta de Información in 1867, thus dealing a hard blow to Cuban aspirations of colonial reform. A new captain-general was appointed to undo all reforms advanced during the past few years in Cuba and raise taxes. Reactionary Spaniards and loyalists in Cuba, organized in so-called volunteer militias, worked to eradicate the reformist civilian spaces and associations. However, when in Spain La Gloriosa Revolución deposed Isabel II in 1868, Carlos Manuel de Céspedes—a landowner in eastern Cuba—seized the opportunity to launch an armed insurrection for independence. This led to the Ten Years’ War (1868–1878). Brutal warfare in rural areas included the forced relocation of rural populations—later known as the deadly reconcentración. Spanish repression of the urban population practically annihilated civil society. Almost all associations with majority Creole membership as well as black societies were forcibly closed or could not withstand political persecution and economic hardship. Thousands of civilians were imprisoned or forced into exile. The war’s total death toll among the Cuban population was estimated at 200,000 people, around 14 percent of the total population. Most of the persecuted civilians did not actively support the separatist insurrection. Many of those imprisoned or exiled were nonviolent reformists or ordinary civilians. Internal war supplanted civic engagement and the reformist nonviolent movement dwindled as it got caught in the middle of two violent factions.13

The separatist insurrectionary movement in central and eastern Cuba initially emphasized civilian over military leadership, appointing Céspedes head of a separatist government subject to rebel parliamentary control. Soon, however, the military pro-caudillo factions prevailed and deposed Céspedes. The new separatist government pursued diplomatic campaigns through their representatives in New York who unsuccessfully lobbied the US government for recognition. Several waves of Cuban exiles to the United States over the previous decades were joined by 30,000 or more emigrés due to post-1869 political persecution. They formed a militant, though divided, Cuban community in exile. Old annexationist and reformist leaders in exile were opposed by intransigent and radical revolutionaries who rejected any negotiation with the US government or the slightest possibility of a diplomatic settlement with Spain through US mediation or “purchase” of Cuba. Revolutionaries favored instead support to filibustering expeditions and the escalation of military insurrectionary actions into the wealthy western region of Cuba to increase the economic costs of the Spanish war efforts.14 Despite the costs inflicted on the Spanish government in Cuba, however, the insurrection never managed to succeed militarily or to gain wide support in major urban centers. The protracted, languishing guerrilla
fighting prolonged the conflict and led to a massive Spanish counteroffensive that delayed a nonviolent rebuilding of the cultural, political, and civil basis for an independent Cuba.

The wider international and geopolitical context was not favorable for armed insurrection. Despite expansionist and annexationist pressures, the long-term US diplomatic approach preferred a stable Cuba under Spanish reformed rule to war and instability. Despite their abolitionist pressures, British and other European foreign policies also favored Spanish rule over a US takeover. Once Spain abandoned the attempt to reimpose itself militarily in several former colonies, Latin American governments were mostly indifferent to the Cuban separatist cause during the Ten Years’ War, lacked geopolitical weight, or mainly worried about a possible US intervention in Cuba.

A negotiated solution to the conflict and reform in Cuba thus gained momentum by 1876. In circumstances of war, nonviolent movements for expanded rights and autonomy had floundered. A few underground, nonviolent actions ended in the harshest of Spanish loyalist repression and reprisal. In 1871, under suspicion of having desecrated the tomb of a colonialist propagandist, eight medical students were summarily tried and executed and thirty-one others imprisoned. Students had previously protested the captain-general’s abolition of Havana University’s doctoral degree. Many nonviolent reformist leaders had been persecuted, expropriated, exiled, and imprisoned during the first years of the war. Once released from prison or returned from exile, however, these leaders formed movements to try to end the war. To reach a transitional political compromise with both nonviolent and defeated violent factions, the Spanish authorities promised major constitutional and abolitionist reforms that the nonviolent reformist movement of the early 1860s had previously demanded and supported during the war.15

Renewed Nonviolent Civic Movements

Slavery was, of course, a central issue. Over time, more slaves came to Cuba than the rest of Spanish America combined. By the mid-nineteenth century, around half of them were working on sugar plantations that supplied a third or more of the world’s sugarcane.16 A powerful lobby supported slavery: Hispano-Cuban slave traders, planters, colonial officials, and colonialist protectionist interests in Spain. The Creole abolitionists, such as José Antonio Saco, generally took a gradualist stance, afraid of the violence that abolition might trigger. The slave trade, illegal since 1820, was finally ended in 1867 shortly after the US decision to abolish slavery, but slavery itself was not abolished until 1886.
During the Ten Years’ War, both sides promised to abolish slavery and to free slaves who enlisted militarily in their ranks. At the same time, Spain itself—the last European country to condone slavery—began to change. Spain’s Moret Law (1870) freed children born of slaves and slaves over age sixty. In 1873, slavery was completely abolished in Puerto Rico (with compensation to slave owners). When Alfonso XII appointed the reformist Arsenio Martínez Campos as captain-general, Martínez Campos not only signed the Treaty of Zanjón to end the war (and to emancipate those slaves who had fought), but also expanded Cuba’s autonomy and civil and political rights, including the right to organize political parties. However, the antislavery law passed in 1880, after Martínez’s return to Spain, was based on a concept of Patronato—slaves still had to serve a period of eight years as indentured laborers before they would be free. The Liberal Autonomist Party and the Democratic Party, founded in 1881, campaigned against the Patronato system, as did the Abolitionist Society in Spain. And finally, slavery was abolished by royal decree in 1886. A major nonviolent demonstration in celebration of the end of slavery was held in Havana in January 1887, supported by a wide range of black societies and unions, thus building momentum for further campaigns against racial discrimination and full integration into a freer society.

The major concessions offered by Martínez Campos were achieved fundamentally because of the nonviolent struggles by liberal reformists in previous decades. Those rebels unwilling to sign the Treaty of Zanjón were thoroughly defeated in the Guerra Chiquita (1879–1880). Nonetheless, historians of Cuba generally follow the tradition of exalting patriotic violence and, therefore, argue that such reformist laws were mainly the result of sustained pressure by armed struggle. However, history shows that long- and short-term nonviolent efforts at liberal constitutional solutions to Cuba’s colonial oppression from the 1860s throughout the 1880s and 1890s need to be understood as an alternative strategy to armed struggle. These proved to be successful at achieving reformist progress and laying a viable institutional foundation for the future Cuban nation.

After 1879 Cuban subjects enjoyed—although with certain conditions and exceptions—the rights guaranteed by the Spanish Constitution of 1876 and a restricted electoral system. Within that political framework, liberal reformists organized in the Liberal Autonomist Party. Led by middle- and lower-middle-class professionals, and with wide popular support among urban and rural sectors and Creole and black groups, the party pressed for the extension of full rights and political autonomy within the Spanish constitutional monarchy. Despite the opposition and occasional backlash of authorities in Havana and Madrid, the Autonomists struggled persistently for a decentralized autonomous government and parliament similar to that negotiated by the British in Canada. In the political process of the period
(1878–1895) the Autonomists became a massive party, the legal political representative of the Cuban born striving for increased Cuban self-government.

By initiative of the Autonomists and their allies among the business class, several civic movements and lobbies were formed including two—the Junta Magna (1883–1884) and the Movimiento Económico (1890–1892)—that demanded fiscal liberalization and lowering of export taxes during periods of acute economic problems exacerbated by Spanish protectionist measures. These movements united important sectors of the formerly opposed liberal and conservative factions of Cuban producers to achieve national economic goals. Despite an active campaign to advance their demands and intense negotiation with the Spanish authorities, these so-called economic movements failed to maintain a unified front to carry on economic boycott and increase their leverage over government economic policies. The alarmed Spanish military authorities were convinced that such nonviolent movements could bring about Spain’s complete loss of Cuba if allowed to grow. Under heightened pressure from the island’s government that exploited the divisions among the coalition members of Creole and Spanish origin, several factions withdrew from the movement, effectively ending its activities. However, nonviolent movements for other reforms and rights persisted.

By 1890, there was more space for Cuban civil society than previously and many associations, particularly labor unions and cultural associations, became increasingly racially integrated over the decade. Firmly rooted in this burgeoning civil society, various nonviolent civilian-based movements led by reformists and Autonomists aimed to unify into a larger movement seeking full autonomy. To this end, the now unbanned Masonic lodges, unified in the Grand Lodge of the Island of Cuba, gathered thousands of members in every city. Many Masonic leaders were also Autonomists. Likewise, labor unions continued to multiply and formed leagues encompassing island-wide labor groups with increasing bargaining power and political direction. Unions continued to demand the right to organize, freely associate, and bargain salaries at pressing economic times. Black societies, boosted by the abolition of slavery, organized a Directorio Central de las Sociedades de Color that led important lawsuits and petitions to eradicate segregation and racism. Reformist lawyers, organized through the Liberal Autonomist Party and including members of the Grand Lodge, collaborated both with labor and black societies’ leaders and movements to provide legal advice in successfully litigated cases to grant Afro-Cubans access to restricted private and public spaces and to municipal education. These legal victories bolstered constitutional rights and provisions against racial discrimination in the island.

Additional victories by nonviolent movements during the decade include the successful student strike in March 1892, which finally restored doctoral degrees at Havana’s university. In another instance, labor unions
organized strikes that were successful in achieving higher salaries for workers and more powerful labor organizations and press organs. Civil society organizations and nonviolent movements also increasingly used available political space to spread their message, as when leaders of the Directorio Central voiced its political ideas of independence and separatism peacefully through its main newspapers.

The Liberal Autonomist Party repeatedly demanded electoral reform, especially abolishing property tax qualifications. By the mid-1880s, growing from earlier nonviolent initiatives, the party was Cuba’s largest. The Autonomists held mass support in all the provinces and cities and represented Cuban provinces at the Cortes of Spain. However, a conservative-dominated legislature in Madrid increased property tax requirements for voters, thus unduly benefiting higher-income, conservative Spanish candidates in Cuba. This led to a movement of electoral retraction in 1891 aimed at raising political opposition and electoral boycott. This nonviolent tactic, at least temporarily, had a negative impact on the Liberal Autonomist Party, as the recourse to electoral boycott translated into a decline in its popular following.

The nonviolent movements also faced other challenges. One of the structural issues of the nonviolent movements headed by the Autonomists was an unwillingness or inability to amplify the economic and political struggle and turn it into overt, nonviolent conflict with widespread civil disobedience. Despite their increasing popular appeal, Cuban Liberal Autonomists did not amplify their struggle to include more disruptive actions. Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma) had not yet demonstrated the effectiveness of massive disobedience. 21 Liberal Autonomist Party leaders had learned, however, that popular, civilian-based nonviolent pressure for reform could ultimately lead to full civil liberties for all Cubans. The Spanish constitutional regime would likely have yielded expanded freedoms and autonomy in Cuba if only more pressure had been exercised. However, in a volatile international situation, nonviolent strategies and methods during the struggle for Cuban independence were still evolving and had not reached the necessary organizational level to launch more unified, disciplined, and effective nonviolent actions. General strikes and mass demonstrations in the streets to attain electoral and autonomy goals required an unprecedented scaling up of social mobilization. Also other, more radical, legal groups such as those led by journalist and politician Juan Gualberto Gómez, an active organizer within black and labor societies and the press in Havana, opted to conspire in support of radical violent separatism instead of nonviolent struggle.

**The Perils of Violent Insurrection**

The 1895 violent insurrection had been prepared for years by a growing number of Cuban exiles. Separatist military leaders collected funds from
militant exiled communities in the United States, mainly in Florida. However, the anarchist-inclined Florida tobacco workers then began to question how much current nationalist thinking reflected their socioeconomic vision. This led to Martí’s recognition of the need to appeal for social and racial unity in a struggle where national independence would lead to social transformation. Martí therefore formed the Partido Revolucionario Cubano (PRC) in 1892, building on Cuban political clubs in New York, Florida, and Mexico.

Detached from the changing realities of Cuba, pro-independence groups in exile were more excited by revolutionary solutions than the nonviolent reformism. The pro–Cuban independence political groups outside Cuba followed a political stance different from that of the nonviolent reformist struggles in the island. Two or three generations of political exiles and dissatisfied workers had brewed support for a violent, republican, and revolutionary solution to the quest of Cuban independence. Major insurrectionist leaders became idols and heroes in the minds of those exiled communities, often out of touch with changes in Cuba. The level of organization of exiled groups and their support for the insurrectionary path further complicated an already problematic geopolitics around the question of Cuba’s independence.

Martí designed the PRC with a highly centralized top leadership. Its policy was complete rejection of negotiation, instead engaging in an all-encompassing nationalistic rhetoric geared to unify Cubans of different social and racial backgrounds behind the goal of a republican Cuba. The means to achieve this ideal was armed struggle, hence making the PRC the heir of the historical uprisings and military caudillos who emerged during the Ten Years’ War and the Guerra Chiquita.22

Martí was killed in action shortly after the beginning of the insurrection in 1895. In the aftermath, civilian and military circles vied to apply the military lessons learned from previous insurrectionist warfare in Cuba. The militarist generals Máximo Gómez and Maceo took charge and extended destruction by fire and dynamite to the wealthiest western region of Cuba, bringing its sugar output and trade to a temporary but alarming halt. The Spanish brutal counteroffensive was devastating for the mostly innocent general population and, particularly, the now famished and ill rural inhabitants who were forcibly reconcentrated in urban centers to decrease popular support for the insurrectionists.

As with the Ten Years’ War, the separatist insurrection was not powerful enough to achieve military victory. The Spanish Army contained and then reversed insurrectionist penetration into the western part of the island. Maceo was killed in action and Gómez lost support. The insurrection had been unable to gain support in cities from independent civil society: autonomous associations were weary of the violent militarist means. However, faced by a standstill, the Spanish government decided to seek a negotiated solution.
This time, a major political transformation to Cuba’s colonial status was introduced. An Autonomous government was formed in 1898 led by Cuban Autonomist and nonviolent leaders. This marked the achievement of an important goal of past nonviolent movements: political autonomy. With autonomy, universal male suffrage was also extended to Cuba. The new government took swift measures to restore rights and freedoms and to advance toward the end of the war, reconstruction, and economic recovery. However, this political transition came in the context of civil war and of immense domestic and foreign pressure. Several historians have argued that autonomist change had arrived too late to give the new government an opportunity to consolidate itself and implement its espoused policies. But the Autonomist government’s measures proved initially highly effective and nonviolent parties again offered, as in 1879, viable solutions to the thorny political issues of internal war.

Insurrectionist leaders, unable to achieve a clear military victory, were adamantly opposed to any negotiated solution with the new Cuban government. Despite incessant diplomatic efforts in Washington, DC, and Mexico City, separatist leaders could not obtain official recognition of their belligerent status against Spain. Their public campaigns advocating a solution to the Cuban question through a negotiated annexation of the island to Mexico failed when the Mexican government reaffirmed its neutrality. Mexico, like other Latin American countries, expected a US intervention in Cuba and, therefore, withheld outright support to the separatist insurrection as they awaited a decisive US move.

What would have happened in Cuba if the explosion of the US battleship Maine in Havana harbor on February 15, 1898, and the ensuing war between the United States and Spain had not occurred? The War of 1898 changed completely Cuba’s internal political evolution. US military engagement in Cuba defeated not only Spain, but also the nonviolent alternative to the ongoing civil war in Cuba. The Autonomist government was replaced by a US military government. The insurrectionists themselves felt betrayed and had to disarm under US pressure. Peace was enforced at a high cost in terms of national autonomy and injured patriotic pride. For example, the Cuban Republican Constitution of 1901, drafted by a group of former Autonomist and separatist statesmen, included the foreign-imposed Platt Amendment allowing US intervention in any future danger of instability in Cuba. However, the constitution also guaranteed basic civil rights, including universal male suffrage and the establishment of other national institutions of Cuban self-government.

After the withdrawal of US troops from Cuba in 1902, Cuba became an independent republic. No immediate resistance (violent or nonviolent) to the US presence developed in Cuba as the promises of military and political withdrawal were kept and important groundwork in infrastructure, sanitation,
and education was accomplished in 1898–1902. However, the political establishment in Cuba after 1902 was thoroughly divided, unable to reconcile feuding factions under a unified and legitimate authority as well as out of step with a resilient and autonomous civil society. The recourse to violence in Cuban domestic political affairs became ingrained in Cuban politics thereafter and evolved on the basis of a cult of nineteenth-century intransigent, separatist heroes. Reformist nonviolent leaders remained active in opposing postindependence constitutional and political transgressions, but were organizationally and politically sidelined. In the first decades after independence, political parties and groups appeared to be dominated by veteran separatist caudillos.

Conclusion

In the long struggle to reform and end the oppressive and divisive socioeconomic and political system of colonialism in Cuba, a distinct cultural and national identity developed in the island. The foundations of this rising collective consciousness were laid by successive waves of innovative nonviolent organizations and actions seeking recognition of autonomous, self-reliant associations and constitutional equality. Distinctly Cuban cultural associations and publications, and self-financed educational drives and liberal policy projects, bolstered growing civil resistance against old-fashioned colonial education and rigid monopolies and protectionism. The long-standing opposition to the slave trade and slavery through tenacious, nonviolent abolitionist campaigns obtained a belated but complete abolition of slavery. Together with the boost and transformation of preexisting free black and labor associations, nonviolent resistance contributed greatly to the integration of former slaves into the emerging Cuban civil society in search of greater racial equality and expanded democratic rights.

Radical nationalist historical accounts have predictably downplayed the important role of reformist nonviolent efforts to build a Cuban national consensus and generate pressure for change to solve Cuba’s colonial issues. Cuba’s liberal constitutional traditions and the nonviolent organizing and mobilization that accompanied them represented a rational and calculated stance against overwhelming military oppression and menacing foreign ambitions. The growth of autonomy of civil society was achieved in large part through constitutionalist-reformist, nonviolent struggles for basic civil rights, national education, electoral representation, and demands for further socioeconomic autonomy and political independence from Spain. The promising road toward racial and ethnic equality—a fundamental tenet in defeating colonialism and building a unified and more just Cuban nation—had also been opened through nonviolent campaigns and leadership. These were
all irreversible grassroots attainments that formed the foundation of the Cuban postindependence social and political fabric.

What were the lessons and legacies of the nonviolent civilian-based movements and struggles to achieve more democratic autonomy and independence in Cuba? While the strategic nonviolent course was remarkably consistent and fruitful in the long run, nonviolent tactics of defiant conflict, boycott, and civil disobedience did not develop to the level necessary to ultimately supersede the bold radical violent tactics and populist memory of radical revolutionaries. The pro-independence violent alternative developed mostly outside the island and captured the nationalistic narrative of heroism, courageous self-sacrifice, and racial and popular unrest. Violent militaristic separatism soon introduced undemocratic and dictatorial problems and opened the gates for a different kind of foreign intervention.

The gradual, but effective, nonviolent approach to national autonomy produced a stronger postindependence democratic base. Reinforced by evolving twentieth-century nonviolent strategies, the civilian leadership might have enjoyed better conditions within an effective system of checks and balances against undue military influence, violent political militancy, and looming foreign influence. Radical separatism and foreign intervention in 1898 prevented this from fully happening. The legacy of civilian-based nonviolent tradition, however, continued to live on despite end-of-the-century violence and subsequent political setbacks.

Although the Liberal Autonomist Party was dissolved after 1898, other political organizations carried on the struggle for upholding constitutional rights against despotic infringements. Civil society continued to enjoy rights of free association that facilitated the use of public spaces to resist political and governmental intervention. After 1902, civil society in Cuba developed further despite occasional efforts to exert militant or military pressure on its autonomy. The inherent legitimate and nonviolent nature of civil society made it an important bulwark and base for further development of a broad-based, pluralistic democracy. Important civic, nonviolent movements in the twentieth century developed on the basis of civil society and exercised considerable influence in the advancement of socioeconomic improvements and the opposition to dictatorships such as those of former generals Gerardo Machado (1925–1933) and Fulgencio Batista (1952–1958). However, shortly thereafter in 1960–1961, civil society was effectively banned with the imposition of radical revolutionary political imperatives. This drastic curtailment left practically no civilian space for legal dissidence and seemingly insurmountable obstacles for organized, civilian-based nonviolent protest and disobedience. Nonetheless, nonviolent resistance has persisted and its modern forms—such as those developed by the Proyecto Varela constitutional reform movement, and recent struggles for the liberation of political prisoners through hunger strikes and public demonstrations
by the Damas de Blanco movement—are heirs of the nonviolent strategies of the nineteenth century and continue the Cuban tradition of civic organizing for reform, rights, and an open society.

Notes


3. The 1841 census recorded a population of 1,007,624, 42 percent white (divided between about 380,000 Cuban born and 38,000 Spanish born), 43 percent slaves, and 15 percent free persons of color. The original indigenous (Indian) population of the island dwindled radically and was absorbed by the white and black population after the Spanish conquest in the sixteenth century.


6. Initially a spokesperson for the planter elite, Arango contributed to Cuba’s dependence on slavery, although later he was to advocate its gradual abolition.


8. The 1812 Cadiz Constitution was repealed in 1814, but returned to force in 1820–1823 and again in 1836–1837.

9. In 1837, the Spanish Cortes again voted to exclude colonial deputies to contain Cuban demands.


16. For figures see Christopher Schmidt-Nowara, Empire and Antislavery: Spain, Cuba, and Puerto Rico, 1833–1874 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1999), 4.


23. See, for example, Mildred de la Torre, El autonomismo en Cuba 1878–1898 (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales 1997), 199–205.
Part 6

Conclusion
Throughout this book, the authors have noted that civil resistance often remains unexamined by researchers and historians because the ordinary people who engage in civil resistance are seen as weak and lacking political power, particularly in relation to oppressive state structures and unfavorable conditions. State power is material and predicated on its monopoly of violence. When the state uses its superior means of violent coercion against unarmed populations, the expected outcome is either subordination or annihilation (genocide or politicide) of any nonmilitary and, thus, powerless party. The prevailing view is that those struggling for independence can face oppression and reduce the asymmetry of force only if they take up arms. Resisting an opponent or occupier violently is seen as the sole option for the downtrodden, short of surrender or inaction.

This default thinking about material power often overlooks the fact that ordinary people have historically been able to strategize and plan effective individual and group actions that turn their perceived weaknesses into strengths. Far from choosing violence as the only or even last available option, self-actuating people can be a contending force precisely because they are capable of identifying and agreeing together to pursue strategically the
best available options to seek their goals through nonviolent engagement. This ability to choose unarmed confrontation (political over military) against an oppressive adversary presupposes not desperation but a recognition of opportunities, not martyrdom and physical destruction but a drive for self-preservation, self-organization, institution building, and skills development.

This choice requires that people not be seduced by romanticized violence, the idea that young, able-bodied men must be the prime actors in the struggle (as is so often the case in guerrilla warfare). Rather, people opting for civil resistance understand that coordinated participation and purposeful actions by all civilian resisters—women, men, children, youth, adults, elders, and people from diverse sectors of society—are necessary in order for a movement to wield sufficient power. Once the seemingly powerless are recognized as being capable of initiative, an important cognitive recognition takes place so that people can choose outside of two deep-seated polar opposite choices: violence or passivity. Then, they can mount an alternative means of waging conflict through withdrawal of consent and mass-based nonviolent mobilization.

The fervent nationalist and triumphalist approach to historiography (to borrow from Chapter 5 on Mozambique), together with political factions burnishing historical legacies of their victorious armed struggles (Algeria, Burma, Kosovo) as a way to justify and consolidate their power, and combined with a popular view of people as a disempowered collective, have all led to reductionist thinking about independence struggles and movements that gives more weight to the potential of violence and violent actors than they actually deserve. This view in turn has reinforced the message that force of arms alone creates change, thereby discouraging those who want to challenge the new regime with means other than violence, and that this change can take place only through an elite vanguard and not ordinary people.

Furthermore, by incorporating into the study of popular liberation struggles the analytical lenses of civil resistance, this book goes beyond the Great Man theory of political change—or the idea that charismatic individuals shape history. The study of civil resistance with its focus on the role of shared agency helps contextualize the role of leaders. Most of the analyzed movements were in fact leaderless but, in those cases (e.g., in Hungary, Zambia, Ghana, and Egypt in 1919) where single individuals played an important role, it was also clear that the leaders were responding to people’s views that equally empowered and constrained the leaders’ actions.

This volume discounts the sole importance of structural or state-centric conditions as determinants of political change and gives weight to the role of conscientious and autonomous agency epitomized by the independent actions of ordinary people. This departure is quite significant given the prevalence of structuralist and process-oriented approaches in the studies of revolutionary
changes. The book’s historical lens helps discover and show the origin, paths of development, and resilience of civil resistance despite constraining or oppressive conditions and structures that seemingly favored either armed rebellion or general passivity and surrender. As such, the chapters are very much in line with the view that “structural conditions might define the possibilities for revolutionary insurrections . . . but they do not explain how specific groups or individuals act, what options they pursue (and how), or what possibilities they may realize.” In fact, many chapters demonstrate how common people, far from being resigned and passive in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles, resorted to a variety of forms of nonviolent individual and collective resistance. By doing so, they not only influenced trajectories of important socioeconomic and political changes, but in essence made them happen.

**Armed Resistance Cloaked in the Archetype of Masculinity**

Changing entrenched views about the effectiveness of armed resistance is particularly hard as they are usually rooted in a warrior psychology that is shaped by violent masculinity and patriarchy. Struggles for independence typically have privileged male leadership. As a consequence, conspiracies of belligerent men plotting in small, secretive circles in an atmosphere that congratulates violent bravery and rewards machismo, leave little room for recognizing the importance of nonviolent alternatives or the contributions of women or non-fighting-age young men to the struggle. In fact, the discourse of hegemonic victors tends to conform to a masculinist construct that, as Jean Bethke Elshtain maintains, from antiquity through to the present has divided society into “just warriors” (male fighters and protectors) and “beautiful souls” (female victims and noncombatants). The circle of just warriors is also limited as it would normally exclude men who wanted to play other roles (i.e., gays) or their virility did not conform to the prevailing warrior archetype. Furthermore, teaching history, including the rise of nations, formation of state institutions, conduct of state politics, and development and implementation of public policies, shapes a nation’s commemorative landscape and punctuates it with stories of military battles, patriotic risings, wars, and violent defeats—all dominated by men, be they soldiers, scholars, politicians, or other elite actors. This has inhibited people from remembering, acknowledging, and understanding the presence and efficacy of civil resistance, including the central place of women at the forefront of nonviolent actions during nationalist struggles—a role that is highlighted in most of the chapters in this book. Here, we see women engaged in writing and distributing petitions; organizing and leading demonstrations and protests; setting up and running autonomous associations and
educational institutions; and supporting and participating in social and economic boycotts, strikes, and sit-ins.

**Masculinity and Civil Resistance**

While armed struggle and violent masculinity are almost symbiotically joined in the historical imagination, the question of systemic male domination in civil resistance is more complex and ambiguous. Foreign occupation and colonization has frequently been based on economic exploitation and has often involved cultural genocide or extreme forms of coercion such as slavery, forced migration, resettlement, and conscription. Often a systematic part of foreign domination has been sexual exploitation of women and (as mentioned in Chapter 7 on Egypt) humiliation of indigenous men. In conditions where a foreign colonizer’s racist stereotypes affected both a symbolic and real emasculation, the oppressed population—particularly its men—often saw “regaining manhood” as a basic element of independence equivalent to self-respect or dignity. Becoming men is thus a common theme to be found in both armed and nonviolent anticolonial struggles, as indeed in other struggles against other kinds of oppression.

A further common feature in many independence movements and not only in armed struggles is that after liberation women activists retreat—either voluntarily or under social pressure—to the private sphere and men resume their traditional dominance in public life. Women have been at the forefront of grassroots organizing, movement building, and waging nonviolent struggles for independence, and not only when male activists were in prison or exile. However, revolutionary struggles for statehood, with perceived high stakes for power in newly emerging nations, defined resistance in existential terms and forced women to subordinate their gender-specific demands to overriding national priorities such as state building, territorial integrity, and defense of the ethnonational community. Little if any room was left to consider the lingering problems of discrimination of women and their unequal representation or to acknowledge the historical role of women in the civic part of the struggle. For example, in Poland, the role of women as social activists, teachers, organizers, and writers during the resistance was rarely extended beyond that of a silent, supporting cast whose nonviolent activism was first and foremost needed for national liberation rather than gender emancipation. In Kosovo, women were at the heart of the opening phase of the nonviolent struggle and feminist questioning of patriarchal traditions broadened the vision of change. This, however, was eventually subordinated to more militant nationalist and militaristic themes.

Finally, it has to be acknowledged that on the theme of gender, Étienne de la Boétie, Henry David Thoreau, Leo Tolstoy, and the pioneering nonviolent
action researcher Gene Sharp, all of whom have shaped the conceptual framework of nonviolent resistance, have also been men of their time who replaced the heroism of male physicality with the heroism of the wise counselor or strategist who was usually assumed to be a man. Mohandas Gandhi (Mahatma)—while campaigning for the uplift of women (expanding their rights) and stressing the importance of their contribution to the struggle—has been criticized not only for his own behavior that depended on a supportive, obedient wife, but also his exaltation of self-sacrifice seen as part of a manly conduct. The predominantly masculinist views and writings of the forebears of strategic nonviolent resistance are now seen as having suppressed alternative discourses, including the recognition of women’s agency.7

Transnational Dimensions of Nonviolent Struggles

The extent to which foreign occupiers depend on domestic consent of the occupied population varies (e.g., the British in the American colonies or Burma relied more on the indigenous authorities and population than is the case for the Indonesian government in West Papua).

However, in general, struggles for independence and self-rule waged against unduly foreign influence, domination, or occupation are often hard to win because the foreign hegemon or occupier usually draws substantial resources and support from its own capital and society. Therefore, these foreign masters may not necessarily depend in full on the ongoing cooperation and obedience of the subjugated population, often ruled by a small, domestic political elite submissive to the wishes of those masters (e.g., Chapter 8 on Iran).

Furthermore, in contrast to domestic antiauthoritarian movements, struggles for independence and self-rule do not usually threaten to sweep the occupier’s ruling class out of power or put their lives directly in danger since the challengers are either militarily weaker, geographically distant, or both. Much less pronounced in the situation of the domestic authoritarian regimes that face internal revolt, a considerable social distance between occupier and occupied population not only makes physical or political elimination of the occupying foreign elites rather unlikely, but it plays a large role in ensuring that the loyalty of the foreign troops—the main force that carries out repressive orders—remains with their home country or government. Because it is not very probable that the indigenous population will be able to shift the allegiance of occupying troops, foreign rulers can maintain their readiness and capability to use extreme brutality in case their control seems to be in jeopardy.

This is not to say that the populations of occupied societies cannot exercise any direct leverage over the occupiers, particularly if the occupier’s
goals are to introduce settlements (as in Palestine); integrate or assimilate the local population with the culture, society, territory, or polity of the colonizers (as in Algeria and Poland); profit from extraction of resources or water pathways (as in West Papua and Egypt); or enlist the colonized population in cheap labor and use its local market for profitable manufacturing and trade (as in Britain’s American colonies). In such circumstances, the occupiers rely on at least some degree of cooperation or acquiescence from parts of the controlled society in order to maintain a semblance of stability and ensure that transportation and communication routes remain open, that trade in goods and money is unimpeded, and that colonial structures are not jeopardized by the indigenous population. Generally, however, the wide distance between a foreign government and a subjugated population limits the latter’s influence over the occupier and makes it necessary for the population to create external leverage by taking its cause to an international audience and to the society of the occupying forces. In doing so, a nonviolent posture is more likely to attract potential allies abroad and gain the support of groups within the occupier’s society while a violent response is more likely to dismay international state and nonstate actors and solidify the support of the occupier’s society for repressive tactics against the occupied population.

External actors do not always have a substantial impact on nonviolent movements and successful civil resistance relies on the decisive agency of local people, not foreign forces. But the cases of the United States, Zambia, Mozambique, Poland, West Papua, Algeria, Egypt, and Palestine, among others, show that in some circumstances there are clear benefits to enlisting international sympathy, winning over external allies or, at least, neutralizing traditional supporters of the adversaries. In all of these cases, civil resisters were cognizant of the importance of cultivating international support to further their cause.

With regard to the question of how such support is cultivated, Gene Sharp suggests that appealing vaguely to “world opinion” is not enough since “a determined opponent can ignore hostile opinion.” What an outside third party is unlikely to disregard, however, is when the civil resisters are effective in disrupting the opponent’s existing power relations, and increasing the costs of maintaining control that, in turn, often leads to a disproportionate use of violent force by the agents of the regime—the actions that are likely to backfire on domestic and international levels. Sharp explains the linkage between grassroots actions and external help in the following words:

It is in the nature of the nonviolent technique that the main brunt of the struggle must be borne not by third parties but by the grievance group immediately affected by an opponent’s policies. For third-party opinion and actions to be most effective . . . they must . . . play the auxiliary role of backing up the main struggle . . . Overconfidence in the potential of aid
from others may distract resistance efforts from their own most important
tasks. In fact, third-party support is more likely to be forthcoming when
nonviolent struggle by the grievance group is being waged effectively.\textsuperscript{10}

Thus, the strategy for undermining the immediate control of the adver-
sary is central to successful civil resistance, as various episodes in this book
describe. This is seen as far back as the eighteenth century, when the Amer-
ican campaigns of nonconsumption, nonimportation, and nonexportation
convinced the British mercantile establishment to pressure their own gov-
ernment to reduce colonial taxation. Another element of successful civil
resistance—highlighted in the work of Sayyed Jamal al-Din Asadabadi (el-
Afghani) in nineteenth-century Iran and through various figures in the	
 twentieth-century pan-African movement—is the development of strategic
skills, training of activists, and establishment of publications in places
abroad that are out of the reach of domestic forces of repression. In addition,
diaspora communities have often played an important role in giving
voice to a domestic movement, as with Poland in the nineteenth century, or
in raising funds among Kosovo Albanians to support their movement for
independence. The Cuban example cautions that a diaspora can give impe-
tus to armed resistance instead of nonviolent actions.

Johan Galtung refers to the strategy of reaching out to potential third-
party allies as “the great chain of nonviolence” that, by extending nonvio-
 lent resistance beyond the domestic battlefield, reduces the social distance
between the occupied and the occupier’s society.\textsuperscript{11} This in turn increases the
chances to influence the domestic base of the occupying regime. The strat-
egy involves looking for potential links in the chain, with the idea that they
will lead to further links with other external groups that can become poten-
tial allies of the nonviolent movement. Some opportunities for making
these links might seem obvious, for instance, when students from colonies
studied at universities of colonial powers—in Britain, France, Portugal, and
Indonesia—and connected with opinion leaders of the colonial societies
through fellow students and local citizens. Other instances—such as the
transformation of missionaries from agents of cultural imperialism to crit-
ics of foreign domination and advocates for the rights of the subjugated—
suggest new potential alliances across borders and among foreign and local
groups and institutions within the colonized or occupied country. The effect
of such alliances and solidarity might not be immediately decisive to the
outcome of the struggle, but questioning within the dominant society—for
example, by some policymakers, intellectuals, business elites, or func-
tionaries that are asked to carry out repressive orders—can have a cumula-
tive impact by eroding belief in the legitimacy of foreign domination or the
will to pay the price of maintaining it.

Over time, the scope for transnational action can expand, as other ex-
amples in this book indicate. One such form of expanded activities is
transnational support for domestic nonviolent movements through international nonviolent interventions, as was done with the World Peace Brigade in Zambia—the organization established in 1961 to furnish small teams of peace activists to intervene nonviolently in conflicts. Another form is seen in the Bangladesh freedom struggle, which featured considerable diaspora mobilization for lobbying and funds as well as a nonviolent contestation of the West Pakistani blockade. Known as Operation Omega, this unarmed confrontation involved an international group of activists trying to deliver humanitarian aid to Bangladesh. Additionally, the first pop solidarity megaconcert organized by George Harrison and Ravi Shankar in 1971 was attended by 40,000 people, but reached many more through the movie and best-selling album that helped raise international awareness about the plight of Bangladeshi refugees and collect funds.12

In many ways, these actions were forerunners to contemporary “chains” of transnational solidarity to support the Palestinians such as the international boycott of products from Israeli settlements and the Freedom Flotillas to challenge Israel’s blockade of Gaza.13 Through the conscious use of nonviolent actions, Palestinians and their allies, which included some Israelis, have mounted these solidarity campaigns. Activists from other countries and from Israel have also joined Palestinians in repeated protests against the Segregation Wall in the West Bank.

**Diffusion of the Civil Resistance Know-How**

There has been a noticeable spread of civil resistance over recent decades, even in the struggles ravaged by the most acute conflicts: for example, against dictatorship, occupation, or for self-determination—from eight instances that are known to have taken place between 1899 and 1950, to sixty-five between 1951 and 2000, and already to fifty within the first and second decade of the twenty-first century (including the 2011 nonviolent insurrections of the Arab Spring).14 This trend, among others, has been facilitated by the increasing success rate that civil resistance movements have had in achieving their objectives.15

With each victory—and failure—popular resisters learn from experiences of their own as well as those of others while international institutions, scholars, and trainers have transnationalized the knowledge of strategic nonviolent conflict through publications, workshops, and other educational initiatives. The role and impact of these international actors is important, though it bears mention that it has always been the inventiveness and resourcefulness of the population itself that has driven civil resistance.16

Dissemination of the knowledge of nonviolent resistance, combined with its skillful application to indigenous conditions, has been historically notable as a factor in the proliferation of civil resistance movements and
subsequent academic studies and research. Gandhi learned, among others, from the Hungarian civil resistance of the 1850s–1860s and the Russian Revolution of 1905.\textsuperscript{17} Also the Hungarian nonviolent struggle was an inspiration for Arthur Griffith, the leader of the Irish nationalist movement Sinn Féin, and the Finnish constitutionalists who resisted czarist Russia. The Russian revolution of 1905 created ripple effects of largely nonviolent popular uprisings in Russia’s near and far abroad. As described in Chapter 8, at the end of 1905, unarmed Iranians took to the streets and built citizens’ committees to press for constitutional changes, including a democratically elected parliament. At the same time, as highlighted in Chapter 14, the Russian part of partitioned Poland, awakened by the events in Russia proper, was soon engulfed in waves of workers’ and school strikes, demonstrations, and citizens’ antiregime activities that came with rising demands for social, political, and national rights, including the use of the Polish language in schools and public offices.

The process of transnationalization of civil resistance practice and knowledge has continued during decolonization struggles in Africa where, among others, Ghanaian and Zambian leaders—see Chapters 3 and 4, respectively—read Gandhi’s work and drew lessons from the Indian resistance against the British, including Gandhi’s idea to devise and lead their own independence campaigns. Decades later, sharing civil resistance experience across borders has been especially visible, first with the so-called color revolutions (Serbia, 2000; Georgia, 2003; Ukraine, 2004) and later with the Arab Spring. The transnational diffusion of civil resistance has also included specific methods adopted from the tactical repertoire of past victorious nonviolent struggles in other, more contemporary, conflicts with the goal of emulating earlier successes. In November 2011, for example, the Palestinian freedom riders, without required permits, boarded an Israeli public bus headed to Jerusalem and were subsequently arrested before being able to reach the city.\textsuperscript{18} By establishing a transnational and timeless linkage between their struggle and the famous freedom riders’ campaigns of the US civil rights movement against segregated buses, Palestinians sought to dramatize the discriminatory policies they face on a daily basis. Through the adoption of what are now considered legendary tactics from another historical struggle, Palestinians attempted to appeal to the conscience of the American public and strike an emotional chord with potential supporters in the United States, Israel, and other countries.

**Tactical Dynamics of Civil Resistance**

As a means of waging struggle, one of the strengths of civil resistance is that it sets a low threshold for individual and collective participation and, thus, offers opportunities for many groups to join. These people and groups
would have been unlikely to enlist en masse in armed struggle, much less lead it. Therefore, nonviolent nationalist movements allowed thousands of children, elders, and women, many of whom would have had at most marginal involvement in an armed struggle, to be at the vanguard of nonviolent defiance (see Chapters 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 14, and 16 on Ghana, Zambia, Algeria, Egypt, Bangladesh, Poland, and the United States).

Furthermore, regimes often see their repression of civil resistance backfiring on them. This can bend the willingness or capacity of the authorities to carry out repressive policies, which in turn paves the way for concessions. In Poland, the Russian authorities’ initial repression against school strikers in 1905 only increased resistance and social protests, forcing the czarist government to concede the right to Polish-language education. In Egypt in 1919, the British deported the main nationalist leaders and tried to crush their supporters. But by 1920–1921, faced with a growing popular resistance, the British offered political dialogue. Backlash against violent government actions has often been magnified by word-of-mouth about committed atrocities (Bangladesh), by communication tools such as telegraph and newspapers (Iran, Egypt, Poland), or by the Internet and social media (West Papua, Palestine). All of these have been used to increase both domestic mobilization and international sympathy for the liberation cause.

The empirical studies described in this book provide a plethora of information on the methods of civil resistance. The volume relies in part on Gene Sharp’s categories of nonviolent actions (see Table 18.1)—protest and persuasion; social, political, and economic noncooperation; and disruptive and creative nonviolent interventions—to study the extent to which nonviolent resistance and its strategic dimension were present in nationalist struggles.

Instances of civil resistance in the empirical studies were classified according to the categories shown in Table 18.1 in order to develop conflict summary tables that are included in the Appendix. These tables in the Appendix list a wide range of nonviolent methods used by a given movement and provide information about the participation, length, and direct or immediate impact of individual tactics as well as the long-term, cumulative influence of a set of tactics (referred to in the tables as a “campaign”). This information is intended to offer a quick tactical snapshot of each struggle, show the relationship between campaigns and tactics, and provide a framework for a systematic analysis of tactical impact. This can help readers to better analyze and understand the trajectory of a struggle, where nonviolent methods used in one place and time influence the evolving situational context that iteratively sets the stage for the subsequent development of the struggle. The Appendix also offers a useful reference for discussing tactical innovation and the sequencing of methods that can prove essential for a movement to maintain its momentum. Finally, the Appendix illustrates the degree to which this volume supplements (through the descriptions of
Table 18.1 Methods of Nonviolent Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protest and Persuasion</th>
<th>Noncooperation</th>
<th>Nonviolent Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acts of suspending or refusing to carry on usual forms of political and civic participation.</td>
<td>Acts designed to directly interject into a normalcy of a given state of affairs by disrupting or preventing established patterns of behavior, institutions, policies, and relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acts of suspending or refusing to carry on economic relationships as expected.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic acts of expression of grievances toward a status quo or in support of desired change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acts of suspending or refusing to carry on typical performance of duties, obedience to and following of established sociocultural conventions and practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acts designed to interject into a normalcy of a given state of affairs by embarking on resource- or relationship-creating activities that generate new patterns of behavior, institutions, policies, or practices,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

immediate and long-term outcomes of nonviolent methods and campaigns) and enriches (through the emphasis on indirect, more subtle forms of resistance) Sharp’s list of 198 methods of nonviolent action.20

The empirical cases included in this volume fortify and expand Sharp’s taxonomy of unarmed methods of struggle in a strongly heuristic manner. The development of knowledge about nonviolent methods has in fact been driven by people’s creativity and their push to develop and master effective operations—often through trial and error—to overcome specific injustices. This epistemology of tactical dynamism of civil resistance in liberation struggles is partly being developed inductively—through case studies presented in this book—and is then reflected in the conflict summaries in the Appendix, and through quantitative research that identifies crucial movement-centric variables—nonviolent discipline, self-sustaining collective organizing, coalition building, unity, and resilience, among others—in order to explain the trajectories of nonviolent resistance as well as to lead to greater understanding of the immediate and possible long-term outcomes of civil resistance struggles.

The Enduring Impact of Civil Resistance

Though more research is required, civil resistance can create and leave behind a legacy of defiance in the form of sociocultural practices, political tradition, generational stories, and individual or collective memories that a population may unconsciously and instinctively draw from during future crises. This attests to the continued importance and relevance that civil resistance may have in other, yet to come, pivotal moments of a nation’s quest for freedom. It therefore is not a coincidence that Poles who lived under the communist oppression during the twentieth century looked to their nineteenth-century progenitors of nonviolent actions to develop their own effective, but also surprisingly similar, repertoires of nonviolent methods of resistance. Likewise, Burmese and Algerians at the end of the 1980s and during the 2000s, and Egyptians in 2011, have deployed an arsenal of nonviolent strategies and tactics startlingly reminiscent of the resistance activities that their predecessors relied on during their nationalist struggles decades ago.

A careful analysis of nonviolent tactics, particularly those categorized as nonviolent creative intervention that involve parallel institution building, can offer useful insights into the longer-term impact of civil resistance on political change. As some chapters indicated, the tactics that developed civic, cultural, and political organizations and institutions during quieter resistance phases—if not undermined or destroyed by an armed conflict—might have helped with state building and generated a more tranquil post-independence political order.
While stopping short of making the general claim that civil resistance leads to more peaceful societies in the postconflict period, a number of cases in this book do point to the practice of nonviolent contestation as creating a more propitious and peaceful environment for state formation. In these examples, civil resistance contributed or led to the emergence of a more inclusive, participatory, and less violent postindependence political and constitutional order than likely would have been the case had violent resistance been used. This argument suggests that civil resistance can be “an incubator of democracy.” Recent quantitative findings reinforce this view by showing that political transitions brought about through bottom-up, nonviolent mobilization have better prospects for leading to the establishment of freer societies and more durable democracies than do transitions that come about through armed struggle, international military intervention, or change of power among powerholders. This is because armed struggle usually requires martial values as well as hierarchical, secretive, and elitist leadership combined with skills in destroying, maiming, or killing an adversary. Victorious rebel leaders tend to bring all of these virtues and modi operandi into the new regime. At the same time, nonviolent movements generally require building broad coalitions across various segments of society and mastering skills of negotiation, rational deliberation, compromise, and moderation—the features that are propitious for and constitute an important harbinger of a democratic governance.

Consequently, not only does civil resistance provide a population with the means to wage a struggle or lay the foundation for the emergence of nascent state institutions, it also summons and engenders a psychologically constructive power that can create, shape, and strengthen a population’s national identity to guard its cultural or societal fabric against foreign domination, assimilation, or annihilation.

Civil Resistance Studies as an Emerging Academic Discipline

Perhaps to a greater degree than in other social science disciplines, scholarship on civil resistance is an applied form of study that is necessarily derived from real events. In fact, civil resistance is gaining further credibility as a field of serious academic analysis because of spectacular outcomes exemplified by those regarded as powerless who are effectively challenging ostensibly invincible rulers, most recently in the Arab world. Even though there is yet no formally established academic discipline of civil resistance studies or advanced degrees offered in this subject, civil resistance as an organized interdisciplinary field of scholarship and research has been advancing since the 1950s. And a number of doctoral dissertations about strategic
nonviolent conflict and nonviolent campaigns and movements have been written at leading universities in recent decades.

A self-standing graduate specialization in civil resistance and the first endowed chair “in the study of nonviolent direct action and civil resistance” have been established. These reflect an important, though still limited, shift in academia to provide more permanent, structured, and multidisciplinary frameworks and repositories for specialized knowledge on civil resistance, including an institutional home for a growing number of academic courses solely focused on strategic nonviolent conflict.

Since knowledge about nonviolent strategies is constantly tested and validated by the testimony of practitioners and by ongoing events, it ensures that civil resistance research—its hypotheses, findings, and recommendations directed to various audiences of academics, present and future action takers, journalists, policy experts, nongovernmental organization professionals—stays relevant and adequately explanatory. Because of the remarkable outcomes achieved by civil resistance (the shifting of power structures that governments and regional experts had tended to treat as permanent), there has been an accelerating interest on the part of universities, research centers, governments, democracy-promotion organizations, and international institutions in the means of civil resistance and the possibilities that it offers.

All above, this portends that civil resistance is on the cusp of becoming a self-standing scholarly discipline equivalent in importance to peace, conflict resolution, or security studies, which a few decades ago had no serious institutional presence in academia. Current events repeatedly indict past neglect of nonviolent struggle by larger political and social disciplines and call out for further research. This volume—by highlighting historical episodes where the role of civil resistance has been eclipsed—both serves as another contribution to the expanding analytical and empirical landscape on the subject and underlines the need for a stronger presence of this growing field in the academic institutions and beyond.
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Appendix: Conflict Summaries

This appendix has been compiled by the book’s editor, Maciej Bartkowski, based on the information presented in the corresponding chapters of the book. Cases are arranged alphabetically. (Any omissions in the tables are either of the editor’s own making or the information was not available.)

Key

Method and Type of Nonviolent Action
Nonviolent intervention
  Disruptive
  Creative
Noncooperation
  Political
  Economic
  Social
Protest and persuasion

Length of the Campaign
Short: 1 day up to 4 weeks
Medium: 1 month up to 1 year
Long: More than 1 year

Level of Participation of People
Low: 1–100 people or less than 20 percent of the population
Medium: 100–1,000 people or between 20 percent and 50 percent of the population
High: More than 1,000 people or more than 50 percent of the population
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass emigration</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1830 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women rejected French settlements and refused to stay in these new places</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejection and boycotts</td>
<td>Local population refused to adopt medical services provided by the French Army</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boycott of French schools</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>Internal <em>hijra</em>, a personal withdrawal to protect a private space (family, home, religious or spiritual life)</td>
<td>Noncooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up and printing various periodicals and newspapers that demanded full citizenship rights</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative; Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>end of 19th century to 1920s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Algerians movement</td>
<td>Opening cultural and fraternal clubs, including literature, music, geography, and sports associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political rallies were organized</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building a nationwide network of schools and associations to promote Arabic language and reinvigorate collective identity through the return to a salafi form of Islam</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulama movement</td>
<td>Setting up and workings of cultural and children’s associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theater performances, music, and religious celebrations</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishing political parties and their affiliated newspapers</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>second half of 1940s to 1962</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holding party rallies and conferences, leading inscription campaigns, distributing leaflets</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Emigration threatened French-imposed security in Algeria as hostile Algerian populations concentrated on the Moroccan and Tunisian borders&lt;br&gt;Exodus of local tribes contributed to the breakdown of public order in Algeria such that the French had to address and expend resources&lt;br&gt;Because of emigration, loss of the labor force for the emerging French economy in Algeria was critical</td>
<td>Some schools had to close because of lack of pupils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Women’s practices such as their behavior, clothing, and role in the family became symbols of cultural resistance to European domination</td>
<td>Demands of full French citizenship rights were met with restrictive policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Arabic language and history were popularized</td>
<td>Young Algerians movement laid foundations for the emergence of political organizations&lt;br&gt;Cultural associations became a tool to involve the population in forming and consolidating their collective identities and practices separate from the French</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Algerianness and popularized nationalist discourse were reinforced</td>
<td>Developed a culture of nationalism and what it meant to be Algerian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A new form of cultural resistance was promoted: nationalist figures and historic dates commemorated; Arab and Islamic history popularized&lt;br&gt;Algerian flags were invented and displayed&lt;br&gt;Patriotic songs and plays were performed&lt;br&gt;Inscription “Algérie libre” (free Algeria) written visibly on the cities’ walls&lt;br&gt;Police surveillance and repression, censorship of newspapers</td>
<td>(continues)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Algeria (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making security arrangements and deploying them to protect party meetings, preventing police informants from entering, checking membership cards, blocking the doors, warning party members of police presence</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1940–1962</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian workers joined the campaign to stop shipment of weapons to Indochina</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>first half of 1950</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General strike and stay-ins at home combined with a day of mourning in solidarity with Tunisians killed by the French</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Economic; Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>April 25, 1952</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent student strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>May 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight-day strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>January 28, 1957</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An 18-page booklet “Pakistan’s State Language: Bangla or Urdu?” was published</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>September 15, 1947</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrations</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protests after the eight-point agreement was rejected</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>February 25, 1948</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-Party State Language Council of Action formed in Dhaka</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>March 2, 1948</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>March 11, 1948</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government officials from the provincial government staged a walkout</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>March 1948</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Developing conspiratorial and underground skills</td>
<td>Developed a culture of nationalism and what it meant to be Algerian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Actions of Algerian workers were coordinated with and reinforced strikes in France against transportation of weapons to Indochina</td>
<td>Nonviolent actions were captured by and reinforced violent struggle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Strikes not only politicized, but also radicalized swathes of the Algerian population Strikes were used by the violent pro-independence group, the National Liberation Front (FLN), to increase its membership and furnish support for armed resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>They offered an organizational structure for the language movement and mobilized Bengalis in their struggle for Bangla to become a state language</td>
<td>Nonviolent struggles influenced the entire Bengali population by shaping its national identity beyond a politically limited idea of East Pakistan’s province, inspired people to think and dream about their own language and to long for their own independent state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The booklet defined objectives for the Bangla movement and became an inspiration for Bengalis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Under popular pressure, the chief minister of East Pakistan signed an eight-point agreement, including a clause on a resolution to make Bangla one of the state languages and the official language of East Bengal Province</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Maintaining momentum of the language movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Building a platform of political support across various parties and political groups The Council called for an East Pakistan–wide strike on March 11, 1948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Students and faculty of Dhaka University joined the strike, picketed the provincial government, and urged government workers and businesspeople to join the strike Strikers collected money, which was used later in making posters and banners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Government officials were joined by workers of the East Bengal Railway Police tried to break up demonstrations that spread throughout the city</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(continues)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Campaigns</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Method/Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangla language movement, 1948–1952</td>
<td>Dhaka University State Language Action Committee set up</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>March 1950</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New All-Party State Language Council of Action formed</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>January 1952</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student protests</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>February 21, 1952</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funeral homage for killed protesters</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>February 22, 1952</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students erected Shahid Minar (Monument for the Language Martyrs)</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>February 1952</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>February 25, 1952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonviolent civil disobedience movement, March 1–25, 1971</td>
<td>Public demonstrations followed after Awami League was denied its national electoral victory</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March 1, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Announcement of hartal</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March 1, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Province-wide strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>March 3, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flag raising</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March 2, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of Action Councils</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>March 1 and 3, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boycott of economic goods produced by West Pakistani–owned factories in East Pakistan; shutdown of public and private offices, buses, trains, river and air transportation, banks and all other financial institutions; and refusal by television and radio stations to follow censor’s orders</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political, Economic, Social</td>
<td>March 3, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three million people attended public gathering at the Dhaka Race Course</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March 7, 1971</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The committee mobilized students, raised public funds, and distributed posters and leaflets encouraging people to commemorate March 11 and circulated a memorandum demanding Bangla as a state language</td>
<td>Nonviolent struggles influenced the entire Bengali population by shaping its national identity beyond a politically limited idea of East Pakistan's province, inspired people to think and dream about their own language and to long for their own independent state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Coordinated protests and called for demonstrations on February 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Police opened fire, killing five people, and injuring many others Thousands gathered and prayed at the university campuses for those killed in demonstrations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Police again opened fire Ongoing protests forced the provincial government to introduce a motion calling for the recognition of Bangla as an official language of East Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Shahid Minar became a powerful rallying symbol for Bengalis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police detained student and political leaders of the language movement Dhaka University was closed by the authorities Protests and demonstrations spread to other towns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Military deployed, attacking and killing demonstrators Bengalis began calling openly for independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As a result of the boycott, cosmetic products produced by Bengali-owned Hena Chemicals became extremely popular People began using indigenously produced clothes from <em>khaddar</em> (hand-loomed cotton) Through acts of noncooperation, East Pakistan became de facto self-ruled and independent before the armed invasion by West Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Articulation of the demands and visualization of the national movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Method/Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founding of Young Men’s Buddhist Association (YMBA)</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up General Conference of Buddhist Associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMBA organized public meetings around issues of discontent</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1915–1917</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National campaign against wearing footwear in Buddhist shrines</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1915–1917</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First student strike to broaden educational opportunities for Burmese</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up and workings of Burmese parallel educational institutions</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of British goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up Wunthanu associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying Wunthanu signboards in support of homemade goods</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing <em>pinni</em> (the native homespun cloth)</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singing patriotic songs (the Dobama song) at the opening of any social event</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1930s–1940s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and distributing political pamphlets</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of the Dobama Asiayone (Our Burma Association)</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>early 1930s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of colonial titles</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public funeral of a student activist</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1935–1938</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raised popular support for an independent political platform</td>
<td>Civil resistance propelled by student activism fed the growing nationalist leadership and was the birthplace of almost all major civil and political leaders of pre-independence Burma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Led to the establishment of a national organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laid groundwork for launching anticolonial campaigns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced Buddhist holidays onto the official register of colonial holidays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhist temples won exemption from colonial land tax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offered lessons for political organizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught unity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowered people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established parallel educational institutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instilled anticolonial and pro-independence values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott had noticeable impact on the colonial economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helped launch Burmese-made products and boycott British goods campaigns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing <em>pinni</em> remains a symbol of opposition’s resistance today</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dobama song became the national anthem after Burma’s independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dobama Asiayone spearheaded Thakin movement and students’ strikes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instilled dignity in the people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dobama Asiayone gained national recognition and its chapters began to be organized across the country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display of people’s defiance against emergency laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers organized themselves into strikers’ parliament</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater appreciation of people’s political power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonviolent social and political reformism</td>
<td>Formation of patriotic societies, including cultural, artistic, and ethnic associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1812–1814</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issuing pamphlets and publishing periodicals and independent newspapers</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1820–1823</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Networks of Creole intellectuals were organized independently from authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td>1830s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spreading grassroots education with model schools and private high schools</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>Mid-19th century</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Growth of mutualist movement with setting up and workings of mutual aid associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tobacco workers’ strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slave strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of Masonic lodges and Cuban-dominated associations of leisure</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1860s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plays and performances in theaters, cultural associations, and public spaces</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass patriotic gatherings at funerals</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1862 and 1866</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student protested against captain-general’s abolition of doctoral degree at Havana University</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1870–1871</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students desecrated the tomb of a colonialist propagandist</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of the Liberal Autonomist Party</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1878–1895</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Low                    | Built a parallel social structure to colonial social establishment  
Cultivated a sense of the island’s economic and cultural identity and collective selfhood  
Advocated freedom of the press and association despite being subject to censorship | Constitutionalist-reformist, nonviolent struggle laid foundations for the growth of autonomous civil society and a stronger call for political independence from Spain  
Nonviolent campaigns for racial and ethnic equality were crucial for defeating colonialism and helped to build a racially diverse and more unified Cuban nation |
| Low                    | Promotion of constitutionalist-reformist approach to political change  
Urged constitutional changes, including administrative autonomy  
Reaffirmation of Cuban cultural identity |  |
| Low                    | Prosecutions and forced exiles followed |  |
| Medium                 | Cuban textbooks were censored and the Spanish authorities strengthened their assimilation efforts to Spanish culture  
Literacy level increased and with it political and national awareness and identity of the Cuban population |  |
| High                   | Promoted self-financing of artist and worker groups  
Facilitated formation of first labor unions |  |
| High                   | Quashed by government troops |  |
| High                   | Reinforced ideas of political reform and autonomy |  |
| High                   | Often through satire, Cubans voiced their opposition toward Spanish authorities and called for political freedoms |  |
| High                   | They symbolized people’s mobilization for rights of all Cubans |  |
| Low                    | Eight students were tried and executed |  |
| Low                    | By the mid-1880s, the Liberal Autonomist Party became the largest political grouping in Cuba | (continues) |
### Cuba (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonviolent social and political reformism</td>
<td>Organizing economic movements that demanded fiscal liberalization and lowering of export taxes</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1883–1892</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonic lodges unified in the Grand Lodge of the Island of Cuba</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1890s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor unions grew in membership and formed leagues</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1890s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black societies led petitions and lawsuits to eradicate segregation and racism</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1890s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>March 1892</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Egypt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May 1805 revolution</th>
<th>Public appeal to the Wali Ahmad Khurshid Pasha to meet the demands of the people</th>
<th>Protest and persuasion</th>
<th>1804–1805</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masses went out on the streets, protesting, beating drums, and shouting</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1804–1805</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women protested by putting mud on their hands and hair as a visual form of dismay and disapproval of the wali and his policies</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1804–1805</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious scholars issued a fatwa to highlight that people have a right to change an unjust ruler</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1804–1805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40,000 Egyptians together with the Albanian troops surrounded Khurshid’s citadel and laid nonviolent siege</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1804–1805</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orabi movement of 1881</td>
<td>Officers protest against a new law preventing peasants from becoming army officers</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building a broad coalition: political and urban establishment, local mayors, landlords, government employees, intellectuals, peasants, and the army</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Low                    | United liberal and conservative factions of Cuban producers to achieve national economic goals  
Failed to maintain a unified front to carry on economic boycott and increase their leverage over government economic policies  
Eventually, under the pressure of the Spanish authorities, the movement split and ended its activities | Constitutionalist-reformist, nonviolent struggle laid foundations for the growth of autonomous civil society and a stronger call for political independence from Spain  
Nonviolent campaigns for racial and ethnic equality were crucial for defeating colonialism and helped to build a racially diverse and more unified Cuban nation |
| High                   | Unions became increasingly political, demanding the right to organize, freely associate, and bargain salaries |                                           |
| High                   | Legal victories bolstered constitutional and civil rights activists            |                                           |
| High                   | Granting of doctoral degrees at Havana University was restored                |                                           |
| Medium                 | The plea was rejected and that exacerbated the situation and galvanized the resistance | The 1805 revolution marks the first people’s intervention in political affairs of their state and the beginning of the rise of a modern Egyptian national identity |
| High                   | The soldiers on the streets empathized with people’s grievances               |                                           |
| High                   | The wali did not resign, and the opposition pushed for his impeachment        |                                           |
| High                   | Under pressure, the Ottoman sultan withdrew Khurshid and appointed Muhammad Ali as a new wali |                                           |
| Low                    | Dismissal of the war minister Osman Rifki and annulment of the law  
Demands to include constitutional reforms widened | After military invasion and defeat of the Egyptian armed resistance in 1882, Britain established colonial rule over Egypt, which set the stage for further largely nonviolent resistance |
<p>| Low                    | Uniting various groups against khedive (viceroy) Pasha Tawfik                |                                           |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orabi movement of 1881</td>
<td>Civilian-military demonstration in front of Abdin Palace</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>September 9, 1881</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonviolent resistance against British occupation</td>
<td>Formation of pro-independence parties and launching of nationalist and pro-constitutionalist newspapers</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1906 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petitions and protests against press censorship</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March and April 1909</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newspapers found foreign owners and editors to circumvent the laws and some publications went underground</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1900s onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up Egyptian consumer cooperatives and trade unions and opening schools</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1906 onward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass nationalist gathering of some 250,000 people at the funeral of Mustafa Kamil</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919 revolution for independence</td>
<td>Massive protests after the arrest of the Wafd delegation that requested British authorities’ permission to join the Versailles Peace Conference</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>November 13, 1918</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signature collection campaign in support of full independence for Egypt through peaceful means</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public statements by professional groups condemning British violent repressions</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>March–May 1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workers’ and peasants’ strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>March 1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrastructure sabotage that cut railway lines and disrupted communication lines</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>March 1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of national police</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Tawfik yielded to the demands to expand the powers of the representative assembly British decided to invade militarily in summer 1882 to protect its interest in Egypt and established a direct colonial rule after the defeat of the Egyptian armed resistance</td>
<td>British colonial rule over Egypt set the stage for further largely nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Growing politicization and nurturing of a greater sense of national identity Fearing freedom of the press, the British authorities revived censorship laws</td>
<td>Led to a collective national awakening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Circumvention of British censorship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Ordinary Egyptians visualized a nationalist movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>The British government was forced to release leaders of the Wafd delegation, but the movement had already gathered momentum</td>
<td>Under pressure of nonviolent resistance, Britain unilaterally declared the end of Egypt’s protectorate and its formal independence on February 28, 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The authorities prohibited and confiscated the petition. Petitions were printed and distributed secretly until 100,000 signatures had been collected</td>
<td>Women’s activism in the pro-independence movement built up a momentum for their later public participation in various political and social activities Demonstrations involved both Muslims and Christians, which illustrated and strengthened a sense of common, national identity among Egyptians despite religious differences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Schools closed and students left for home bringing revolutionary fervor to the countryside and other cities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Strikes showed that the movement now involved a coalition of different social groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>British authorities relied heavily on transportation and communication lines in Egypt and their crippling weakened British colonial control over the country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>National police helped organize effective demonstrations and kept them peaceful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
### Egypt (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1919 revolution for independence</td>
<td>Protesters took refuge in a sacred place and delivered public speeches in its sanctuary</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Noncooperation/Social</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women demonstrated and wore veils in protest</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>March 1919 onward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flyers about the protests and pamphlets with nationalist demands distributed secretly to homes</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrations at public funerals</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arranging food delivery and assistance to those who sabotaged the railway lines and communications in Upper Egypt</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boycotts of British goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Economic</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boycotts of British political mission to Egypt</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Political</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day of mass prayer for independence</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>May 1920</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Displaying a symbolic unity flag with the cross and crescent on a green background</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of plays, music, and literature advocating resistance</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ghana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protest against direct taxation</td>
<td>Women in Accra marched to Government House and protested against British direct taxation</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women sent a petition to the colonial secretary in London to protest direct taxation</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign against bill ceding control of “all waste and unoccupied lands” to colonial authorities</td>
<td>Establishment of the Aborigines Rights Protection Society (ARPS) to campaign against a bill that would establish British control over unoccupied lands</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Growth of voluntary associations and benevolent societies, including charitable organizations; professional associations; trade unions; youth, women’s, and farmers’ groups; cooperatives; and political parties</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1902 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Speeches boosted people’s morale and informed the public about decisions relevant to the conduct of protests and strikes</td>
<td>Under pressure of nonviolent resistance, Britain unilaterally declared the end of Egypt’s protectorate and its formal independence on February 28, 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women’s protests created a dilemma for the British who would use force to stop demonstrations</td>
<td>Women’s activism in the pro-independence movement built up a momentum for their later public participation in various political and social activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass prayer made the whole nation feel part of the struggle</td>
<td>Demonstrations involved both Muslims and Christians, which illustrated and strengthened a sense of common, national identity among Egyptians despite religious differences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthened Muslim and Christian unity in the struggle</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance showed that withdrawing cooperation leaves colonial forces powerless while cooperation reinforces colonial control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A number of patriotic songs were considered so inflammatory by the British that they forbade their performance</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance facilitated the process of nation building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The nonviolent actions did not change British policy, but mobilized indigenous elites</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance showed that withdrawing cooperation leaves colonial forces powerless while cooperation reinforces colonial control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Strengthened unity among the colony’s chiefs and local educated elite</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance facilitated the process of nation building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In 1898, under the pressure of local nonviolent mobilization the bill was withdrawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The organizations became a force against the colonial status quo and for nationalist mobilization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They spread political awareness that encouraged resistance against colonial authorities</td>
<td>(continues)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Method/Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations sent to London to petition British government to annul the Waterworks Bill and Ordinance 21 that curbed freedom of the press</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers and traders refused to sell cocoa and boycotted imported goods in opposition to the European cartel’s price-fixing</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1930–1931</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937 cocoa boycott</td>
<td>Coalition of local brokers, market women, and chiefs organized boycott of European goods and refused to sell cocoa</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native tribunals did not press cases against farmers for repayment of debts</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political, Economic</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck drivers refused to deliver goods and fishermen refused to fish</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protests of ex-servicemen motivated equally by economic grievances and desire for an independent country</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>February 28, 1948</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention People’s Party (CPP) was set up and youth political movement was formed</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1949–1950</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper and education campaigns launched</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1949–1951</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of independent schools and colleges</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1949–1951</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rally and Kwame Nkrumah’s speech</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>January 8, 1950</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March to Christiansburg</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>January 17, 1950</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic boycotts, closing of stores, sit-downs at home, strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local mobilization and organization skills were tested and developed</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance showed that withdrawing cooperation leaves colonial forces powerless while cooperation reinforces colonial control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precursor to boycotts in the future</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance facilitated the process of nation building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Under the pressure of the indigenously led noncooperation, the British governor refused to follow London’s orders to protect the European cartel and convinced the government to appoint a Commission of Inquiry to defuse the tensions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The cocoa boycott was seen as a major inspirational event in the political history of nonviolent resistance in Ghana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Police opened fire and riots broke out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegrams were sent to the United Nations, and the world press said the riots showed that the British could no longer rule the country effectively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nationalist leaders, including Nkrumah, urged nonviolent discipline that for the most part was maintained throughout the independence struggle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrest of the nationalist leaders backfired, raising their popularity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spread of the nationalist message and fostering of unity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newspaper editors arrested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Call for nonviolent mobilization and noncooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Police provoked violence</td>
<td>British arrested Nkrumah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>British control over the country was shaken</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
### Ghana (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPP built its organizational capacities and established its branches in all parts of the country</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political compromise</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1952–1956</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hungary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungarians refused to sit in the Imperial Parliament</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing symbolic clothing, hairstyles, and jewelry in the national colors, especially on significant dates for Hungarians</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up Hungarian institutions</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferenc Deák writes petitions to Austrians</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Early 1860s</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal of military service</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Germanization, including refusal to speak German socially, preference for Hungarian authors and plays over Austrian ones, public performances with coded nationalist messages</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of government celebrations, including church services</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal to provide board and lodging for Austrian soldiers</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of courts</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withholding tax payments to the Austrian government and boycotting government auctions of seized goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign to boycott Austrian goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1850s–1860s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>CPP election campaigns used the skills and experience of innovative organizing and mobilization learned from past nonviolent actions CPP victories in municipal and parliamentary elections Nkrumah released from prison</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance showed that withdrawing cooperation leaves colonial forces powerless while cooperation reinforces colonial control Nonviolent resistance facilitated the process of nation building Ghana gained its independence on March 6, 1957</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Impact</th>
<th>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dramatized Hungarians’ demand to reestablish their own parliament and denied the legitimacy of centralized Austrian rule</td>
<td>Hungarian nonviolent resistance served as an inspiration for the Irish nationalist leader Arthur Griffith and for Mohandas Gandhi Hungarians’ noncooperation laid down foundations for winning political concessions from Austrians in the form of compromise that established dual Austro-Hungarian monarchy in 1867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrated both opposition and a national pride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helped continue nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A platform for patriotic and national affirmation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resulted in no shows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After trying to live in houses where everyone despised them, Austrian soldiers protested strongly to their superiors against staying with the Hungarian hosts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The government discovered it was costing more to distrain the property than the tax was worth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
### Hungary (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funeral ceremony of Mihály Vörösmarty attended by 20,000 people. It was a silent protest since the regime banned unannounced speeches during this ceremony</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Iran

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petitions by merchants and craftspeople against economic privileges granted to foreign importers</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1830 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Articles and treaties advocating representative government and the rule of law and denouncing foreign concessions</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Prior to 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protests often involving women and minorities</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taking <em>bast</em> (inviolable refuge) in shrines, mosques, and foreign legations</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Social, Political</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closing of bazaars</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Economic</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco movement 1891–1892</td>
<td>Boycotting of foreign goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Economic</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A leading cleric in Shiraz preached noncompliance with the order to sell tobacco to the foreign company</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protests in Shiraz, Isfahan, Teheran, and several other cities and appeals for the top ulama’s support against concessions</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Iranian leader of all members of the Shia sect issued fatwa saying that all use of and commerce in tobacco, so long as the concession existed, was against the will of the Hidden Imam</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1891–1892</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boycott of tobacco</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Economic</em></td>
<td>1891–1892</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massive nonviolent demonstrations in Teheran</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Galvanized people to protest</td>
<td>A tactical and strategic alliance was formed between modernizers and merchants that played an important role in the 1905–1911 revolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The movement’s main religious leader exiled</td>
<td>The tobacco movement pioneered tactics that were used again during the constitutional revolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Fatwa ensured the widening of civil disobedience and a growing popular boycott of tobacco use and selling that was also observed by the shah’s wives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Several people were killed, which backfired on the government and led to more nonviolent protests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protests and boycott forced the government to cancel the entire tobacco concession</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iran (Cont.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Campaigns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of secret societies, the Society of Learning, National Library, and schools</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>Between 1892 and 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plays, essays, treatises, and newspaper articles critical of Iran’s misgovernance, corrupt clergymen, and the mistreatment of women</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Between 1892 and 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antigovernment leaflets known as “night letters” distributed</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1902–1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constitutional Revolution, 1905–1906</strong></td>
<td>A large group of <em>mollas</em> and <em>bazaaris</em> took <em>bast</em> in Tehran’s royal mosque to avoid government repression</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Bastis</em> refused to disperse</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular nonviolent demonstrations</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bazaar strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protesters took mass <em>bast</em> in Qom</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td>March 1905</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protesters took mass <em>bast</em> in the British legation</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social, Political</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass participation of guild members, students, and radical intellectuals of the secret societies</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass protests</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

378
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
<th>Direct Impact</th>
<th>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td>These institutions educated their members and others by reading and disseminating critical literature</td>
<td>The resistance movements of 1890–1911 led to the growth of Iranian nationalist ideas, increased Iranians’ national awareness and collective identification, though impact of civil resistance on subsequent nationalist strategies is less clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>When government violated their sanctuary, they went to another shrine and formulated the demand for a representative <em>adalakhaneh</em> (house of justice)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The shah dismissed the governor of Tehran The shah did not establish an <em>adalakhaneh</em>, which led to further protests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td><em>Bast</em> was used to educate people about constitutional government and human rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Thousands of supportive women demonstrated outside the Legation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Business was brought to a standstill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Formulation of new demands: dismissal of the prime minister and the establishment of a <em>majles</em> (representative parliament)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Failure of efforts by the shah to buy off conservative supporters Defections within the government Shah dismissed the premier and accepted the <em>majles</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Method/Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miners march in defense of the constitution and autonomy</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>November 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miners went on hunger strike and used stay-in strike underground</strong></td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive; Noncooperation/ Political, Economic</td>
<td>February 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General strike</strong></td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>February 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solidarity demonstrations in Slovenia and Croatia</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>February 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Founding of Democratic League of Kosova (LDK)</strong></td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>December 1989 onward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“For Democracy Against Violence”</strong></td>
<td>Petition with a commitment to make each death a public act</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homage to those who were tortured and killed with five-minute work stoppages</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At set times, factory whistles or car horns sounded</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting candles or making noise at the time of curfew</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Photos of bruised and beaten people handed to foreign visitors at the CDHRF offices and distributed internationally</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CDHRF and LDK went to the scenes of committed atrocities to mitigate violent responses to repression and explain the need for nonviolent discipline</strong></td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>An estimated 300,000 people—20% of Kosovo’s population—joined the miners Their peaceful protest was broadcast throughout the Yugoslav federation</td>
<td>Helped maintain the Albanian community and way of life in Kosovo Prevented war when it was most dangerous Won international condemnation of the Serbian regime Helped convince the international community that Kosovo Albanians should not be expected to live under Serbia Ensured that the Serbian minority in Kosovo could survive and enjoy full rights without the protection of Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Resignation of Slobodan Milošević’s appointees, but the government in Belgrade did not accept it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>State of emergency introduced and a wave of intimidation and arrests of strikers followed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Hundreds of thousands of people joined LDK that dominated politics in Kosovo in the following years Mitigated violent response to repression and explained the need for strategic nonviolent resistance Made brutality of the regime backfire by presenting documentation about torture and killings of Kosovars to foreign media and officials Mitigated violent response to repression and explained the need for strategic nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Ensured that the regime’s brutality backfired on it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Strengthened popular morale and unity of the resisting population Avoided vengeance by publicizing through media and international officials the crimes committed on Kosovars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
### Kosovo (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-organized referendum</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>September 1991</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-organized elections for a parliament and president of the Republic of Kosova</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciling blood feuds</td>
<td>Volunteers toured villages to locate blood feuds for respected elders to intervene and for public ceremonies of reconciliation to be arranged</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1990–1992</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of parallel education institutions, schools and university, supported by a system of voluntary taxes in Kosovo and among the diaspora members</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>January 1992–1998</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Launching a women’s literacy campaign with slogan “To Europe with a Pencil!”</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massive protests organized by teachers’ union during the visit of the Yugoslavian/Serbian prime minister</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>October 1992</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonviolent march organized by students at the University of Prishtina</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>October 1997</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mozambique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singing, dancing, and carving caricatures of the colonizers with distorted features</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>Late 1920s and early 1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forming mutual aid societies to provide scholarships for students and apprentices</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>Late 1920s and early 1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up newspapers and magazines critical of colonial rule and European domination</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>Late 1920s and early 1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writings and paintings with anticolonial themes</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1940s–1960</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>87 percent of the total electorate voted, 99.87 percent in favor of a declaration of independence</td>
<td>Helped maintain the Albanian community and way of life in Kosovo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>LDK gained 76 percent of the vote and Ibrahim Rugova was almost unanimously elected president</td>
<td>Prevented war when it was most dangerous and Won international condemnation of the Serbian regime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Gave an impulse to social solidarity, to self-organization, and to a feeling of being a European</td>
<td>Helped convince the international community that Kosovo Albanians should not be expected to live under Serbia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Led to the creation of parallel education institutions</td>
<td>Ensured that the Serbian minority in Kosovo could survive and enjoy full rights without the protection of Serbia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Played a vital role in maintaining the Albanian community in Kosovo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Brutal repression by police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Kosovars introduced a moratorium on protests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Brutal repression of the nonviolent protesters by the regime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Helped internationalize the student struggle; Western diplomats condemned police brutality and invited protesters to visit their countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegitimizing colonial rule</td>
<td>Civil resistance of the 1940s–1960s influenced and consolidated collective understandings of common identity (and shared a destiny as one nation) among the majority of Mozambicans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-ethnic and regional coalition building</td>
<td>The collective consciousness of resistance and reconciliation can now be seen in contemporary adherence to popular democratic electoral participation, continued high levels of involvement in community-based grassroots organizations, and an openness to an internationalism that defies traditional North-South or East-West dynamics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Mozambique (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting up a student group, Nucleo dos Estudantes Africanos Secundarios de Mocambique (NESAM)</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban workers’ and farmers’ strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>With iteration from 1947 until early 1960s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural resistance in a form of noncompliance with quotas</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1940s–1960s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production boycotts</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1955 and 1958</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing community-based, indigenous farming cooperatives</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO) built parallel civic and nonmilitary alternative institutions</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>Second half of 1960s until 1970s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts of sabotage: cutting of transmission line cables and destruction of unstaffed transmission towers against Cabora Bassa hydroelectric project</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending captured Portuguese soldiers back home</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Palestine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian resistance in the 1920s and early 1930s</td>
<td>Assemblies, deputations, entreaties, manifestos, processions, protests, and formal statements</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrations, marches, and petitions</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printing black mourning bands on the front pages of Palestinian newspapers</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Election boycotts</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resignation from jobs in the British colonial administration</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Direct Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helped spur coalition building among colonized groups and across wide geographical areas</td>
<td>Civil resistance of the 1940s–1960s influenced and consolidated collective understandings of common identity (and shared a destiny as one nation) among the majority of Mozambicans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitated civic networking structure</td>
<td>The collective consciousness of resistance and reconciliation can now be seen in contemporary adherence to popular democratic electoral participation, continued high levels of involvement in community-based grassroots organizations, and an openness to an internationalism that defies traditional North-South or East-West dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offered self-organizing experience for workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demanded increased wages and greater control over the land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton-picking wages were increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership expanded by thousands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration for local farmers to intensify their efforts at earning a living wage and proving their effectiveness as workers and traders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiated exemptions from forced labor with local authorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions transformed into local engines of a people’s democracy after independence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of FRELIMO’s institutions, the Organization of Mozambican Women, is today one of Africa’s most dynamic and successful civic organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drained the colonial powers’ fiscal and physical resources, making the project more expensive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many Portuguese soldiers refused military service in protest against their own government’s colonial policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Level of Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
<th>Direct Impact</th>
<th>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The British opted for collective punishments: detentions, imposing fines, conducting mass arrests, and demolishing homes</td>
<td>Instilled relentless persistence in rejecting the Israeli occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The 1920s and 1930s nonviolent actions failed to influence the British, which split the Arab movement between moderates and those who considered violence as the most effective weapon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian resistance in the 1920s and early 1930s</td>
<td>General strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Economic</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village mukhtars refused to cooperate with government commissioners</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Political</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excommunication of those who had sold land to Zionist brokers or middlemen</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Social</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women protested against eviction of the peasantry from farmland</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women organized a silent procession, submitted statements to diplomatic consulates, and telegrammed protest petitions to Queen Mary</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-day strike: all the Arab shops closed</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Economic</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political parties evolved</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1930s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local and national committees formed to coordinate and lead strikes</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/Economic</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Several hundred veiled women marched in Gaza</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>April 25, 1936</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of <em>sumud</em>, a philosophy of persistence in doing everyday activities and thus staying on the land</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>Second half of 1960s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergence of student and faculty unions, community-based networks, professional associations, and youth and women’s clubs</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/Creative</td>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intifada of 1987</td>
<td>Activist scholars produced and translated writings on nonviolent resistance</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1980s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The British opted for collective punishments: detentions, imposing fines, conducting mass arrests, and demolishing homes</td>
<td>Instilled relentless persistence in rejecting the Israeli occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>The 1920s and 1930s nonviolent actions failed to influence the British and Zionists, which split the Arab movement between moderates and those who considered violence as the most effective weapon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Offered the “third way” between passivity in the face of military occupation and armed struggle</td>
<td>Helped Palestinians develop resilience and self-reliance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Helped to create a nascent independent civil society Helped to promote new ideas about how to struggle for rights and facilitated a reassertion of nonviolent methods</td>
<td>The intifada’s achievements include the 1991 Madrid peace conference and the opening of political space for the 1993 Oslo Accords</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Popularized political tools as more realistic than armed struggle Spread awareness that the Israeli military occupation persisted in part because of Palestinians’ obedience, which could be withdrawn</td>
<td>Acceptance by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) of the concept of a Palestinian state side by side with Israel Nonviolent resistance did more for coining a model of authentic democratic governance in the Arab world than any other force to date Nonviolent strategies shifted a discourse from independence to liberation and framed it around human rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intifada of 1987</td>
<td>Organization of joint Israeli-Palestinian committees against the occupation</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1980–1990</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The joint committees used banners, documentation, denunciation, news releases, speeches, picketing, leaflets, and vigils</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biweekly leaflets issued by the leadership command</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General and local strikes, resigning from jobs, and boycotts</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public prayers</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renaming of streets and schools</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ringing of church bells</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unfurling of flags</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up clandestine leadership command that did not lead, but coordinated nonviolent actions</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intifada of the wall</td>
<td>Protests and demonstrations in villages directly affected by Israel’s separation barrier, called “the wall”</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>2000s–2010s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural resistance</td>
<td>Freedom Theatre at the Jenin refugee camp; songs, drama performances, use of giant puppets, driving a Freedom Bus from village to village</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>2010s</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Empty Stomach” campaign</td>
<td>Hunger strikes of Palestinian political prisoners in Israeli prisons</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott Divestment Sanctions campaign</td>
<td>Coalition of the Palestinian civic organizations and international solidarity groups working to promote tertiary sanctions against Israel</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic, Social, Political</td>
<td>2005 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaza flotilla</td>
<td>Ships with international activists attempt to break the Israeli blockade of Gaza Strip</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>2010 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Solidarity network developed between Palestinian and Israeli groups</td>
<td>The intifada’s achievements include the 1991 Madrid peace conference and the opening of political space for the 1993 Oslo Accords</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divisions within Israeli society</td>
<td>Acceptance by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) of the concept of a Palestinian state side by side with Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Served as an important information and deliberation tool about direction of the uprising, including an 18-month-long debate on adopting total civil disobedience</td>
<td>Nonviolent resistance did more for coining a model of authentic democratic governance in the Arab world than any other force to date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Israel introduced curfews in the West Bank and Gaza, arrested and exiled scholar activists</td>
<td>Nonviolent strategies shifted a discourse from independence to liberation and framed it around human rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School and university closings helped to spread ideas about nonviolent struggle as 14,500 students and professors were sent home to their villages and refugee camps where they planned the next nonviolent actions against the occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Israeli Supreme Court rulings in favor of the protesters’ demands</td>
<td>Increased international solidarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Israeli Defense Forces often disregard these rulings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternative media, including Palestinian and Israeli, cover the intifada of the wall though international media largely ignore it</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Popularized demands of imprisoned Palestinians</td>
<td>Popularized nonviolent resistance and the plight of Palestinians living under occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conditions in Israeli prisons improved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Became a globally decentralized international campaign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Led to third-party sanctions, including corporate disinvestment and cultural, social and economic boycotts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internationalized Palestinian nonviolent struggle against Israel’s occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Campaigns</strong></td>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>Method/Type</strong></td>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education campaign in Austrian Poland</td>
<td>Forming of the Agricultural Circle Society</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opening Christian stores and credit associations</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1882 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishment of People’s School Society</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commemorations campaign in Austrian Poland</td>
<td>Mass celebrations of national anniversaries, military victories, and famous Polish historical and contemporary figures</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1880 onward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass mourning during anniversaries of Poland’s partitions or failed armed uprisings</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1880 onward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational activities during commemorations, including lectures, theatrical performances, exhibitions, and church services</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1880 onward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of the Society for Peasant Education</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign for indigenous, grassroots-led socioeconomic development in German Poland</td>
<td>Establishment of Society for Folk Reading Rooms</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up Polish economic and financial institutions in rural areas to counteract German economic expansion</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1885 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Launching patriotic education movement in rural areas</td>
<td>The strength of the newly acquired national identity was displayed during World War I when peasants constituted the majority of Polish Army volunteers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civic education offered to Polish-speaking villagers</td>
<td>Experience of organizing and running secret education became part of Polish collective memory of the national resistance and was used during the German occupation of 1939–1945 and during communist rule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promoted social behavior that reinforced the social and national fabric</td>
<td>Cultural forms of resistance as well as patriotic education further romanticized past violent struggles and inadvertently overshadowed Polish tradition and the practice of nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organized festivities to commemorate historic anniversaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reached out to 5 million illiterate Polish-speaking peasants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Built libraries and rural primary and secondary schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorporated the work of Polish nationalist novelists and poets in the curricula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organized national celebrations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Brought together Poles from different social strata (intellectuals, peasants, workers) and instilled in them emotional attachment to Polish history, tradition, and culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Established nearly 120 libraries, distributed books and other reading materials, and set up day nurseries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>German authorities eventually dissolved the organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Within three years, the society had set up close to 400 rural and 85 urban libraries and supplied them with 79,000 Polish-language cultural, literary, and religious books</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By 1890, almost 1,000 libraries were established</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 100 reading circles were opened</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Polish credit cooperatives rose from 25 in 1868 to 76 in 1891, reaching 204 by 1913 with close to 126,000 members—almost half of them peasants</td>
<td>Helped modernize and expand both the rural and urban economy in German Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helped modernize and expand both the rural and urban economy in German Poland</td>
<td>Within a decade, Poles were able to acquire more land than Germans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helped modernize and expand both the rural and urban economy in German Poland</td>
<td>Within a decade, Poles were able to acquire more land than Germans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Campaigns</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Method/Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of Polish industrial societies</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of Peasant Agricultural Circle</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1875 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of Polish-language press</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School strikes in German Poland</td>
<td>Gathering signatures and preparing petitions against Germanization of schools</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1871 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Września strike where school children refused to use books, answer questions, and speak German during prayers and religion classes, and commemorate the German victory over France at Sedan</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student strikes</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1906–1907</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work of the Polish press to publicize and inform about school strike</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commemoration movement in Russian Poland</td>
<td>Erecting a bronze statue for a national bard, Adam Mickiewicz</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion; Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Teaching legal, credit, tax, and inheritance issues to countervail German administrative, juridical, and economic efforts to uproot Polish-speaking peasants from their land Peasant agriculture circles increased from 45 in 1875 to 60 with 10,000 members in 1900, and reached 310 with 17,000 members by 1910</td>
<td>The strength of the newly acquired national identity was displayed during World War I when peasants constituted the majority of Polish Army volunteers Experience of organizing and running secret education became part of Polish collective memory of the national resistance and was used during the German occupation of 1939–1945 and during communist rule Cultural forms of resistance as well as patriotic education further romanticized past violent struggles and inadvertently overshadowed Polish tradition and the practice of nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Influenced school strikes in 1901–1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Petitions were lessons in citizens’ self-organization They generated greater awareness among the Polish-speaking population of the necessity to defend Polish education and built up a momentum for the school strikes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Children were punished with mass beatings Thousands gathered near the school when they heard children screaming and later twenty-one protesters were sentenced to prison terms and financial penalties The punishment of children and harsh sentences backfired and Września became a national symbol of the Polish resistance in defense of the Polish language Increased international support for Poles’ right to self-determination Inflexibility of German authorities paved the way to a larger wave of school strikes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>93,000 children from over 1,600 schools in German Poland were on strike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Printed sample petitions for parents to use in protest against German religion classes Printed examples of parental consent notes for pupils attending a strike to give to their teachers Published regular reports on the ongoing protests in different parts of German Poland Praised striking pupils and encouraged others to join</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>In two months, more than 100,000 people donated money for the statue 12,000 people attended the official ceremony despite police restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
### Poland (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resisting Russification in Russian Poland</td>
<td>Offering illegal classes in Polish language, history, and literature</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ <em>Creative</em></td>
<td>1885 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of the Association of the Secret Teaching</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ <em>Creative</em></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the flying university</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ <em>Creative</em></td>
<td>1870s onward</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of the state school system</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Social</em></td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish Motherland Schools (PMS) launched</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ <em>Creative</em></td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign against the Stamp Act, 1765–1766</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People hanged effigies of tax agents and confronted them at home</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial legislatures’ petitions against Stamp Act</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock funeral of effigy of Liberty</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>October 1765</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and consumer boycotts against supporters of the act</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Social, Economic</em></td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax refusal</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Economic</em></td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonconsumption of British goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ <em>Economic</em></td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>By 1901, according to Russian government sources, a third of the Polish population in Russian Poland at some point had received secret teaching</td>
<td>The strength of the newly acquired national identity was displayed during World War I when peasants constituted the majority of Polish Army volunteers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>More than 5,000 men and women passed through the flying university in Russian Poland in the 1880s, including the future Nobel Prize winner Marie Curie-Skłodowska</td>
<td>Experience of organizing and running secret education became part of Polish collective memory of the national resistance and was used during the German occupation of 1939–1945 and during communist rule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Thousands of new village schools under the Polish-controlled local municipalities were set up Czarist government in October 1905 permitted the establishment of private schools with Polish as the language of instruction except Russian language, history, and geography By 1914 more than 100,000 primary and secondary school children attended private schools, continuing the boycott of Russian-controlled state schools</td>
<td>Cultural forms of resistance as well as patriotic education further romanticized past violent struggles and inadvertently overshadowed Polish tradition and the practice of nonviolent resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Russian government cracked down on and closed PMS Polish organicists built parallel underground schools in response to the Russian government crackdown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Stamp officials throughout the 13 colonies had resigned their office Articulated colonial grievances</td>
<td>Collective expression of differences with Britain raised the political awareness of Americans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Dramatized resistance Enlisted participation Pressured royal officials Raised awareness and identified people as supporters of the resistance</td>
<td>Through civil resistance, people learned that they were a separate nation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>widening opposition beyond legislative actions</td>
<td>Civil resistance formed a sense of American identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Broke habits of obedience to British authority</td>
<td>Development of parallel institutions to the British government led to a de facto independence and laid the foundation for a new government of the United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Promotion of American-made goods and economic self-reliance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
## United States (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campaign against the Stamp Act, 1765–1766</td>
<td>Nonimportation by merchants in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newspapers ceased publication or defied the British Crown by continuing to publish without stamps</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawyers did not use stamps while judges did not proceed without them</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up and workings of Stamp Act Congress</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1765–1766</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign against the Townshend Acts, 1767–1768</td>
<td>Massachusetts House of Representatives distributed a Circular Letter to all colonial assemblies to petition the king for repeal of the Townshend Acts</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1767–1768</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social boycott of those who did not participate in the nonconsumption campaign of British goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Social</td>
<td>1767–1768</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local tailors charged less for work on American-made cloth, but extra for imported cloth</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative, Disruptive</td>
<td>1767–1768</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonimportation agreement among merchants</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1767–1768</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up of Committees of Correspondence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1770–1774</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign against the Coercive Acts of 1774</td>
<td>The Boston Tea Party, dumping dutied tea into Boston harbor in defiance of the 1773 Tea Act</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>December 16, 1773</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resolutions articulating the colonies’ rights and grievances</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>September–October 1774</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonimportation of British, Irish, and West Indian goods</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>October 20, 1774</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation and workings of the First Continental Congress</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>September–October 1774</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threat of nonexportation of items such as lumber, naval stores, tobacco, and other raw materials</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>October 1774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Stamp Act was to yield £60,000 a year, but it generated only £3,292 in early 1766, not even covering the cost of printing</td>
<td>Collective expression of differences with Britain raised the political awareness of Americans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Effectively nullified the Stamp Act, but without bringing about its repeal</td>
<td>Through civil resistance, people learned that they were a separate nation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Coordinated intercolonial cooperation Helped produce a statement of colonial rights and limits of parliamentary authority Leveraged pressure on British merchants who insisted on repeal by British politicians Stamp Act repealed</td>
<td>Civil resistance formed a sense of American identity Development of parallel institutions to the British government led to a de facto independence and laid the foundation for a new government of the United States before the war broke out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>By the end of 1768, every colonial assembly had petitioned the king challenging Parliament’s right to levy taxes on the colonies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Renewed collective civil resistance to British authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Illustrated local expression of wider American resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Merchants who violated it or refused to enroll were boycotted and labeled as enemies of the country Townshend Acts, except the duty on tea, were repealed in April 1770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They became fully functional American replacements for organs of British authority and embodied the parallel government</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Britain enacted a series of measures known as the Coercive Acts, but they backfired and immediately prompted resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Stated the shared issues and expressed a growing common identity of Americans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Promotion of American-made goods and economic self-reliance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adopted resolutions articulating the colonies’ rights and grievances Enacted decision to stop imports from Britain, Ireland, and the West Indies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To be in force by September 10, 1775 Demonstrated other methods of resistance and potential for additional pressure on the British</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States  (Cont.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Campaigns</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign against the Coercive Acts of 1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Papua</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-Dutch struggle</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal to pay taxes and labor withholding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing traditional Biak loincloths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People defied Dutch orders that banned visits to Angganeta Menufandu, a konor (indigenous prophet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed a flag with inverted Dutch tricolor flag, Morning Star, and a cross as a symbol of the future Papuan kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass defiance of bans on wor (ritual singing and dancing) and drinking palm wine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anti-Indonesian struggle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People defied bans on Papuan songs and dances while the music group Mambesak performed songs in indigenous languages and local dances that included hidden identity-defining metaphors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized mass exodus of Papuans east to Papua New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church leaders called for active engagement in campaigns for civil and political or economic, social, and cultural rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Papuan Spring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a parallel government with a 500-member panel and parallel civil society, including formation of human rights organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass civilian-based protests and demonstrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Campaigns</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Papuan Spring</td>
<td>Local campaigns, including protests against logging and palm oil plantations, mobilization of the Papuan women market sellers to win their own marketplace in the capital, protests against third province</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>2001 onward</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising the Morning Star flag</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>2000 and 2004</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Indonesian struggle</td>
<td>Formation of first independent labor union of gold and copper mine workers in West Papua</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>April 2007</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of FORDEM</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petition delivered to the provincial parliament by 15,000 people</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>June 18, 2010</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March of 20,000 Papuans to the provincial parliament</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>August 2010</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-day occupation (sit-in) of the provincial parliament</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>August 2010</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Papuan People’s Congress, a three-day gathering of unarmed resistance groups</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>October 2011</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence celebrations: waving the Morning Star flag; shouting “freedom”; reading in public the October 2011 Declaration of Independence</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>December 2011</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Participation</td>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium/ Low</td>
<td>Growth of student movement</td>
<td>Over many decades, civil resistance has formed and reinforced collective Papuan identity and Papuan nationalism. Civil resistance is framed narrowly around ethnicity, Christianity, and independence that limits Papuans’ ability to form alliances with progressive Indonesians.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Symbolic rejection of being part of Indonesia. Filep Karma, a Biak civil servant and activist, was sentenced to fifteen years for raising the Morning Star flag.</td>
<td>Helped breach differences and facilitated workers’ unity and organization in preparation for strike.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Helped breach differences and facilitated workers’ unity and organization in preparation for strike.</td>
<td>Papuan mine workers won improved conditions, including doubling of their wages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Papuan mine workers won improved conditions, including doubling of their wages.</td>
<td>Prepared a petition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Prepared a petition.</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td>Parliamentarians did not heed protesters’ demands.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Parliamentarians did not heed protesters’ demands.</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>When the protesters reached parliament, they began an occupation of the building.</td>
<td>Prepared a petition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>During the last day of the event Papuan leaders declared independence. Security forces opened fire, killing three Papuans, two were stabbed, hundreds were arrested. Violence backfired. Increased support for independence among Papuans who pressed forward with organizing pro-independence celebrations. Led to divisions within political elites inside Indonesia. Generated more outside attention and support for the West Papuan cause.</td>
<td>During the last day of the event Papuan leaders declared independence. Security forces opened fire, killing three Papuans, two were stabbed, hundreds were arrested. Violence backfired. Increased support for independence among Papuans who pressed forward with organizing pro-independence celebrations. Led to divisions within political elites inside Indonesia. Generated more outside attention and support for the West Papuan cause.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Many Papuans cast off their fear of expressing their pro-independence views. Wide segments of the Papuan society mobilized, including Papuan civil servant and retired military. Hardened pro-independence stance among Papuans who press for national referendum on political status of the region. Repression by the Indonesian military.</td>
<td>Many Papuans cast off their fear of expressing their pro-independence views. Wide segments of the Papuan society mobilized, including Papuan civil servant and retired military. Hardened pro-independence stance among Papuans who press for national referendum on political status of the region. Repression by the Indonesian military.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Zambia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refusal to pay tax, provide forced labor, and recognize colonial authority</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic, Political</td>
<td>1890 onward</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-led churches called for equality of blacks and whites and rejection of both colonial and traditional chiefly authority</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1918 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers’ strikes in Copperbelt towns</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>1935 and 1940</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor unions representing various professional groups were formed</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>late 1940s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up welfare associations</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>1920 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare associations led awareness-raising campaigns, protested against racial discrimination, demanded better schools and infrastructure</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1920 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of political groupings and parties with nationalist goals</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Creative</td>
<td>From late 1930s until late 1950s</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending delegations to London to pressure the colonial and British government to reject the idea of a Federation with white-dominated Southern Rhodesia</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1950 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protest meetings held throughout the territory to mobilize African opinion against the British. Harry Nkumbula, leader of African National Congress, symbolically burned the government white paper announcing a Federation</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1950 onward</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the resistance was unsuccessful as taxes were levied, land seized, forced labor exacted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some resistance succeeded in persuading the colonial administration to reverse its decisions to abolish a system of shifting cultivation and allow for its use next to a settled agricultural system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thousands were influenced by the teaching of the churches</td>
<td>Strengthened development of a sense of African identity and a feeling of empowerment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The colonial government arrested “seditious” preachers and banned Watchtower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strikes emphasized unity in diversity of the African labor force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy of nonviolent action was present during strikes and helped engender moderation and nonviolent (though militant) behavior as part of the postwar nationalist resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unions’ pressure forced the colonial government to reverse its policy on short-term labor migrants and accept that Africans would remain in the towns as permanent workers</td>
<td>Facilitated development of a politicized multiethnic urban proletariat that in turn helped the growth of a sense of national identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor unions became the source of a militant support for nationalist parties as their economic struggles had strong anticolonial overtones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The welfare associations often achieved local objectives. Under their public pressure in Ndola, government among others set up a new school, improved sanitary conditions, opened a township market, and distributed land for garden plots</td>
<td>The associations developed political awareness, including strengthening African unity beyond tribal differences, and taught democratic organization and decisionmaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The welfare associations were a harbinger of the first territory-wide nationalist party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial authorities at first denied registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught political organization, participation, and mobilization skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided forums for Africans to articulate their political opinions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The delegation did not succeed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Method/Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Level of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National strike</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic</td>
<td>April 1953</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal to feed touring government officials</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaigns of noncooperation with government: refusal to store grain and inoculate cattle, ignoring regulations for compulsory communal storage of kaffir corn and cassava</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political, Economic</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycotts of Asian and European shops that practiced segregation, including butcher shops, beer halls, tearooms, and hotels</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Economic, Social, Political</td>
<td>1950s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women marched, bare breasted, against the color bar</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in Luapula Province helped hide political prisoners</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1950s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public burnings of the ID passes that all Africans were required to carry</td>
<td>Protest and persuasion</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott of elections</td>
<td>Noncooperation/ Political</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launching the cha cha cha campaign that aimed at damaging property and infrastructure to make the territory ungovernable</td>
<td>Nonviolent intervention/ Disruptive</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Impact</td>
<td>Long-Term/Overall Impact of Civil Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The response to a call for a strike was not widespread. It was observed in two Copperbelt towns and in Lusaka</td>
<td>Resort to nonviolent actions made Zambians more inclined to seek political change through political parties and movements rather than through violence. Zambia’s postcolonial history has been largely peaceful and politically less violent than many of its neighbors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ANC failed to organize a broad coalition in support of its anti-federation strike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycotts had an economic impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance actions motivated people by showing the unity and strength of the movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased government repression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political leaders, including Kenneth Kaunda, were arrested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh measures backfired, fueling support for resistance and nationalist parties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From July 15 to October 31, 146 roads were either destroyed or blocked, 64 bridges destroyed, 64 schools destroyed, 77 other public buildings destroyed, and 69 motor vehicles burned or destroyed—making the territory ungovernable for the British</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty African protesters killed by the police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The campaign prompted the British government to accept that Zambia should gain independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This unique book brings to light the little-known, but powerful roles that civil resistance has played in national liberation struggles throughout history.

Ranging from the American Revolution to Kosovo in the 1990s, from Egypt under colonial rule to present-day West Papua and Palestine, the authors of *Recovering Nonviolent History* consider several key questions: What kinds of civilian-based nonviolent strategy and tactics have been used in liberation struggles? What accounts for their successes and failures? Not least, how did nonviolent resistance influence national identities and socioeconomic and political institutions both prior to and after liberation, and why has this history so often been ignored? The story that emerges is a compelling one of the agency of thousands and even millions of ordinary people as they used nonviolent force in the course of struggles against foreign subjugation.
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